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Abstract 
There is more to the human activity of fishing than just catching fish. These are not the words 

of unlucky fishers. It is also not coincidental that this pursuit of the elusive is more than fishing 

for fish. If fishing did not pose all the challenges of being in pursuit of the elusive, it would not 

be fishing, nor would it serve as a metaphor for life. And whilst the thesis is inspired by the 

purest notion of fishing for fish, the existential quest to which the more entails, is inescapable. 

From Paleolithic Man to a Prioress of a Medieval Nunnery, the human activity of 

fishing casts its net out to the unknown in search of an elusive creature that smells less like fish 

and more like the salty-sweet bounty of lost feminine deities. Irrespective of the longstanding 

use of fishing as an allegory of the spiritual quest (or of human life as such experienced), and 

the numerous fishing tales that hint at a popular philosophy, one published paragraph from 

1880 remains the only Philosophy of Fishing to date. This lacking of philosophical inquiry into 

fishing has never seemed so queer as in our current conundrum in fisheries management. 

Management of the last of the hunters and gatherers has proved to be a challenge in fisheries 

the world over. Beyond the question of twenty first century industrial fishing I argue that the 

human activity of fishing may play a key role in the understanding of ourselves as a symbolic 

mind, and moreover, how the activity of fishing itself, as a conduit of two worlds may be an 

embodied symbol of our humanity. 

This thesis in three parts aims to demonstrate how a philosophy of fishing may 

contribute to both the current topological discourse, and its applicability in entering multi-

disciplinary discussions involving current global issues in fisheries policy and governance. 

Motivated by Susanne Langer’s work on symbolism, and also the fishing tales of celebrated 

literature, Part I considers how the activity of fishing has been instrumental in understanding 

ourselves as human beings and further enabling us to connect with that understanding. In Part 

II, the thinking about a sense of place within the elemental and unframeable waterscape is 

facilitated through the philosophies of José Ortega y Gasset, Jeff Malpas and Freya Mathews. 

With an aim at synthesizing our evolutionary capacity for symbolism with a topological 

consideration of an aquatic sense of place, Part III develops an ethical consideration of fishing 

inspired by the topological philosophies and reflected in the notions of Indigenous kinship and 

Dreamings they support. 
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For whatever we lose (like a you or a me) 
it’s always ourselves we find in the sea.1 

E. E Cummings 1923

1	CUMMINGS,	E.	E.	1923.	Complete	Poems:	1904-1962	New	York,	Liveright	Publishing	p	682	
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Introduction 
There is more to the human activity of fishing than just catching fish. These are not the 

words of unlucky fishers but I am going to go as far as to say, of all fishers. I specify human 

activity because of course, we are not unique in fishing, but are rather one of many a species 

that dine on fish and can thus be classified fishers in the most accepted and broad sense. While 

this is true, my ongoing use of the term fishers in this thesis will not be inclusive of bears, 

seabirds, sharks, whales, seals, fish, orangutans or the other species that go fishing, but will be 

exclusively a reference to our own human kind – Homo sapiens. Furthermore, all fishers – 

recreational, cultural, artisanal, commercial, fly, plunkers, seine netters, long liners, ticklers, 

trappers, trawler, spearers, industrialised, iki jime-rs2, experienced and newbies – will describe 

the common sentiment  that there is something special about being out on the water or along a 

shoreline, guided by the tides, engendered by the moon, beneath the stars and lured by the 

elusive beneath the watery realm. Verging on the sublime, I am not deliberately evoking a 

poetic image of fishing but rather am making explicit some of the nuances of fishing which 

gives this human activity the sensibility which is almost always characterised as more than just 

catching fish. It is also not coincidental that this pursuit of the elusive is more than fishing for 

fish, and lends itself to the quest for love, money, data, compliments, friendships, God, the self 

or anything that goes beyond and is difficult to catch. If fishing did not pose all the challenges 

of being in pursuit of the elusive, it would not be fishing, nor would it serve as a metaphor for 

life. Whilst the thesis is inspired by the purest notion of fishing for fish, the existential quest to 

which the more directs attention, is inescapable.  

It is curious that a philosophy has not been developed on an activity that has been the 

cornerstone in the aesthetic, religious and sporting traditions of many cultures for over one 

hundred thousand years. I expected that an activity which I go on to claim is symbolic of our 

identity as a symbolic mind, as H. sapiens sapiens almost demands philosophical attention. 

Some fishers claim to engage in philosophical meditations and some philosophers fish, but a 

formal philosophy that engages with the human activity of fishing has not been pursued since 

Professor David Swing’s paragraph published in the New York Times in 1880: 

2	Traditionally	from	Japan,	iki	jime	is	a	method	of	catching	fish	ethically	adopted	by	sustainable	fishers	
and	wild	caught	fish	advocates	like	Mark	Eather	https://mark-w-eather.com	
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The charm of fishing lies partly in the fact that it is a pursuit after the unknown and unseen 

the ardently expected, and partly in the fact that the fresh trout or bass or mackerel or blue-

fish is a rare dish for the table. When a fish unfit for the table comes to the surface, the man 

who has nursed the nibble so long casts away his catch in disgust, thus betraying the fact 

that fishing as an art draws its sublimity not from the mystery only of the deep pool, but 

also from considerations which spring from the kitchen and dining-room and from man’s 

anti-Tanner proclivities. To these two weighty considerations must be added the attractions 

of river and lake and sea and then the philosophy of fishing is complete.3 

Swing centres his philosophy on the sublime nature of fishing to which I too have been 

lured. However, unlike him, my own philosophy has not been motivated by a love of the 

culinary delights that fishing may deliver, but rather by the character of fishing, in its very 

nature, as being always about more than the catch alone.  Irrespective of the longstanding use 

of fishing as an allegory of our spiritual journey and the numerous fishing tales that hint at a 

popular philosophy, the way it has been used as a metaphor for our lives, or even existential 

inquiry into being and mortality, Swing’s paragraph is the only serious (even if brief) attempt 

at a Philosophy of Fishing published to date. It is not surprising then, that the first question I 

am invariably asked when introducing my thesis to a mostly scientific audience is, why 

philosophy? Of course, amongst philosophers, the question is just as often why fishing?  

Fishing has been significant in our flourishing as a species that has so successfully 

populated the global landscape. It has inspired wave migrations since leaving the dawning of 

our kind in Blombos Cave, through Europe, Asia and into the continent of Australia over fifty 

thousand years ago. It sustained the poor commoner just as it also was a symbol of wealth at 

the sovereign banquets during the Ancient civilisations of Egypt, Rome, India and China. It 

inspired and made possible the Viking invasions into Europe from the northern seas which 

ultimately lured the Southern Europeans out to much deeper and more treacherous waters.4 

This not only gave them a taste for whiter fleshier fish, but also inspired the consequential 

discovery of North America lead by the Basque, who were following their taste for the cod.5 

 
3	SWING,	D.	1880.	The	Philosophy	of	Fishing.	The	New	York	Times,	August	18,	1880.	

4	ROBERTS,	C.	2007.	The	Unnatural	History	of	the	Sea:	The	past	and	future	of	humanity	and	fishing,	Great	
Britain,	Octopus	Books.	

5	KURLANSKY,	M.	1997.	Cod:	A	Biography	Of	The	Fish	That	Changed	The	World,	London,	Penguin	Books.	
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The human activity of fishing has been central in the adoption and practice of religious 

conventions beyond the cradle of the symbolic mind. Our capacity for religious thought has 

seen the idolisation of the fish through the worship of fish goddesses and gods – Hatmehit, Isis, 

Parvati, Aphrodite, Venus, Mysterious Lady, Yemaya, the first incarnation of Vishnu, 

Chīmalmā, Freya and Jesus – and the ceremonial and ritualised eating of fish in celebration of 

some of them. Fish has also been the commodity against which currency has been measured 

and subsequent trade wars fought by economic revolutionaries. The cod wars of Europe lasted 

nearly 500 years, motivating debates and consensus on international fishing rights which were 

not without lasting deleterious socio-economic effects on local fishing communities across the 

continent, again inspiring mass migrations to new found lands.6 Across the Atlantic, similar 

cod wars during the eighteenth century inspired the Boston Tea Party and its subsequent 

entrepreneurial fight for liberty and the birth of a nation.7  

Most recently we have again recognised the over exploitation of resources from fishing 

and its subsequent devastation of aquatic ecosystems which also begs the question of our very 

relationship with our aquatic environment particularly influenced by neoliberal economics. Yet 

still, the ocean remains ninety five percent unknown to us8, and the quantity of its biomass is 

even more uncertain9. A philosophical inquiry into this human activity which sits at the core 

of our identity and evolution through time is more involved than the suppositions of my wary 

colleagues – philosophical and scientific alike. 

Motivated by the more character of fishing, this thesis aims to transcend the narrow 

understanding of fishing as just a means for the procurement of aquatic protein and instead 

looks towards fishing in its existential, ontological, and even its ‘other-worldly’ character. 

Even so, this first cast at a philosophy of fishing is committed to something which is 

fundamentally human and thus also accessible to us all. Whilst firmly committed to 

philosophical dialogue, the thesis also extends itself to the mooring of fisheries management, 

which is actually void of any real philosophical dialogue or consideration. As a first cast, this 

 
6	ROBERTS,	C.	2007.	The	Unnatural	History	of	the	Sea:	The	past	and	future	of	humanity	and	fishing,	Great	

Britain,	Octopus	Books.;	KURLANSKY,	M.	1997.	Cod:	A	Biography	Of	The	Fish	That	Changed	The	World,	
London,	Penguin	Books.	

7	KURLANSKY,	M.	1997.	Cod:	A	Biography	Of	The	Fish	That	Changed	The	World,	London,	Penguin	Books.	
8	ROBERTS,	C.	2007.	The	Unnatural	History	of	the	Sea:	The	past	and	future	of	humanity	and	fishing,	Great	

Britain,	Octopus	Books.	
9	SAINSBURY,	K.	2016.	The	Uncertainty	in	Fisheries	Models	(Professor	—	Marine	System	Management).	

In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Institute	for	Marine	and	Antarctic	Studies,	Taroona.;	ZIEGLER,	P.	How	Much	Fish?		
Seminar	Series,	28	July	2016	2016	Australian	Antarctic	Division.	
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remains an original contribution to thinking about fishing in philosophical discourse but also 

within the multidisciplinary system of fisheries management. As a contribution to both a 

discipline concerned with ideas and concepts and to a system bound by the very pragmatic 

confines of biology, politics and economics I have adhered to a type of topological thinking 

about fishing, where this activity may inform an understanding of our place in the environment 

and in addition may also offer a way of connecting to that understanding. 

In Man’s Place in Nature, Thomas Henry Huxley gives evidence for the evolution of 

man and apes from a common ancestor. In this first book devoted to the topic of human 

evolution, he firmly placed human beings within nature by placing us upright at the end of the 

monkey procession along the primate branch of the universal tree 10 . While met with 

antagonism by religious loyalists of the nineteenth century, our placing upon the branch today 

seems all the more repugnant - and not because we stand beside the ape. Rather it is because 

we do so, draped in all of our i-accessories, biochemical antidotes and sterilisation within our 

concrete jungles, listening to the sounds of digitised beats, snap-chatting our algorithmically-

compatible-soul-mate while chowing down “chicken of the sea”11 on a bed of organic12-grown 

lettuce leaves. Our digital age has translocated our place of experience to the cyber portal on 

desk, in pocket or wrist, and has unequivocally plucked us from the bosom of Isis,13 placing 

 
10	The	tree	of	life	or	universal	tree	is	a	metaphor	used	to	describe	the	phylogenetic	tree		relationships	

between	organisms,	both	living	and	extinct,	as	described	in	a	famous	passage	in	Charles	Darwin’s	On	
the	Origin	of	Species	(1859)	published	four	years	prior	to	Huxley’s	Evidence	as	to	Man’s	Place	in	
Nature.		

11	A	company	brand	of	canned	seafood	products	–	salmon,	albacore,	clams,	crab,	mackerel,	oysters,	
sardines,	shrimp.	In	1914	it	was	originally	a	canning	company	in	California	called	Van	Camp.	The	
brand	was	later	born	from	fishermen	that	called	albacore	tuna	“chicken	of	the	sea”	because	of	its	mild	
flavour	and	colour.		Information	about	the	company	and	its	products	can	be	found	on	its	website:	
www.chickenofthesea.com.	Last	accessed	26	June,	2019.	

12	I	stress	organic	as	opposed	to	non-organic	rhetorically	here	because	in	line	with	the	principles	of	
organic	chemistry,	as	a	carbon	based	living	matter,	lettuce	is	necessarily	organic.	

13	The	goddess	Isis	has	metaphorically	been	used	throughout	the	ages	as	a	symbol	of	Mother	Earth	—	of	
nature.	HADOT,	P.	2006.	The	Veil	Of	Isis:	an	essay	on	the	history	of	the	idea	of	nature,	Cambridge,	MA,	
The	Belknap	Press	in	Harvard	University	Press.	
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our disembodied brains securely in one of Gilbert Harman’s vats14, or perhaps more aptly – 

within the Wachowski sister’s matrix.15  

[T]he question of questions for mankind — the problem which underlies all others, and is 

more deeply interesting than any other — the ascertainment of the place which Man 

occupies in nature and of his relations to the universe of things.16 

Huxley’s preoccupation with our place in nature was defined by evolutionary terms and 

has since been supported by geneticists, microbiologists, anthropologists and others albeit upon 

more of a bush than a tree. Initially lead by geographers during the 1970s17, discussions about 

the place we occupy in the environment has emerged within philosophical and the broader 

humanities discourse. Some of the literature has been inspired and also reflected the ancient 

stories and ontologies held by Indigenous communities. Thinking about the place we occupy 

in nature is no longer bound by genetic hierarchies, nor theories of space–time or cultural 

frameworks, but within philosophy, has become intimately woven into the fabric that makes 

up our thinking, our perceptions and our very experience of the world.18 What makes thinking 

about fishing so beguiling is that it is not only an activity that we have engaged in since the 

dawn of our kind, but is inextricably bound to the question of who we are. My argument here 

will be that fishing is indeed an activity in which our being in the world, as worked out in the 

watery locale of the fisher and the fish, is articulated and engaged with in an essential and 

fundamental fashion. And this is itself reflected in the way the vocabulary of fish and fishing 

has become entangled in our ordinary language. 

 
14	The	brain	in	a	vat	thought	experiment	is	most	commonly	used	to	illustrate	Cartesian	skepticism	and	

thus	intended	to	isolate	certain	features	of	our	notion	of	knowledge,	reality,	truth,	mind,	
consciousness	and	meaning.	In	1973	Harman	updated	Descartes	demon	thought	experiment	with	a	
jar	as	the	source	of	our	deception	in	the	epistemological	question	of	what	we	can	know	to	be	true	
about	the	reality	of	our	human	experience.	

15	The	Matrix,	1999.	Directed	by	WACHOWSKI’S,	T.	USA;	Australia:	Warner	Bros.	Village	Roadshow	
Pictures.	

16	HUXLEY,	T.	H.	1863.	Evidence	as	to	Man’s	Place	In	Nature,	New	York,	D.	Appleton	and	Company.	p	71	
17	RELPH,	E.	C.	1976.	Place	and	placelessness,	Pion.	
18	MALPAS,	J.	2018.	Place	and	Experience:	A	Philosophical	Topography.	2	ed.:	Routledge.;	MATHEWS,	F.	

2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	The	Trumpeter,	23,	21.;	
GROVE,	P.	1999.	Myths,	Glyphs,	and	Rituals	of	a	Living	Goddess	Tradition	ReVision,	21,	6-14.	
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Methodology 

The Brazilian theoretical physicist Marcelo Gleiser dedicated his memoir on fishing to the 

unknowable magic and serendipity that nature invariably unveils if you are in it for long 

enough.19  After thirty years of having his head up in the Universe,20 Gleiser reconnects with 

what he calls the simple beauty of the unexpected.21 For Gleiser, it is the experience of this 

magic, which he sees as emerging in the activity of fishing, that motivates some people to 

believe in God and why he was lured, as an eleven year old boy from Copacabana, to become 

a fly-fisher. As much a book concerned with thinking about the cosmos as it is about fishing, 

Gleiser’s memoir echoes many of the same themes that preoccupy me here. Such themes 

include the magic and mystery of water, the serendipitous quality of fishing, our connection to 

nature, the relational dance of self and other, the seduction of fishing itself, and the experience 

of the uncertain and unknown. Unlike Gleiser, however, my work here aims to go beyond any 

mere memoir, and to explore the scholarly literature relevant to fishing. The breadth of themes 

covered within the thesis further extends to include works on the symbolism of fish and fishing, 

fishing in the social and global imaginary, fishing as it relates to  feminist and economic 

worldviews, fishing in Indigenous dreamings and ways of life, fishing as it connects to that 

key question of our place in nature and to the possibility of a form of eco-eroticism.  

These themes are bound to my emerging notion of the waterscape as distinct from the 

landscape, and in which the activity of fishing plays out.  They also further expose the 

challenges of thinking about this ‘scape and our connection to a realm which is always in a 

state of flux and therefore is never the same place. This challenge is at once reflected in our 

thinking about our layers of being in the waterscape and also in our ethical relationship to it. 

In his quest for an answer to the origin question, and ease at theorising over black holes and 

quantum spaces, it is unsurprising to find that Gleiser so comfortably refers to the activity of 

fishing as “a portal into a different reality”.22 And whilst my own intuition concerning the 

“more” character of fishing is precisely of this nature, western philosophy has in some ways 

not reflected the same candid approach of diving into the vacuity.  

 
19	GLEISER,	M.	2016.	The	Simple	Beauty	Of	The	Unexpected:	A	Natural	Philosopher’s	Quest	for	Trout	and	the	

Meaning	of	Everything,	Lebanon,	NH,	USA,	University	Press	of	New	England.	
20	Ibid.	
21	The	Title	of	his	book	which	is	also	the	title	of	a	chapter	and	found	in	the	text	ibid.	p	35	
22	Ibid.	p	170	
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Australian philosopher, Freya Mathews offers an opportunity for precisely this kind of 

unbound thinking. Environmental metaphysician and critic of deep ecology, 23  Mathews 

reflects and supports Gleiser’s account of fishing as a conduit of two worlds24 in her analytic 

philosophical approach that she has wed to her commitment to a revival of panpsychism – itself 

one of the oldest theories in philosophy ascribed by eastern traditions, Plato, Spinoza, James 

and some others in the west. The notion of a conscious universe has more recently inspired a 

rethinking of the tradition of panpsychism in science with discourse emerging in philosophy 

pertaining to consciousness as a biological phenomenon. Specifically, her thesis on 

onotopoetics which is dependent upon pansychism advances my thinking about fishing as a 

conduit of two worlds. 

There is no already formulated ‘philosophy of fishing’ that could provide a starting 

point for this thesis or that might provide a useful precedent for the inquiries it aims to 

undertake. I have therefore oriented the inquiry that is developed in the following pages with 

respect to five existing theorists and their work, none of whom talk about fishing as such, but 

all of whom address issues that do connect with the issues that fishing, and a philosophy of 

fishing, would seem to invoke.  

Archaeologists and anthropologists have more recently refocussed their inquiry away 

from the cradle of humankind and toward the origins of language or communication (with 

nature, with the spirit world, and among humans) through symbols. In his Genesis of Symbolic 

Thought,25 social anthropologist, Alan Barnard, has located the birth of our linguistic cultural 

complexity. This symbolic revolution has been intimately connected to our ancestor’s taste for 

seafood, and has been integral in my thinking about how fishing existentially defines us both 

evolutionary but also ontologically.  

In unlocking some of the nuances in thinking about symbolism in philosophy, Susanne 

Langer’s work is another orienting theorist for this study. Influenced by the thought of Ernst 

Cassierer, Langer published Philosophy in a New Key: A Study in the Symbolism of Reason, 

Rite and Art in 1941, reviving the significance of symbols and symbolism in understanding 

 
23	MATHEWS,	F.	2016.	From	Biodiversity-based	Conservation	to	an	Ethic	of	Bio-proportionality.	

Biological	Conservation,	200,	9,	MATHEWS,	F.	1991.	The	ecological	self,	Barnes	&	Noble.	
24	GLEISER,	M.	2016.	The	Simple	Beauty	Of	The	Unexpected:	A	Natural	Philosopher’s	Quest	for	Trout	and	the	

Meaning	of	Everything,	Lebanon,	NH,	USA,	University	Press	of	New	England.	
25	BARNARD,	A.	2012.	Genesis	of	Symbolic	Thought,	Cambridge,	Cambridge	University	Press.	
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how the human mind transformed the primal need to express itself.26 Langer sought to explore 

seemingly irrational aspects of the human mind. She claimed that language was only one form 

of expression, and developed Cassierer’s theory of symbolism to give art the same status as 

science in giving meaning to human experience. Whilst not art, the evolutionary and existential 

relationship we share with fish and its significance in meaning making through myth and our 

own evolutionary story, makes Langer’s work most influential in my thinking about the activity 

of fishing. 

José Ortega y Gasset is the most cited defender in the philosophy of hunting discourse, 

to which fishing is almost always wed. As a result, he is a thinker who cannot be avoided in 

this discussion.  His primitivist account of hunting, coupled with his ontology of self-creation, 

“I am I and my surroundings”,27 is an important starting point for my thinking about our 

relationship with nature, which lends itself to a topological way of thinking about fishing. 

The topological philosophy of Jeff Malpas is a natural starting point in thinking about 

the nuance of fishing as an activity that is necessarily located within the waterscape. This is 

not because Malpas explicitly takes up this question, but because his notion of our dynamic 

relationship with place is perhaps more symbolically or visually relevant to the waterscape than 

the pastoral landscape that is oftentimes the focal point of such discourse. His interpretation of 

Martin Heidegger's topological thinking, begins with our finding ourselves already "there," 

situated in the world, in "place" to which the aquatic realm makes a particularly challenging 

thought experiment. 

Given the absence of thinking about fishing in philosophy, I weave some of literature’s 

most famous fishing tales through the thesis. These aid in my striving toward a more nuanced 

understanding of fishing. To further anchor my research to the very literal and physical activity 

of fishing, I sought ethics approval and subsequently conducted approved interviews with 

fishers, experts from a cross section of disciplines and Indigenous elders to direct the 

philosophical discourse of this thesis.28   

 
26		LANGER,	S.	K.	1942.	Philosophy	In	A	New	Key:	a	study	in	the	symbolism	of	reason,	rite,	and	art,	

Cambridge,	Massachusetts,	Harvard	University	Press.	
27	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	2000.	Meditations	on	Quixote,	Champaigne,	Illinois,	University	of	Illinois	Press.	p	

45	
28	Ethics	Reference	Number:	H0015653	
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Summation of parts 

In Part I: Fishing in the cultural imaginary, I argue for the centrality of the activity of fishing 

in our lives and in our understanding of the human condition. Chapter 1 shows the universality 

of the fish as a symbol we have worshipped and continue to find meaning in through to the 

secularisation of our becoming. Moving toward the grammar-bound island,29 Chapter 2 shows 

how fishy etymologies and idioms reflect our understanding of ourselves and our relationship 

with nature. The chapter goes on to consider the treatment of fishing as the central protagonist 

in the epics told by some of our most revered contemporary writers and concludes that fishing 

has been used to symbolise our most abstracted ontological notions. 

In Part II: Thinking about ‘the last of the hunters and gatherers’ metaphor, I explore 

both the misconceptions and relevance of the essentially primitivist assumptions about those 

that engage with the activity of fishing. In Chapter 3, I remember the gatherer and the feminine 

which is so central in our evolutionary fishing tale. Chapter 4 finds inspiration from Thoreau’s 

notion of living deliberately to further unpack a topological thinking about fishing. It ultimately 

extends the contemporary discourse on a ‘sense of place’ to include the cheerful and es-scaping 

character of the waterscape which has been until now neglected. In Chapter 5, I propose that, 

equipped with a symbolic mind, standing out on the precipice over one hundred thousand years 

ago, were the first of fishers – poised between the two realms of land and water, certainty and 

unknown, the worlds of physical forms and conceptual transcendence. I conclude that when 

fishing, “the last of the hunters and gatherers”30 are embodied symbols of our humanity. 

Finally, Part III: Dance of the fishers is an exploration into a way of thinking about a 

place-based ethics, inspired by the activity of fishing. Fishing and our thinking about it does 

not occur in a vacuum but from within the worldview we occupy or the culture in which we 

are placed and ethically swayed. Chapter 6 considers the economic influence of fisheries 

management and offers a feminist account to better understand the reality of fishing practices 

which tends to stand against the utopic vision of fishing that I have thus far accounted for. In 

contrast to these influences I offer an account of fishing that opens up a possibility for a 

seductive relationship shared between fisher and nature. Inspiring a place-based ethics centred 

around eco-love, Chapter 7 draws on the topological philosophies of thinkers encountered 

 
29	LANGER,	S.	K.	1942.	Philosophy	In	A	New	Key:	a	study	in	the	symbolism	of	reason,	rite,	and	art,	

Cambridge,	Massachusetts,	Harvard	University	Press.	
30	MCPHEE,	D.	2008.	Fisheries	Management	in	Australia,	Sydney,	The	Federation	Press.	p	v	
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earlier within the thesis. Since none of them have explicitly detailed an ethical account of their 

philosophies, I propose a way their theories may inspire a way of developing a code of fishing 

which is also reflected in the indigenous practices of both Australian Aborigines and 

indigenous tribal cultures elsewhere in the world. 
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Part I: Fishing in the cultural imaginary  

Introduction to Part I 

The demi-god Maui was sent to take food to his aged grandmother, Hina, “but when he 

came to his ancestress he found her very ill, one half of her body being already dead, whereupon 

he wrenched off her lower jaw, made from it a fish-hook, which he concealed about him, and 

then returned to his home.”1 With this hook he went out fishing in a waka (canoe) with his 

brothers. He pulled a gigantic fish from the depths of the ocean, which is believed to be what 

is known today as the north island of New Zealand. The waka, which capsized on a reef and 

atop which he sat for protection, formed New Zealand’s South Island, and the brother’s 

body formed the Southern Alps which runs down the island’s heart.  

The creation of Aotearoa is but one of the significant number of myths which feature 

fishing, the abundant waterscape unto which it depends and the elusive present (temporal and 

gift) it sets out to land. Present here can be understood as both a gift (the catch) as much as it 

is a reference to space-time (being). With no established or working philosophy of fishing, 

these such myths and the symbols from which their meaning unfolds, have been a starting point 

in my thinking about fishing.  

Myths are stories that bring order and meaning to our existence, serving as a valuable 

probe into the worldview and values of a particular culture. They do so as an interpretation of 

the symbol and as such, the symbol precedes the myth. Conversely, there are a great many 

symbols which must be understood as the relics of mythical thought. Used in poetry and 

mysticism, symbols are chosen by association and not their mythical meaning in and of 

themselves. The dragon, Leviathan, for example, reappears throughout biblical literature in a 

metaphorical sense. Chosen for its mythical association as a monstrous creature often but not 

exclusively from the sea, but lacking in any consistent meaning it reappears time and again in 

myths ranging from Jonah’s whale to the Gnostic Ouroboros. 

If myths, which are stories that would have been told around the hearth, are the spoken 

expression of symbols that were once envisioned, etched, painted, sculpted, danced, then it 

follows that myth-making is the linguistic expression of the symbol. The symbolism expressed 

 
1	DIXON,	R.	B.	1916.	Oceanic,	Boston,	Marshall	Jones	Company.	p	43	
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in ceremony conveys the transcendental quality of symbols, not the literal interpretation of 

them as signs. Langer reminds the canon of logicians that symbolism is not the expressions of 

childish imaginings but high order intellect which gives form to the “unspeakable” and “logical 

beyond”. Fire, for example, is a natural symbol of life and passion, though it is the one element 

in which nothing can actually live. Symbols are “our spontaneous embodiments of general 

ideas”,2 says Langer, which have not yet been chiseled and refined or mutated by causal 

dictation. She goes on to say: 

Image-making is the mode of our untutored thinking, and stories are its earliest product. If 

language is born, indeed from the profoundly symbolic character of the human mind, we 

may not be surprised to find that this mind tends to operate with symbols far below the level 

of speech.3 

Langer’s theory of “presentational symbolism”4 proposed that human beings dealt with 

phenomena which were difficult to express in ordinary language by using symbols such as 

music, art, and myth-making which dwell beyond the artist’s individual emotional or mood 

experience and can be shared in their universality. I similarly argue that the human activity of 

fishing both from the shore and within the cultural imaginary is symbolic of what defines us as 

human – a being with a mind which has a “profoundly symbolic character”5. We fish because 

we lack in nutrient, understanding, connection or whatever, and so we are plagued by the need 

to express our evanescent pursuit of the elusive which the symbol can only ever point toward 

but never make explicit. Fishing is symbolic of the riddle of our beingness – we who are 

incessant in our symbolising that which cannot be said but only be sensualised as the lived 

experience.  

As a symbol, the words we use associated with fishing and fish reflect the relationship 

we share with the fish, with each other, and with ourselves. Fishing has not only appeared in 

myths and legend, but has further integrated itself in the everyday expressions we use. The way 

we have named and referred to fish has also defined the relationship we have forged with them 

 
2	LANGER,	S.	K.	1942.	Philosophy	In	A	New	Key:	a	study	in	the	symbolism	of	reason,	rite,	and	art,	Cambridge,	

Massachusetts,	Harvard	University	Press.	p	144	
3	Ibid.	p	144	
4	Ibid.	p	97	
5	Ibid.		
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and the waters from which we harvest them. This is an example of the way in which the symbol 

– the word – has given meaning to the myth – our story with the sea, the rivers, the lakes and 

the dance we have danced with its fish.  Langer would argue this is because of the symbolic 

meaning of fish, water and the pursuit of the unknown which defines the activity itself.   

As a symbol of our very being human, fishing has time and again been symbolic of the 

complexity of not only human life, but also concepts less explicit in character – colonisation, 

identity, impermanence, self-sufficiency, economic motivations and emotional transgressions. 

The human activity of fishing has the capacity to encompass both from the shore and within 

the cultural imaginary (of which the two are really inseparable) the drama of human life. It is 

remarkable and indeed beguiling that something as diverse as the human experience can be 

revealed through the symbol and metaphor of fishing. Fishing demonstrates a plasticity in 

meaning throughout our evolutionary story. The significance of understanding this story, 

certainly reflects the kind of semantic qualities Langer aims at defining as a presentational 

symbol which “characterize its essential distinction from discursive symbolism or language 

proper”6. The fishing symbol in this sense is understood through the relationships within a total 

structure and not as isolated sounds, colours, lines, or whatever. The intimate bond between 

the activity and our human identity has perhaps led to an academic oversight in recognising 

fishing as a legitimate symbol to unpack and apprehend in our grasping at understanding and 

connecting with ourselves. Trying to understand and connect with fishing in philosophy is 

analogous to trying to understand and connect with being. 

Following Langer, this thesis is dependent upon and thus requires some further 

explanation of our becoming a symbolic mind which has been located along the rocky coastline 

in the south east corner of Africa about one hundred thousand years ago. Symbols and their 

integral role in meaning-making have been well established in the philosophy of language and 

our evolutionary capacity for symbolism has been more recently located and theorised by 

archaeologists and anthropologists. Like Langer, Alan Barnard defines the human through our 

unique capacity for symbolism when he says: 

 
6	Ibid.	p.	97	
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Many species communicate, but only humans have language, and only humans 

communicate through symbols. To use symbolism is to be human. It follows that to think 

in symbols is to be human too.7 

Our symbolic revolution has been theorised to also be intimately linked to a particular 

kind of fishing. During the upper Paleolithic age, the everchanging climate grew increasingly 

inhospitable, uninhabitable and unwelcoming – wild – to those whose lives were dependent 

upon water. Where the drying rivers and disappearing grasslands of the savannahs made life 

virtually impossible, what was left of the bipedal hominids began searching for a place that 

could sustain them. A small number of them found Blombos Cave that our ancestors would 

discover. It was a place where they would become increasingly reliant upon a new source of 

nourishment which would also mark the beginning of our symbolic revolution.   

Symbolic thought entails a consciousness of the aesthetic and a desire to communicate 

this to someone else, perhaps with the view to influence that other’s perceptions. For some 

philosophical anthropologists, it is what gives us the spiritual or religious capacity and for other 

disciplines, it is what bestows us with the capacity for complex language.  

Barnard has been motivated to locate our becoming – the moment and the location our 

ancestors developed a symbolic mind – the moment we were brought into existence. “Grammar 

is not needed in order to grow crops, build megaliths or mix copper with tin,” writes Barnard, 

“but it is needed in order to tell a good myth” .8 This symbolic revolution marked the moment 

when symbolism blossomed and when language became something more than a simple system 

of communication.9 It is the aesthetic character of our full capacity for language as poetry, as 

 
7	BARNARD,	A.	2012.	Genesis	of	Symbolic	Thought,	Cambridge,	Cambridge	University	Press.	p	3.		
8	Ibid.	p	91	
9	Many	species	communicate,	and	since	I	am	highly	skeptical	of	the	anthropocentricism	of	notions	of	

language	with	the	emerging	evidence	of	cetaceans	not	only	communicating	but	also	showing	evidence	
of	inter-species	vocal	learning	which	is	one	of	the	foundations	of	language	MUSSER,	W.,	BOWLES,	A.,	
GREBNER,	D.	&	CRANCE,	J.	2014.	Differences	in	acoustic	features	of	vocalizations	produced	by	killer	
whales	cross-socialized	with	bottlenose	dolphins.	Whilst	I	suspect	that	the	other	fishers	dolphins	and	
other	cetaceans	which	demonstrate	a	great	capacity	for	socialization	may	share	our	capacity	for	
symbolism,	my	thesis	is	one	about	our	own	fisher	story	which	locates	us	in	a	unique	position	as	land	
dwellers.	Thus,	I	will	commit	only	to	the	exclusively	human	capacity	to	communicate	through	
symbols,	art	and	metaphor,	which	includes	complex	language	structures,	since	dolphins	and	
cetaceans	do	not	share	in	our	dexterity.	In	his	exploration	into	our	Genesis	of	Symbolic	Thought,	Alan	
Barnard	says	that	Chimps	might	“think”,	and	no	matter	how	creative	australopithecines	and	early	
Homo	might	have	“thought”,	they	do	not	or	did	not	possess	the	capacity	for	the	making	of	metaphor,	
symbolism	or	art	that	can	communicate.	Nor	can	they	conjure	mystical	ideas	that	can	be	pondered	or	
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art, as a way of communicating which lays beyond our material grasp on reality. Language in 

the form we have it, argues Barnard, must exist for some purpose other than mere 

communication, because for him, communication itself is enhanced because of our potential to 

go beyond,10  to pursue the elusive, to fish. About one hundred thousand years ago, our 

ancestors efficiently fished the sea-parcels of omega nutrients along the shorelines and waters 

of their cave. They had a lot of leisure time, and they were also not just communicating the 

methods of how to best bring fish to the communal table. At the very least, around the hearth 

at Blombos cave, our ancestors were telling stories, which were most likely inspired by that 

upon which their minds became increasingly dependent – the ocean and its resources, or what 

I like to join our indigenous brethren in calling, the source of their lives and the lives of their 

descendants. 

The dawn of symbolic thought is argued by teams of socio-anthropologists and 

archaeologists from various institutions all over the world to be located at Blomboschfrontein 

Nature Reserve, about three hundred kilometres east of Cape Town on the Southern Cape 

coastline. Coined the cradle of the human mind, it locates a new kind of hunter and gatherer – 

a seer and myth-maker – a fisher. It is a well-established belief that it was the sea – more 

specifically the long chain of polyunsaturated fatty acids found in seafood – which bore the 

modern mind.11 This link between fishing and our own humanity as defined by our capacity 

for symbolism sits at the very centre of my quest into the significance of the human activity of 

fishing as a symbol of what it means to be human. Archaeologist John Parkington maintains 

that  

Rather than thinking of it that when we got smart, we noticed that there were all these 

shellfish lying around and so we started to eat them, well, maybe it was the other way 

 
shared	.These	things	differentiate	not	only	chimpanzees	from	humans,	but	also	early	humans	like	
Homo	erectus,	from	ourselves.	BARNARD,	A.	2012.	Genesis	of	Symbolic	Thought,	Cambridge,	
Cambridge	University	Press.	p	3	

10	BARNARD,	A.	2012.	Genesis	of	Symbolic	Thought,	Cambridge,	Cambridge	University	Press.	p	92	
11	SINGH,	M.	2005.	Essential	fatty	acids,	DHA	and	human	brain.	The	Indian	Journal	of	Pediatrics,	72,	239-

242.;		MAREAN,	C.	W.	2012.	When	the	Sea	Saved	Humanity.	Scienctific	American	The	Sciences,	SINGH,	
M.	2005.	Essential	fatty	acids,	DHA	and	human	brain.	The	Indian	Journal	of	Pediatrics,	72,	239-242.;	
2010.	Human	Brain	Evolution:	The	Influence	of	Freshwater	and	Marine	Food	Resources	Hoboken,	New	
Jersey,	Wiley-Blackwell.	
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around. Maybe it was our regular consumption of all those shellfish that provided the 

nutrients for the brain to become better wired.12 

The question of who we are and what we are is inextricably linked with fishing. At the cradle 

of the symbolic mind, these remaining few bands of our hunter-gatherer-ancestors, became 

fishers. They forged the first relationships with our seas, the ocean, her bounty and established 

the first fishing community that also, through complex language, shared in its meaning. To our 

ancestors at Blombos Cave, fishing was inextricably linked to their becoming – their very 

identity. 

There is little wonder that the activity of fishing has featured in so many of our myths 

over time and all over the world. Moreover Parkington, and other anthropologists preoccupied 

by the discoveries at Blombos cave, offer a way in which the human activity of fishing is central 

to our being who it is that we are – our language, our evolutionary journey, our thinking, our 

dreaming, our connection to the world, our reliance upon the waterscape and insistence of 

continuing to forge a relationship with the fish and even why today, we remain so dependent 

upon these last of the wild caught species within our food chain. 

Maui’s fishing legend is not the story of a demi-god fooling around with his brothers 

or even the child-friendly nationalist tale of him hauling out New Zealand from the amniotic 

waters of Gaia’s womb. Rather, traveling and sailing the waka and waka hourua (double hulled 

canoe) is the means by which the uninhabited New Zealand was founded. Māori that used waka 

and waka hourua to travel between New Zealand’s two islands mastered the art of sailing, 

which included using astronomy and trigonometry. With them, Māori populated and flourished 

as a people, and so their legacy as a nation of seafarers and fishers began. The hei matau or 

Maui’s fish hook carved from bone, remains a symbol worn by the Māori today to remind them 

of the reliance their ancestors had on the bounty they caught from the sea to survive. The tale 

of moana’s (the ocean) great fish, is a creation story which defines the Māori peoples today not 

in the realm of the fantastical or in their immature imaginary, but is the land they walk upon, 

the waters they swim in and fish from; is imbedded within their Melanesian DNA; it is that 

which is reflected to them in their mirrors each morning, and in the hina (moon) which 

brightens their night sky each night.  

 

 
12	As	quoted	in	The	Great	Human	Odyssey,	2015.	Film.	Directed	by	THOMPSON,	N.	Canada.	
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Figure 1:  Aotearoa 
The map of Aotearoa (New Zealand) and its mythological form as a fish and a canoe as symbolised 
within the myth of Maui’s fishing story.  
(Source: https://nemp.otago.ac.nz/PDFs/social_studies_01/chapter5/shape.pdf) 

 

The myth continues to evolve with contemporary significance. Even though the indigenous 

Māori population is the largest minority (14.9%) of New Zealand’s population, their 

connection to place is immortalised in their mythology and use of symbolism within their 

cultural imaginary and is substantially reflected in their long history in commercial fishing in 

the southern hemisphere. The Treaty of Waitangi guaranteed to Māori their lands, forests and 

also recognised rights over the waterscape or fisheries. 13  Over time, New Zealand law, 

however, began to regulate commercial fisheries so that Māori control was substantially 

eroded. After High Court proceedings and further deals, Māori remain the largest group in New 

Zealand fisheries, controlling over a third of the industry today.14 These are the evolving myths 

that have flourished from the symbol of the waka and hei matau. The use of symbolism in the 

oceanic mythology of the Māori and Melanesian peoples is not limited to pre-scientific 

cultures, but as Gleiser reminds us, is also common in science, “especially science that explores 

phenomena beyond our sensorial experience”.15  

 
13	PALMER,	M.	S.	R.	2008.	The	Treaty	of	Waitangi	in	New	Zealand's	Law	and	Constitution,	Victoria	

University	Press.	
14	Te	Ara.	The	Encyclopedia	of	New	Zealand:	a	complete	guide	to	our	peoples,	environment,	history,	culture	

and	society.	https://teara.govt.nz/en/te-hi-ika-maori-fishing/page-6.	[Accessed:	21	January	2019].	
15	GLEISER,	M.	1997.	The	Dancing	Universe:	from	creation	myths	to	the	big	bang,	Hanover,	New	

Hampshire	USA,	Dartmouth	College	Press.	p	8	
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The human activity of fishing is central to our identity as H. sapiens, which is to say 

that even for those of us who do not fish, our symbolic mind, our inherent pursuit for the elusive 

and capacity to communicate that which lies beyond, still defines us as fishers. Thus, the 

activity of fishing provides a basic structure that is part of human life, even when we no longer 

fish. In inspiring the development of our brains, the abundant protein source from the sea and 

our obsessive success at acquiring it, has consequently been the catalyst for the rise and success 

of science and technologies and mass inter-continental human migration. It has shaped 

economic independence and free trade capitalist revolutions. It has sustained communities; 

provided religious and cultural traditions with virtues through story. It has been so entwined 

within the language we use to communicate life experience that it becomes increasingly 

difficult to separate the human activity of fishing from the nature of being human. This notion 

of fishing as an allegory for life reveals just how fishing is intimately entwined with life, which 

is also to say, language. The activity of fishing is not a mere analytical deduction of presumed 

biomasses and economic yields, but a hieroglyph of our being human. 

In chapter 1 I explore many of the possible meanings beyond that for which we go 

fishing – the fish. I try to consider the image of the fish itself and how as our most essential 

source of nourishment, it is symbolic also of the most primordial notions of a life lived. In a 

culture sustained by the spoken word, it is difficult (if not impossible) to neglect symbolism of 

language and the way in which these meanings have been embedded within the etymologies of 

words, turns of phrases and myths. In chapter 2 the etymologies and the names we have given 

fish and how we make reference to them are further explored. Proceeding beyond the word, I 

consider colloquialisms and turns of phrases cultures have developed, continue to use and share 

universally. I finally go on to explore how the human activity of fishing has been used in 

literature as a metaphor for life’s journey. In these fishing tales, the activity represents the 

uncertainty and impermanence of the human condition as well as the quest to self-sufficiency 

and the masochistic violence of human pride and its overcoming. Each of these conditions are 

reflected in the fishing tales of Melville, Faulkner, Thoreau, Hemingway and others.  
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1. Thinking about fishing through symbols beyond the grammar-bound island 

The symbolic character of the human mind is interwoven into the intrinsic nature of fishing as 

an activity. Consistent with Langer’s Philosophy In A New Key16, the symbols associated with 

fishing mythology, precede speech. Fishing mythology ought to be accepted as synonymous 

with the activity of fishing as that which stands beyond metaphorical discourse or logos, but 

dwells in the realm of mythos – as an activity which is time and again defined by its “more” 

character, or that which goes beyond. This idea is best conveyed here by the alleged fragment 

inscription by the Greek philosopher Heraclitus about twenty-five centuries ago: phusis 

kruptesthai philei (which has come to be translated as nature loves to hide). This is relevant in 

a philosophy of fishing for two main reasons. The first and most obvious is the way the activity 

in its most unadulterated sense (and sonar free) demonstrates that nature does indeed love to 

hide insofar as water–nature conceals the fish–prize. Just as it is poetically capturing the nature 

of fishing, Heraclitus’s aphorism also exposes something much more ontological in its 

unveiling of our human selves. 

With no actual evidence of the surviving fragment, experts disagree on the intended 

meaning of the axiom but some five hundred years later, when the phrase was first quoted in 

Greek literature, “Nature loves to hide” became the accepted interpretation. Pierre Hadot is a 

historian of philosophy and concludes the first chapter of his book dedicated to this aphorism 

with “to write the history of thought is sometimes to write the history of a series of 

misconceptions”. 17  We cannot definitively know what Heraclitus actually meant by the 

aphorism, but Hadot offers varying accounts of possible meanings as bound by the contextual 

uses of the arrangement of these three words along their cultural evolution in place and time. 

Before its accepted translation, the possible original meaning was “the process of birth and 

formation tends to hide itself”18. Heraclitus may have intended to draw attention to the divinity 

or mystery of creation itself. This transition from phusis (genesis, appearance, process of 

realization) to nature, is just the first wave of “misconception” within this history of ideas, 

according to Hadot. Nature was not to be interpreted as synonymous with flora and fauna or 

biological ecosystems, as it is invariably used today. Rather, nature was then debated to be 

 
16	LANGER,	S.	K.	1942.	Philosophy	In	A	New	Key:	a	study	in	the	symbolism	of	reason,	rite,	and	art,	

Cambridge,	Massachusetts,	Harvard	University	Press.	
17	HADOT,	P.	2006.	The	Veil	Of	Isis:	an	essay	on	the	history	of	the	idea	of	nature,	Cambridge,	MA,	The	

Belknap	Press	in	Harvard	University	Press.	p	14	
18	Ibid.	p	8	
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construed as either god, the way of the cosmos, the character of things, and the like19. Hadot 

traces successive interpretations of the three cryptic words which, over time, have come to 

mean that all that lives tends to die and that nature wraps herself in myths20. Already prior to 

the Christian era, ‘hiding’ became ‘veiling’ which materialized as a vestment – separating the 

power of divinity from human mortality. The pagan myths were reborn through the artistic 

materialization of renaissance Europe, from Botticelli’s raising up of a naked feminine deity 

from the sea in his The Birth of Venus to Raphael’s Philosophy where a robed Artemis became 

the symbol of nature. By the scientific revolution, the veiled Isis featured in the frontispieces 

of scientific handbooks21 and as the symbol of nature, also became the subject of a veritable 

cult in pursuit of the mysteries and secrets privy only to learned men.22 Hadot distinguishes 

between the Promethean and Orphic methods of learning about nature, the methods of 

unveiling Isis. Respectively, we can either unveil her by force through the scientific torture of 

experimentation23 or through the aesthetic experience of remembering the Greek poieses24 or 

through the poetic unveiling of nature. These characters are by no means exclusive for in 

Leonardo da Vinci as both inventor and artist, Hadot paints a prime candidate for dancing the 

Promethean and Orphic tango.25 In our contemporary world, people no longer speak of secrets 

of nature, nor the myth of Isis or the symbolic meaning of her veil. But Heraclitus’s phusis 

kruptesthai philei was reborn in Martin Heidegger’s memory of Being and his thesis that Being 

unveils as it veils itself.26 What is relevant here is that Heidegger, so believed Hadot, had a 

deep understanding of the three words of Heraclitus’ aphorism as meaning that the phusis or 

“dawning” (or unveiling) is inseparable from the veiling which is itself the mystery. 

The symbolic becomes relevant in its representation of that which conceals precisely 

as it unveils – that which stands beyond the prosaic. This is not a thesis on the nature of 

Heideggerian Being and so while his commitment to what Hadot calls the Orphic relationship 

 
19	Ibid.	pp	17-28	
20	Ibid.	pp	50-57	
21	Ibid.	p	137	
22	EAMON,	W.	1994.	Science	And	The	Secrets	Of	Nature:	books	of	secrets	in	medieval	and	early	modern	

culture,	Princeton,	New	Jersey,	Princeton	University	Press.	
23	HADOT,	P.	2006.	The	Veil	Of	Isis:	an	essay	on	the	history	of	the	idea	of	nature,	Cambridge,	MA,	The	

Belknap	Press	in	Harvard	University	Press.	p	35	
24	Ibid.	p	136	
25	Ibid.	p	155	
26	Ibid.	pp	303-305	
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to nature or in my words, the poetic return to truth, he never leaves what Langer refers to as 

the mudflats of the grammar-bound island.27 Ultimately, he cowers at ever casting out toward 

another island within the archipelago of our perception. With more courage and perhaps with 

much less to lose (as a woman), Langer endeavours to further legitimise the symbolic which 

precedes the spoken form: 

At best, human thought is but a tiny, grammar-bound island, in the midst of a sea of feeling 

expressed by “Oh-oh” and sheer babble. The island has a periphery, perhaps, of mud – 

factual and hypothetical concepts broken down by the emotional tides into the “material 

mode,” a mixture of meaning and nonsense. Most of us live the better part of our lives on 

this mudflat; but in artistic moods we take to the deep, where we flounder about with 

symptomatic cries that sound like propositions about life and death, good and evil, 

substance, beauty and other non-existent topics.28 

Language and our sophisticated capacity for communication has at once become the 

fish desperately flapping and fighting at the end of our hook. The symbolic quality of language 

which flounders between the grammar-bound island of literal description and the images which 

float at the end of secured line, tempted by the uncertainty of meaninglessness, stand in protest 

against the Promethean violence of her forefathers. Beyond the canons of philosophy, in the 

above citation Langer also hints at Heraclitus’ axiom in her critique of language as upheld by 

her ancestral logicians. 

For Langer, symbols upon which the sophistication of grammatical language have 

evolved – as conveyed in art and mythology – take us beyond this confined grammar-bound 

island of language to another metaphysical dimension. In her chapter that critiques the 

traditional view that speak-able thoughts define all that which we can know, Langer says that 

language as our only possible semantic, (particularly in philosophical discourse), does not 

always most aptly clothe the experiences that elude the discursive form.29 Beyond the human 

that we can put to words, lives an inexpressible realm of feeling, or formless desires and 

satisfactions, immediate experiences which ought not remain for Langer “incognito and 

 
27	LANGER,	S.	K.	1942.	Philosophy	In	A	New	Key:	a	study	in	the	symbolism	of	reason,	rite,	and	art,	

Cambridge,	Massachusetts,	Harvard	University	Press.	pp	87-88.	
28	Ibid.	pp	87-88	
29	Ibid.	p	86	
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incommunicado” because they do not adhere to grammatical articulation or precision. Mental 

life is greater than discursive reason and is inclusive of insight and intuition, deeper meaning 

and artistic truth.  

With further investigations it is becoming increasingly difficult to actually keep reason 

separate from instinct. In his The Art Instinct,30 Denis Dutton claims Darwinian selection can 

account for our adaptation of art appreciation which we developed during the Pleistocene. His 

provocative and radical theory can account for an evolutionary aesthetic when he compares the 

display of sophistication and fine motor skills in the Palaeolithic artistry of the hand axe with 

the perfectly cut tear drop diamond. Our love of beauty, he says, is inborn, and many aesthetic 

tastes are shared across remote cultures―the most obvious is the widespread preference for 

landscapes with a running stream and distant trees, much like the savannas he says we 

evolved.31 For some it is to the water running through Dutton’s image of the landscape that we 

are most attracted.32 

The symbolic acts as a conduit of that which we simultaneously conceal and unveil in 

our primordial quest to pin down the transcendental – to express ourselves and who it is that 

we are. I am therefore, most concerned with exploring the interpretations of symbols both as 

pictures and in the myths we associate with fishing as a way of understanding and connecting 

with ourselves. As our most essential source of nourishment, I explore precisely how the fish 

also is symbolic of the most primordial notions of a life lived. 

1.1. A symbol of the unknown 

The invisible world of fish in water is the primary source of our association of fish with 

the unconscious and, by extension, of fishing with the exploration of the unconscious. 

Reflecting the psychoanalysts and psychotherapists discourse on the unconscious33, Chaplin 

Raymond J Lawrence, aptly defines the unconscious as that “dark cauldron teeming with life 

(fish) of which we are but dimly aware, a hidden body of content which discloses itself to us 

 
30	DUTTON,	D.	2010.	The	Art	Instinct:	Beauty,	Pleasure	and	Human	Evolution,	Oxford,	Oxford	University	

Press.	
31	DUTTON,	D.	2009.	Policy.	In:	MALPAS,	L.	(ed.)	The	Art	Instinct.	Winter	2009.	
32	NICHOLS,	W.	J.	2014.	Blue	Mind:	how	water	makes	you	happier,	more	connected	and	better	at	what	you	

do,	London,	Abacus.	p	12	
33	SCHENK,	R.	2001.	The	sunken	quest,	the	wasted	fisher,	the	pregnant	fish:	Postmodern	reflections	on	depth	

psychology,	Spring	Journal.	
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reluctantly in dreams, irrational behaviours, slips of the Freudian tongue, and other 

accidents”.34  

Here I am reminded of my favourite television series growing up in the nineties, 

Northern Exposure,35 and the fishing pilgrimage that explicitly delves into this relationship 

between fish and the unknown. After years of pining for his life in New York City, Dr Joel 

Fleischman decides to go fishing with the rest of his eccentric Alaskan townsfolk. Left 

overnight in an attempt at outwitting the big fish at the end of his line, in a surreal scene where 

waking life meets a kind of dream state, Fleischman (as he is affectionately referred to by his 

Alaskan adoptive family) is joined by his boyhood mentor Rabbi Alan Schulman: 

FLEISHMAN 
(confused) 

What is it that you are doing here? 

RABBI 
Looking for guidance, in his or her name 

FLEISCHMAN 
In East Loon Lake? 

RABBI 
Is that what they call this? 

FLEISCHMAN 
Rabbi, you’re in Alaska 

RABBI 
Wherever the search takes you 

FLEISCHMAN 
(pointing to the water) 

Well, what’s it like down there? 

RABBI 
It’s dark, Joel. It’s dark and its deep 

FLEISCHMAN 
Oh boy. 

The pursuit of the unknown that fishing may inspire, has less to do with what ends up 

on our hook and more to do with that of the self. The monsters our favourite myths and tales 

 
34	LAWRENCE,	R.	J.	J.	1991.	The	Fish:	A	Lost	Symbol	of	Sexual	Liberation?	Journal	of	Religion	and	Health,	

30,	9.	p	312	
35	Fish	Story,	1994.	Television	series.	Directed	by	D'ELIA,	B.	
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have horrified us with, have more often than not been a chimera of large ocean fish and hidden 

realities we bury in the recesses of our unconscious. Once at the end of his line, Fleischman, 

much like Jonah,36 found himself in the belly of the great fish, redeeming his escape from the 

responsibilities of love. The author of the only published philosophy of fishing to date, Prof 

Swing suggests, and as many of us do, “[w]hen a fish [or truth] unfit for the table [or our palate] 

comes to the surface, the man who has nursed the nibble so long casts away his catch in 

disgust”37 or buries it deep down in the darkness of our unknown and places an even bigger 

monster in its way to guard it. In this way, “gone fishing” more often than not makes reference 

to someone who has died, is daydreaming, who has checked out of reality, or is simply 

oblivious of his or her immediate surroundings.  

So oblivious is many a man for whom monsters lurk within the deepest and darkest 

unknowns. Literature’s most relevant and famous is Herman Melville’s big fish, Moby Dick.38 

It must be clarified here that I am considering Moby Dick because in our past, whales were in 

deed classified fish. It can also be stated that in some parts of the world still, the ethical position 

on whaling has not been separated from fishing: Japan, Norway, Iceland and the Faroe Islands. 

In this vain, failing to be enveloped by the majestic divinity of the great white sperm whale, 

the captain of the Pequod, Ahab was motivated only by his fate to eradicate this ‘symbol of 

evil’. Unquestioning of Ahab’s delusions, his loyal crew were free to manage their own fears 

and continued with their tasks, all the while knowing they were in pursuit of the literal 

embodiment of evil – the white whale that acted malevolently toward men. Whaling and 

commercial fishing still remain one of the most dangerous professions. Of his experience on 

the Norlantean, Redmond O’Hanlon eloquently articulates such similar fears and superstitions 

shared by his crews in Trawler: a journey through the North Atlantic.39 Yet while both crews 

share similar anxieties about the dangers of their jobs, unlike the modern crew, the Pequod’s 

men unashamedly displaced these fears upon the notion of the legendary White Whale: 

All that most maddens and torments; all that stirs up the lees of things; all truth with malice 

in it; all that cracks the sinews and cakes the brain; all the subtle demonisms of life and 

 
36	Jonah	and	the	Big	Fish	is	a	story	of	repentance	and	forgiveness,	found	in	the	“Book	of	Jonah”	or	the	

book	of	Nev’im	(“Prophets”)	in	the	Torah.		
37	SWING,	D.	1880.	The	Philosophy	of	Fishing.	The	New	York	Times,	August	18,	1880.	
38	THOMAS,	R.	2008.	Moby-Dick,	New	York,	NY,	Marvel	Publishing	Inc.	
39	O'HANLON,	R.	2003.	Trawler:	A	Journey	Through	the	North	Atlantic,	New	York,	Vintage	Books.	
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thought; all evil, to crazy Ahab, were visibly personified, and made practically assailable 

in Moby Dick. He piled upon the whale’s white hump the sum of all the general rage and 

hate felt by his whole race from Adam down; and then, as if his chest had been a mortar, 

he burst his hot heart’s shell upon it.40 

In many ways, this personification of Moby Dick is the existential heart of Melville’s 

epic tale that reveals the very nature of the symbolic. It ultimately reflects the peril in confusing 

the symbolic for the literal. This line which separates one from the other is all too often 

unnoticed as we increasingly desensitise ourselves from the meaning of symbols and rely so 

heavily upon the literal explanation of things. Ahab is the all-encompassing white modern man 

who has forgotten how to even recognise God when he is performing in front of him. This 

concealed traverse between the literal and the symbolic is at the very heart of my own thesis – 

and perhaps at the very core of our struggle in life as a symbolic mind. While many sailors 

aboard the Pequod use legends about particularly large and malevolent whales as a way to 

manage the fear and danger inherent in whaling, such legends are not taken literally. It is widely 

believed that Ahab’s mis-construal of the metaphorical for the literal motivates his and 

humanity’s epic and timeless struggle against the White Whale – against nature. 

Born from Blombos Cave, the symbolic mind worshipped mother fish deities as 

symbols of fertility and love, and the enigmas of the life force from which the bounty that 

sustains us is sprung. We sustained this mythos throughout the Ages and we honoured Mother 

Earth as nurturer and provider of life in Mesopotamia’s Hatmehit; Egypt’s Isis; India’s Parvati; 

Greece’s Aphrodite; Rome’s Venus; China’s “Dark Lady” or “Mysterious Lady” Xuannü (玄

女); Nigeria’s Yemaya; Aztec’s Chīmalmā; and the Norse Freja. But an opposing image of 

Nature has prevailed since the Scientific Revolution proceeded to mechanise and to rationalise 

the world view in the seventeenth century. No longer nurturing and sustaining Mother 

transformed into wild and uncontrollable nature which could render violence, storms, droughts 

and general chaos. She needed to be dominated and mastered – by men – and not men of the 

cloth, but men of science. 

Lynn White Jr famously cast blame for our ecological crisis on the dynamism of 

religious devotion shaped by the Judeo-Christian dogma of man’s transcendence of, and 

 
40	MELVILLE,	H.	1851.	Moby	Dick,	London,	Vintage	Random	House.	p	203	
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rightful mastery over, nature.41 However, it is a common misconception that the exploitative 

relationship man has over nature was born from the Judeo-Christian-Islamic tradition. This is 

inferred by the interpretation of the word “domination” in the first creation story found in 

Genesis 1:27-30.  

God created mankind in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and 

female created he them. God blessed the earth and subdue it. Have dominion over the fish 

in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves on the ground”. 

Then God said, “I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth and 

every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours for food. And to all the beasts of 

the earth and all the birds in the sky and all the creatures that move along the ground – 

everything that has the breath of life in it – I give every green plant for food.” And so it 

was.42  

Genesis was originally written in Hebrew and while the word “dominion” in biblical Hebrew 

also supposes a hierarchy – someone in a position of power to exercise this quality over 

inferiors – its interpretation to exploit and despoil is not. Rather, man’s superiority in this 

biblical story does not assume self-serving privilege but grave responsibility which is reflected 

in the passage found in Genesis 2:15 The Lord God took man and put him in the Garden of 

Eden to work it and take care of it.43 Created in His image, human beings rather, are bestowed 

with the unique responsibility to work creatively at maintaining an order that allows each thing 

to be and do all of what it is and does and that is what this first chapter in Genesis declares “is 

good”. Essentially, what “is good”, is the human refrain from domination which can only be 

achieved through humility.44 The creation story is just the beginning of a long narrative in 

Genesis which explores the complexity and tension that abounds the freedom of being human. 

The chief Rabbi, Lord Jonathan Sacks explains the enduring relevance of the creation story, as 

a narrative that adequately reflects what it is to be human. What Genesis is says Sacks, “is 

 
41	WHITE,	L.	1974.	The	historical	roots	of	our	ecologic	crisis.	Ecology	and	Religion	in	History.	New	York:	

Harper	and	Row.	
42	2008.	King	James	Bible.	[electronic	resource]	:	Old	and	New	Testaments,	[s.n.].	All	references	to	Biblical	

Texts	are	sourced	from	this	King	James	Bible.	
43	Ibid.	
44	This	Hebrew	notion	of	restrain	from	domination	is	directly	reflected	in	Ortega	y	Gasset’s	Meditations	on	

Hunting	in	the	final	chapter	of	this	thesis.	Please	see	7.1.1	Ortega,	p	188.	
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philosophy written in a deliberately non-philosophical way. It deals with all the central 

questions of philosophy: what exists (ontology), what can we know (epistemology), are we 

free (philosophical psychology), and how should we behave (ethics)”.45 He suggests, that to 

assume a sanction for exploitation from a word (domination) within the opening paragraph of 

a book which introduces the unfinished anthology of being human is not only foolish but 

haughty.46 

 Since the origins of our species, this organic world view that had prevailed47 was 

replaced with the image of nature as disorder, which called forth an important modern idea – 

that of power over nature. An idea which Ahab embodies not as a whaler, but as a modern New 

Englander programmed to terminate that which was not human – that which was beyond his 

grasp, unknown and perceived as a threat. As Western culture became increasingly mechanised 

in the late 1600s, myths became children’s fairy tales, all that we could know was protected on 

the grammar-bound island, and artistic significance and poetic meaning was cast out to 

Langer’s mudflats and the deep. The female earth and virgin earth spirit — the fish deity 

honoured for her abundance, love and fecundity — was slain by the machine. At least this is 

the premise upon which Carolyn Merchant bases her psychoanalytic exploration of women, 

ecology and the scientific revolution in her still applicable and pertinent, The Death of Nature.48 

Since, nature (wild and ungovernable) has been blamed for being either seductive (and 

dangerous) or indifferent to men. Siren-like, she beckons and invites hooks and guns in the 

same way women are said to lure men and ask for rape.49 Or like the cold, uncaring ‘bitch’, 

nature does not respond to man’s plight and must therefore be punished.  

Moby Dick was not a majestic gift of nature nor was he anything particularly divine, 

but an abomination of it to be hunted down and destroyed. Men aboard a whaling ship are lost 

to the world according to Ishmael. He is the narrator of this epic tale and while we know him 

to be a self-taught Renaissance man – good at everything and committed to nothing – we know 

 
45	SACKS,	J.	2009.	Covenant	&	Conversation	Genesis:	The	Book	of	Beginnings,	Jerusalem,	Koren	Publishers.	

Also	found:	https://www.thejc.com/judaism/books/the-chief-rabbi-on-genesis-1.12309	
46	Ibid.	
47	MERCHANT,	C.	1989.	The	Death	of	Nature:	Women,	Ecology	,	and	the	Scientific	Revolution,	New	York,	

HarperCollins	books.;	STONE,	M.	1976.	When	God	Was	A	Woman,	New	York,	A	Harvest	Book,	Harcourt	
Inc.	
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that he has gone to sea out of some deep spiritual malaise and that shipping aboard a whaler is 

his version of committing suicide. Written in a time when whaling was a globally active 

enterprise in the thick weave of civilisation, as a reflection of our cultural understanding of the 

whale, over the course of the novel, Ishmael makes use of nearly every human discipline in his 

attempts to understand the essential nature of the whale. Much like my own experiences with 

fishing and the philosophical quest that Langer has also recognised through her reconsideration 

of the grammar-bound island and the greater communication through the symbolic, each of 

these systems of knowledge, (including but not limited to art, taxonomy, and phrenology), fails 

to give an adequate account. The multiplicity of these approaches, coupled with Ishmael’s 

compulsive need to assert his authority as a narrator and the frequent references to observable 

restraints (“men cannot see the depths of the ocean”, for example), suggest that human 

knowledge is always limited and insufficient. When it comes to Moby Dick, this limitation 

takes on allegorical significance. In its inscrutable silence and mysterious habits, the White 

Whale has been read as an allegorical representation of an ‘unknowable’ God.  An abomination 

to all that is humanly conceivable, the unknowable God is to be hunted down and erased, 

evidence obliterated: 

Towards thee I roll, thou all-destroying but unconquering whale; to the last I grapple with 

thee; from hell’s heart I stab at thee; for hate’s sake I spit my last breath at thee. Sink all 

coffins and all hearses to one common pool! and since neither can be mine, let me then tow 

to pieces, while still chasing thee, though tied to thee, thou damned whale! Thus, I give up 

the spear!50 

Moby Dick cannot be destroyed. The final climactic explosion of theatricality is 

followed by an overwhelming silence, as the whale disappears and everything and everyone, 

but Ishmael, is pulled below the ocean’s surface. Swallowed up by the great unknown, 

everything returns as though it never was. The monster in this tale was not the big fish but 

Ahab, for the qualities he sought to eradicate were his own. He remained unknown to himself, 

albeit reflected upon his greatest enemy. Ahab was led by his own demons, ultimately creating 

this monster from the deep to pursue and to kill. Moby Dick at once both a sperm whale, but 

also the embodiment of Ahab’s imagination, born from the denial which ultimately strangled 
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him. It is in this sense that Ahab was always in “hell’s heart,” not in the midst of the ocean in 

the face of the demonic white beast but in the darkest unknown abyss of all. 

While he most likely did not have fishing at the forefront of his mind when writing 

aphorism 146, Friedrich Nietzsche encapsulates this human relationship with the sea most 

poignantly when he writes: 

Whoever fights monsters should see to it that in the process he does not become a monster. 

And when you look long into an abyss, the abyss also looks into you.51 

Sometimes associated with nihilism, Nietzsche also threw a hammer at notions of an objective 

order or structure to the world. When all values are baseless and reason is impotent, there are 

no monsters left to fight. Rather, from out of the abyss his Übermensch is free to become. It is 

from here that meaning is given form and not from assumptions of assumed logical causality 

or the cultural imaginings of other worldly beings. One’s own freedom, the self as undefined 

by anything other than its self is the abyss. It is at once both terrifying and liberating. Uncharted 

seas, the last frontier, and it is not only within our grasp, it is our grasp. Only, Nietzsche would 

claim that it is only grasped by those beyond the limitations we have placed around men – for 

the Übermensch – the Beyond-Man, Superman, Overman, Hyperhuman – the religions, the 

laws, the science, the thinking. He is not concerned by the human with extraordinary physical 

strength, or musical ear, or IQ, or running speed, but the human that lives to the beat of his own 

drum and takes responsibility for it. Free from conventions and expectations, Nietzsche is 

interested in the human that sits and stands at the edge of sanity’s precipice and looks into the 

abyss and continues to stand in the face of danger. It is in this sense that Nietzsche later writes 

of this pioneer: 

For believe me! — the secret for harvesting from existence the greatest fruitfulness and the 

greatest enjoyment is: to live dangerously! Build your cities on the slopes of Vesuvius! 

Send your ships into uncharted seas! Live at war with your peers and yourselves!52 
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Much like the last of the hunter-gatherers standing at the precipice of that great watery abyss, 

or the Vikings’ tales of Kraken escapes or still the contemporary commercial fishers of the 

North Atlantic, Nietzsche’s Übermensch embraces the greatest unknown – not the fish they 

catch, or the oceans into which they cast, but themselves in the face of such madness. 

It is often easy to forget the riddle inscribed in the forecourt of the “Temple of Apollo 

and Delphi”.53 The ancient maxim know thyself begs to be qualified through the understanding 

of two contrasting modes of inquiry — the Enlightenment versus the Romantics. Richard 

Tarnas perceives both as rebels against the oppressive traditional structures and relentless quest 

for human freedom54 he also sums up that the “Romantic vision perceived the world as a 

unitary organism rather than an atomistic machine recognised by the Enlightenment of reason. 

…The genius celebrated by the Enlightenment temperament was a Newton, a Franklin, or an 

Einstein, while for the Romantic it was a Goethe, a Beethoven or a Nietzsche”.55 Reflecting 

Hadot’s promethean-orphic divide, while the Enlightenment disposition valued the intellect 

and its comprehension and exploitation of the laws of nature, the Romantics valued artistic 

creativity and the powers of self-expression and notions of self-creation. It is easy to see just 

how the Enlightenment may have inspired the sonars, big boats and big nets that only 

seemingly do away with the mystery of fishing, for whilst they may approximate with some 

level of certainty, no fisheries model has the capacity to construct an accurate depiction of the 

fishery unto which we are just one measure (and the measure that is most difficult to account 

for). It is perhaps equally possible, however, to conceive of a Romantics pursuit of the 

unknown-self in any given fishing tale. It is precisely their pursuit of meaning through that 

which we cannot make literal which places them in the school of fish which dwell in the realm 

of the unconscious.  

Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst Carl Jung, was born out of the influences of this 

Romantic period whom borrowed from the alchemists, the fish as a self-symbol. For Jung “the 

battle with the sea monster represented the attempt to free ego-consciousness from the grip of 

the unconscious”.56 The self finds expression in the image of the fish – representation of the 

cold, wet depths of the unconscious come up to consciousness, renewal and rebirth, Christ and 
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god in man.57 At the end of his postmodern reflections on depth psychology, in his The Sunken 

Quest, the Wasted Fisher, the Pregnant Fish58 Ronald Schenk forces us to considers Jung’s 

self-fish symbolism precisely when one has the courage to be one’s self – or the Übermensch.  

He reminds us that Jung cited Frobenius depicting the sun god being borne out of the sea as 

pregnant mother or pregnant fish59 and of Jung’s description of fantasy as being “pregnant with 

meaning”60 and as psychoanalysis as being the “art of the mid-wife”61 and the transcendent 

function as a “living birth”62. He also reminds us of how Jung followed alchemical symbolism 

in presenting the psychic process of change as pregnancy. Jung himself, says Schenck, “was 

pregnant with the fish of psychological vision”63, when he reports that while working on his 

idea of the coniunctio in relation to the self, Jung dreamed of finding himself in his father’s 

fish laboratory. For Schenk, Jung has moved the self away from the noun and is the verb, away 

from declining or declaring and is the gathering and questioning. When pregnant, our 

orientations move from self-certain, subjective hero striving to find light to the consciousness 

of that larger form which is already immersing and enveloping us like the water around the 

fish.64 We are taken out of ourselves and into the life of the other, to which we are most 

intimately a part. Am I the fisher reeling in, or reeling about? Baiting, or hooked myself? The 

fish in labour, or the foetus emerging or still, the doctor groping?65 In the great abyss, fish, 

fisher or groper is increasingly difficult to ascertain and will become ever more so as we 

progress along these chapters.  

The fish as a symbol of the unconscious, the unknown within ourselves; the selves 

enveloped by the world, or the intimate unknown, continues to play out not only in myth or 

psychoanalysis, but through the activity of fishing itself. In his autobiographical Fishing the 

River of Time, Tony Taylor inspires self-reflection and an appreciation of the natural world and 
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the fundamentals of our human experience when reminiscing on his sixty-year fishing history 

along the Cowichan River in British Columbia. Taylor is quick to recognise the angler as 

primarily a water watcher when he writes, “an angler not only catches fish, but also learns a 

lot by carefully watching water. That”, he writes, “is perhaps what angling is really about.”66 

At eighty-eight-years-old, Taylor returns to Canada from Australia, with his grandson Ned and 

as an angler repeatedly reflects on the mystery of water:  

Water helps people think probably because it continually poses questions. When the water 

watcher is very young he or she wonders where the water comes from and where it goes. 

Later he or she wonders what is in it, whether it is fit to drink and other simple things. Then, 

finally when you get to my age watching water is similar to owning a huge library. It is a 

source you frequently consult, because it you have fished it for years you know that 

somewhere along its length it holds pretty well all the answers.67 

Within the abyss, we fish for the elusive parcels of nourishment which sustain us, completely. 

Most of the time we reel up a fish, maybe our targeted species, sometimes turtles and/or other 

bycatch. Occasionally we may pull up nothing at all and other times we may find the serenity, 

cash cow, solitude or camaraderie we were actually in search of. From time to time we may 

ourselves be lured out by a monster, but in the end there is just the self, the water and the line 

which connects us and shines delicately poised through our fingers. The rest is like the line, in 

the balance and incalculable – unknown and vulnerable which is suggestive of something 

familiar.  

1.2. A symbol of sex and fecundity 

From that which is elusive and uncertain, we turn to the symbolic meaning of the fish 

in its most perceptive and material form. The “fishy” odour of female genitalia and the phallic 

shape of fish, reminiscent of the way the penis is aided by the female’s vaginal fluid are roots 

of the link between fish and sex. But it is actually its fecundity and thus its abundance which 

gives the fish its sexy symbolic character. The fish as a symbol of sex, or of fertility and bounty 

is a direct construal of the fish in nature as a highly fertile species, capable of producing an 
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abundance of offspring.68 While this connection has been made cross-culturally, it has not been 

done so in precisely the same way. 

1.2.1. Abundance by picture 

The most obvious examples of symbols persisting in use are the Chinese characters 

today as reminiscent of symbols or pictographic representations in the past as denoted literal 

meanings. Evolved from the ancient pictograph from the Shang dynasty (1000–2000 

BC), the current Chinese character for fish 鱼 (pinyin: yú), pronounced with a different accent 

in modern Chinese 裕 (yù) means “abundance”. Due to the homophony, “fish” mythically 

became equated with “abundance”. In China the fish symbol is thus frequently used to 

symbolize the wish for more – good luck, good fortune, long life and fertility in the wish for 

children. This metaphor of fertility pervades many cultures in mythologies and traditions all 

over the globe. Fish are fecund and their ability to reproduce at speed and in volume has 

inspired fertility stories throughout Africa, Asia and Europe, long before we had models to 

calculate their reproductive biomass.  It is also what makes the prosperity of recovering 

fisheries for fisheries managers more immediate when compared to the rejuvenating lifespan 

of terrestrial deforestation and desertification.  

1.2.2. Philosophical life germ 

In the West, realizing that all life has its origin in water, the early philosophers and 

scientists chose the fish as the symbol of the life germ. Early priests may not have possessed 

the instruments necessary to analyse the spermatozoon, and I am not certain that they 

concluded by deduction that they even resembled a fish, despite the obvious comparisons with 

spawning oceans. What does however become apparent is just how ‘fertilities of the sea’ 

becomes synonymous with the worship of female deities of fertility in the ancient world and 

more often than not, with the symbolic representation of the fish.  

1.2.3. Fishy-Female Deities 

The fecund fish as a symbol of fertility became the basis of creation stories the world 

over. Traveling through time, cultures took to the worship of mother-deities and goddesses of 

love and fertility, and each shared remarkable association with the fish. 
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They call her the goddess Yemaya – Mother of Fishes. Originally the river goddess of 

the Yoruba in Nigeria, as a force of Nature, over time Yemaya became the Goddess of the 

Ocean. Specifically, her domain is the upper ocean – the part of the sea that the light strikes, 

where water evaporates to be carried to land to make rain for the crops by her daughter, the 

wind. Yemaya’s gentle waves rock the watery cradle of the abundant life forms of the sea.69 

Yemaya is a mother goddess, a fishy mother goddess from the southern hemisphere. She is the 

goddess of home, fertility, love and family. Like water she represents both change and 

constancy – bringing forth life protecting it and changing it as necessary. Today, Yemaya is 

still celebrated each September by the Afro-Latino culture in South America where 

worshippers keep vigil and, through dance,70 invoke her spirit which ever dances on the waves 

of the sea. She is also but one of the female deities symbolised by the fish, worshipped for her 

fertility and love.  

In the area around the delta city of Per-banebdjedet (Mendes in Ancient Greek), 

Hatmehit (pronounced Hāwit-Mahūyat) was the fish—goddess of life and protection and thus 

was depicted as either a fish or a woman adorned with a fish crown upon her head. Her name 

translates as foremost of fish or chief of fish.71 In line with all fishy-mother goddesses, this may 

be explained as remnant of the primal waters of creation from which all things were birthed. 

When the cult of Osiris (god of the underworld) arose during the fourth century BCE, the 

people of Mendes reacted by identifying Osiris as having achieved his authority by being the 

husband of Hatmehit. A spiritual union of sorts, Hatmehit was more specifically married to the 

Ba (magic or soul) of Osiris and when Horus became the son of Osiris, Hatmehit consequently 

was also said to be his mother. As wife of Osiris and mother of Horus, Hatmehit, the mother-

goddess and chief of fish became identified as Isis – also a mother-goddess worshipped as a 

symbol of love, beauty and fertility and adorned on occasion with a fish crown.  

In the cradle of world civilization, across the Mediterranean Basin, as in North Africa, 

fishes were comparably sacred to the Greeks and Romans and connected to the worship of 

Aphrodite and Venus respectively – Mother Goddess, love, beauty and fertility. In the Greek 
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mythology of Pisces, the monster Typhon descends from Mount Olympus, threatening all of 

the gods and goddesses who flee their home. As Typhon approaches, Aphrodite and her son 

Eros (Venus and Cupid in Roman mythology) escape by any one version of this tale of two 

fishes: either Aphrodite and Eros turn into fish that swim away, or two fish approach them and 

swim them away to safety, or they turn into fish and two other fish lead them to safety – which 

is more a story about four fish than two. As is reflected in the outline and image of the 

constellation of Pisces, in most versions of the legend the fish tails are bound together to avoid 

losing each other. As is also written in the wheel of the zodiac, the Goddess Virgo stands in 

direct opposition to the bound pair of fish and so I am inclined to be more persuaded by the 

story of a pair of bound fish rescuing Aphrodite and Eros from Typhon. But whichever the 

account, the mother and son escape from Typhon thanks to two fish. In the chapter that follows 

we will continue this cosmic relationship between the houses of Virgo and Pisces – the goddess 

and the fish – to further unveil the narrative we continue to engage with today.  

The worship of fishy goddesses was by no means limited to the nine thousand year 

history littered around the sea ‘between the lands’ for much further north, there is Freya of the 

Norse – venerated on Fridays – Freja’s day – by eating fish and having sex. It was from the 

Pagan Norse that the Christian tradition of eating fish on Fridays was adopted, however with a 

lot less sex and thus losing this explicit fish connection to fecundity. On the contrary, the story 

goes that fish was consumed on Fridays because it was a less fleshy meat and did not stir the 

kind of primitive desires in us that redder bloodier meats were believed to do. Under 

Constantine’s Christendom, where a growing Christian tradition was being cloaked by pagan 

symbolism, dates and rituals, fish was no longer a symbol of fertility, but rather became 

synonymous with abstinence. Yet even though there was little room for a fishy-goddess in the 

new patriarchal establishment of the Christian world, and despite its upsurge as a less-fleshier 

food for good Catholics, as a symbol of feminine fertility, the fecund fish became the 

foundation for sexual innuendo in several languages all over the world. 

1.2.4. Fishy innuendo 

It is impossible to not get snagged on Mark Kurlansky’s Cod here and draw attention 

to such examples in the etymology of its very simple name.72 While it’s uncertain where the 

word cod originated, Kurlansky points out that in Middle English, cod  meant “bag or sac or 
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by inference a scrotum”73 hence the ornate purse sixteenth century men wore at their crotch 

was called the codpiece. He also makes reference to Samuel Johnson’s 1755 dictionary, 

defining cod as “any case or husk in which seeds are lodged”74.  Henry David Thoreau guessed 

this was the origin of the word cod because of the many millions of eggs carried by the female. 

As a symbol of fertility, it does not seem too long a cast that the name of the most common 

and (equally presumed) fecund fish would make reference to such. In the West Indies the 

common name for salt cod, saltfish is also slang for “a woman’s genitals”75. The French word 

for cod, morue, also came to mean prostitute in reference to that which can be degraded by 

commerce – as was the unbridled commercialism of cod by the nineteenth century. Kurlansky 

also finally points out that similarly, like the oily and predatory fish, pimps were referred to as 

mackerel.76  

I think we can claim that whether explicitly synonymous with goddesses or merely 

implicit in their relationship, fish are and always have been fertilities of the sea. Our conception 

of them as such appears in the age-old narratives of many civilisations around the globe. So 

fertile was the ancient notion of fish, that the Tilapia was the symbol of rebirth in Egyptian Art. 

Represented by the hieroglyph  in Ancient Egypt, it was associated with Hathor and was 

a central character in one’s ritual through the afterlife in the Book of the Dead. Like the 

Barramundi, it is difficult to denote specificity to species here, because thiape is fish in Tswana 

– a Bantu language belonging to the Niger-Congo family in Southern Africa and the official 

and lingua franca of Botswana. And while Tilapia is the Latinization of the Tswana word for 

“fish” it is not known whether the hieroglyph was in reference to the generic “fish” or the 

species thiape, for in Hebrew, Tilapia is named tam-nun, literally “mother-Fish” – returning 

once more to this ongoing relationship. The suffix *nun is the actual name of the fourteenth 

letter of the Hebrew alphabet (=N). This is derived from the extinct Akkadian Semitic root 

*nunu “fish” which in the modern Hebrew is related to nin (great-grandchildren) but alludes to 

the Akkadian “sprouting/increasing/offspring/posterity” or what may be considered, fertility. 

Of course, in the Christian world, Nun is still the name of a female devotee of the Christian 

faith – or rather the female fishes caught in His liturgical net.  
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1.2.5. Jesus the fish  

It is difficult to not consider Christianity within a sub-section dedicated to the symbolic 

significance of the fish. It is after all, one of the most influential institutions of the last two 

millennia and the one that most intimately identifies with the fish. The “fish” was used as a 

name for the God who became man.77 Christian parables keep with the fecund character of the 

fish, albeit more in reference to number and replication as opposed to fertility and sex. In the 

first of the parables, with just five barley loaves and two fish, they fed the five thousand that 

were gathered in the solitary place78 town of Behsaida,79 across the Galillean Sea. Jesus said, 

“Gather the pieces that are left over. Let nothing be wasted.”80 Pope Francis has made several 

comments on this parable that many have suggested denies that it was an actual, physical 

miracle.81 The point of the story was not in the miracle of the multiplication of fish and loaves, 

he says, but in His request to the disciples.82 Multiplication, proliferation, the fecundity of 

ideas, knowledge and values are made possible through the act of giving and sharing. 

“Solidarity” says Pope Francis, “is, the ability to make what we have, our humble capacities, 

available to God, for only in sharing, in giving, will our life be fruitful”.83 In other words, if 

there is the will, what we have never ends, but rather it abounds and does not get wasted.  

This parable was the book end to Jesus’ initial invitation to his first disciples, Peter and 

Andrew. The brothers were fishers casting their nets out on the Sea of Galilee when Jesus said 

“Come follow me, and I will make you fishers of men.”84 A campaign is futile without the 

fecundity of its devotees. If the method of catching fish consists of knowing your target species 

– its habitat, depth of water, its diet and the equipment used against it – then by analogy, Jesus 

was fishing for men, not with hooks, nets or spears, but through stories and promises of a new 

way of life. Fish also appear in two of the resurrection stories. In one, the resurrected Jesus 

takes a piece of fish the disciples had cooked and eats it before their eyes.85 In the other, Jesus 
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calls from shore to the disciples who are fishing, instructing them to cast to starboard to make 

a catch. Coming ashore with a huge catch, Jesus invites them to breakfast, which consists of 

bread and fish.86 Matthew also compares the kingdom of heaven to a dragnet.87 But thus far, 

this analysis into Jesus the fish is a very literal interpretation of this connection between the 

man and the symbol in which the church which was founded upon his story has become 

synonymous.  

On the back-car-bumpers of His pop-culture disciples, the ICHTUS fish decal is 

actually not a far cry from the fish-Mother deities symbolic of fertility that I have been writing 

about thus far but much to the horror of devout puritans, rather is the quintessence of the 

symbolic fish as sex and unconscious.  And so here, I am dedicating more words than I 

originally anticipated to dissect the fish symbol through the narrative of Jesus, because unlike 

any other I have researched, it is the most thorough in its use and meaning. 

Beyond the promise of New Age titbits, Reverend Raymond J Lawrence has by far the 

most extraordinary interpretation of the Jesus fish symbol to date in his The Fish: A Lost 

Symbol of Sexual Liberation.88 He explores this symbol for the “fisher of men” (which itself 

implies prolificacy) reeks of fishy attributes that leaves exposed the very essence of this 

symbolic fertility as employed throughout the ages. First we have the literal Greek word for 

fish, Ichtys inscribed in the fish – also an acronym from the Greek “Iesous Christos Theou Uios 

Soter”, or Jesus Christ the Son of God, Saviour which became the traditional explanation 

offered by Augustine in the fifth century. Here, the acronym Ichtys is nothing more than an 

empty sign, a shallow demonstration of how fish-ness touches the story of Jesus and thus, says 

Lawrence, “it has been argued to have been nothing more than a retrospective invention”.89 In 

his City of God Against the Pagans, Augustine then adds that the fish is an allegory of Christ’s 

“power to exist alive, that is, without sin, in the bottomless pit of our mortal life, as in the 

depths of the sea”.90 Here, Augustine’s Christ as ichthyic or ‘fishlike or characterising of fishes’ 

only hints at the possible mysteries of the unconscious beyond the fish-fuelled parables littered 

throughout the gospels.  

 
86	John	21:9ff	
87	Matthew	13:47	
88	LAWRENCE,	R.	J.	J.	1991.	The	Fish:	A	Lost	Symbol	of	Sexual	Liberation?	Journal	of	Religion	and	Health,	

30,	9.	
89	Ibid.	
90	AUGUSTINE,	S.,	BISHOP	OF	HIPPO	1957.	The	City	Of	God	Against	The	Pagans.	p	447	
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Drawing comparisons to Freud’s emphasis on the sexual aetiology of illness and the 

significance of sexuality in health and the developmental processes generally, Lawrence claims 

that like Freud, Jesus was oriented to exploring the meaning of human behaviour rather than 

forcing conformity to social norms. Both, he says, were profoundly accepting of deviant 

behaviour and of the darkness found in the human heart, both aiming to cure through love. 

Inspiring Lawrence’s sentiments in her reconstructive account of early Christian history, 

Elisabeth Fiorenza asserts that Christianity represents “the liberation struggle of Christian 

women within the patriarchal society of the Greco-Roman world”.91 Her feminist hermeneutics 

pushes beyond the mere egalitarian status of women in the Jesus narrative, but rather feminist 

content, she says, is made explicit and intentional in the preaching and teaching of Jesus as 

manifested in the central roles which women played in the parables. For a Jewish male in first-

century Palestine to permit a woman to bathe his bare feet in her tears and dry them with her 

loosened hair – itself a great symbol of intimacy – was a daringly permissive gesture and one 

that Fiorenza claims to be the “liberation from patriarchal structures” lead by Jesus and what 

would become to be known as his “Christian movement”.92 

Lawrence concludes that remaining true to the depth of its meaning as a symbol of both 

the unconscious and sex, Jesus as healer, can be considered the embodiment of all that is fish-

ness:  

The fish symbol suggests a picture of Jesus who healed through fishing the waters of the 

unconscious and in so doing liberated persons from tyranny of their sexual repressions and 

the concomitant social oppression of patriarchy. The fish was likely, then, a symbol of sex, 

of sexual liberation, and of probing the disturbing depths of human awareness – a worthy 

emblem of a daring life that touched many at the core of their being.93 

Lawrence and Fiorenza’s analysis of Jesus as the first documented feminist is a 

compelling story and one which ultimately stands in the face of the patriarchal institution He 

inspired. Their feminisation of Jesus however true or contrived, has inspired my thinking about 

 
91	FIORENZA,	E.	S.	1983.	In	memory	of	her	:	a	feminist	theological	reconstruction	of	Christian	origins,	

Crossroad.	
92	Ibid.pp	140-	154	
93	LAWRENCE,	R.	J.	J.	1991.	The	Fish:	A	Lost	Symbol	of	Sexual	Liberation?	Journal	of	Religion	and	Health,	

30,	9.	p	319	
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the historical significance of the activity of fishing from Blombos cave through to the present 

and in its significance to our uniquely human story as a symbolic mind. While the 

indoctrination of the religion was still in its infancy, early Christians would identify each other 

by drawing the same fish symbol in the sand, dirt or earth wall – complementing circle arcs. 

As with many symbols, it was borrowed from the very earliest fish symbols documented in the 

ancient world. Not being bound by a religious narrative, the vesica piscis is owed further 

inquiry as the fish symbol which was chosen to be used synonymously with the Rabbi-healer. 

1.3. Cosmic fish of creation 

In Latin vesica piscis literally means “bladder of a fish” because of how it resembles a 

swim bladder or the conjoined dual gas-filled organ that contributes to the ability of many bony 

fish to control their buoyancy within prescribed water depths.94 The symbol is however a 

mathematical shape formed by the intersection of two disks with the same radius. In the vesica 

piscis we find both the birthplace of trigonometry and also the transcendental nature of this 

infinite pattern.95  

 

 

 
Figure 2:  Vesica piscis  
(Source: Larelle Bossi, 2018) 

 
 

 

 
94	Online	Etymology	Dictionary.	etymonline.com:	The	basic	sources	of	this	work	are	Weekley's	"An	

Etymological	Dictionary	of	Modern	English,"	Klein's	"A	Comprehensive	Etymological	Dictionary	of	the	
English	Language,"	"Oxford	English	Dictionary"	(second	edition),	"Barnhart	Dictionary	of	Etymology,"	
Holthausen's	"Etymologisches	Wörterbuch	der	Englischen	Sprache,"	and	Kipfer	and	Chapman's	
"Dictionary	of	American	Slang.	

95	HALL,	M.	P.	2006.	The	Secret	Teachings	of	All	Ages,	London,	Duckworth	Publishers.	
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Figure 3:  The Tree of Life 
The Tree of Life within the Vesica Piscis. The tree represents a map of creation, unfolding from the 
primordial Unity (of one circle) to the infinite diversity of manifested reality – life, expressed in 
accordance with a particular mathematical progression based upon the holy Trinity – or square 
root of three. (Source: Larelle Bossi, 2018) 

 

The vesica piscis is part of the creational patterns of sacred geometry – the widespread 

universal belief that geometry and mathematical ratios, harmonics and proportion are also 

found in music, light and cosmology which is inclusive of the human condition.96 God was 

symbolized as a circle in the earliest cultures, having no beginning or end, eternally existing, 

perfectly shaped and absolutely symmetrical. The creation of a second circle symbolized the 

start of the duality of god and goddess, male and female, and so forth. When two circles 

intersect, the form of the vesica piscis is created as if the god and goddess formed a divine 

offspring. The vesica piscis design and its offshoots, the Flower of Life, Tree of Life, and 

fundamentals of geometry, go back thousands of years, preceding nearly all of today’s major 

religions that have so much of these fundamentals embedded still within Kabbalistic inquiry.97 

There are various meanings ascribed to the vesica piscis, such as the union of heaven and Earth 

 
96	SKINNER,	S.	2009.	Sacred	Geometry:	Deciphering	the	Code,	US,	Sterling	Publishing	Co	Inc.	
97	The	Vesica	Piscis	Explains	Creation	and	The	Arrow	Of	Time	[Online].	Science	of	Wholeness.	Available:	

http://scienceofwholeness.com/how-the-vesica-pisces-explains-creation-and-the-arrow-of-time/	
[Accessed	2015].	
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in the body of Christ, the root element of the Flower of Life, the merging of God and Goddess, 

the vagina of the female goddess from which all things are born, the first pattern at the basis of 

all trigonometric configurations, square roots and harmonic dimensions; a source of great 

power and vitality, and as an overlying template that intersects with all the points on the Tree 

of Life. The vesica piscis also represents the Pythagorean “measure of the fish” or mystical 

conjunction of the spiritual world with the physical world – the Incarnated Jesus.98 The vesica 

piscis also symbolized the miracle of the fishes embedded mathematically in the Gospel of 

John (21:11) which reveals the numerical formula, 153 found in one of the mathematical ratios 

(height of the vesica piscis to the width across its centre is the square root of 3 or 265:153 = 

1.7320261…):  

Simon Peter went up, and drew the net to land full of great fishes, a hundred and fifty and 

three: and for all there were so many, yet was not the net broken. 

The vesica piscis is one of the most important geometrical designs of archaic and 

modern times. It can be found on nearly every medieval church in Europe.99 Many of these 

churches were devoted to the Virgin Mary or to Mary Magdalene, or simply, the goddess. In 

northern France, some of the churches are located in such a way as to resemble the locations 

of stars in the constellation Virgo. The Chapel of St. Mary, located in Glastonbury (also called 

Avalon, the island of the Goddess), England, is also decorated with the vesica pisces. In that 

area, there is a “goddess’ garden” containing the Chalice Well decorated with a “vesica piscis” 

iron grid and a garden pond shaped like two overlapping circles. Many of the religions that 

acknowledge the importance and energy of the goddess, (the Virgin or the Magdalene) use the 

vesica piscis to identify her.100  

Here we have the fish as a symbol of the cosmic vagina – from where all of creation 

was born not in its physical existence, but its conception of our conceiving of it. This geometric 

cosmology is not only symbolic in its mythos but in its attempt at locating us within the world 

within the stars. 

 
98	HALL,	M.	P.	2006.	The	Secret	Teachings	of	All	Ages,	London,	Duckworth	Publishers.	p	16	
99	The	Vesica	Piscis	Explains	Creation	and	The	Arrow	Of	Time	[Online].	Science	of	Wholeness.	Available:	

http://scienceofwholeness.com/how-the-vesica-pisces-explains-creation-and-the-arrow-of-time/	
[Accessed	2015].	

100	FREKE,	T.	&	GANDY,	P.	2001.	Jesus	and	the	Lost	Goddess:	the	secret	teachings	of	the	original	christians,	
New	York,	Three	Rivers	Press.	
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This chapter has examined just how our most essential source of nourishment has also 

been symbolic of the most primordial notions of a life lived. From the creation myths and 

feminine deities to the cauldron of our unconscious and the ocean monsters lurking beneath 

our boats, the fish is symbolic of life and death. At once the fish represents both our wonderlust 

for the unknown and the cosmic vagina from which all life has sprung. But how does this 

inform our discussions on fishing and our hermeneutic relationship with it as so intimately 

entwined with the human allegory of life and our connection to it as embedded within our 

myths and a symbol so pregnant with meaning?  

There have been some definite themes burgeoning the symbol of the fish and thus the 

symbol of fishing which are unavoidably apparent. Within the context of sex and the unknown, 

we cannot and must not overlook first and foremost the feminine character of this symbol. 

From the cosmic vagina, the feminist rabbi and feminine fish deities, to the unknown waters 

from which all life and monsters have sprung and the midwifery of birthing a fishy-self, there 

is something indisputably feminine about fishing. This femininity transcends disciplines and is 

apparent in the language we use and the myths we tell, astrological skies and theological virtues 

as well as the more analytical disciplines of psychoanalysis and geometry. It is not yet clear as 

to how the feminine quality of the metaphor of fishing may connect with the activity in 

actuality. Perhaps it is simply in the way the waters remain so unknown to us still, or the way 

they continue to be abundant even with our neoliberal insistence to fish and fish and fish. 

Perhaps it is in our mechanistic reduction of her and promethean exploitation of her bounty. 

Maybe it is attached still to the romance of the blue horizon and moonlight that flickers upon 

her watery sheath. On the other hand, it may be explained in a fisher’s communion with that 

which remains ultimately feminine in the world, or getting in touch with his (or her) own 

feminine side. There is also the theme of self-discovery which is intimately connected to the 

symbol of the fish. Whether it be in making conscious some of the unknown aspects of our 

mind, or reeling up monsters from the black mirror, the activity of fishing is symbolic of self-

understanding. The symbol of fishing has a profoundly ontological motif which the orphicly-

inclined have carried through time and culture.  Lastly, like the Oroubos, the symbolic fish 

implicitly represents the mortal coil from beginning to end. All life began from the primordial 

juices of Mother Earth – the womb of all of creation as we know it. In our grave attempt at 

making any sense of the journey that remains conscious to us, we posit the fish – life’s germ – 

in language as a metaphor for ourselves that we can connect with at the most fundamental level 

– fishing for the nourishment we are lacking. We reel out the prize from the depths of the great 

watery abyss and in so doing reconnect with what it is that we are – a symbolic mind at the 
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edge of the precipice and casting our net, line or spear into the abyss. We become the 

embodiment of the ichthyic character – an intimate tango between the abundance of life and 

the great unknown. From a primordial ancient symbol, the fish and our relationship to it has 

continued to reflect our human story as we have increasingly aimed to articulate the realm of 

ideas through the words we use and stories we tell.
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2. Language and literature in the fishing tales of literary giants 

A hermeneutic reflection of fishing ought to begin with an etymological account of fishing and 

in all contemporary languages, fish (v.) is from the root of the word fish (n.) which includes a 

reference to any one or all of the following: a cold-blooded vertebrate animal that lives in 

water, moving with the help of fins and breathing with gills. The flesh of fish as food. The 

zodiacal sign or constellation Pisces. Used in names of invertebrate animals living wholly in 

water, eg: cuttlefish, shellfish, jellyfish. A person who is strange in a specified way “he is 

generally thought to be a bit of a cold fish”.1 Of course, cetaceans and other aquatic mammals 

(whales, seals, dolphins) were also once referred to as ‘fish’. The word dolphin has two distinct 

etymologies. The first is its translation as ‘sea pig’ from the Early Irish muc mara and the 

Modern Welsh morwch (moruch). This translation is consistent with iruka in Japanese and hai 

tun in Chinese. Similarly, the English word for its cousin porpoise also comes from the 

Germanic meri-swin and Old Norse mar-svin literally meaning “sea hog”.2 This etymological 

account of porpoise is likely based on the semblance of its snout also worn by the pig and its 

extension to the English translation of dolphin in some languages is due to the phenotypic 

expression shared between these toothed cetacean cousins.   

A second origin of the word dolphin is from the Ancient Greek word delphys, meaning 

both dolphin and womb. This is found prolifically throughout all other European languages 

that extend into and are inclusive of Persia. The first explanation found in most dictionaries 

favours the relationship between the shape of the womb and the shape of a dolphin. Uncertain 

as to how the crescent moon shape of the dolphin reflects the pear shape of a uterus, perhaps 

the animal shares its name with womb, because it is a fish – aquatic finned vertebrate – which 

bears live young. Dolphin as a “womb fish” certainly satisfies our modern analytic way of 

thinking, but it is the second explanation of its Greek origins that reflects the kind of meaning 

making through symbols which best encapsulates the motivation for these first two chapters. 

 
1	Online	Etymology	Dictionary.	etymonline.com:	The	basic	sources	of	this	work	are	Weekley's	"An	

Etymological	Dictionary	of	Modern	English,"	Klein's	"A	Comprehensive	Etymological	Dictionary	of	the	
English	Language,"	"Oxford	English	Dictionary"	(second	edition),	"Barnhart	Dictionary	of	Etymology,"	
Holthausen's	"Etymologisches	Wörterbuch	der	Englischen	Sprache,"	and	Kipfer	and	Chapman's	
"Dictionary	of	American	Slang.	

2	Ibid.	
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The Greek word Adelphi means “of the same womb”3 and is used to describe the fraternal 

associations we describe in human relationships. By extension, the word dolphin may by 

symbolic of the special bonds we share with them, our ‘brothers of the sea’. Ancient Greeks 

had a special affinity with the friendly dolphin which was represented in both art and 

mythology. Homer’s Hymn to Apollo describes how the Sun god hijacked a Cretan merchant 

ship in the form of a dolphin to claim the Temple at Delphi from the Indigenous Earth 

pythoness and make it his own.4 The success of this politically motivated myth5 based upon 

shapeshifting is arguably possible because of the fraternal relationship shared between dolphins 

and humans. Native Americans share in a similar fraternal kinship believing that dolphins are 

the deceased members curiously aiming at reuniting with their families. Scientists have more 

recently believed that dolphins conserve energy by bow-riding or swimming alongside ships, 

but throughout time dolphins have displayed remarkable social intelligence (even akin to our 

own)6, have rescued drowning sailors and seafarers from treacherous waters and protected 

them from sharks. Laguna fishers and dolphins have a history of working together to catch 

groups of mullet off the south east coast of Brazil. This fishing relationship has been shared by 

many indigenous fishers around the world, including the Arakwal Bumblerin people who 

continue to fish for mullet at the Pass in Byron Bay, Australia.7 

In my first chapter I considered the symbolic meanings derived from fish and fishing 

in our myths and world views which have both been largely forgotten but also persisted on into 

our scientific studies of the mind. And while inspired by the image, it is important not to 

exclude language from the symbolic. Etymologies don’t always offer an appropriate 

explanation of the meaning of the words we use, but oftentimes their historical context can help 

in finding the symbolic significance of them through time. As with the dolphin, I begin this 

 
3	Ibid.	
4	CATTON,	C.	1995.	Dolphins	in	Ancient	Mythology.	Dolphins.	New	York:	St	Martin’s	Press.	(reprinted	with	

permission	of	the	publisher)	on	Frontline	pbs.org	
www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/whales/man/myth.html	

5	Catton	describes	this	myth	as	a	story	in	code.	It	is	about	the	invasion	of	one	culture	by	another;	the	
replacement	of	the	indigenous	earth	goddess	Python,	or	Delphys,	by	the	sun	god	Apollo;	the	
overthrow	of	the	mysterious,	complex,	female	spirit	of	night	by	the	bright,	clear,	logical,	and	
preeminently	masculine	spirit	of	the	sun.	Ibid	

6	RAE,	J.	L.	2018.	Why	are	we	intelligent?	A	comparison	of	the	ecological	and	social	theories	on	the	
evolution	of	large	brains	in	primates,	birds,	and	cetaceans.	The	Human	Voyage	2.	

7	SCHNEIRER,	S.	2016.	Interview	with	Dr	S.	Schneirer	on	his	Indigenous	fisher	heritage	(Professor	in	
Indigenous	Fisheries	and	Member	of	the	Ministerial	Fisheries	Advisory	Council	-	Aboriginal	Cultural	
Fishing).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Wategos,	Arakwal	Country.	
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chapter with some etymological accounts of our most fished species and thus those with whom 

we have forged our most intimate predatory relationships. I then explore the idioms we use 

which feature fishing to explain something about life and our experience of it. Fishing has 

shaped our language and this chapter aims to make sense of the way this activity has shaped 

our language from words through to turns of phrases which we share cross culturally. These 

slippery fugitives beneath the surface that give fishing its character are relevant considerations 

in this philosophy. What we have named them often reflects their characters, or our 

relationships with these creatures we have consistently fished out across the ages.  

My final consideration in this chapter is dedicated to our modern fishing myths. Jason 

Blake Keuter feels inadequate as an American writer because he could never write about 

fishing.8  Mark Twain, William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, Herman Melville and Henry 

David Thoreau each have written of fishing and each are considered founding fathers of 

American Literature.  Keuter questions whether this coincidence is a consequence of “America 

being a frontier country or an attempt at personal vindication?”9 Either way, as an American 

writer, maybe he is right in thinking that in order to be taken seriously as a writer, he must 

write about fishing. In most instances, my own experiences of fishing stories echo Keuter’s 

sentiments in that they over emphasise the boring serenity and annoyingly lack the dramatic 

turning points of those books that make it on the New York Times best seller shortlist. For the 

most part, fishing tales of idle and passive recreation do not seem to have the excitement of 

future oriented fantasy epics or narratives motivated by desires and passions. But the literary 

greats don’t write fishing tales like fishers. Then again, perhaps my own philosophical 

persuasions hold a literary bias of sorts, because these tales explore complex themes of human 

experience intricately weaved into the ‘simple’ activity of fishing, so much so they may be 

considered to hint at philosophical theories, only in narrative form.   

2.1. Etymologies 

Originally the name for Saratoga or spotted bonytongue, Barramundi is a loanword from an 

Australian Aboriginal language of the Rockhampton area in Queensland meaning “large-scaled 

river fish”. Now a name synonymous for Australian seabass, it is unclear as to whether 

Barramundi originally denoted a species or is the name given to any fish with large scales 

swimming through river systems and billabongs. While it was its distinct physiology and not 

 
8	KEUTER,	J.	B.	1992.	On	Fishing.	The	Iowa	Review,	22,	9.	p	144 
9	Ibid.	p	147	
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its docile character that inspired the name of the Australian seabass, the names given to its 

distant cousin across the Mediterranean, reflected its reputation for cleverness.10  The ancient 

Greek name for seabass labros is translated as "turbulent". Homer and other authors moved 

away from its reference to wind and water, and associated labros with violence or 

boisterousness. And it was this meaning that was implied as "cleverness" when applied to 

seabass.11 In the modern Greek, its defining characteristic as a clever fish stuck, and so the 

seabass became known as lavraki – "the clever one". Unlike its docile Barramundi cousin, the 

lavraki was a smart fish because it was the hardest to catch and like many fish sayings that I 

will take up in the last part of the chapter, if a Greek had cleverly deciphered a challenge they 

would have epyase lavraki – “caught a seabass".12 The seabass was equally clever in France 

and so is also called loup de mer – sea wolf – the wolf known to hunters for their intelligence 

and ability to avoid capture.   

Another name inspired by the character of the fish in the Mediterranean is “tuna”, from 

the Spanish atún derived from the Arabic at-tún assimilated from al-tún in the modern Arabic 

from the Ancient Greek thynnos literally “tunny-fish” derived from thynō which means rush, 

dart along.13  The tuna fish has physiologically evolved to support its fast swimming speeds 

which reduces its energy expenditure and allows it to dart through cooler waters over a wider 

range of ocean environments by elevating the temperatures of its highly aerobic tissues.14 

Simply, tuna is a warm-blooded fish. Similarly, the name for Salmon comes from the Latin 

salire, to leap. However, its equally referenced name Lox is not derived from a characteristic 

but rather, like the Aboriginal Barramundi, a physiological trait – its colour. The actual colour 

of wild15 salmon flesh varies from pale pink (almost white) to deep red, depending on the levels 

 
10	GREENBERG,	P.	2010.	Four	Fish:	the	story	of	fishing	and	what's	left	to	eat?,	Austtralia,	Penguin		Books.	

p	87	
11	Ibid.	p	87	
12	Ibid.	p	87	
13	Online	Etymology	Dictionary.	etymonline.com:	The	basic	sources	of	this	work	are	Weekley's	"An	

Etymological	Dictionary	of	Modern	English,"	Klein's	"A	Comprehensive	Etymological	Dictionary	of	the	
English	Language,"	"Oxford	English	Dictionary"	(second	edition),	"Barnhart	Dictionary	of	Etymology,"	
Holthausen's	"Etymologisches	Wörterbuch	der	Englischen	Sprache,"	and	Kipfer	and	Chapman's	
"Dictionary	of	American	Slang.	

14		SEPULVEDA,	C.	A.,	DICKSON,	K.	A.,	BERNAL,	D.	&	GRAHAM,	J.	B.	2008.	Elevated	red	myotomal	muscle	
temperatures	in	the	most	basal	tuna	species,	Allothunnus	fallai.	Journal	of	Fish	Biology,	73,	241-249.		

15	I	specify	wild	here	because	since	farmed	salmon	eat	a	diet	of	pellets,	the	colorants	canthaxanthin	or	
astaxanthin	are	added	to	the	feed	in	order	to	create	that	appealing	‘salmon’	colour,	otherwise	
exhibiting	a	grey	coloured	flesh.	
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of the carotenoid astaxanthin found in the diet of krill and shrimp the fish feeds on. And so 

various family groups of salmon will display different hues along this spectrum as a reflection 

of their diet. For example, Humpback salmon caught in the Pacific has a soft bland pink flesh 

most commonly used in canning, while Chinook salmon caught in the icy waters of the North 

Pacific is the largest fattiest salmon variety with a firm deep-red flesh. It is no wonder that the 

reference to the colour salmon can be almost any one shade of pink. The first recorded use of 

salmon as a colour name in English was in 177616 although it was not until 1949 that Crayola 

made salmon the definitive pinkish tone17  that has influenced our digital colour of salmon 

today. But to highlight the diversity in colour and also the physiological nature of naming fish 

in other parts of the world, in the land of fishers, the Finnish salmon is named Lohi, Lohen and 

Lohenpunainen, where on its own, punainen means red. 

Non-boney fish seem to possess less character in Europe and so their names almost 

always reflect their physiology alone. The prawn or scampi is derived from the Greek kampe 

meaning “a bending bow or curvature”.18 The octopus is named from the Greek oktopous – 

eightfoot is the literal translation and the clam is from the Proto-Germanic klam to press or 

squeeze together.19 

However, like the dolphin, there are fish that do also reflect our relationship to the fish 

not as scientific observer of characteristics and/or physiology, but in terms of a cultural 

relationship which is bound to the use of symbols. The name Albacore is derived from the 

Portugese albacora from al bakara or milk cow because of its economic value.20 Like naming 

in general, it is not unusual that the name we give to a fish is somehow a reflection of our 

relationship with the fish – its reference by physiology or character or culture often says 

something about the way we perceive the fish. While the octopus may simply have eight tasty 

legs, the lavraki is a challenge for the well-rehearsed angler. And while the Klam may be hard 

to peel open, the albacora is going to get me rich. Similarly, the name “fish” may be more than 

 
16		MAERZ,	A.	J.	&	PAUL,	M.	R.	1950.	A	dictionary	of	color,	McGraw-Hill.	p	203;	Color	Sample	of	Salmon:	p	

43	Plate	10	Color	Sample	A7	
17	Hex	triplet	#FA8072;	CMYK	(0,	45,	69,	0);	HSV	(14o,	52%,	100%);	and	RGB	(250,	128,	114)	
18	Online	Etymology	Dictionary.	etymonline.com:	The	basic	sources	of	this	work	are	Weekley's	"An	

Etymological	Dictionary	of	Modern	English,"	Klein's	"A	Comprehensive	Etymological	Dictionary	of	the	
English	Language,"	"Oxford	English	Dictionary"	(second	edition),	"Barnhart	Dictionary	of	Etymology,"	
Holthausen's	"Etymologisches	Wörterbuch	der	Englischen	Sprache,"	and	Kipfer	and	Chapman's	
"Dictionary	of	American	Slang.	

19	Ibid.	
20	Ibid.	
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just the finned aquatic vertebrate and be more suggestive of our relationship with it than a 

reference to the elusive meal aquatic.  

From the middle English fisch, from Old English fisc (“fish”), from Proto-Germanic 

*fiskaz (* “fish”) (compare West Frisian fisk, Dutch vis, Danish fisk, Norwegian fisk, German 

fisch), from Proto-Indo-European (PIE)21 *pisk- (“fish”) (compare Irish iasc, Latin piscis). Our 

historical vocabulary around all aquatic living edible things was not species specific but rather 

fishes bestiales – hence starfish and the generic shellfish. Similarly, the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root 

*da/ug for “the fish” also denoted any creature that lived entirely in water. While these root 

words are not as obvious in all modern languages, in consultation with my multicultural friends 

and colleagues it is safe to say that when sitting down to a plate of fish whether it was Italian 

pesce, French poisson, Croatian riba, Ukranian reba, Arabic simac, German fisch, Finnish 

kalastaa, Norwegian fisk, Dutch vis, Greek psari, Japanese sakana, Chinese yu, Turkish balik, 

Hebrew dag or Hawaiian ka i’a, each were making reference to any one species of finned-fish-

meat.  But when this plate of boney-fish expands and diversifies to a fish banquet of finned 

fish, crustaceans, cephalopods, molluscs and urchins, we have more recently denoted this “food 

obtained from the sea” as seafood (n.). And like the harvesting of wild berries that magically 

grow back each year, our food from the sea can be harvested again and again without planting 

or breeding. It reminds me of childhood joke: 

- Do you like seafood? 

- Yes, I see food, and I eat it. 

Likewise, our referencing of gastronomical platters of indulgence as seafood, really just 

literally means, food from the sea – urchin, plant, fleshy, shelly, boney, whatever.  

Our oceans as cornucopia is not limited to the American English use of “seafood” since 

the nineteenth century but find its equivalents no less vague or misleading in other cultures. In 

German (meeresfrüchte), French (fruit de mer), Spanish (mariscos), Italian (fruiti di mare) and 

most other Western European languages, seafood is literally translated "sea fruits"22. Sri 

Lankans who in fact are sticklers for naming the particular have also adopted the English 

 
21	The	Proto-Indo-European	(PIE)	is	the	linguistic	reconstruction	of	the	hypothetical	common	ancestor	of	

the	Indo-European	languages	and	is	estimated	to	have	been	spoken	as	a	single	language	during	the	
Neolithic	age	from	4500	BCE	to	2500	BCE.	Today	the	most	widely-spoken	daughter	languages	of	PIE	
are	Bengali,	English,	French,	German,	Hindustani,	Italian,	Marathi,	Persian,	Portuguese,	Punjabi,	
Russian	and	Spanish.	Other	living	descendants	of	PIE	range	from	languages	as	diverse	as	Albanian,	
Kurdish,	Nepali,	Tsakonian,	Ukrainian	to	Yiddish.	Ibid.	

22	GREENBERG,	P.	2010.	Four	Fish:	the	story	of	fishing	and	what's	left	to	eat?,	Austtralia,	Penguin		Books.	p	
245	
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“seafood” when referencing multiple species in a dish while Slavic and Balkan languages also 

make reference to the edible sea creatures as “sea fruits.”  In the translations into English 

"fruits" can often be translated as "products". Just as "fruits of my labour" can be easily 

translated to "products of my labour", so too can fruits of the sea be translated to mean products 

of the sea as such literal translations suggest: Russian (moria producti), Ukrainian (more 

prodyktu), Polish, (awoce morza), Czech (morské plody) and Croatian (plodovi mora). I don’t 

think it too controversial to further hypothesise that the translation of products to also reflect 

the general collective to mean “gifts of the sea”. The root of the word fruits (in some of the 

above languages) "plod" can also be further translated as “fertility” so as to mean fertility or 

gift of the earth, or in the context of the sea, "gifts from the sea".  Popular author and New 

York Times contributor Paul Greenberg claims that such nondescript reference to abundance 

implies that the "ocean's denizens are vegetative, arbitrary and free of charge".23 But I think 

that this reference away from the particular and to the general exposes a little more than this. I 

think it says something about the kinds of creatures we also assume fish to be. Western science 

has taken a long time to classify fish – at least finned fish – as sentient and intelligent enough 

to require greater ethical contemplation in scientific research.24 Of course, such classifications 

are yet to be considered for invertebrates of the sea. The eight brained octopus with a 

remarkable intelligent and often headlined “alien DNA” remains a consistent staple upon many 

of our barbeques and grills. But this kind of ethical disregard for the life aquatic seems to reflect 

this notion of an ever-efficient self-rejuvenation of the collective – like fruits or plants or 

weeds, and not at all like terrestrial animal species. As a "gift" or "product" or "fruit", fish have 

always been the bounty from the sea. The gift from Gaia’s waters that keeps on giving. The 

nondescript reference to the collective seems to reflect the historical notion of a limitless 

bounty from the sea – a notion which has been increasingly difficult to overcome and let go of, 

even when all of the best local knowledge and scientific data we have attests to the contrary. 

But perhaps this has something more to say about our hubris in relation to the fish, as embedded 

within our language and thus permeated into the culture of this relationship – the culture of 

fishing itself.  

The cornucopia of the sea has almost always continued to supply demand. If one species 

is over fished or even fished to extinction, there is another to take its place. But time and again, 

given the opportunity and right conditions, collapsed fisheries have demonstrated the capacity 

 
23	Ibid.	
24	Brown,	C.	(2014).	Fish	intelligence,	sentience	and	ethics.	[7	May	2014].	Animal	Cognition,	18(1),	18. 
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to recover remarkably fast because of the fecund nature of fish. The two world wars 

demonstrated that strongly exploited fish populations, such as those particularly in the North 

Sea, would recover most, if not all, of their previous abundance when released from fishing 

and left unto themselves.25 This is what makes thinking about fisheries in view of their health 

and restoration so compelling. Fisheries are so dynamic when compared with deforestation for 

example. The resilience of fish by way of their fecundity means that recovery and change can 

happen within years and not human lifetimes.26 But even with our persistent confidence that 

we can continue to take from the seemingly limitless bounty of the sea without consequence. 

While the state of the world’s fish stocks may be in worse shape than official reports indicate 

as a result of under reporting, Chelsea Harvey’s 2016 recalibrations of the 2016 Food and 

Agriculture Organization fisheries data seems to suggest that the fact we catch far more than 

we are reporting. We not only have the opportunity to rebuild stocks to more than we originally 

anticipated but the oceans today are still more productive than we determined them to be.27 

This “race to the last fish”28 may seem to bear a direct relationship with the notion of our 

cornucopia of the sea, but it is actually more deeply tied to the fecundity and abundance which 

it symbolises, albeit vehemently persuaded by quite a different symbol – that of economic 

significance (chapter 6). 

Symbolic use, cognition and meaning are central to our inquiry into the relationship 

between human language and the way in which we encounter the world. We are not unique in 

 
25	HARDY,	A.	C.	S.	1956.	The	open	sea,	its	natural	history,	Collins.;	ROBERTS,	C.	2007.	The	Unnatural	History	

of	the	Sea:	The	past	and	future	of	humanity	and	fishing,	Great	Britain,	Octopus	Books.;	KURLANSKY,	M.	
1997.	Cod:	A	Biography	Of	The	Fish	That	Changed	The	World,	London,	Penguin	Books.;	PAULY,	D.,	
CHRISTENSEN,	V.,	GUENETTE,	S.,	PITCHER,	T.	J.,	SUMAILA,	U.	R.,	WALTERS,	C.	J.,	WATSON,	R.	&	
ZELLER,	D.	2002.	Towards	sustainability	in	world	fisheries.	Nature.	London:	MACMILLAN	
MAGAZINES	LTD.	

26	PATERSON,	R.,	PATERSON,	P.	&	CATO,	D.	H.	1994.	The	status	of	humpback	whales	Megaptera	
novaeangliae	in	east	Australia	thirty	years	after	whaling.	Biological	Conservation,	70,	135-142.;	MORI,	
M.,	KATSUKAWA,	T.	&	MATSUDA,	H.	2001.	Recovery	plan	for	an	exploited	species,	southern	bluefin	
tuna.	Population	Ecology,	43.;	HUTCHINGS,	J.	A.	2000.	Collapse	and	recovery	of	marine	fishes.	Nature,	
406,	882-885.;	BOHNSACK,	J.	A.	1996.	Maintenance	and	recovery	of	reef	fishery	productivity.	In:	
POLUNIN,	N.	V.	C.	&	ROBERTS,	C.	M.	(eds.)	Reef	Fisheries.	Dordrecht:	Springer	Netherlands.	

27	HARVEY,	C.	2016.	Why	we've	been	hugely	underestimating	the	overfishing	of	the	oceans.	The	
Washington	Post	[Online].	Available:	https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-
environment/wp/2016/01/19/why-weve-been-hugely-underestimating-the-overfishing-of-the-
oceans/	[Accessed	27	June	2016],	ibid.	

28	MOLTENI,	M.	2013.	The	Good	Catch:	hope	for	the	world's	devastated	oceans	rests	on	a	change	in	the	
hearts	of	the	fishermen	that	know	them	best.	Aeon	[Online].	Available:	
http://aeon.co/magazine/science/a-radical-model-for-saving-californias-ocean-fisheries/	[Accessed	
March	2015].	
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our capacity to communicate but in our capacity for symbolic reference to the concepts or 

thoughts which cannot be so easily communicated. Such communication is an adaptation of 

survival for many if not all species. We may assume ours more complex but beyond our 

anthropocentric arrogance, we are finally recognising that other species have more recently 

been well documented to prove us otherwise.29  

What has remained exclusively ours thus far is our capacity for symbolic use, 

perception and meaning. My investigation into some of the most common fish etymologies has 

demonstrated that in accord with our most proto- languages, much of our naming of aquatic 

creatures has been inspired by physiological and/or behavioural observations. But the 

etymologies were not limited to this kind of categorical labelling. Some, like the dolphin, 

albacore and our collective reference to seafood, while seemingly explicit, were each symbolic 

of a logical beyond. The womb was symbolic of fraternity, the milk cow of wealth and fertilities 

of the sea were the gifts of our oceanic cornucopia. Each were a symbol that ultimately reflected 

our relational story with fishing as both an expression of kinship but also of hubristic practice. 

The symbolic character of these fish etymologies inspires some incongruous myth-making 

around fishing, which is inherently consistent with its hero.  

2.2. The fishy vernacular  

We are well accustomed to the metaphors and analogies “gone fishing”, “memory like a fish”, 

and “he's a catch” to name a few. In this virtual dating world, we can even find a dating website 

called “POF — plenty of fish” where singles can hook their potential date with an al-luring 

profile. Cultures all over the world engage in the use of idioms as a form of expression within 

their natural language. Idioms can be a helpful way in further exploring the way culture and 

language are related as bound by the activity of fishing as an allegory of life. Idioms are a group 

of words that have a meaning not actually deducible from the individual words. Idioms 

involving fishing or fish can therefore be construed to be symbolic of this metaphor of life. I 

would like to explore this more specifically through an isolated language group that has cultural 

practices and idioms entwined with the activity of fishing – the activity upon which the very 

culture was founded.  

 
29	RAE,	J.	L.	2018.	Why	are	we	intelligent?	A	comparison	of	the	ecological	and	social	theories	on	the	

evolution	of	large	brains	in	primates,	birds,	and	cetaceans.	The	Human	Voyage	2.;	MUSSER,	W.,	
BOWLES,	A.,	GREBNER,	D.	&	CRANCE,	J.	2014.	Differences	in	acoustic	features	of	vocalizations	produced	
by	killer	whales	cross-socialized	with	bottlenose	dolphins.	
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2.2.1. Fishing in the cultural-imaginary 

The dialect spoken on the island of San Pietro off the Sardinian west coast in the Mediterranean, 

is so abundant in its fishing idioms that it is worth highlighting their use in this "particular"30 

Italian lingua tabarchina.  

The tabarchina culture off this tiny archipelago draws its name from the Tunisian island 

of Tabarca, where in 1542 a colony of coral fishers coming from Liguria, mainland Italy was 

established. Over the course of two centuries, the coral reefs became depleted and so too its 

relationship with Arab populations, until Charles Emmanuel III of Savoy invited the first of 

the Tabarchini to move to Sardinia.31 This was not the first Arab relationship with the area, 

although it was these overseas Ligurians, that learned to work the tuna fish, that founded the 

small town of Carloforte, San Pietro in the Sardinian archipelago. I think it is worth detailing 

the intimacy of this pas des deux between tuna and human as practiced since the Phoenician 

reign of 1500BC in order to better grasp just how language, culture and fishing are entwined 

within our human condition.  

Last summer I visited some of what remains of their fishing practices in the small 

Mediterranean town of Carloforte, on the island of San Paolo in the Sardinian archipelago. The 

tonnara is a set of specially shaped trap nets that are meticulously prepared during the month 

of April each year. Lowered and arranged under water during the month of May the network 

of chambers are arranged in rows connected by a series of doors to trap the tuna. In June, when 

the chambers of these traps have a sufficient number of tuna trapped, the slaughter, “mattanza”, 

begins. The tonnara (tuna harvest) each June is selected to coincide with the migratory route 

of the tuna and has been practiced in various coastal towns in southern Italy with a well 

instructed crew under the direction of the “rais” — an Arabic word that means king or leader. 

The city of Carloforte is so reliant upon their relationship with the tuna that not only are their 

dialect and colloquialisms based upon it, but their local cuisine and customs too. August is the 

most popular month for weddings in Carloforte because by then, the lucrative girotonno is over 

and the groom has enough money to marry his bride with an appropriate ceremony and 

celebration. The preservation of the tonno through canning was all performed by the women 

and it was the Carolfortini women during the nineteenth century that were afforded the first 

union rights of all Italian working women. Just as the cod was a subsistent fish — sustaining 

 
30	I	highlight	“particular”	since	the	Italians	have	come	to	translate	their	Italian	“paticulare”	into	the	

English	‘particular’	and	not	the	common,	‘unique’.	
31	PERRONE,	R.	2013.	The	Island	Of	Tabarchini	Where	Tuna	Is	An	Art.	Corriere	della	Sera,	1	June	2013,	

ibid.	
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life across the planet, so too was tuna for not only these Carlofortini, but for the many townships 

that partook in the Phoenician practices, until again, the tuna stopped swimming. Documented 

in Addio Amico Tonno, (Goodbye my Tuna Friend), Guiseppe Conte writes an ode to the tuna 

that like the cod, sustained life on his island of Sardegna. Today, the tuna is ranched off the 

coast of Malta, fattened and then slaughtered en masse for canning, and so Conte wrote his 

book on the tonnara of Carloforte in hope that no-one would forget: 

the tuna was the shy friend, but just as the swallows rendez-vous in the late spring, we 

plowed our waters to renew the safety of our families and the welfare of our community. 

Now these seas are deserted, perhaps furrowed by the mighty ships of progress in need of 

their sacrificial altar. So together, let's say: goodbye tuna friend. 

It was from fishing the tonno (tuna) that the tabarchina language (the Ligurian-Arab 

dialect of Carloforte) was enriched with many traditional and colourful idioms. Here is a non-

exhaustive overview of just some of these expressions:32 

La tuna a l’è 'na vacca grassa 

La tonnara è una vacca grassa 

the "tonnara" (seasonal method of tuna fishing) is a fat cow 

[The tonnara is a lucrative work opportunity. It was important to the economy of settlers in the 

first decades of settlement and beyond. During the construction of the walls of Cinta (1806-15) 

the superintendent, Captain Ferrari, was reported to complain that during the spring season, his 

men abandoned their masonry work to tuna fish as it was more profitable.] 

 

Avài a béla drita cumme u tunnu (cumme l'óca) 

Avere l'intestino dritto come quello del tonno (del gabbiano) 

to have a straight intestine like that of the tuna (of the seagull) 

 
32 These	typical	“lingua	tabarchina”	expressions	were	each	translated	into	the	Italian	by	Nicolo	Capriata,	

the	local	historian	and	expert	on	the	Girotonno	in	Carloforte.	Capriata,	Nicolo	Il	Tonno	Nella	Lingua	
Tabarchina.	GiroTonno,	Carloforte,	Isola	di	San	Pietro,	Sardegna,	1-5	Giugno	2016.	This	was	then	
further	translated	into	the	English	by	me,	Larelle	Bossi.	CAPRIATA,	N.	2017.	‘La	tonnara’	with	Dr	
Nicolo	Capriata	(Historian).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Carloforte,	Isola	di	San	Pietro,	Sardegna,	Italia:	The	
Museum	of	Carloforte.	
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[denotes the individual with a voracious appetite -- the individual that eats and digests quickly.]  

 

Ésse in bastassu 

Essere una persona forte e robusta 

to be a strong and robust person 

[More often than not this makes reference to a massive and muscular individual but can 

sometimes refer to a rough man with a brutish manner. During the tonnara the "bastassu" were 

the men who carried the tuna over their shoulders from the vessels to the draining areas from 

where they were hung.] 

 

I ómmi sun cumme i tunni: unde va ün van tütti 

Gli uomini sono come i tonni: dove va uno vano tutti 

men are like tuna: where one goes everyone goes 

[For the Carlofortini, this saying replaces the more common coloquialism "men are like sheep" 

or the Italian "men are like the sheep of Dante"] 

 

Savài de bàgali 

Odorare di bagano 

smell of bagano 

[Something or someone that has a vile odour. The overflow of the non-edible parts of the tuna 

fish made to obtain oil, was a very fertile organic fertilizer the Carlofortini called the "bagali". 

The "bagali" had an unbearable smell!] 

 

Sun ciaccere da tunea 

Sono chiacchere da tonnara  

tonnara gossip 

[An expression used to point out unnecessary and non-contextual gossip]  
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U m'aléve l'oia cumme u scabecciu 

Mi toglie l'aria come il tonno sott'olio 

it takes away the air like tuna in oil 

[To anaesthetise the boring, tedious and annoying individual. The Carlofortina use this 

expression as a replacement for "to remove the air they breathe". Like removing air in the 

preservation of milk developed by Nicolas Appert and perfected by Bryan Donkin, the 

Carlofortini no longer needed to preserve tuna with salt but boiled it in oil. This expression was 

inspired by this technique introduced in 1868.]  

 

U tunnu du lecante mézu au mò e mézu au mercante 

Il tonno di levante mezzo al mare e mezzo al mercante 

in the middle of the sea, the tuna captured in the east, is halfway to the 

market 

[During the tonnara, the tuna which has entered the eastern chamber, located on one end of the 

netting system (on the other is located the death chamber) has not yet completed its destiny – 

has not yet died. So, this phrase could be analogous to the idiom “to be stuck between the devil 

and the deep blue sea”.] 

 

 
Figure 4: The Tuna Harvest and Slaughter 
The ancient tradition of both harvesting ‘la tonnara’ and slaughtering ‘la mattanza’ of the tunas 
off the coast of Carloforte. (Source: Dr Nicola Capriata from The Museum of Caroloforte, Isola di 
San Pietro, Sardegna, Italia, 2017) 
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The Carlofortini are not unique in their fishing idioms, but they are a community whose 

language is very much entwined with their relationship to the tuna and their method of 

acquiring them. The tonnara or central activity of tuna fishing in the region as expressed in the 

lingua tabarchina demonstrates this intimate relationship between fishing and language — just 

how fishing is expressed through language as an allegory for life.  

2.2.2. Fishing in the global-imaginary 

There are many expressions that involve fish shared across language groups and communities. 

From these colloquialisms we can also be rather certain that despite the clever lavraki and 

darting at-tun that each pose a challenge to land, by and large, we don’t regard fish as 

particularly smart animals. We say of someone that is standing overwhelmed by their 

environment that they are “like a fish out of water”. To those with bad memories, we say they 

have a “memory like a fish”.  Being someone “like a fish” is expressing naïve attributes and 

thus swimming into easy traps along the way. If the fish and our activity of fishing are our 

greatest metaphor in understanding our own humanity, I can only assume that we think 

ourselves as stupid as the fish. On the contrary, in Finnish the phrase Syō sōsrkee, saar jārskee 

translates to “eat fish for sense” where sense is to be understood as reason or intelligence. I 

distinctly remember my mother preparing me tuna on toast for breakfast on the days I had tests 

or exams at school. The idea of eating fish for intelligence seemed to also inspire my daily 

intake of omega pills during my pregnancies. But then this intuition to eat fish for reason which 

is so poetically phrased by the Finns is reminiscent of the brain development that occurred in 

our ancestors as a direct correlation with their intake of fish – with our activity of fishing. 

But then there are also countless phrases involving fish that convey the degree of 

ambition a person holds. If one is over ambitious and approaches an endeavour in haste, we 

say that they are ‘diving into the deep end’ which can be equally translated to be more 

specifically that they have ‘plunged into it like a fish’. ‘Big fish in a small pond’ refers to 

someone who is important but only within a limited area of influence. The converse phrase is 

of course, ‘small fish in a big pond’. There are fewer ‘big fish’ and they have kudos and power 

locally. Those with wider ambitions swim amongst the more numerous but relatively less 

influential ‘small fish’. The implications behind labelling someone ‘a big fish in a small pond’ 

is that s/he is content to stay in that position whereas the ‘small fish’ have the chance to become 

‘big fish in a big pond’. While discussing ponds, one very famous Hindi saying is एक गंदी मछली 
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सार ेतालाब को गंदा कर देती हैं, meaning ‘One badly behaved fish can ruin the whole pond’. I have 

often heard the essence of this idiom bouncing off the walls of school hallways, classrooms 

and assemblies while growing up. Not to mention it forming the basis of most team playing 

activities and assemblages from professional sporting clubs to lucrative law firms. 

We also say that ‘the lesson comes in the net’ meaning that we learn from our mistakes, 

but often they come too late. And ‘the fish that got away appeared bigger than it probably was’ 

means there are many things you can’t have in life that you may envy, but most likely won’t 

bring you the happiness you anticipated. And what of our little throw-away comments like ‘I 

have better fish to fry’ or ‘fishing around’ or ‘what’s that got to do with the price of fish?’ And 

then there is the cross-cultural adage: ‘give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day; teach a 

man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.’ The origin of this thought is highly contested. I 

have seen claims that the proverb is Chinese, Native American, Italian, Indian, and Biblical. 

Sometimes it is linked to Lao-Tzu, Maimonides, or Mao Zedong. From wherever it originates, 

its meaning is shared to be the anticipation of charity by preventing poverty, which is to assist 

another not by simply gifting but by teaching them a trade or skill set.  

The universality of even just these limited idioms is an example of just how the human 

activity of fishing transcends the cultural imaginary into the global sphere. This universality 

perhaps has something to do with the bands of ancestors that remained at Blombos cave prior 

to their quest to colonise all lands. Our capacity to fish both the wild oceans and the notions 

forming within our minds, inspired ceremony, language and stories which give rise to culture. 

Whilst like Chinese whispers, there is room for evolution and with isolation comes diversity, 

there are certain truths that remain unchanged. It is conceivable that the human activity of 

fishing is the seed of this story for Homo sapiens, no matter how far we travelled, nor what 

lands we explored, which tribes we conquered or how sophisticated our technologies 

developed. Idioms on fish and fishing are colloquial analogies about human life. They are not 

particularly sophisticated, but they are common. They are a form of expression natural to a 

language group or dialect that transcend all cultures around the world. They are summations of 

our everyday experiences that make simple and light the oftentimes more challenging and even 

tragic moments of living. But as with all fishing tales, particularly those burdened by the load 

of the symbolic meaning of life itself, there is more to fishing than the word and the sentence. 

If the etymological account was a representation of the individual words, and the idiom of the 

sentence or word in action, then what follows is the biography of humanity as authored by 

some of the leading frontier writers from the New World. 
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2.3. Great Fishing Tales 

Fishing literature occupies many shelves within the cyber-library with authors such as 

Kevin Parr, John Gierach and Chris Yates occupying many volumes. The authors on angling 

are many, more often than not are nature lovers and sometimes lovers also of sea, and 

collectively make up a large fishing community of writers, readers and bloggers which are all 

fishers or lovers of fishing. And of course, there is Izaak Walton’s The Compleat Angler 

predictably referenced by most as the angler’s bible. More a book about the pastoral 

pleasantries of experiencing the English countryside, Walton’s ‘fishing advice’ is almost 

incidental. Neglecting to consider the breadth of fishing experiences and methods, Walton’s 

‘spirit of fishing’ is best summarised by Charles Cotton as the contemplative man’s 

recreation33. Predating Walton two centuries earlier, the first published writer on the art of 

angling appeared: Treatyse of Fysshynge wyth an Angle, by Dame Juliana Berners. Written 

around 1420 she later included her instructional instalment on sport fishing as part of the Book 

of St Albans in 1496, but it is not the details of making poles, nor tying flies that are applicable 

in my establishing a kind of spirit of fishing. Actually, this chapter is deliberately avoiding the 

literary dignitaries of fishing literature for I am not so interested in the methodical analysis of 

fishing, nor its instruments, nor physiological transcripts of the fishes caught, although 

Berners’ biography would have been a compelling inclusion – well, as legend tells it. 

Dame Berners was born into nobility in 1388 and raised at court.  Arguably the most 

thorough historical reference to date, John McDonald’s Origins of Angling, writes of Berners 

that “she was, as legend goes, noble in birth and spirit, sociable, solitary, dashing, beautiful, 

learned, and intellectual”34. The basis for all the mythologising about Berners is said to have 

come from claims made about her in a vignette written by Protestant Bishop, John Bale. Known 

for his vigorous satire, in his Catalog of Great Britain’s Illustrious Writers, in 1559, he wrote 

that she was an “illustrious female”. What we do know about Berners is that she had adopted 

a monastic life by the time she published The Book of St Albans in which she wrote on her love 

of hawking, hunting and fishing – sports historically thought to be occupied by men as a 

substitute for war. It is this assumed dissonance in her being a prioress and sportswoman, 

together with the scarcity of evidence of assertions made about her that has perhaps been the 

cause of spirited assumptions made about her among generations of antiquaries.  McDonald 

 
33	COTTON,	C.	1976.	The	Compleat	Angler,	or	the	Contemplative	Man’s	Recreation,	Ohio,	Coachwhip	

Publications.	
34	MCDONALD,	J.	1997.	The	Origins	of	Angling,	The	Lyons	Press.	
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did not refrain from perpetuating the myth when he concluded in his brief on Berners that she 

was an exemplary “catch” for any nobleman at the time, even though she was said to have fled 

to field sports to avoid love and had retired to a convent “from disappointment”35. 

Characteristic of Homer’s Artemis, Dame Berners was also difficult to catch – Potnia 

Theron, she was “…of the wildland, Mistress of Animals”.36 A life of fishing for more than 

she was born to be is my biographical summation from the few evocative accounts made by 

English antiquarians. Relevant all the same, as she revives or at least gestures to the characters 

of the many fish deities discussed in the previous chapter – befitting for the world’s first fishing 

writer.  

As an alternative, I am turning my attention to the literary giants that wrote about human 

life through the activity of fishing: Mark Twain, William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, 

Herman Melville and Henry David Thoreau. Each have written of fishing and each are the 

founding fathers of American literature. As inferred by Keuter, I suspect that the writers’ epic 

tales reflect fishing’s relationship with a kind of frontier (water), coupled with its symbolic 

significance floating within the recesses of our symbolic mind.  

 Is there more to the story of Santiago, Tony and Huck, Vardaman, Ahab, and Harry, 

than catching a fish? Or is fishing all there is? I wish to explore the fisher as protagonist and 

the waters he fishers. I specifically gender the fisher male here because within these stories, 

the fisher is invariably a “he”. Written by men and even in spite of the feminine character of 

fishing I have established and which was embodied by Berners, none of these protagonists are 

female but do they implicitly or subliminally pay homage to femininity? 

2.3.1. Melville’s quest to colonise 

The first of these tales I consider is a return to Herman Melville’s 1851 Moby Dick and his 

exploration of literature and philosophy, and specifically with a focus on his engagement in the 

contradictions of American society in a period of rapid change – namely capitalism and the -

isms it sustains. 

Read through this lens, Moby Dick represents everything to be colonised. For some 

time, Nature had been reduced to a resource to be extracted and exploited to line the pockets 

of entrepreneurial white men of the New World. Boston was built on the backs of cod fishers 

and by the nineteenth century, it was being sustained by whale hunters. Much like Hobart at 

 
35	Ibid.	
36	HOMER	1899.	The	Iliad	of	Homer,	Ebook	#6130.	xxi	470	f.		
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the same time, Nantucket welcomed and farewelled whalers looking to profit from the 

commodification of these majestic ocean creatures. While whalebone and ivory were valuable, 

a whaler’s main profits came from the oil derived from whale blubber. As a profitable 

commodity, Melville’s story fits into the scheme of white economic expansion and exploitation 

in the nineteenth century – exploitation, of course, in the destruction of the environment by 

such hubristic expansion. It was during this time that our colonising of both the lucrative cod 

fishery and whale migration routes led to both collapsing in the Atlantic.37 By 1851, (the year 

that followed the Pequod’s last voyage), overfishing had decimated whale populations in the 

Atlantic Ocean with most whalers having moved on to the Pacific and Indian Oceans. While 

the American cod fishery never recovered, (even during the fisher hiatus that spanned both 

World Wars), most whales have, since their near extinction in the late nineteenth century, 

recovered. Some, however, have not. 

The entrepreneurial spirit which whaling and the exploited fisheries sustained in the 

nineteenth century was really nascent capitalism. Widely recognised and celebrated Professor 

of Sociology, Jason W Moore has most recently published on rethinking our geophysical 

challenges within the context of our world-historical imagination.38 His geohistorical lens 

demonstrates just how “capitalism organises the world color, gender, and class divides within 

the web of life”. 39  He confirms capitalism’s long history of racist, sexist and colonial 

domination as fundamental to the exploitation of working classes and endless capital 

accumulations, which comprehend nature (and the vast majority of humans) as profit making 

machines.40  

When thinking about capitalism’s -isms I would expect to see colonialism, sexism, and 

racism upon the Pequod. Interestingly, when colonising its oceans, commercial American 

whaling crews in the 1800s were far more integrated than on land, and racial prejudice was 

generally more muted on whaleships than in society at large. This was true also of other such ports, 

as Hobart, in Australia. I highlight integrated for two reasons. The first is the origin of ‘in the same 

boat’ comes from nautical folklore, which welded sailors together in a common situation, or 

against a common enemy. The second is that unlike the land, people of the sea understand that 

the sea cannot be tamed, owned, tenured both legally and practically. The white man cannot lay 

 
37	KURLANSKY,	M.	1997.	Cod:	A	Biography	Of	The	Fish	That	Changed	The	World,	London,	Penguin	Books.	
38	MOORE,	J.	W.	2018.	Slaveship	Earth	&	the	World-Historical	Imagination	in	the	Age	of	Climate	Crisis.	

Political	Economy	of	the	World-System	|	American	Sociological	Association,	Spring,	4.	
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claim nor maintain ownership as he does on land. In some sense, during this time, the -isms of 
capitalism were landlocked. Lastly, out at sea crewmen were not only colour-blind, but like Apollo, 
metamorphosed adelphi and were united as ‘brothers of the sea’. Black and white whalers had to 
work side by side to get the job done—and to survive. Many owners of American whaleships were 
Quakers, a religious group opposed to slavery. Some New England towns were also important stops 
on the underground railroad, and these such towns needed seamen, including free black people 
and those who had escaped slavery. Merchant and shipowner, Paul Cuffee for example, was the 
son of a native American mother and an enslaved father. Frederick Douglass was turned from slave 
to celebrity at his 1841 impromptu speech in the whaling port of Nantucket. It was the receptive 
ears of anti-racial whalers and fishers that made him one of the most influential speakers and 

abolitionists of his day.41 

So too on the Pequod does Ahab find an inter-racial crew. While crewmates Starkbuck, 

Stubb and Flask were quintessential whalers from Nantucket, Cape Cod and Martha’s 

Vineyard, its revered harpooners were Queequeg, son of the Chief of a cannibal tribe from the 

fictional island of Rokovoko in the South Seas; Tashtego the Gay Headed (Martha’s Vineyard) 

Native American, Daggoo the tall African; and Fedallah, of Indian Zoroastrian descent who 

had once lived in China. The most insignificant of Ahab’s crew was Pip the African-American 

cook boy from Connecticut but unsurprisingly referred to as “Alabama boy”. Of course, there 

were no women to exploit upon the ocean within Melville’s New England waterscape but in 

view of nature’s historical femininity, her oceanic colonisation was apparent, as was her assault 

by harpoons. Melville’s Moby Dick was an allegorical depiction of the nineteenth century New 

World. Not without its loyalty to stereotypes, Melville’s epic tale demonstrated that the 

character that was attracted to a life at sea, but moreover, a life committed to profit sharing, 

was not skin deep insofar as they were able to overcome racism. The feminine however posed 

a greater challenge for the colonising capitalist who also found himself out on the high seas. It 

was white-led, male and colonialist, wielding the same technology it has always known. But 

within the mechanistic imaginary, the promise of profits ultimately was muddying the waters 

of the world-historical imagination and so the exacerbation of the plunder of her seas could 

only worsen. 

2.3.2. Faulkner’s question of existence 

Vardaman, the youngest of the Bundren children, runs out of the house and begins to cry. He sees 

the spot on the ground where he first laid the fish he caught, and thinks about how the fish is now 

 
41	SIMMONS,	W.	J.	T.,	HENRY	MCNEAL	1887.	Men	of	Mark:	Eminent,	Progressive	and	Rising,	G.	M.	Rewell	&	
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chopped up into little pieces of “not-fish” and “not blood”. In his As I Lay Dying, William Faulkner 

explores many weighty themes but the one most pertinent to my discussion on fishing is that of the 

impermanence of existence and identity:  

Jewel’s mother is a horse,” Darl said. 
“Then mine can be a fish, can’t it, Darl?” I said. 

. . . 
“Then what is your ma, Darl?” I said. 

“I haven’t got ere one,” Darl said. “Because if I had one, it is was. And if it was, it can’t 
be is. Can it?” 

Vardamon Bundren is a six-year-old boy brought up in an eccentric family living in the 

rural south of America. The assumed simplicity associated with the story’s locale is rapidly 

quashed by the complex notions of identity Vardaman encounters. He has just been traumatized 

by the death of his mother and his stream of consciousness reflects the thought processes of a 

child and not the rational thought patterns of an adult, but invokes the complexity of free 

association, as a child so often does. Like the fish and “not fish”, the transformation of his 

mother is from a person and into an indefinably non-person. Each of his five siblings draw 

similar comparisons of identity between their mother and an animal which are not mere games 

of language and logic. Rather, they have very tangible, even terrible, consequences for the 

novel’s characters. This association, however, along with Darl’s linking of the question of 

existence to a matter of “was” versus “is,” allows these two simple child characters to enter 

into the highly complex dialogue of death and existence. For Vardaman, objects that are similar 

to each other become interchangeable. In line with the fertility fishy goddesses of Chapter 1, 

he assigns the role of his mother to the fish, but not because of the historical connection to 

Yemaya and the other feminine deities of the past but because like his mother, the fish he 

freshly caught is dead.  

Vardaman’s urgent inquiry into the identity of his mother-fish finds his hold on reality 

unhinged early on in the novel when he babbles senselessly. Faulkner writes about the very 

embodiment of the fragility and uncertainty of human existence when at the end of the novel, 

Vardaman’s father introduces his new wife as “Mrs Bundren”, a name that until recently had 

belonged to his mother. If the identity of Mrs Bundren can be usurped so quickly, the inevitable 

conclusion is that any individual’s identity is equally volatile. We really can be likened to the fish. 
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2.3.3. Thoreau’s self-sufficient paradox 

Henry David Thoreau thought it vain to sit down to write before standing up to live! At first, 

Thoreau believed living to mean self-sufficiency. Two miles from his family home Thoreau 

stripped away the comforts of modern living, lived in a basic cabin, hunted, and fished in the 

natural reserve by the town of Concord, Massachusetts. Four years before Thoreau embarked 

on his Walden project, his teacher and mentor Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote an influential essay 

entitled “Self-Reliance.” It can be seen as a statement of the philosophical ideals that Thoreau’s 

experiment is meant to put into practice and to which the activity of fishing is often linked to 

the ‘simple life’. The masculine virtue of independence is perceived superior to neediness and 

is lived out both economically and socially at Walden Pond. He is almost obsessed with the 

idea that he can support himself through his own labour, producing more than he consumes, 

and working to produce a profit. Thoreau dwells on the contentment of his solitude, on his 

finding entertainment in the laugh of the loon and the march of the ants rather than in balls, 

marketplaces, or salons.  

While Thoreau hoped to become self-sufficient during his time at Walden, he never 

came close to achieving this dream. His two years, two months, and two days were consistently 

intruded on with visits from friends and family and trips to the nearby town. Yet total isolation 

was not entirely Thoreau’s aim, rather it was to  

live deep and suck out all the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and Spartan-like as to put 

to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave close, to drive life into a corner, 

and reduce it to its lowest terms.42 

Emulating Emerson’s essay, Thoreau did not explore subsistence but the transcendental 

qualities of self-reliance through individualism. In Transcendentalist thought the self is the 

absolute centre of reality; everything external is a corollary of the self that takes its reality from 

our inner selves. Self-reliance thus refers not just to paying one’s own way, but also more 

philosophically to the place in which we find ourselves – the relationship between humanity 

and its environment. Thoreau took place and the environment to mean nature or wilderness. 

These are each loaded terms that I am not interested in discussing here, but rather for Thoreau, 

nature was a place of solitude, free from the ideals and the influence of urban life and so Walden 
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was that place – his place for this mediation. And so, we encounter a twinning of Thoreau, as 

both urban accountant and nature poet. It is within this tension that Thoreau shows why the 

man who is so interested in pinching pennies is the same man who exults lyrically over a 

partridge or a winter sky. They are both products of self-reliance, since the economizing that 

allows Thoreau to live on Walden Pond also allows him to feel one with nature, to feel as 

though it is part of his own soul. 

Living in a culture fascinated by the idea of progress represented by technological, 

economic, and territorial advances, Thoreau is stubbornly sceptical of the idea that any outward 

improvement of life can bring the inner peace and contentment he craves. In an era of enormous 

capitalist expansion, Thoreau is doggedly anti-consumption, although it is his capitalist 

commitments, his accountant life in the city, which affords him this affair with nature at 

Walden Pond. José Ortega y Gasset is the most cited philosopher to defend hunting by a 

primitivist account that echoes Thoreau’s own inconsistent way of life. For Ortega, hunting 

offers a vacation from the human condition by remembering and embodying Paleolithic43 man: 

When	 you	 are	 fed	 up	 with	 the	 troublesome	 present,	 with	 being	 “very	 twentieth	

century,”	you	take	your	gun,	whistle	for	your	dog,	go	out	to	the	mountain,	and	without	

further	 ado	 give	 yourself	 the	 pleasure	 during	 a	 few	 hours	 or	 a	 few	 days	 of	 being	

“Paleolithic”.	…	This	is	the	reason	men	hunt.44 

In his appeal to an environmental ethic, Roger King is troubled by the “one-night 

stand”45 Ortega offers as a solution to our alienation from nature problem since it fails at a 

sustainable world view beyond the hunting ground. While both King and Ortega agree with 

Thoreau’s own attempt at a solution to the problem of alienation from nature endured by the 

contemporary or urban man, King is insistent on a collective predicament which calls for a 

cultural realignment, while Ortega is concerned only by the personal relationship and thus the 

possibility for individual transformation. Therefore, Thoreau’s temporary escape is not in 

isolation going to do away with the industrial civilization but his affair with nature is supported 

 
43	I	have	deliberately	chosen	this	spelling	of	Paleolithic	over	the	English	Palaeolithic	as	it	is	a	direct	

reference	to	Ortega’s	use	of	it.		
44	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	134	
45	CARMINE	2010.	Off	the	Grid:	Rights,	Religion,	and	the	Rise	of	the	Eco-Gentry.	In:	ALLHOFF,	F.	(ed.)	
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by Ortega’s account of self-transformation which explains the ontological possibility for 

Thoreau to express the palette of his being. 

Just as with Melville’s cultural integration at sea, Thoreau’s re-integration with nature 

which is echoed by Primitivist advocates of hunting46 the waterscape inspires a conversion of 

being a man in the world. A baptism or some reclaimed ceremony out on the Atlantic and the 

pond respectively suggests that the waterscape (and not liberal New England) inspires a 

realignment of values based upon an integration that overcomes the –isms of capitalism or the 

urban culture of humandom that Melville and Thoreau were ready to conceptually overcome – 

both personal and cultural. 

In a century notorious for its smugness toward all that preceded it, Thoreau points out 

the stifling conventionality and constraining labour conditions that made nineteenth-century 

progress possible. And so, he had “gone fishing”. Autonomy from authority was his trump 

card, and his experiment in living deliberately at Walden Pond was his sacramental conversion 

toward a communion with nature lead by his own rebirth, even if only a temporary one. 

2.3.4. Hemingway’s lessons in manliness 

Ernest Hemingway was portrayed as the man who lived hard, the man who loved hard, the 

rugged man who could live off the land – the hunter, the fisher – the unafraid of a fight kind of 

man, and the man who loved women unapologetically.47 Hemingway was also the consummate 

storyteller – an acclaimed writer who has become one of literature’s greats. Truthfully, he 

sounds a lot like the last of the hunters and gatherers I attempt to unravel in the next section 

of the thesis, but for all purposes here, Hemingway was a “man’s man” and his novellas 

embodied very much of this cavalier or brute persona. While I struggled with the Hemingway 

rhythm at first, the more times I read The Old Man and the Sea48, the more apparent is its 

genius in unravelling the status-quo of the manliness in1950s-America. 

 
46	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.;	SWAN,	J.	A.	
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Issues with so-called ‘toxic masculinity’ have surged civil society in recent times. The 

Mask You Live In49 explores how (lead by the USA) contemporary civilised culture’s narrow 

definition of masculinity is harming boys, men and society at large. With experts in 

neuroscience, psychology, sociology, sports, education, and media, the film presents empirical 

evidence of the “boy crisis” and tactics for overcoming it. It has also made headway in 

Australia’s mainstream thinking by way of both the government’s “boys will be boys”50 

campaign against domestic violence, and in corporate advertising lead by Gillette’s “the best 

men can be”51 action-driven campaign. Given the activity of fishing is so often synonymous 

with hunting and masculinities, it is appropriate to reflect on how Hemingway chooses to 

question manliness and the “success” that is assumed be the indicator of the value of boys and 

men. Success in and of itself, merely speaks to a particular status which may have nothing to 

do with the journey that the man took to get there, or whether or not he retained his integrity 

along the way. Hemingway’s old man challenges the journey to success paved by toxic 

masculinity in this seemingly simple story. 

Santiago is an old, experienced fisherman who hasn’t brought in a catch for months. 

On the eighty fifth day of this dry spell, he heads far out into the Gulf of Mexico where he 

hooks a giant marlin. Unable to pull the fish into his skiff, he holds onto the line for three days 

before killing the fish with a harpoon. After lashing the fish to his boat, Santiago heads home 

with his hard-won prize. But along the way, sharks reduce the fish to bones, and the old man 

returns to port as he left – empty-handed. 

Santiago is symbolic of the universal truths of a man’s existence within this world 

according to Hemingway, where pride, respect, endurance, and dreams fuel a man in his quest 

to thrive in the face of struggle. It is a story about the invincible spirit of man; Santiago stands 

as a symbol of an attitude toward life, and his fight with the mighty fish offers numerous lessons 

to all men. These include: 
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A MAN JUST TAKES IT   In response to the early morning demands of their 

fisher way of life, “Qué va”, the boy said. “It is what a man must do”.52  And before he embarks 

on his epic journey, Santiago “was shivering with the morning cold. He knew he would shiver 

himself warm and that soon he would be rowing”.53 Whether it’s something as trivial as being 

cold or as significant as skirting along the borders of death, a man simply does what must be 

done, without self-pity and without complaint. Santiago does not whine about hunger pains or 

thirst, nor does he mope about the fishing line that cuts into his hands. Instead, he washes the 

cut in the salt water and lets it dry and warm in the sun. The hand refuses him and he is forced 

to work with his right hand alone, against the powerful fish that is two feet longer than his own 

skiff. Drained, Santiago “settles against the wood” and “takes his suffering as it comes. He is 

comfortable but suffering, although he does not admit the suffering at all”.54 

A MAN GOES DOWN SWINGING  It would not be Hemingway if there was 

nothing to swing at or fight for. Old age is a common excuse, and in certain circumstances it is 

legitimate. All too often it is used either where it has no place or before any effort has been 

made to prove otherwise. When the sharks begin attacking Santiago’s fish, at first he fears that 

he cannot defend himself because of his age, but in fisher style, he gathers his oars and knives 

to be used as weapons and does what he must. When he breaks the blade off his knife in the 

body of one shark, the fear returns. “Now they have beaten me,” he thinks. “I am too old to 

club sharks to death. But I will try as long as I have the oars and the short club and the tiller”55 

More sharks do come. The sun goes down and during the fight, Santiago wonders, 

“What will you do now if they come in the night? What can you do?” He digs deep. “‘Fight 

them,” he says, “I’ll fight them until I die.”56 

Though the sharks do eventually eat all of the marlin’s flesh, Santiago never gives up. 

Paddling in, he tastes blood in his mouth, so he spits into the ocean and says, “Eat 

that galanos. And make a dream you’ve killed a man”..57 In this ‘Hemingway-esque’ world, 

Santiago shows just how every man has sharks that circle him. They gather when they smell 

the blood of real success, but old age does not stop a man from contesting. 
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A MAN’S LEGACY IS DEFINED BY HIS INTEGRITY  Santiago drifts away from 

the pages of this story with exactly the same thing he had when it began: almost nothing. He 

in fact returns with even less. His catch does not bring him money or success, but it does 

provide him with a legacy that will endure far beyond any monetary gain could have. He retains 

his integrity in the face of a great challenge. He redefines his pride by replacing the arrogance 

of youth with the dignity of an old man.  

A MAN IS HUMBLE   Humility guides a man’s actions to speak louder than his 

words. With his young friend, Manolin, Santiago has ample opportunity to boast but during 

conversations with him, he refrains. 

Manolin asks, “Who is the greatest manager, really, Luque or Mike Gonzalez?” 

“I think they are equal.” 

“And the best fisherman is you.” 

“No. I know others better.” 

“Que va,” the boy says, “There are many good fishermen and some great ones, but there is 

only you.” 

“Thank you. You make me happy. I hope no fish will come along so great that he will prove 

us wrong.”58 

Santiago is humble enough to recognise when his pride has let him down – when his pride ran 

as free as his memory of the lions upon the South African beach. When sharks coerce the old 

man to contemplate the nature of his catch, Santiago says  

I wish it were a dream and that I had never hooked him. I’m sorry about it, fish. …I 

shouldn’t have gone out so far, fish,’ he said. Neither for you nor for me. I’m sorry, fish.’59 

… You did not kill the fish only to keep alive and to sell for food … You killed him for 

pride and because you are a fisherman.60 

The three sharks not only posed a challenge to Santiago’s goal as a fisher, but as a man. The 

meaning of pride at the end of Santiago’s journey becomes confused. At first, pride as self-
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respect turns to self-conceit which has him ultimately question his ethical way of life. It was 

before his skiff had transformed into a confessional that the seeds of Santiago’s self-doubt were 

sewn. During the first night of being towed by the fish, and much like the fraternity we share 

with the adelphi of the same womb, Santiago also considered the fish of equal tenacity and 

strength his brother.   

‘Fish’ he said softly, aloud, ‘I’ll stay with you until I am dead.’ 

 He’ll stay with me too, I suppose, the old man thought.61 

“I wish I could feed the fish, he thought. He is my brother.”62 

It is through the ethical paradox and in his revaluation of self-pride that Santiago remains 

undefeated. 

“A MAN IS NOT MADE FOR DEFEAT”63   Santiago has nothing but a 

broken-down shed and a rickety skiff with a sail that is “patched with flour sacks” and looks 

“like the flag of permanent defeat”.64 The skin of his gaunt body illustrates his hardships and 

is marked with deeply-set wrinkles, scars, and blotches from the punishing sun. While nearly 

“everything about Santiago is old,” his eyes remain “the same color as the sea and are cheerful 

and undefeated”.65 And because of his terrible misfortune, he is a pariah in his small fishing 

village. Instead of retiring after eighty-four days of terrible luck, he sails farther out into the 

Gulf than he has gone before. 

A man continues to do whatever he must do to the best of his ability, no matter the 

sharks, lions, women or other tribulations that befall him. While challenges and setbacks can 

strip a man of all outward signs of success, his spirit can remain undefeated. Or as Santiago 

reminds us, “A man can be destroyed but not defeated”.66 

2.3.5. A woman’s footnote to consider 

While it is true that each of the above acclaimed writers has written fishing stories, their work 

has triumphed not because they are fishing-centric, but because their stories are allegorical and 
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more often than not equate fishing with the spiritual quest. Thoreau summarised the ontological 

investigations of these tales when in Walden, he pondered whether he should "go to heaven or 

a-fishing".67 Sarah Orne Jewett also makes reference to these big whopping "life" themes in 

fishing tales when in her The Country of the Pointed Firs and The Dunnet Landing Stories she 

writes  

If there is one way above another of getting so close to nature that one simply is a piece of 

nature, following a primeval instinct with perfect self-forgetfulness and forgetting 

everything except the dreamy consciousness of pleasant freedom, it is to take the course of 

a shady trout brook.68  

It is unsurprising that the canons of American literature are male, so to remain true to 

the feminine character of fishing, I have chosen to include a female practitioner of American 

literary regionalism best known for her local colour works. First published at nineteen, her 

reputation grew throughout the 1870s and 1880s, peaking in 1896 with The Country of the 

Pointed Firs – a novel that poetises the effects of hardship and isolation experienced by the 

communities of the decaying fishing villages along the coasts of Maine. Jewett writes about 

the aftermath of the entrepreneurial male colonisers of Melville’s world. Her sketches of the 

fictional fishing village as told by an unnamed narrator, a woman, unattached, genteel in 

demeanour, intermittently feisty and zealously protective of her time to write, is about the 

dignity and rich variety of the life and culture created and sustained by women even when the 

masculine interests of trade and adventure – fishing – diminished in nineteenth century Maine. 

In her 1994 Introduction to Jewett’s novella, Marjorie Pryse says that while male characters 

tend to become lost and alienated because of the economic decline of New England, the female 

characters and the men who learn from them carry on life as full and happy as ever. 

Maine is a vast, mysterious, beautiful and romantic place that won’t let you go. Like a 

“miser spending his coins”, the unnamed narrator holds onto the late summer lustre on the 

water – “a northern look that, except at this moment of the year, one must go far to seek”.69 

Aimed with a long writing task, her summer was frequently distracted by the local community 

 
67	THOREAU,	H.	D.	1854.	Walden,	Boston,	Ticknor	and	Fields.	p	152 
68	JEWETT,	S.	O.	2010.	The	Country	Of	The	Pointed	Firs	and	The	Dunnet	Landing	Stories,	Buffalo,	New	York,	

Broadview	Editions.	p	166 
69	JEWETT,	S.	O.	1956.	The	Country	of	the	Pointed	Firs,	Mineola,	New	York,	Dover	Publications,	Inc.	p	86	
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and their stories. Dunnet Landing is what is left of the fisher’s life – the chowder filled kitchens, 

and fish bakes, old men bent at the shoulders, and the lack of lustre from a gay and vibrant 

youth.70 The remaining fishers and/or their wives are now over the age of sixty and either 

widowed or widowers. In the spirit of the fraternity at sea, this moored community of crewmen 

continue to lead solitary lives but the bonds of affection and shared memories maintain a sense 

of interconnection that transcends their geographical distance from each other. The unnamed 

narrator explores storytelling itself as it relates to community, friendships, and personal 

identity. The Country of the Pointed Firs is a story about the role played by storytelling in the 

lives of its community – its individual members, the relationships they share and as a collective 

people who share a common set of stories. As the unnamed narrator took a backward view 

from the small unpunctual steamer,  

[t]he little town, with the tall masts of its disabled schooners in the inner bay, stood high 

above the flat sea for a few minutes then it sank back into the uniformity of the coast,, and 

became indistinguishable from the other towns that looked as if they were crumbled on the 

furzy-green stoniness of the shore.71 

At the end of the summer the unnamed narrator leaves Dunnet Landing, taking with her a sense 

of the nostalgia, loss, and loneliness that characterized the aging population that held onto the 

stories of their coastal village which was also at once a disappearing piece of Maine.  

  

 
70	Ibid.	pp	65-72	
71	Ibid.	p	88	
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Conclusion to Part I 

The human activity of fishing occurs within a community, even when you think you are the 

only one standing out knee deep in the rapids desperately trying to make your fly bounce. It is 

easier to identify the community connected to the commercial or artisanal fisher. There is an 

economic connection, a direct community connection, a familial connection, a crew connection 

and oftentimes a broader fisheries connection that is comprised of legislative, scientific, 

political and societal obligations – even international obligations. The cultural fisher is 

quintessentially connected to his or her community and the human–animal–environment 

continuum within which s/he comes into being. But the recreational lone fisher can also be part 

of angling clubs, fishing families, the huge body of literature, or the “barber shops” for fishers 

– the local tackle shop which invariably is the “one stop shop” to gain all the local biting 

knowledge. As true to all fishers, each of these above-mentioned narratives plays out upon a 

political stage where the individual often stands in direct opposition to his community or 

society at large. This of course provides us with the drama – the tension upon which the reader 

is hooked and reeled along the duration of the tale. Each fishing tale also tackles motifs that 

are not often discussed amongst members of communities as they are too often so difficult to 

put to words. What makes these writers triumphant, is their ability to create an opportunity to 

write and invite us to read and thus find ourselves in a place of contemplation over these themes 

that we can only ever really feel and so very rarely express. It is by exploring and writing about 

the activity of fishing that these writers open up this dialogue. 

These fishing tales attempt to take the reader to a place beyond the page and in some 

sense, these are stories that try to say something about life by writing about fishing when there 

are no words for what these writers are really trying to poetise.  As Thoreau mused in Walden, 

fishing is "the industry for poets".72 And so perhaps language is not a mere tool via which 

communication is made possible, but a place through which we journey, led by the emergence 

and disappearance of words. While the words give the appearance of something rather concrete 

and objective, in actual fact, strung together at best can only offer you a space in which you 

may engage with the idea of what may be intended – subjective and transcendent. Fishing is 

thus used within these stories to point beyond that which can be said and in turn, say something 

significant about fishing itself – something about its relationship with language and life.  

 
72	THOREAU,	H.	D.	1854.	Walden,	Boston,	Ticknor	and	Fields.	p	152 
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Each of our American literary giants chose to make explicit the unique allegorical 

nature of fishing and fishers as protagonists in their stories about the drama of human life. Each 

challenged the way we perceive our place in the world, and our understanding of it through the 

activity of fishing. The cultural and historical backdrop that inspired the action of its fisher-

hero was defined by the drama of the activity of fishing itself. Whether the fishing drama that 

played out was nineteenth century American nascent capitalism, or the simple rural south; the 

self-sustaining pursuit of nature or the Narcissistic waters of a Cuban sea, each poked and 

prodded the ambiguity of its hero’s condition. Ahab was not in pursuit of an abomination of 

nature, but his inability to reconcile his own inner monster; Vardaman’s mother-fish was not 

the creative play of a simpleton six year old – identity is hugely complex as I explore it Part III 

of this thesis; Thoreau did not find self-sufficiency in Walden but dependency on community; 

and, Santiago did not lose a fish to sharks in the absence of Manolin and in solitude but rather 

he found humility at the death of his brother.  

So seductive were their stories representing the struggle of the human experience, its 

ambiguity and revealing re-actions that the heroes themselves began to take on authorship. 

Each of the writers use the metaphor of fishing to point to the deeper and heavier themes unto 

which life is lived. I say point to because there is no real thorough unpacking of the themes as 

much as they offer an opportunity for reflection at best, or feeling at worst. Like a cluster of 

stars up in the sky we either perceive or not; find meaning in or not. So, the authors are not 

actually writing directly or literally about the issue at hand, but rather, each are writing about 

the unfolding drama of life as it plays out through the activity of fishing. The authors in some 

sense lack the words to articulate the issue at hand, since all their words are literally detailing 

the activity of fishing, not the complexity of human life as we perceive it in the imaginary 

which the activity comes to represent. If the activity of fishing were the story, and the fisher 

was the writer, then in some sense, the activity of fishing prods the fisher as a poet of a language 

without the words to articulate. The human activity of fishing itself is the story. 

It becomes increasingly difficult to identify exactly which is the symbolic – the activity 

of fishing or the words themselves. In this chapter I have considered these writers as poeticising 

or making explicit the transcendental by way of a particular aptitude for language via 

allegorical expression, but I wonder how it is that the activity of fishing, as applied by each of 

the authors, has become a language that words are incapable of making explicit. 

In Part I: Fishing in the cultural imaginary I endeavoured to articulate just how central 

the activity of fishing has been in our understanding of the human condition. Not only was 

fishing instrumental at the cradle of the symbolic mind in Blombos cave but has maintained 
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significance in the language we use to understand ourselves and our place in the world from 

the etymologies of names, through to our earliest creation myths. Persisting, the activity of 

fishing has not only been a central protagonist in the epics told by some of our most revered 

contemporary writers, but in some sense, has revealed our most abstracted ontological notions 

to ourselves more clearly than our attempts at using words to articulate them. The activity of 

fishing, thus is beguilingly symbolic of the complexity and diversity of the human experience. 

The activity of fishing as a symbol of being human, of being a symbolic mind is most often 

expressed in the reference of fishers as last of the hunters and gatherers,73. Primitivist notions 

of free-spirited savages free of the civilised cultivation of educated men abound this reference 

to the untamed fishers bound to a life at sea or in pursuit of the other realm entirely. But in 

truth, our ancestors were not last of the hunters and gatherers but first of the fishers in sight of 

the beyond and daring to talk about it. What follows in Part II is an unpacking of this 

misconception which motivates the management of these fishers by exploring notions of 

wilderness and our relationship with it through primitivist, feminist and topological ways of 

thinking.

 
73	Tor	Hundloe,	AM	in	MCPHEE,	D.	2008.	Fisheries	Management	in	Australia,	Sydney,	The	Federation	

Press,	ibid.	p	V	
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Part II: Thinking about the last of the hunters and gatherers 

Introduction to Part II 

In Part I: Fishing in the cultural imaginary, I considered the centrality of the activity of fishing 

in our lives. The evolutionary biology account finds a causal relationship between the omegas 

found in seafood and the exponential development of the human brain and hence our capacity 

for symbolic thought. The anthropological narrative locates the symbolic revolution to a small 

remaining band of hominids in the southern coastal caves of Africa circa one hundred and 

twenty thousand years ago. From this scientific narrative, the ontological question that sits at 

the very foundation of my research is: what kind of being are we that chooses to fish? It is 

possible that we are a simple non-teleological evolutionary tale of chance, to which we were 

nothing more than a roll of a die. It was the case that we luckily stumbled upon some shellfish, 

and then overtime carved fish hooks from bone, weaved nets, and constructed boats. But there 

is an ontological inquiry into that which both rouses and cultivates our wanderlust for the 

unknown unlike any other species. There is no need for an appeal to cosmic watchmakers, 

creator deities or possibilities of lives after death when deliberating over such an ontological 

question, but it does require some attention to the kind of detail that evolutionary theory does 

away with, namely: the question of being H.sapiens upon a watery planet beneath the stars 

with the capacity for meaning-making.  

These Paleolithic fishers had the capacity for symbolism and unsurprisingly the source 

of our very becoming – the fish we eat, oceans from which we procure them and the activity 

of fishing we engage in – has evolved with meaning in our communicative language over time. 

The reference to “paleolithic fishers” is a direct play on José Ortega y Gasset’s “Paleolithic 

Man” in his Meditations on Hunting,1 from where I draw my initial inspiration for this Part II 

of the thesis.  

Ortega’s inspired paleolithic fishers have featured in our creation myths from as far 

back as we can trace, and continue to define our relationship to the world through idioms and 

colloquialisms we use each day. They have been the inspiration still of some of the greatest 

literary writers we revere. Even today our relationship with the fish and their aquatic realm 

 
1	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons,	ibid.	
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continues to reflect our ancestor’s first encounter with them through the names they gave them. 

Fish and our relationship with them through the activity of fishing is intimately bound to the 

language we use to understand and connect with the riddle that defines us symbolic minds. Of 

these countless metaphors, stories and even words, one stands out as most frequently assumed 

within fisheries discourse, and which is worth some philosophical attention: Fishers as last of 

the hunters and gatherers.  

This has been a persistent characterisation of fishers accepted and referenced by both 

themselves and some of the most respected writers in fisheries management literature, 

including the Green Viking (as he is so fondly known) Tor Hundloe:2 

There are few human endeavours as challenging and rewarding than to manage the humans 

who produce our seafood. The people who fish as a job have traditionally been of 

independent mind and behavior. They are still talked about as the last of the hunters and 

gatherers.3  

As though living relics of [a] land before time,4 from beyond our shores they return to stand 

on the Bifröst5 dock to continue to provide us with wild-caught protein we prepare for our 

dinner plates. And while Hundloe specified commercial fishers, I don’t think it is too far a 

 
2	BURDEN,	H.	2017.	Sinking	Feeling.	Tasweekend,	August	19-20,	2017,	p.12,	CLARK,	A.	2017.	The	Catch:	

The	Story	of	Fishing	in	Australia,	Canberra,	NLA	Publishing,	HELFMAN,	G.	S.	2007.	Fish	conservation	:	a	
guide	to	understanding	and	restoring	global	aquatic	biodiversity	and	fishery	resources	/	Gene	S.	
Helfman,	Washington,	DC	USA,	Island	Press,	KURLANSKY,	M.	1997.	Cod:	A	Biography	Of	The	Fish	That	
Changed	The	World,	London,	Penguin	Books,	MCPHEE,	D.	2008.	Fisheries	Management	in	Australia,	
Sydney,	The	Federation	Press,	HUNDLOE,	T.	J.	A.	M.,	JULIAN;	BROOKS,	KATE;	SULLIVAN,	ANDREW	
2011.	Fishing	for	Sustainability:	Do	you	want	your	grandchildren	to	have	the	right	to	eat	seafood?,	
Sydney,	Bond	University	Press.	

3	Tor	Hundloe,	AM	in	MCPHEE,	D.	2008.	Fisheries	Management	in	Australia,	Sydney,	The	Federation	Press,	
ibid.	

4	The	name	of	one	of	my	childhood	and	own	children’s	favourite	animations	that	inspire	the	
“otherworldly-ness”	of	notions	of	the	prehistoric:	The	Land	Before	Time,	1989.	Directed	by	BLUTH,	D.	
USA:	Amblin	Entertainment.	

5	In	Norse	mythology,	Bifröst	is	the	rainbow	bridge	that	connects	Asgard,	the	world	of	the	Aesir	tribe	of	
gods,	with	Midgard,	the	world	of	humanity.	While	its	etymology	is	uncertain,	it	has	been	suggested	
that	it	may	be	translated	as	“the	shaking	or	trembling	rainbow”	pointing	to	the	ephemeral	and	fragile	
nature	of	the	bridge.	While	this	is	an	explicit	account	of	the	pre-Christian	Germanic	ontological	claim	
that	the	supernatural	(god)	modality	of	existence	is	not	invisible	from	the	mortal	existence,	but	rather	
lies	behind	and	within	the	material	world.	Similarly,	I	am	using	it	here	to	suggest	that	fishers,	by	their	
hunters	and	gatherers	nature,	similarly	exist	within	this	kind	of	dimensional	energy	field	between	
two	worlds.		
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stretch to universalise the term to be inclusive of all fishers. In the end, all category of fishers 

enters the waterscape and forges a relationship with that which remains wild. Whether they be 

artisanal fishers, recreational, commercial or even cultural fishers, I argue that notions of 

hunters and gatherers are superficially incompatible with the contemporary practice of fishing. 

While we have fished since the Paleolithic era, it is not immediately clear just how those 

practicing the human activity of fishing have inspired this epithet. While the incongruity of 

these perceived as primitive predators supplying us with the protein at the center of our nori-

encased handrolls dwells in the rather enduring methods of catching fish, the hunters and 

gatherers metaphor is not to be mistaken as a reference to it. While the structure of fishing has 

remained the same, consistent and without any real moratoriums since the Paleolithic age, this 

sustained practice of fishing is not what defines fishers as the last of the hunters and gatherers. 

The net or line or trap does not make the fisher a hunter and gatherer. Rather, Hundloe is quite 

specific when he makes the psychological characterisation of fishers as being independent of 

mind and behaviour.   

Similarly, in his Anthropology of Fishing, James Acheson says that fishermen show 

remarkably kindred psychological characteristics cross-culturally. As expected within a 

dangerous occupation, where immediate and autonomous decisions need to be made, there is 

substantial evidence that fishermen in many societies have displayed aggression, courage and 

independence.6 In Brazil, raft fishers are legendary heroes and tales of their exploits are told 

widely.7 The same is true for many island fishers including but not limited to Greece8 and 

Tobago.9 Several studies support the idea that fishers in places from Alaska to Panama and 

from the northern tip of Scotland to Puluwat and Ifaluk in Micronesia, enjoy the risks and 

challenges of their occupation.10  And while a large number of studies in very diverse cultures 

 
6	ACHESON,	J.	M.	1981.	Anthropology	of	Fishing.	Annual	Review	of	Anthropology,	10,	41.	p	296	
7	FORMAN,	S.	1970.	The	Raft	Fishermen:	Tradition	and	Change	in	the	Brazilian	Peasant	Economy,	

Bloommington,	Indiana	University	Press.	p	158	
8	BERNARD,	H.	R.	&	PELTO,	P.	J.	1972.	Kalymnos,	island	of	the	sponge	fishermen.	Technology	and	Social	

Change.	Macmillan.	
9	ABRAHAMS,	R.	D.	1974.	Deep	the	Water,	Shallow	the	Shore,	Austin,	University	of	Texas	Press.	p	125	
10	O'HANLON,	R.	2003.	Trawler:	A	Journey	Through	the	North	Atlantic,	New	York,	Vintage	Books.;	FIELDS,	

L.	L.	1997.	The	Entangling	Net:	Alaska's	Commercial	Fishing	Women	Tell	Their	Lives,	Urbana	and	
Chicago,	University	of	Illinois	Press.;	POGGIE,	J.	J.	&	GERSUNY,	C.	1974.	Fishermen	of	Galilee,	Kingston,	
University	of	Rhode	Island.	p	116;	GLADWIN,	T.	1979.	East	is	a	Big	Bird.	Navigation	and	Logic	on	
Puluwat	Atoll.	Cambridge,	Massachusetts	Harvard	University	Press.	p	241;	ACHESON,	J.	M.	1981.	
Anthropology	of	Fishing.	Annual	Review	of	Anthropology,	10,	41.	
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have mentioned the independent nature of fishers,11 they have time again proved to also be 

cooperative in nature – integrated even. It is only by their dependency on each other that they 

able to both produce fish and reduce external risks.12  

Some authors have even identified a “macho complex” in the expression of the extreme 

masculine displays made by fishers.13 In cases where fishers are themselves sons of fishers, P 

O Tiller makes the correlation between the absence of fisher-fathers in these families with the 

development of feminine traits in these “sons of sailors” 14. Anderson and Wadel support 

Tiller’s account and go on to explain that super-masculine displays provide an ‘illusion’ of 

control over their necessarily and otherwise matriarchal families and help to ward off the 

‘danger’ of homosexual activity while away at sea.15 Acheson also shows just how several 

anthropologists have commented on the social distance fishers keep from other members of the 

same society. For example, Caribbean and Portuguese fishers feel superior to agrarians16 while 

in Japan and India,17 the opposite is true. Kathleen and James Norr suggest that in these 

 
11	ARNOFF,	J.	1967.	Psychological	Needs	and	Cultural	Systems,	Princeton,	Van	Nostrand.;	FRASER	JR,	T.	M.	

1962.	Rusembilan:	A	Malay	Fishing	Village	in	Southern	Thailand,	Ithaca,	Cornell	University	Press.	p	
281;	POGGIE,	J.	J.	&	GERSUNY,	C.	1974.	Fishermen	of	Galilee,	Kingston,	University	of	Rhode	Island.	p	
116;	POLLNAC,	R.	B.	1977.	Small-scale	fishermen’s	attitudes	toward	the	occupation	of	fishing	in	the	
Republic	of	Panama.	In:	POLLNAC,	R.	(ed.)	Panamanian	Small-Scale	Fishermen:	Society,	Culture	and	
Change.	Marine	Technical	Report	Nol	44.	Kingston:	University	of	Rhode	Island	International	Center	
Marine	Resource	Development.	p	88;	SABELLA,	J.	C.,	DIXON,	R.	D.	&	HEPBURN,	M.	J.	1979.	Aspects	of	
family	and	kinship	in	a	North	Carolina	coastal	community:	a	comparative	study.	Maritime	Policy	&	
Management,	6,	93-99.	

12	R.	MCGOODWIN,	J.	1979.	Pelagic	Shark	Fishing	in	Rural	Mexico:	A	Context	for	Co-operative	Action.;	
MOLTENI,	M.	2013.	The	Good	Catch:	hope	for	the	world's	devastated	oceans	rests	on	a	change	in	the	
hearts	of	the	fishermen	that	know	them	best.	Aeon	[Online].	Available:	
http://aeon.co/magazine/science/a-radical-model-for-saving-californias-ocean-fisheries/	[Accessed	
March	2015].	

13	OBACH,	M.	K.	1977.	Hunters,	Seamen	and	Entrepreneurs:	The	Tuna	Seinermen	of	San	Diego,	Berkley,	
University	of	California	Press,	BARKHAM,	P.	2018.	Extreme	fishing:	from	Vladimir	Putin	to	Robson	
Green,	sport	at	its	most	macho.	The	Guardian	[Online].	Available:	
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2013/aug/02/extreme-fishing-vladimir-putin-robson-green	
[Accessed	01	July	2019].;	p	304;	ACHESON,	J.	M.	1981.	Anthropology	of	Fishing.	Annual	Review	of	
Anthropology,	10,	41.	

14	TILLER,	P.	O.	1958.	Father	Absence	and	Personality	Development	of	Children	in	Sailor	Families.	
15	ANDERSON,	R.	&	WADEL,	C.	1972.	North	Atlantic	fishermen:	anthrological	essays	on	modern	fishing,	[St	

John’s],	Institute	of	Social	and	Economic	Research,	Memorial	University	of	Newfoundland.	pp	141-165	
16JOHNSON,	I.	T.	W.	1997.	Work	among	Portuguese	fishermen	[microform]	:	towards	a	model	of	social	

production.;	PRICE,	R.	1966.	Caribbean	Fishing	and	Fishermen:	A	Historical	Sketch.	American	
Anthropologist,	68,	1363-1383.	pp	363-68	

17	NORR,	K.	L.	&	NORR,	J.	L.	1974.	Environmental	and	Technical	Factors	Influencing	Power	in	Work	
Organization:	Ocean	Fishing	in	Peasant	Societies.	Sociology	of	Work	and	Occupations,	1,	219–251.	
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hierarchical societies, it is advantageous to insulate society from the threatening values and 

behaviours (independence and aggression) of fishers.18  

These characteristics of independence and gentry are also apparent within the fishing 

community itself as reflected in the piety often defended by fly anglers. In his explication of 

fly fishing as a new stream of religious experience, Samuel Snyder says that fly fishers perceive 

themselves atop an angling hierarchy.19 And even within the fly fishing consortium, Paul 

Schullery denotes significant snobbery attached to the dry fly by its practitioners.20  This 

perception of themselves as akin to Brahmin of the angling world21 is reflected in the technical 

difficulty of catching a fish on top of the water or even more in the air than in the water.22 The 

study into the psychology of fishers has a long and rich history, and is homologous with my 

own thinking about gender in fishing. This is explicit in biology, within the context of the 

feminine character condensed to sex and the unknown, and also embellished within discussions 

about the fecundity, bounty and abundance in the abyss of what still remains a frontier. 

My own considerations begin with addressing some of the most obvious assumptions 

attached to the notion of the last of the hunters and gatherers as they pertain to gender and the 

relationship with the environment and culture that this ensues:   

I like to picture the women sitting on a beach or around a fire as they made their string, 

humming, singing and chatting. They rolled the fibers along their thighs methodically, 

slowly turning them into lengths of delicate but durable fishing twine.23 Small fires were lit 

in the nowie on a platform of clay and weed, before the craft was launched into the water. 

…Then the woman perched inside and paddled to a favourite spot or two, often with a baby 

cradled in her lap and an infant on her shoulders or crouched beside her.24  

 
18	Ibid.	
19	SNYDER,	S.	2007.	New	Streams	of	Religion:	Fly	Fishing	as	a	Lived,	Religion	of	Nature.	Journal	of	the	

American	Academy	of	Religion,	75,	26.	p	912	
20	SCHULLERY,	P.	1999.	American	Fly	Fishing:	A	History,	New	York,	Lyons	Press.	p	109	
21	Ibid.		
22	KAUFFMAN,	R.	2001.	Tying	Dry	Flies,	Wyoming,	Western	Fisherman’s	Press.p	10	
23	CLARK,	A.	2017.	The	Catch:	The	Story	of	Fishing	in	Australia,	Canberra,	NLA	Publishing.	p	10	
24	Ibid.	p	14	
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In the historical anthology The Catch: the story of fishing in Australia,25 Anna Clark intimately 

details the highly probable scene at Kay-ye-my (Manly Cove) or Goram Bullagong (Mosman 

Bay) or even ‘Kiarabilli’ (present-day Milsons Point and Kirribilli) literally translating as ‘good 

fishing spot’26 as documented by the first settlers in Sydney Harbour.27 Clark continues her 

nostalgic account: when out on the water, this woman fisher would chew on crustaceans and 

shellfish, spitting some out into the water and fixing the rest to her elegant fishhook made from 

carved abalone or turban shells which was then dropped over the side of her canoe. Thousands 

of years before punctured tins of cheap cat food dropped off the back of a “tinnie”28 became 

the norm, Clark explains the technique of “berleying” by First Australians all over the 

continent:29 “When the woman threw the line overboard, she waited for that gentle nibble and 

tug of a whiting, dory or snapper, which would be quickly hauled aboard and charred on the 

waiting fire”.30  

 While fishing methods are almost as varied as the species they aim to catch, their 

characterization has hardly changed in its general structure since ancient times – they each aim 

to gather, hook, net, spear or trap fish – to surface and possess a creature from the watery realm. 

But images of industrial floating factories, trimmed with radars, sonars, and kilometers worth 

of green net do not immediately spark visions of Paleolithic fishers armed with spears or nets 

littering shorelines or precariously balancing in a nowie. Nor do the rugged crew aboard these 

ocean factories embody the suckling mother aplomb with her babes, fish, boat and fire upon 

the seas of nature’s whim. 

I am most focussed in Part II: Thinking about the last of the hunters and gatherers 

metaphor on the symbolic applicability of this notion and the imagery it invokes in the way we 

consider the activity of fishing as the fisher thus defined. In view of the feminine character 

already established in Part I, together with our fisher women ancestors from our evolutionary 

story, Chapter 3 negates the masculine qualities Acheson et al. have assumed in their 

explorations into a psychology of fishing. It introduces the otherwise absent inclusions from 

 
25	Ibid.	
26	Ibid.	p	9	
27	Further	discussion	of	early	fishing	in	Sydney	Harbour	can	also	be	found	in	PEPPERELL,	J.	2018.	Fishing	

for	the	Past:	Casting	nets	and	lines	into	Australia’s	early	colonial	history,	Dural	Delivery	Centre,	NSW,	
Rosenberg.	

28	Anna	Clarke	uses	the	Australian	colloquialism	that	in	this	context	translates	“small	aluminium	boat”.	
29	CLARK,	A.	2017.	The	Catch:	The	Story	of	Fishing	in	Australia,	Canberra,	NLA	Publishing.	pp	9,	14	
30	Ibid.	p	14	
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such research found in the Ama mermaids of Japan, the all-women crew upon the Alaskan 

commercial skiffs, and the salmon fishers of indigenous British Columbia. Each of these 

female communities of fishers are free of the kind of aggression and macho complex espoused 

by hunter psychology. Perhaps such oversights have more to do with the way in which fishing 

has often been the parenthetical afterthought affixed to hunting in published discourse and thus 

reflected in our thinking about it. This chapter therefore also begins to expose some of the 

limitations in our thinking about fishing as just another form of hunting in the applied and 

physical sense of the practice. In Acheson’s defence, his psychological account, whilst 

incomplete and thus also overstated, aims to reflect the attitudes of fishers qua fishers. The 

attitudes of courage, independence and cooperation for example, which are also implicitly 

echoed in Hundloe’s use of the last of the hunters and gatherers was also manifest in Thoreau’s 

justification of his liaison with Walden Pond: “I went to the woods because I wished to live 

deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to 

teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived”.31 

This notion of “living deliberately” is not about surviving by satisfying life affirming 

needs, as much as it is about sustaining human life when we cast aside commodified 

dependency. It is about the place we find ourselves, how we find ourselves and also what it is 

we find. In Chapter 4 I consider the particular relationship we humans share with nature, the 

wild, and the environment, and the human being that entertains this liaison. I reflect on Ortega’s 

defence of hunting and his primitivist account which existentially supports Thoreau, Acheson 

and Hundloe’s assertions. Unsatisfied by their attempts at isolating the activity of fishing from 

hunting in their analysis of our relationship with nature, I explore Heidegger’s ontological 

account of releasement to better reflect the watery quality of fishing as experienced by fishers. 

I do so through Jeff Malpas’ most recent paper on Heidegger’s chapter dedicated to 

releasement as a topological explanation for the possibility of human experience.32 To isolate 

the fisher from within Malpas’ human story, I then consider the character of the waterscape, 

its representation within the global imaginary and the way it demands of us a rather different 

way of being than our terrestrial experience. Ultimately, within the waterscape, the fisher 

stands between two elements – water and earth. In Chapter 5 I propose that equipped with a 

symbolic mind, standing out on the precipice over one hundred thousand years ago, was the 

 
31	THOREAU,	H.	D.	1854.	Walden,	Boston,	Ticknor	and	Fields.	p	98	
32	MALPAS,	J.	2015.	From	Authenticity	to	Releasement.	Horizons	of	Authenticity	in	Phenomenology,	

Existentialism,	and	Moral	Psychology:	Essays	in	Honor	of	Charles	Guignon.	New	York,	London:	Springer.	
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first of fishers – poised between the two realms of land and water, certainty and unknown, the 

worlds of physical forms and conceptual transcendence. When the activity of fishing is more 

than just catching fish, what sustains human life is more than the necessary water and protein 

that feeds our bodies, but also that which sustains the symbolic mind. I therefore argue for a 

revision of the fisher upon the Bifröst dock connecting these two realms. Rather, the activity 

of fishing is itself the Bifröst as a conduit of these worlds, and as such, a symbol of who it is 

that we are, as such defined.  
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3. Fishing is neither hunting nor gathering 

When in discussion with Indigenous communities, particularly those that have sustained a 

“hunter-gatherer” way of life, each remember the activity of fishing when they acknowledge 

hunting, gathering, and fishing as their way of life. In published academic discourse however, 

fishing is traditionally hunting’s reflexive appendix. As such, discussions made about hunting 

in environmental and ethical discourse have been assumed about and extended by mere 

association to the activity of fishing. While the fisher as spear fisher or tickler, trapper, or even 

angler, may be perceived as hunter, the fisher as netter, mollusc harvester or shoreline forager 

is also equally a gatherer. When she casts her net, collects pipis on the shore or harvests other 

molluscs or crustaceans from the sea bed and from its reefs, the fisher is undoubtedly more 

gatherer than she is hunter. Even the hyper-masculinised tuna slaughter of Carloforte is 

dependent upon the success of la tonnara – literally translated, ‘the harvest’. It can be claimed 

that fishing involves both the activities of hunting and gathering. 

Midway through my research and utterly by chance I was passed onto Caresse 

Cranwell’s webpage. Awarded her PhD in philosophy in 2007, she is more recently committed 

to introducing her clients into a conversation with nature as an eco-therapist. And while her 

eco-philosophical background and recent return to the conscious imaginary make neatly 

packaged connections with the narrative of this thesis, it is Cranwell’s experience as a 

professional competitive fisher that is most pertinent in unpacking the ontological premise and 

then its subsequent integration with the symbolic imaginary in my philosophy of fishing. In 

response to the hunting and gathering experience involved in her own practice of fishing, 

Cranwell – well versed in academic discourse – explained her own experience as a competitive 

angler as predominantly one of hunting. “Like hunting, you can traverse miles, knowing what 

species you are targeting and you absolutely fish to land the fish, particularly in competition, 

you know, trial, and have the skill to catch it,” she said. 33  But she also parenthetically 

recognised the gathering component of finding her bait – worms and pipis on the beach – to 

which her catch is categorically dependent. The activity of fishing as practiced by Cranwell 

and all fishers is not as discreet a gender roleplay as so often assumed, but rather is an interplay 

that includes both, and yet is not defined by them.  

 
33	CRANWELL,	C.	2018.	Interview	on	being	a	competative	fisher	with	Caresse	Cranwell	(PhD;	competative	

fisher;	eco-healer).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).,	DQ3	
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3.1. Traditional SHE-fisher forgotten 

In a distillation of his scientific and natural interests, Tony Taylor’s fishing mémoire is the 

story of an eighty-eight-year-old man, returning to fish the Cowichan River with his eight-year-

old grandson. Fishing the River of a Time unveils a lifetime of memories, thoughts and stories 

inspired by the water’s edge that had a profound effect on his life and his way of thinking. He 

shares this place with his grandson as he reflects on the changing landscape over his lifetime – 

mostly the influx of tourism and the salmon which are smaller and fewer in number. In this 

meditation on nature, life and family, and like the American fishing literary greats I have 

already discussed in Chapter 2, Taylor depicts the nature of the human experience through the 

activity of fishing and simple living – wild and subsistent. His elegant meditation is far from 

the hunter-king forefathers of the patriarchy (Chapter 6), and while he maintains notions of a 

primitivist relationship with nature, he hints at the feminine fabric from within which we fish. 

In his chapter detailing his past lesson on filleting salmon, Taylor separates the hunter from the 

gatherer when he introduces his reader to the old lady from the Clo-oose village who netted 

the mouth of the Hobiton River for its sockeye salmon: 

When I asked [her] how she knew to set her nets she told me she could always tell by 

looking at the moon. She said the salmon did it too and that they always began their run 

halfway through the seventh moon. She had little English but while we talked she filleted 

dozens of fish at lightning speed. She went so fast I begged her to slow down so I could see 

what she was doing but, laughing merrily, she went even faster. Then towards the end she 

relented and showed me how to do it. …Now, years later I realise she might have thought 

it odd that a man would be interested in small things like salmon, for the men she knew 

didn’t bother with fish. They hunted whales.34 

Like other west-coaster first nations communities to the north, the Nitinat people 

sustained their culture around the migration of the grey whale. Using large dugout cedar canoes 

and harpoons, the men hunted them, while the women set their nets for salmon. Women in 

hunter-gatherer societies gathered fish, just as they gathered and harvested berries, grains, fruits 

and trapped mice, lizards and other small animals to sustain their clans. Fishers in these 

 
34	TAYLOR,	T.	2012.	Fishing	The	River	Of	Time,	Melbourne,	The	Text	Publishing	Company.	
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societies were women and implicitly, they were also gatherers. They were mothers, daughters, 

sisters, and wives supporting each other in nourishing and nurturing their community.  

The old anthropological theory sometimes but not always ascribes gender differences 

in hunter-gatherer communities in virtue of household economic production: women pursue 

child-care-compatible tasks and men provision wives and offspring with hunted meat out of 

necessity. Along with being matrilineal, hunter-gatherer societies often (but not always) 

displayed sexual or gender equality which infers equal access to resources and opportunities 

irrespective of gender, including economic participation and decision making; and the state of 

valuing different behaviours, aspirations and needs equally, regardless of gender. While in 

most cases there was sexual parity within hunter-gatherer communities, this was not code for 

gender neutrality. Rather, hunter-gatherer societies still today respect gender equality while 

maintaining gender roles. In many such communities, and as with the Nitinat people of Canada, 

while men hunted, women gathered and together gave meaning to hunter-gatherer societies. 

Fishing, like harvesting was often but not always considered gathering. Women hooked and 

netted finned-fish, just as they harvested and dove for shelled fish along the shorelines, 

shallows and deeper open seas. Men speared, netted and hooked larger finned fish (barramundi, 

chinook, tuna and grouper, for example) and hunted larger aquatic mammals, which despite 

their mammalian taxonomy today, were still fished from the oceans. While the activity of 

fishing was practiced by both men and women during the Paleolith and continues to be a shared 

responsibility within hunter-gatherer societies today, as an activity practiced largely by the 

gatherers, fishing may thus be inclusive of more feminine qualities reflective in the symbolic 

character of Part I. 

Emma Lee is an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Research Fellow currently 

establishing an Indigenous cultural fisheries and food market in Tasmania. As part of her 

research on Indigenous regional development, she is particularly focussed on re-introducing 

cultural fishing practices that have been lost to the Palawa women since colonisation. Her own 

re-connection with her local indigenous culture reflects a similar relationship shared between 

women and water and thus also fishing as described in Taylor’s recollection of the Clo-oose 

village. In Lee’s most recent paper which aims to deconstruct the manufactured black female 

body, she states that: 

In Tasmania women are of the sea, men are of the land and all are of night sky.  This is our 

governance and where we, as women, need to change the colonising narrative about where 
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our powers lie.  Indigenous peoples are proud of gendered roles and for us in Tasmania, and 

through my work, I'm hoping to shift the boundaries and reclaim our sea country.35 

 

Our male and female dwelling place in relationship to the night sky is an important 

factor, particularly when fishing that is often undervalued and even forgotten in contemporary 

discourse that I briefly take up in Chapter 5. The connection between women and fish and 

women and the sea is not exclusively bound to the traditional symbolism found in our past 

religions and belief systems but is very much part of the Palawa people. Women of the sea is 

also not exclusive to Tasmania or contemporary hunter-gatherer societies, but rather with only 

the very slightest adjustments to our industrialist Eurocentric-patriarchal lenses and we begin 

to recognise the bluer36 hue of the feminine fisheries culture that continues to exist.  

The Ama-san are the traditional women of free-diving fisheries in Japan. Ama in 

Japanese literally translates to “woman of the sea” and this activity has been practiced for over 

five hundred years (some say closer to eight hundred).37 The Ama have specialised in free-

diving some fifteen metres into cold water wearing nothing more than a loin cloth. Today, some 

wear wetsuits while others keep to the tradition of their mermaid sisters.38 They use special 

techniques to hold their breath for up to two minutes at a time – a skill they pass on to their 

children.39 They work two to four hours a day, free-diving for everything from sea cucumbers, 

seaweed and turban shells to the prized catch – abalone. For many of them, their most profitable 

pursuit is diving for pearls.  One of the reasons Ama are largely female is said to be their thicker 

layer of fat than their male counterparts to help them endure the cold waters during long periods 

of diving. Another reason is the self-supporting nature of the profession, allowing women to 

live independently and foster strong communities. In so saying, many of them dive out from 

 
35	LEE,	E.	2017.	Performing	colonisation:	The	manufacture	of	Black	female	bodies	in	tourism	research.	

Annals	of	Tourism	Research,	66,	95	-	104.		
36	Blue	here	references	not	only	the	colour	of	water	but	the	historical	link	to	it	being	symbolically	a	

feminine	colour.	Pink	on	the	other	hand	was	symbolic	of	maleness	as	the	colour	of	watered-down	
blood,	indicative	of	war	and	Ares/Mars,	the	Greco-Roman	gods	of	war.	

37	GAKURAN,	M.	2013.	Ama	—	The	Pearl	Diving	Mermaids	of	Japan.	Gakuran	[Online].		[Accessed	25	
September	2014].	

38	2018a.	Age	is	no	obstacle	to	Japan's	ama	free-diving	fisherwomen.	The	Japan	Times	[Online].	Available:	
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2018/12/02/lifestyle/age-no-obstacle-japans-ama-free-diving-
fisherwomen/#.XRmt4i1L0W8	[Accessed	01	July	2019].	

39	BELL,	L.	&	MCGONIGLE	BRAMMER,	E.	1997.	The	Sea	Maidens	of	Japan,	Ideals	Childrens	Books.	
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their small boats, connected by a rope attached to their husbands to whom they are utterly 

dependent upon for reeling them up out of the depths when the rope is tugged.  

A similar mermaid species continues to also inhabit the coastlines of Korea as well as 

Timor-Leste.40 Fishing women are not limited to hunter-gatherer societies, nor to traditional 

methods which directly stand in opposition to contemporary gear and quotas. Sharing the same 

courage, sense of community and cooperation as their South East Asian sisters, Leslie Leyland 

Fields lyrically weaves the story of twenty Alaskan commercial she-fishers with her own.41 

She invites readers to witness their conversations with the America’s final frontier. Fields 

introduces her account at her own juncture – her crossroads – at the exact moment her husband 

ended her maternity leave: 

It has been almost two seasons since I have worked in the skiff. I am afraid. When Duncan 

suggested it, I was nursing Isaac. …I stopped breathing for a few seconds. …I can’t. That’s 

another way of being. I had to pull on my rain gear, pull the skiff in, throw my whole weight 

behind starting the sixty-horse outboard. I have to be strong, confident. I have to face the 

wind growing forty miles per hour in the Pacific Ocean. How to do this? How to switch? 

Remove the baby from my breast, my hand from stroking his head, and instead go out and 

kill fish, gather the dead ones, fill the live ones? Fish aren’t babies; my hands aren’t 

sentimental but my body is. My body is tired from being sole support of this baby with a 

rapacious appetite. He depends entirely on me for life and living. But I will go.42 

Almost the contemporary image of the mothers in Bullagong before they were plucked 

from their nowies, Fields also recognises the paradox of being a fisher-mother today and 

perhaps also the paradox she has always been – both gentle and strong; exhausted and alert; 

responsibly attached and independent. Alaskan fishing is certainly not a walk in the park by 

any standards – for men or women – and Fields dedicates this book to the details of the 

idealism, reality, sisterhood, masculine-isms, the art, silence, mythical narrative and the 

meaning of catching fish as experienced by women. While she is a nineteen-year veteran of 

 
40	2018a.	Age	is	no	obstacle	to	Japan's	ama	free-diving	fisherwomen.	The	Japan	Times	[Online].	Available:	

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2018/12/02/lifestyle/age-no-obstacle-japans-ama-free-diving-
fisherwomen/#.XRmt4i1L0W8	[Accessed	01	July	2019].	

41	FIELDS,	L.	L.	1997.	The	Entangling	Net:	Alaska's	Commercial	Fishing	Women	Tell	Their	Lives,	Urbana	and	
Chicago,	University	of	Illinois	Press.	

42	Ibid.	
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commercial fishing she is also the wife of a fisherman and member of a fishing family. If there 

is one, Fields is the last of the hunters and gatherers as she exists today. Mother, wife, forager, 

fisher. Again, while standing on the beach and “looking into each other’s lives” these women, 
“sewing up the holes that lose us fish”43 are reminiscent of Clark’s Gadigal women of the Eora 

Nation sitting around the fire, rolling fibres.44 Like the chatting and humming, singing and 

weaving of the women of a paleolithic past, Fields and her sisters too look forward to this time 

of socialising. In stark contrast to the speechlessness that prevails over male captains and his 

crewmen, the silence45 of the maleness of fishing, and the extreme demands of commercial 

fishing in Alaska, for her, “there is something soothing about mending net. I suppose it is like 

a quilting bee, when women sit around leaving their fingers to their own business, while they 

are freed to talk”.46 She says that in the silence men lack the kind of integration women crew 

bring with their conversation. This is not to say that men did not share in the feeling of 

collegiality in their silence. It could be that these men did not feel the need to put to words their 

feelings, or perhaps silence was the acceptable diction of macho-ness. Either way, Fields 

demonstrates a gendered experience of fishing as an occupation, or at least as experienced by 

contemporary Alaskan commercial fishers.47 “It's not like you were miserable, but you miss 

…the way that women very easily have an affinity with the process instead of the price”48 says 

Fields of the goal-oriented nature of her male colleagues, thickly blanketed by silence. Beyond 

the laborious role shared by women in the activity of fishing, Fields ultimately recognised the 

fisher family and the essential role women play in it. This is the invisible labour in fishing and 

the unspoken voice in the production of the world’s seafood.  

 
43	Ibid.	p	5	
44	CLARK,	A.	2017.	The	Catch:	The	Story	of	Fishing	in	Australia,	Canberra,	NLA	Publishing.	p.	14	
45	FIELDS,	L.	L.	1997.	The	Entangling	Net:	Alaska's	Commercial	Fishing	Women	Tell	Their	Lives,	Urbana	and	

Chicago,	University	of	Illinois	Press.	p	41	
46	Ibid.	p	4	
47	Reflected	also	in	the	tales	by	the	remarkable	women	gillnetting,	and	often	raising	families	in	the	

frontier	lands	in:	WARD,	C.,	CURRIE,	B.	&	WARD,	G.	2004.	Do	You	Go	Out	on	the	Boat	Too	Lyv?:	Stories	
from	Women	in	the	Gulf	of	Carpentaria	Gillnet	Fishery,	Karumba,	Australia,	Ward,	Claudine.	

 
48	FIELDS,	L.	L.	1997.	The	Entangling	Net:	Alaska's	Commercial	Fishing	Women	Tell	Their	Lives,	Urbana	and	

Chicago,	University	of	Illinois	Press.	p	41	
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3.2. Women, men and familial gatherers 

Since contemporary commercial fishing has become monopolised by men, women have played 

pivotal roles that have by and large been considered “invisible”.  A report requested by the 

European Parliament’s Committee on Fisheries aimed at accounting for the wives, life partners, 

sisters, mothers and daughters who play an active role in family fishing enterprises which are 

more often than not undeclared and rarely renumerated within the European Union.49 These 

women are responsible for many tasks such as paperwork, fitting and repairing nets, cleaning 

vessels, direct sales and the small-scale processing of fisheries products, when they are not 

catching fish for unavailable husbands.  

During my time in Carloforte, I learned that while it was the men that used harpoons 

like spears to meet the fate of the tunas from la tonnara, it was the women that have always 

been responsible for its production50 – initially salting and then for the past fifteen decades, 

canning.51 In fact, it was the women’s cannery of Carloforte in the 1800s that were the first 

women in Italy to work under unionised conditions.52 Similarly, most recently in Basque, the 

anchovy cannery rejected upgrading its canning technology in support of developments around 

the traditional work of its women.53 In a seeming resurgence of the Paleolithic gatherer, women 

have become more responsible for the commercial fisheries of Yemen since its civil war 

commenced in 2015. 54  Muslim women have been opportunistically entrepreneurial and 

oftentimes taken to sea with sons or daughters to fish since their men are failing to do so. 

It could be said that women have borne the productive responsibility of fishing 

communities that have invariably been thought of as an industry ruled by men and thus have 

in some ways been the hidden producers of our seafood. While many of them are still fighting 

for recognition, my focus is not on the women in fishing, but rather on fishing as a gathering 

 
49	FRANGOUDES,	K.	2013.	Women	In	Fisheries:	A	European	Perspective.	In:	KELMELYTE,	V.	(ed.)	

Directorate-General	For	Internal	Policies.	European	Union:	European	Parliament.	
50	CAPRIATA,	N.	2017.	‘La	tonnara’	with	Dr	Nicolo	Capriata	(Historian).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Carloforte,	Isola	

di	San	Pietro,	Sardegna,	Italia:	The	Museum	of	Carloforte.	
51	Ibid.	
52	CAPRIATA,	N.	2016.	La	Donna	Carlofortina,	Una	Femminista	Ante	Litteram.	GiroTonno,	2-5	June	2016.	
53	CAPRIATA,	N.	2017.	‘La	tonnara’	with	Dr	Nicolo	Capriata	(Historian).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Carloforte,	Isola	

di	San	Pietro,	Sardegna,	Italia:	The	Museum	of	Carloforte.;	WEISS,	C.	2018.	Bonito	Tuna:	A	surprising	
delicacy	from	the	Basque	Country.	Culinary	Collective:	Importers	Of	Gourmet	Culture	[Online].	
Available:	https://www.culinarycollective.com/bonito-tuna-surprising-delicacy-basque-country/	
[Accessed	01	July	2019].	

54	AL-FAREH,	A.	M.	2018.	The	Impact	of	the	War	in	Yemen	on	Artisanal	Fishing	of	the	Red	Sea.	London:	
The	London	School	of	Economics	and	Political	Science.	
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activity – and activity assumed feminine – an activity practiced by women but also by men in 

hunter and gatherer communities. This ‘woman’s work’ has not been exclusively practiced by 

women alone, just as hunting and warring has not strictly been limited to the testicular. Men 

and women both from hunter-gatherer societies and from contemporary urbanised cultures still 

forage for wild berries and mushrooms seasonally across the forests of Northern Europe, and 

the United States, as well as around jungles of Asia and South America. While less so in our 

native bush in Australia, aside from the traditional communities foraging wild flora, the men, 

women and children – families – still gather all kinds of introduced species of berries, fruits 

and nuts, mushrooms, truffles, medicinal flowers or spices and even root vegetables or grasses.  

Whichever the gender, the fisher as gatherer or harvester is a far cry from the hunter 

(and fisher) that appear in the academic literature concerning environmental ethics and 

conservation. As though stuck on the Ahab of a bygone whaling-era, assuming the activity of 

fishing akin with the mechanics of hunting and all which it implies has not made for a 

particularly eco-friendly or symbiotic image.55 Nor have the images of kilometres long filled 

industrial fishing nets, the catch and release game fisher or the depleting biomass figures in 

fisheries the world over painted any better an image of fishing. Both are wrought with the kind 

of domination and violence we do not associate with the feminine qualities promised by the 

activity of fishing as reflected by my established symbolic meaning. Consistent with the 

aggressive, courageous and independent characters of Acheson’s fishers, the last of the hunters 

and gatherers seem to be much more like the traditional masculine assumptions made about 

fishing and less like the feminine character inspired by the deities of old. In Part III I will 

consider some of these inconsistencies through my paradigmatic explorations into an ethical 

discourse about fishing. If the activity of fishing is going to stand independently from the 

hunting and gathering tradition of our ancestral past, it is not immediately derived from an 

analysis of its technique, nor respective gender division but rather in the kind of “deliberate 

living” made implicit by Acheson’s attitudes of courage, fierce independence and cooperation 

to which the feminine character becomes increasingly slippery and difficult to capture. 

The Ama divers, Alaskan commercial and Indigenous fishers of the colonies do not 

embody the aggressive or fiercely independent characters Acheson et al report as threatening 

to the harmonious workings of local communities. Rather, they are each exemplars of the way 

in which the activity of fishing merges the often assumed discordant qualities of independence 

and vulnerability; aloneness and sisterhood; mother and hunter; giver and taker of life; 

 
55	This	is	in	refence	to	the	traditional	eco-feminist	literature	that	I	will	introduce	and	apply	in	Chapter	6.	
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convention and adaptation. Essentially what the stories of these women fishers have 

championed more than any other is that fishing is a community activity that brings people 

together even when you are alone, breath-holding, attached to a rope, at the helm of a force 10 

wave, or metronomically distracted by maternal instincts and obligations. As with other 

gathering activities, I suspect it is the case that these qualities are equally shared by her male 

counterparts but have failed to be articulated in these terms. Chapter 5: The fishing Bifröst, 

offers a way of thinking about the feminine qualities these she-fishers bring to the discussion 

and the way in which their contradictory character is consistent with the kind of fishing that is 

reflective of our identity. What directly follows in Chapter 4 however is a way of thinking 

about the kind of “deliberate living” the last of the hunters and gatherers metaphor implies, 

what Acheson strove for to explicate and that which the she-fishers have embodied which is 

not necessarily distinct from her male colleagues, but nevertheless conveyed by her. 
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4. Living deliberately within the waterscape 

Thoreau did not have to travel too far out of town to get to Walden Pond which today 

surprisingly still remains a rural nature haven in Massachusetts. His experiment out at Walden 

Pond was both a sustainable physical challenge motivated by choice as much as it was a 

transcendental daring of acceptance. To live deliberately 1  is to choose a path of life 

independently and thoughtfully, subject to one’s own deliberation and no one else’s. Since we 

are thrown into existence, to live deliberately is also not found in choosing our path but rather 

in accepting existence itself. It is not clear why this experiment was necessarily conducted 

within a rural environment but this notion of living deliberately may have something to do with 

the kind of human we are when we walk away from the embrace of cultural comforts, and 

encounter the wilderness in the English sense (as rather distinct from the more recent American 

use of the term) as the place of wild beasts,2 vulnerable and exposed. This idea is not limited 

to frontier writers or nineteenth century thinkers but is embraced by nature lovers, 

psychologists, and conservationists time and again. In the opening paragraph to his aptly titled 

chapter, [t]he chaos theory of an angler, celebrated fisher and story teller Chris Yates reveals 

an intimate relationship between our intuition and our liaison with a less concise but deeper-

rooted reality: 

The problem with something as subtle as the instinctive sense is that it can be so drowned 

out by the demands and distractions of everyday life that its soft voice is rarely heard. Even 

when the messages do get through they are often ignored because they sometimes require 

us to act spontaneously and no one is allowed to do anything until they have read the 

instructions. But fishing offers a dimension where, even if you don’t cast very far into it, 

you can be free of the wired-up world and suddenly in touch with an equally complex, less 

concise but deeper-rooted reality.3   

This is a contemporary depiction of Ortega’s mid-twentieth century solution to the 

problem of man’s alienation from nature. This alienation is an assumption Thoreau, Acheson 

and Hundloe also share insofar as their last of the hunters and gatherers are defined by her 

 
1	THOREAU,	H.	D.	1854.	Walden,	Boston,	Ticknor	and	Fields.	p	98	
2	NASH,	R.	1973.	Wilderness	and	the	American	Mind,	New	Haven,	Yale	University	Press.	
3	YATES,	C.	2006.	How	To	Fish,	London,	Penguin	Books.	p	47	
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wild romance. It is also the basis of the perceived cultural superiority Snyder attributes to fly 

fishers. For him and other fly fisher elitists, the necessary knowledge of bug life, fish behavior, 

casting methods, tools and cost, accompanied by literary tradition, or natural elements of 

imitation more “authentically” allows the fly fisher to pierce the natural world and connect to 

nature.4  The fishing story reveals the fisher rekindling her relationship with nature reminiscent 

of hunter-gatherer communities that champion a psychology of courage, and independence but 

also cooperation. This place-based relationship requires some attention in ontological 

deliberation. Whilst this kind of topological thinking has more recently adopted a German 

account of being in the world. In striving for some level of consistency, my commitment to 

fishing and thus also hunting in academic discourse, begins with Ortega’s philosophy of self-

creation. I explore his primitivist account that reflects Thoreau’s ode to living deliberately upon 

which the notions filtered through Acheson, Hundloe, and Yates implicitly depend upon.  

4.1. Reuniting the Paleolith with Nature 

In response to the Cartesian cogito, ergo sum, for Ortega, reality was not vindicated by thinking 

but by living – by life. And life was not limited to me but included my place in it – my world. 

There is no “me” without things, but similarly, things are nothing without me – I as human 

being, cannot be detached from my circumstance, my world. “Yo soy yo y mi circumstancia”,5 

(I am I and my surroundings). Ortega wanted to liberate the I from the “internal prison” of 

“subjectivism” and come face to face with the world, from within the world. Life defined as 

the dynamic interchange between the individual and his surroundings including but not limited 

to his own emotional and intellectual reasoning over the enigma of life. This is an escape from 

idealism because life consists both of the me as a subject or conscious self, and the world.  

Both the world influences my perceptions and my perceptions influence the way I 

encounter the world. My conscious self and the world are thus like a helical ‘I’ of both subject 

and that which is ‘the world’.  Ortega’s ‘equation of being’ 6  points to the interrelated 

complexity of my encountering the world which says something about the way life is lived and 

 
4	SNYDER,	S.	2007.	New	Streams	of	Religion:	Fly	Fishing	as	a	Lived,	Religion	of	Nature.	Journal	of	the	

American	Academy	of	Religion,	75,	26.	Pp	912-913;	BROWNING,	M.	1998.	Haunted	by	Waters:	Fly	
Fishing	in	North	American	Literature,	Athens,	Ohio	University	Press.	p	138;	SCHULLERY,	P.	1999.	
American	Fly	Fishing:	A	History,	New	York,	Lyons	Press.	p	248	

5	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	2000.	Meditations	on	Quixote,	Champaigne,	Illinois,	University	of	Illinois	Press.	p	
45	

6	This	is	the	name	I	have	given	to	Ortega’s	notion	of	I	am	I	and	my	surroundings	that	I	have	just	
summarised.	
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experienced as a human being.  Living is the experience of finding oneself in the world, 

meaning life invariably finds itself in certain circumstances and in an arrangement, which is 

filled with environments, events, and other people.  

After a long history of transcendental ontologies in philosophy, Ortega’s radical reality 

was life itself.7 From his ‘radical reality’, it is clear that Ortega does not approach topics in 

psychology such as hunting from behavioral attributes, nor does he consider them as a 

metaphysical fly angler casting out toward transcendental abstractions alone, but from the 

gritty experience of hunting. Ortega ultimately dares us to find meaning not in the cerebral 

negotiations and analysis of life but rather in the physical experience of life itself. In the 

translator’s preface of his Meditations on Hunting Howard B. Wescott writes: “It is not 

surprising that the drama of the hunt should interest a man whose philosophical stance is based 

on the drama of biographical life”.8 

Of course, Ortega’s meditations on hunting is not free from his own psychological 

projections, but it is exactly this bias that makes thinking about hunting (or in my case fishing) 

with Ortega existentially inspiring. His meditations on hunting were never far from the 

experience of the hunt because Ortega is at once both philosopher and hunter. Most beguiling 

is his characterisation of man through the course of his Meditations and how his summation is 

both similar yet at odds with Langer’s insistence on symbolic significance. He says, “Man is a 

fugitive of nature. He escaped from it and began to make history, which is trying to realise the 

imaginary, the improbable, perhaps the impossible. History is always made against the grain 

of nature”.9  

Man here is the Neolithic, agrarian, urban and contemporary man who is rather different 

from man as hunter. The urban man is intimately linked to the silicon and social networks he 

is plugged into at his desk and home wifi network which he is too often guilty in mistaking as 

his own life support system. It is our symbolic mind, our capacity for imaginings and dreams 

together with our fine motor skills and capacity for tool making that created beautiful 

architectural buildings and houses of worship; convenience appliances and aerodynamic 

vehicles; delicate artworks and colourful gardens; domesticated four legged friends and 

culinary delights; hallways of learning and conservatoriums filled with music; play houses and 

 
7	BLAS	GONZALEZ,	P.	2005.	Human	Existence	as	Radical	Reality:	Ortega	y	Gasset’s	Philosophy	of	

Subjectivity,	St	Paul,	MN,	Paragon	House.	
8	HOWARD	B.	WESCOTT	in	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	

Scribner's	Sons.	pp	7-8	
9	Ibid.	p	139	
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dances; sporting stadiums and local alleyway cafes; night scenes and romance; hot air balloon 

experiences and intrepid travelers; political debate and street markets bustling with crafts and 

turned timber trinkets; bright eyed toddler parks and mountain biking tracks; photographic 

studios and eccentric fashion houses; moon landings and 1,000 Leagues Under the Sea; 

Silicone Valley and instant messenger; hunting licenses and fishing quotas; me, you and we. 

But all of this, claims Ortega and other writers like him, is the passivity of our contemporary 

Life – the passivity of our improbable way of life.10 Two decades ago, the biologist and 

psychologist, James A Swan explicitly characterised this passivity of our modern existence: 

“Life for modern man has become a spectator sport. Television, movies, concerts, magazines, 

newspapers, books, CD ROM, and video games all provide information about reality. We live 

our lives at a safe distance from so many things, overwhelmed by information”.11 

Urban life separates people from wild places and from the brutality of nature. It 

separates us from the insistent struggle for life, and from the violence and death as natural 

conditions of life. It separates us from the connection to our food source beyond the neatly 

scaled and packaged salmon steak in the refrigerated section of our supermarket stores. Of 

course, most supermarkets no longer even stock the flesh of wild animals, but domesticated 

options with shortened life spans, slurry swirled living conditions, parentless-turkey-basted-

creations created as a mere means to an abattoir end. For Ortega, urban man has become a 

product of his imagination. He has been led down cobble stoned paths by his inventiveness. 

Whilst in pursuit of his dreams, nature is all of that which urban man left behind. The creative 

contemporary in this rather stupid time,12 which I can only assume is even more foolish than 

Ortega’s time – insofar as life is even more virtual than he had ever thought probable – has 

both deserted nature and abandoned the hunters who continue to remember their place in nature 

amidst predators and their prey. 

Ortega’s is a very different take on the significance of the symbolic as defended by 

Langer or even Barnard’s anthropological account of H.sapiens as thus defined. For Ortega, 

all that defines the cultivation of man, facilitates and represents but a shadow of ourselves. 

Lacking from what is a more complete version of himself when hunter, the alienated urban 

man seems to negate Ortega’s intended notion of I am I and my surroundings. For Ortega, 

nature equated with wilderness which is not understood as a place devoid of people but rather 

 
10	SWAN,	J.	A.	1995.	In	Defence	of	Hunting,	San	Francisco,	CA,	Harper	San	Francisco,	ibid.	
11	Ibid.	p	97	
12	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.p	21	
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as a place which permits the survival of free ranging undomesticated varieties of [e]arthlings13 

and perhaps also the free ranging undomesticated varieties of man. For him, the urban man was 

alienated from nature and thus an incomplete expression of himself – a pseudo-human being, 

even a bogus abomination to our ‘naturally’ intended state of being.  Although it can be 

prematurely assumed that Ortega separated man from his environment when he insisted on our 

alienation from nature, on closer inspection, it is his commitment to the equation of being that 

is the cause of this very alienation. It wasn’t that the urban man did not conform to his I am I 

and my surroundings but that the urban environment was not optimising man’s potential, nor 

was it conducive of a human experience of integrity. Ortega situates the hunter in nature which 

forges a different relationship rather distinct from the urban man and comparative to the 

independent mind and behaviour characteristic of Hundloe’s fishers and the many studies of 

their psychology.  

Human happiness for Ortega is found in simplicity and primitivism which is intimately 

bound to deliberate living.  Both Ortega and Yates find reprieve in the kind of spontaneity and 

instinct-dependency that the activity of fishing and hunting respectively offer these primitivists, 

in the face of our over-scheduled contemporary life pinned down by KPIs, appointments, 

aspirations and expectations. In his critique of the Spanish existentialist, Roger King 

summarises the essence of Ortega’s disdain toward contemporary city life: “…the problem 

with civilization is that it humanizes the planet and destroys its spontaneity”.14 

For Ortega, in the passive existence of man the human being wears his robes of 

probabilities and impossibilities until he is diverted by the hunt. The activity of hunting 

provides the human being with a vacation from man’s condition by experiencing life as the 

Paleolith – an instinctually driven existence within the natural world and away from a life of 

his own creation. Upon the hunting ground, man is forced to encounter a wild other unto which 

he is required to be equally wild or at least instinctively responsive. In this sense, the instinct 

hunting requires of us places the human being amidst the zoological kingdom once more.  For 

Ortega, our hunter ancestor, paleolithic man “was animal intermixed with discontinuous 

 
13	A	direct	reference	to	the	title	of	the	award-winning	documentary	film,	“Earthlings”	about	the	suffering	

of	animals	for	food,	fashion,	pets,	entertainment	and	medical	research.	This	“vegan-maker”	lifted	the	
moral	status	of	the	animals	we	abuse	when	Shaun	Monson	referenced	them	as	Earthlings,	like	you	
and	I.	Earlthlings,	2007.	Directed	by	MONSON,	S.	

14	CARMINE	2010.	Off	the	Grid:	Rights,	Religion,	and	the	Rise	of	the	Eco-Gentry.	In:	ALLHOFF,	F.	(ed.)	
Hunting	Philosophy	For	Everyone.	West	Sussex:	Wiley-Blackwell.	
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lucidities, a beast whose intellect glowed from time to time in his intimate darkness. Such was 

the original, primordial way of being a man”.15 

The Paleolith engaged in a “reasoned pursuit” – the conditions of hunting onto which 

Ortega claimed were motivated both by animal instinct and all of his reason – which of course 

was not very reasoned at all. Reason grew stronger and with the invention of more effective 

weapons and techniques, Ortega says the Paleolith grows further away from his pristine 

intimacy with nature and into becoming Man, which is to say, civilised. The hunter became a 

shepherd and then farmer. In other words, Man became anchored, sedentary and passive. Man 

became domesticated. His legs, lungs, sense of smell, of orientation, of the winds, of the trails 

quietened. He has lost form as a fieldsman and ceased to be wild at all. For Ortega, progress in 

weaponry somewhat compensates the regression of the hunter. Technology aids that which is 

left when man abandoned his best version of himself in order to rebirth the alert man.16 This is 

not to be understood by the crude task of the hunt as “walking and walking, climbing cliffs, 

going down into gullies and gorges, sneaking quietly, waiting patiently, or being a good shot.17 

The alert man however is located in the looking hunter as the way in which he encounters the 

hunting ground.  

It is too tempting to associate Ortega’s definition of the hunter as the alert man in nature 

with the relationship between sought and pursued as dictated by the look. Their eyes, both 

predator and prey are each alert to the zest of vivacity and imminence of the instinctive sense 

to which their spontaneous life depends. This look is not the kind we aspire to when we glide 

our gaze over the broad spaces of a beautiful landscape or in the directional focus of counting 

cattle in the paddock, or the aim of precision and toward that which is aesthetically pleasing 

through our photographic lens. In his A River Runs Through It, Norman Maclean is adamant 

that “no fish could live out there where the river exploded into the colours and curves that 

would attract photographers. The fish were in that slow backwash, right in the dirty foam, with 

the dirt being one of the chief attractions”.18 Nor is it the spot we seize on the horizon because 

we are persuaded that what interests us will appear there.19 This kind of attention to the 

preconceived, explains Ortega, is equivalent to being absorbed in one point of the visible area 

 
15	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p.	120.	
16	Ibid.	p	121	
17	Ibid.	p	150	
18	MACLEAN,	N.	1976.	A	River	Runs	Through	It,	Chicago,	The	University	of	Chicago	Press.	p	26	
19	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	150	
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and not paying attention to the other points.  This kind of focal point is equally irrelevant to the 

fisher who seeks to obtain the elusive beneath the surface of an unknown realm. And while the 

fisher rarely gets to lay eyes upon its prey in the same way as a hunter, the kind of looking that 

Ortega calls to attention is also very present in fishing. Taylor introduces his reader to this idea 

when he writes, “an angler not only catches fish but also learns a lot by carefully watching 

water. That is perhaps what angling is really about”.20 

Both ‘water watcher’ and alert man is called to “universal” attention, which does not 

inscribe itself on any point and tries to be on all points, says Ortega. The spontaneity of the 

Paleolith thus understood by Ortega and precisely defines the hunter is “life as complete 

alertness – …the attitude in which the animal exists in nature …[and] lives from within his 

environment”. 21   Ortega’s alert man and by abstraction, Taylor’s water watcher are the 

optimum expressions of the human being precisely because they are called to attention within 

the dynamism of nature. This does not include all hunters, but the rather austere conditions 

Ortega’s alert man defines as hunter. It is not the trophy hunter who kills his wish list in 

Africa’s breeding parks, nor the man who hunts blinded by pride. He is the alert man called to 

avoid more and more the excess of his superiority.22 He does not aim to annihilate but to close 

the gap of predator-quarry inequality and must be accountable as he enters the ethical tourney. 

The hunter dares to rise out from the contemporary sheath as an alert version of himself.  In 

nature he is vulnerable and fragile (even when armed and loaded). There he is evanescent. He 

is mortal and he is happy. With each step through the hunting ground, Ortega’s alert man loses 

more of his cultivated self to reacquaint with himself through “a kind of situation awareness”.23 

4.2. A re-immersion into to the waterscape 

The kind of universal attention intended by Ortega was a kind of situation awareness which is 

difficult to dissect into its epistemological parts or autopsy them from the relational identity 

the fisher shares with her surroundings. First introduced in his discussions on technology,24 

Martin Heidegger proposed a change in our thinking inspired by our locatedness or beingness 

 
20	TAYLOR,	T.	2012.	Fishing	The	River	Of	Time,	Melbourne,	The	Text	Publishing	Company.	p	2	
21	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	150	
22	Ibid.	p	111	
23	GUIGNON,	C.	B.	2004.	On	being	authentic,	Routledge.	p	166	
24	MALPAS,	J.	2015.	From	Authenticity	to	Releasement.	Horizons	of	Authenticity	in	Phenomenology,	

Existentialism,	and	Moral	Psychology:	Essays	in	Honor	of	Charles	Guignon.	New	York,	London:	Springer.	
p	14	
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where thinking comes from the spontaneity of a subjective integrity, as opposed to an objective 

re-presenting to which we will have a scientific detachment. His Gelassenheit which has been 

translated into English as releasement is best understood in Charles Guignon’s summation: “a 

heightened sensitivity to what is called for by the entire situation … a kind of situation 

awareness of what should be done”.25 

This is precisely how fishers like Cranwell talk about the activity of fishing – as an 

embodied awareness or knowledge, that there is a kind of knowing what to do that is an 

emulsion of learned knowledge through experience of the environment, the species they are 

targeting, their food cycle and their intuitive or innate nature of being in this environment. The 

hunter’s relational character as espoused by Ortega’s ontological ‘equation of being’, is shared 

by his existential colleague in his notion of releasement. Its topological character, says Jeff 

Malpas, is the most integral element within hermeneutic considerations.26  Malpas further 

explains the dynamic character of releasement initially referenced by Guignon in his chapter27 

on the topic. Releasement he argues, is an explanation of the self in an essentially relational 

and dynamic mode of being which is embedded in and shaped by its situation – by its being in 

place.28 

In an interview with Richard Marshall, Malpas is introduced as the “slow-burning 

topological hipster on the philosophy highway of deep ecology”. 29  He has most recently 

released a new version of thinking about our place-bound existence and has continued to build 

on his thinking about place and experience within a temporal context. Malpas continues to 

argue for our locatedness as a necessary condition of our existence – of our capacity to 

experience, to think and to feel – in creating our very identity. He offers a slightly different 

perspective on Ortega’s equation of being when he concludes his final chapter dedicated to the 

obscurity of place in the contemporary virtually imposed world: “The world begins in place, 

but so too do we”.30 Malpas is therefore most concerned with the relational conditions of 

possible experience which are always and necessarily situated in place. My experience of the 

 
25	GUIGNON,	C.	B.	2004.	On	being	authentic,	Routledge.	p	166	
26	MALPAS,	J.	2015.	From	Authenticity	to	Releasement.	Horizons	of	Authenticity	in	Phenomenology,	

Existentialism,	and	Moral	Psychology:	Essays	in	Honor	of	Charles	Guignon.	New	York,	London:	Springer.	
27	Ibid.	
28	Ibid.	p	15		
29	RICAHRD	MARSHALL	in	MALPAS,	J.	2003.	Landscaping	Heidegger.	In:	MARSHALL,	R.	(ed.)	3:AM	

Magazine.	
30	MALPAS,	J.	2018.	Place	and	Experience:	A	Philosophical	Topography.	2	ed.:	Routledge.	p.	209	
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world and myself in it arrives to the place I am bound or situated. “To be in place” says Malpas, 

“is therefore to be at the threshold of the world and to be taken up in the happening of world”.31  

I first considered the term releasement to be understood as self-release, like an 

abandonment of self. Self-abandonment in thinking about fishing was the abandonment of the 

ego – a letting go of the masks we wear, the day’s ticking clock and that which we are under 

the confines of expectations and cultural conditioning. Abandonment as a disrobing of Ortega’s 

civilised man and setting the uncultivated Paleolith free. A better way of making sense of this 

is through Malpas’ explanation of the term: “If releasement is indeed a form of self-release 

…inasmuch as it means a releasing of the self into the situation and so also a releasing of the 

situation in the direction of the self”.32 

This also reflects his topological philosophy by which one is bound by place as both 

effecting and effected. It opens up the relational flow of both receiving and giving; pushing 

and pulling; like the energy pass of a two-way street or the reciprocity of flesh on flesh. Like a 

tango morphing two bodies into one motion, releasement not only captures the man in the 

waterscape, but the fisher in the waterscape bound to the other – hooked to the fish – effecting 

and effected. He goes onto reflect on Heidegger’s intention to rethink our relationship with 

modern technology, whereby releasement is most appropriately considered as “a matter of 

‘letting be’ …and so taking an attitude to technology and to the world, that refuses the attempt 

at control or mastery”.33 

Man’s domination and invariably violent liaisons in the world are taken up in Part III 

when I consider our ethical relationship to place as inspired by ecofeminist thinkers. 

Heidegger’s counter narrative to the dominance or willing of an attitude is achieved within the 

subtle change in our thinking about the way we relate to the world, experience the world, and 

welcome the world. Often we think of our most meaningful relationship to our experience in 

the world as self-possessing where individualism defines being all I can be or becoming all that 

I am. Heidegger’s Gelassenheit however can be interpreted to be a giving yourself over to 

something greater than yourself. In line with his intended use of releasement Malpas adapts 

the notion to demonstrate the comparative refusal of dominating control or mastery that we are 

all too often encouraged to own in striving toward an integrated or optimum version of 

 
31	Ibid.	p	209	
32	MALPAS,	J.	2015.	From	Authenticity	to	Releasement.	Horizons	of	Authenticity	in	Phenomenology,	
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ourselves. This has often been discussed as a striving to “authenticity”, however the thesis of 

releasement can be understood as the inverse to this cult of individualism. Malpas clarifies the 

myth of authenticity which has been overused to legitimise domination through self-

empowerment and self-assertion.34 Integrity however, offers a more complete account of a 

united, moral and harmonious expression of one’s truth that reflects Fields fisher-mother, and 

Ortega’s alert man on the hunting ground. Integrity is also not used by Malpas, but his 

commitment to releasement as a dynamic mode of being inspires my thinking of our integrated 

relationship with the world – intimately weaved together and breathing. Releasement is not an 

attitude or mood but for Malpas, it offers a different understanding of the self in its relation to 

the world. Releasement is characterised, says Malpas, “by its openness to the world, by its 

dependence on the world, by its vulnerability. Releasement must involve a freeing up of one’s 

attitude toward the self no less than a freeing up of one’s relations towards the world”.35 

This unforced and extemporary relational character of releasement is explicitly 

captured in Cranwell’s explanation of her most pleasurable fishing moments:  

When you know something to a depth and go out and ‘do’ that thing it’s like your body 

knows. It knows the cast, it knows what’s possible. And it’s important not to be arrogant 

about that because even with all the knowledge sometime the bloke standing next to you 

catches the fish and you don’t. My best time fishing is when I feel relaxed, deeply connected 

to myself, deeply connected to place and the possibility we might catch and unattached to 

the result. Every fish is a gift and sometimes, especially when you’re fishing competitions, 

it’s a ‘leap’, to use a fishing metaphor, for the ego!36  

Cranwell’s leap to letting go of her ego, steps beyond what she knows, beyond all that her 

embodied knowledge can deliver to connect to place, and connect to herself. To let go of 

preconceived possibilities and just feel relaxed – or rather escape with the fish and swim within 

the “chaos” the waterscape is an evanescent reminder of.   

 
34	Malpas	offers	a	more	detailed	deliberation	over	the	limitations	of	thinking	about	authenticity	as	

espoused	by	Trilling	and	Guignon.	Ibid.	
35	Ibid.	p	14	
36	CRANWELL,	C.	2018.	Interview	on	being	a	competative	fisher	with	Caresse	Cranwell	(PhD;	competative	

fisher;	eco-healer).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	DQ2	
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Our being given over to place – our being released to it – is not a being given over to 

the exceptional, to the utopia, to the secret, or the subterranean, but to the ordinary and 

everyday world that is encompassing and not separate from us. From outside of the 

philosophical use of the term, Gelassenheit is actually translated in the English to ‘serenity’ – 

the state of being calm, peaceful and untroubled. It is beguiling that serenity is often the 

assumed character of fishing – both the stagnant waters of a summer urban pond and the frozen 

over fjords of a Nordic winter. Calmness however is also exuded by the fishers in a force 10 

storm, whilst the rest of us would be screaming. Serenity imbues a sense of comfort without 

complacency, of being home and belonging without necessarily being housed or protected but 

rather open to the world just as the way Malpas characterises Gelassenheit. In this way, we 

encounter the relaxation Cranwell talks about in her most favourite moment of fishing. The 

activity of fishing is not so idle as it is calm, peaceful, and integrated. 

Another way of thinking about this is through the journey to Tao which is something 

we cannot learn through books but rather is expressed through the virtues personified in action 

– in an equilibrium which may unite the fisher with the activity of fishing. Tao is the absolute 

principle underlying the universe, combining within itself the principles of yin and yang and 

signifying the way or code of behaviour, that is in harmony with the natural order – it is "the 

wordless doctrine".37 In his The Way and Its Power, Arthur Waley describes the journey to Tao 

as personified in the fishing philosopher: 

A philosopher who possessed this 'poise' to such a degree that he could land a huge fish 

from a deep pool with a line consisting of a single filament of raw silk. A line snaps at the 

point where most strain is put upon it. But if, owing to the perfect equilibrium of the 

fisherman's hand, no such point exists, the slenderest thread can bear the greatest 

imaginable weight without breaking.38  

I suspect that both can be true, that the fisher is also a philosopher or the philosopher is 

a fisher. For with regards to the former, fishing, it is said, is more than catching fish and the 

number of pop philosophies written within fishing biographies is a testament to just how fishing 

may be an activity in philosophy. On the latter however, while fishing does not seem to be 
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discussed by philosophers – evidenced by lack of published philosophies of fishing – it has for 

a long time been understood that philosophers are fishers of wisdom – of the realm of ideas to 

which they aim at capturing the most appropriate symbol. In its most literal sense, some of 

philosophy’s most renowned thinkers also have fished.39  

The Tao is a way of being with the world – an equilibrium of sorts that I have come to 

understand as an intuitive dance. At first the fisher is seduced by nature – the water – the fish 

– but once prompted to remember, she quickly equilibrates into a relational dance where she 

lets go of the laws of domesticated humanity, and enters into a state of releasement or 

colloquially – she simply, goes with the flow – “goes with what’s happening”.  Relevant in this 

interpretation of the Way of the Tao is the significance placed on and possessed by the fisher 

who is poised within the dynamism of the activity itself. With this very mediation in mind 

Cranwell responds with excitement about the mood of this project in view of her own personal 

connection to it on so many levels: 

I certainly agree you have to know a lot to relax a lot to be in the moment where knowledge 

and skill and gift come together to have that perfect fishing moment, where you really feel 

at one, in the moment, when magic happens. I felt that to a degree fishing the Australian 

titles in Harrington this year. We’d found the formation, we fished it in a very relaxed 

fashion. I was throwing back heaps of fish so when it came to the comp and we started 

catching fish I could just relax into it and accept the gift of it. I did win the comp that day 

and our team won the Ladies trophy for the competition. But it was the flow that was the 

thing. It flowed because I knew enough and trusted enough to know that it could flow, but 

only if I continually let go of the outcome, ‘releasement!’. It was impossible for me at that 

stage of the comp to win the overall Ladies comp for Rock and Beach, but I did aspire to 

win the day, and I knew both that I could and that it would be a gift if I did. I had the lesson 

confirmed. When I got too driven I lost this really good fish, did everything wrong. So I let 

go some more. Hours later I was gifted with the same fish, the biggest salmon of the day 
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for men and women. It had the hooks I’d lost earlier in the day in its mouth and it was 

clearly saying to me All is gift - let go into the flow and be grateful for it!40 

The giving over is an openness, as though a surrender to the world and a vulnerability 

to it. It is by way of vulnerability that we offer an opportunity for connection with our 

surroundings – the other, the environment and ultimately with our selves. I think Gelassenheit 

as a concept which speaks to the experience of fishing, established both in its linguistic 

translation and as philosophically explored by Malpas thus far.  

As a topological concept, releasement is the recognition of the self as characterised by 

its openness, dependence on and vulnerability to the world.41 For Malpas, grief is linked to a 

sense of place, and further concludes that “grief and releasement also can be seen as themselves 

linked”. 42  He negotiates this connection by reflecting on William Wordsworth’s poem 

Michael: A Pastoral Poem. The pastoral nature of this piece has prompted Malpas’ 

commitment to grief, and to maintain the ordinary everyday experience of releasement that 

Guignon also defended. 

Whilst Malpas’ reflections of Michael demonstrate the significance of place as rooted 

in the very structure that makes experience possible,43 his account of releasement is thus also 

limited by the landscape. The landscape Michael occupies is framed and even if the landscape 

varies seasonally – its trees sprinkled in blossoms which change to green sprouts, and then the 

autumn hues which eventually fall to its grass skirt – the landscape comfortably presents itself 

within this two-dimensional safe space. It’s two-dimensionality (insofar as it is can be framed), 

makes it easy to fence its boundaries, design and build a dwelling place, landscape its gardens, 

control agricultural crops and livestock with the aim to protect it all from the expectant natural 

extremities that frequent the areas if at all. The landscape frames Michael into a false sense of 

security and thinking in terms of longevity, or tenacity through the ages. His third dimensional 

experience unsurprisingly is grieving. Michael was vulnerable and fragile as an abandoned 
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shepherd and father, in an industrialising world around him. Malpas reflects on this grief when 

he says: “And, as every such life is a life lived amidst a richness that cannot be protected from 

vulnerability and loss, so every such life is defined by the experience of both the wonder and 

the fragility of place”.44 

I argue that this is the exceptionality of our experience as a human being – the fleeting 

moment in time in which we occupy this place and the meaning in which we attach to it. It is 

in recognising this intimate relationship that we also come to recognise our own finitude and 

mortality.45 Rather, in his writing, Wordsworth demonstrates a preoccupation with finding a 

dwelling-place or a home that will endure in a way that no earthly home can.46 It is safe to say 

that the home is invariably our safe place – secure and warm it shelters us from the 

unpredictability of the “outside world” – of nature. These ideas, however, often extend out into 

our gardens, parks or natural spaces to which we are familiar and to which we seek refuge. In 

some sense, our home and dwelling with places are everything in that we are not or could ever 

be. And when walking through some of the most robust millennia-old places of worship – the 

pyramids, temples, cathedrals – and even cities, there is this sense that they have been here 

forever and withstood all the natural disasters that move by them. Here lays a paradox in our 

thinking about our home – the place in which we seek refuge and escape from not only the 

unpredictability of the world, but it also seems, escape from our vulnerable and fragile selves. 

Malpas is critical of the Wordsworth-ian “search for place” which can only be seen as a search 

for escape from loss and vulnerability and thus a denial of our very placedness: 

The Wordsworthian longing for a secure dwelling-place, one that would not succumb to 

decay and desertion, is a longing that, while it can be seen to arise out of a keen awareness 

of the significance of place, also represents an implicit denial of that significance – to seek 

an escape from the transience and fragility of place is to seek an escape from place itself.47 
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The Wordsworthian escapism is universal as it can be perceived as pervading art, 

poetry, institutionalised religions, commodified medicines and almost all of human culture. In 

contrast to Thoreau’s aim at living deliberately, many of us dwell within our concrete jungles 

paperclipped together with happy pills and reconstructive science which indeed feigns resilient 

and secure places and even lives that may momentarily have us question or at worst forget our 

own mortality. This escape from the fragility and vulnerability of our mortal existence lacks 

the integrity that Malpas’ releasement promises. Malpas is rather insistent on the relational 

identity we occupy in place, as the very condition in which to experience our mortality, our 

thinking, our selves which he says is independent of our awareness: “…such locatedness is a 

necessary condition for our very capacity to experience – our mortality, our capacity to think, 

and feel, and our embeddedness in place, are bound together as part of the same structure that 

makes us what we are”. 48  

Michael’s impact on our thinking about our intimate connection to place as something 

which reveals our mortality and from which we seek to escape is a gloomy and grief laced 

human experience. It is also a universal story which has prolifically replicated in the various 

places we occupy. These places, however, are invariably landscapes, for so much of our 

philosophical inquiry, whether environmental, aesthetic, moral or ontological, are each bound 

to the landscape for we human beings are ultimately terrestrial dwellers. But most of our Earth 

lies underwater. Our aquatic wilderness is almost three times its landmass yet based upon this 

published thinking, my fisher is very much a fish out of water. While the landscape often 

consists of a running stream, and the mortal quality in Michael is universal for all men, the last 

of the hunters and gatherers are such precisely because they do not escape the vulnerability 

and fragility of their mortality but actively seeks the unpredictable, vastly undefined and 

sombrely ignored waterscape. Perhaps the waterscape’s invisibility is even more sinister. 

Michael’s Lake District has one whole village submerged by water, yet still, the waterscape 

remains absent from topological discourse. Moreover, in pursuit of the last frontier, my mostly 

“cheerful” fishers are simultaneously nudged from their twenty-first century safe houses and 

into the flux of the waterscape.  

Whilst Wordsworth and others may be motivated by the kind of escapism Malpas 

criticises, Malpas himself does not seem to free us from the melancholy of this kind of 

discourse with his commitment to grief. A terrestrial account of releasement, either places us 

in a state of denial or grief. Neither of which embody the dynamic self-releasing spirit of 
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Gelassenheit. If one recognises the self as characteristic of the mortality or flux of the world, 

then an individual ought not to be stricken by grief. If we are letting be with the vulnerability 

and fragility of an equally mortal environment, then surely there is no loss, no intense sorrow 

to feel, no grief. This letting be and flux is less characteristic of the landscape than when 

compared to the ever ebb and flow of the watery realm. 

What makes thinking about the waterscape so challenging is reflected in everything 

that is not like the landscape.  The movement of water itself makes framing the waterscape 

impossible. Unlike the perceived stability and security of the landscape, the unframeability of 

the waterscape demonstrates a mode of absence or es-scape. In this sense the last of the hunters 

and gatherers are perhaps es-scaping not their vulnerable and fragile existence, but rather es-

scaping with the waterscape itself – letting be in all its situatedness. Yami Nagata is a mother 

of five and following in the footsteps of her grandmother, at thirty-eight years of age because 

her ama training two years ago. At ¥130 per catch, she is not joining the profession for the 

money.49 Rather, for Nagata “it’s about escape”.50 These “moments of freedom” and not just 

from the family, but in the fantastic sensation of feeling like a mermaid among the fish.51 This 

sense of rebirth the es-scape invokes in Nagata, inspires me to think about es-scape as a re-

immersion.  Releasement as defined by the waterscape requires of us, to not only immerse or 

re-immerse (as though a return to the womb) into the waterscape, but also a re-immersion into 

ourselves. Just as we immerse ourselves within the waterscape, fishing is an activity in which 

a fisher deeply involves herself. The re-immersion cradles the fisher and the fisher must 

continue to move and es-scape with the water. 

When thinking about Michael’s connection to his pastoral lands, and the universality 

of the human endeavour to escapism, I could not stop thinking about Santiago being towed out 

to sea by the eighteen-foot fish. Mostly because Santiago was not a towing bitt52 against his 

will, nor did he necessarily will it. Both were tragic heroes, old, and impassioned by their 

‘scapes. Each wore the scars of their labour and were the embodiment of their environments in 

human form – exemplars of place as both effecting and effected – ‘humanised and 
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humanising’. 53  Their hands were symbolic of the strength and perseverance they still 

maintained with age, but which was also required by their lifestyle. Both men grieved, and both 

were pariahs, but Santiago did not escape his mortality, he accepted it wholeheartedly, and he 

was happy. On the very first page of his timeless novella, Hemingway introduces us to a man 

that took on the lifeform of the waterscape in which he has lived, similar but also distinctly 

different from the pastoral lifeform embodied by Michael. Overtime, Santiago became a 

symbol of a life lived at sea and his body was sculpted by its surroundings:  

Thin and gaunt with deep wrinkles in the back of his neck. The brown blotches of the 

benevolent skin cancer the sun brings from its reflection on the tropic sea were on his 

cheeks. …and his hands had the deep-creased scars from handling heavy fish on the cords. 

But none of these scars were fresh. They were as old as erosions in a fishless desert. 

Everything about him was old except his eyes and they were the same colour as the sea and 

were cheerful and undefeated.54 

Santiago exists because of the sea that provides him with his bounty, and as a fisher his 

being is defined by his relationship with the sea and his happiness and sorrow depend upon his 

successes and failures on the sea. In this way, Santiago’s relationship with the sea is essentially 

an existential one as it is the sea that defines Santiago and ultimately gives meaning to his life. 

Santiago ultimately conceives of the ocean as the source of life and meaning. Having gone 

eighty-four days without a catch, Santiago was reborn with a great and much wished for gift – 

an eighteen-foot fish. No longer “salao, which is the worst form of unlucky”,55 Santiago’s 

manhood was restored, even if only with a skeleton that remained of it tied to his skiff. Not 

grief-riddled but cheerful, Santiago’s life at sea, his releasement to a world that buoyant upon 

the ebb and flow of the waterscape, he embraced the transience and fragility of their shared 

existence. His luck had returned, his dignity remained undefeated, he escaped the ravenous 

predation of circling sharks, guided by the stars by night, the sun by day and worn out and 

scarred by the duet with his brother, Santiago was cheerful. This cheerfulness adorning so 
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many called to a life at sea and which is topical in works of contemporary psychology56 is 

missing from Malpas’ topological considerations of place and is inextricably bound to the 

notion of releasement as experienced in the waterscape. 

There is something extraordinary about the way in which we arrive in this world in not 

only recognising the self as characterised by the re-immersion but also eloping with it. The 

exceptionality of experience is also not bound to the misconception of it as defended by Lionel 

Trilling in his Sincerity and Authenticity57and criticised by Malpas. For him, authenticity is 

characterised as extreme, exceptional and oftentimes dangerous. It offends normal 

sensibilities58 and in view of history’s most profound poets, playwriters and artists, the notion 

of authenticity as an internalised self-assurance indeed presents this rare kind of occurrence. It 

invokes images of life’s greatest risk takers and boundary leapers, its high fliers, its extreme 

sports men and women, its most daring explorers, its deepest diving artists, its most mind 

blowing thinkers and perhaps also its most brave fishers at the helm of a North Atlantic storm. 

The introspectivity and self-indulgence often consumed by the artist or tightrope walker of life 

in pursuit of the deliberate life or the life that stands at the precipice of mortality itself, 

authentically lived, breathed and consumed until nothing is left – no place, no self. The 

extremity of such internalisation becomes a lonely and isolating place to occupy which in virtue 

of Malpas’ situated notion of being, belongs not only to the human but also to the being within 

that place. Identification of self and place – the dynamic relationship itself is lonely, isolated, 

extreme and absent. Void of the other or of any place, the human ceases to identify with a self 

at all.  This notion of authenticity as extreme, exceptional and down-right dangerous insofar as 

it is life-taking, stands in utter contrast to the kind of self-affirmation by which the notion of 

authenticity is defined. Trilling’s commitment to the extremity of truth beyond the normal 

everyday life reflects a violence that Malpas reminds us is found in the Greek origin of the 

word: “Authenteo: to have full power over; also, to commit murder; and Authentes: not only a 

master and a doer, but also a perpetrator, a murder, even a self-murderer, a suicide”.59   
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In view of Ortega’s equation of being or even when we consider suicide from the 

imaginary or the ego, the reminder becomes significant. The extremity of being beyond the 

norm or beyond one’s self may very well be suicide. The unreachable self, whether it be of the 

extreme and exceptional egoist or the experience of melancholy is equally dangerous, and in 

many circumstances casts a shadow over a self and sometimes at its extreme, to mortal end. 

One need only consider the popularity of rehabilitative centres, drug dependency and celebrity 

suicides that result from the extreme and exceptional experience of life – from “owning” their 

life – from living authentically as Trilling would have us perceive it.  

The melancholy in the mood of Trilling’s authenticity echoes the melancholy of grief-

stricken Michael which is the antithesis of the cheerfulness of the mortal-hugging-fishers re-

immersed in the waterscape. Authenticity here inspires a loss of self-reflection also in being 

alienated from the environment.  The grief or discomfort is in losing the mask we assume to be 

self – the ego – without embracing what is left. Simply, Trilling mourns the loss of an ego as 

opposed to rejoicing in finding that which stands behind it – self. Trilling’s authenticity 

decapitates the ego and unveils the unfamiliar self, left vulnerable, naked and unknown. This 

self for Trilling is as good as dead and to the unsuspecting pastoralist or to Malpas, is grieving.  

In contrast to this self-possessed story stands Santiago’s conversion from defeat in the 

end. His overcoming the ego was in the realisation of youth’s pride, led by the nemesis-come-

brother and circling sharks upon the waterscape. Transparent yet still obscuring the self, 

Santiago could only be in communion with and vulnerable enough to enter into a relationship 

with the environment when lacking the ego which was ultimately overcome by the kind of 

humility the waterscape demands. Mourning the pride of youth personified in his dream of 

lions, to a rebirth of a slightly different, more subtle pride experienced in the dignity of an old 

fisher and the pleasure in its revealing. 

Cranwell describes this very way of being as “a leap for the ego”.60 It is not self that 

reveals authenticity, but rather it is authenticity that reveals the self. A Self that is turned so 

inward that it has the capacity to touch the environment and connect with its surroundings free 

from the layers that too often shield it. It is this self that has an opportunity to be situated in 

nature and located within an authentic social context. Releasement is exceptional in so far as it 

stands in resistance to the all too often neglectful oblivion of a world we rush through. 
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 The passivity of our lives and its simultaneous distraction of what Elder Jim Everett 

has coined “the global dome of thinking” has inspired a rethinking about the exceptionality of 

being human.  Indigenous cultures the world over have never abandoned their sense of place. 

While Malpas may be right in his thinking that we all remain tied to place, and so all retain a 

sense of place, it may be counterintuitive to attempt to hold onto it in grief. Ultimately the 

obsessive aims to capture and frame the flux of life itself, stands in grave opposition to the kind 

of es-scapism that releasement aims at encapsulating and that which the waterscape I will go 

on to demonstrate is a constant reminder.  

We are in conflict with how we express that which we are within what Ortega criticises 

as our cultivated or alienated selves. When we are pushed into thinking about our being in this 

world, Malpas forces a self-reflection that immediately removes us from our letting be in this 

world even though it is in virtue of our locatedness that we can experience the world human at 

all. While he presents this as the nature of things and thus ordinary and grief dependent, I insist 

on its exceptionality and happiness. Exceptional in recognising our arriving to experience at 

all and joy in that vulnerable and re-immersion into existence. The exceptionality is itself in 

the es-scape – the mode of absence she arrives in – as fast as light itself yet as eternal as Mount 

Olympus. And ultimately, one that she is called to encounter head on when fishing. There is 

something exceptional about a fisher’s dance with nature, in the releasement of her arriving in 

place which is in addition, delicately equipoised between two realms, by what it requires her 

not to forget.  

4.3. Considering the waterscape further 

Our planet is about seventy-one percent water and despite our biological, existential, and 

symbolic relationship with it, our affinity to water has only more recently begun to inspire 

thinking about our internal relationship with it in psychology, medicine, and literature. There 

cannot be a philosophy of fishing without a discussion of the waterscape. Both Ortega and 

Malpas have offered accounts that consider Thoreau’s aims at “living deliberately” however 

both also neglect considerations of the waterscape as they are experienced by fishers. Mostly, 

they have failed to recognise the significance of the symbolic mind in their stories. In their 

defence, one has considered the hunting grounds and the other, an agricultural landscape. This 

also means that while Ortega’s picture of the alert man predated the Upper Paleolithic symbolic 

revolution, Malpas is committed to the post Neolithic agrarian landlocked to Langer’s gramma-

bound island and which Barnard argues to have lost some of the symbolic aspects of our 
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becoming. Of which neither are representative of the fisher which dwells between the two. In 

his work on the symbolic mind, Alan Barnard sets out the view that:  

…we humans who grow grain and keep livestock, who live in towns and write things down, 

in other words, who are Neolithic or post-Neolithic, have lost some of our ‘humanity’. 

Hunter-gatherers, in general, can and often do retain more symbolic aspects of humanity: 

these are the things which make us truly human.61 

Hunter-gatherers here are those such defined since the symbolic revolution. At least 

intuitively, there is something that sets the waterscape apart from the landscape in quite a 

significant way. Namely we are a terrestrial species that whilst we are aesthetically lured and 

sustained by water, our lives are also threatened by it. In returning these fishers to the water I 

now consider the nuances of the waterscape in both its physicality and in what it 

symbolises/represents. 

4.3.1. Ancient notions of es-scape 

I previously mentioned the challenge of not only interpreting ancient philosophical fragments 

due to the evolutionary nature of etymologies and ideas as bound to time and cultural place, 

but also in piecing them together. However, it is worth persisting and reflecting further on 

Heraclitus’ perhaps most famous river fragment and the way it may inspire thinking about the 

es-scaping quality of the waterscape.  

B12. potamoisi toisin autoisin embainousin hetera kai hetera hudata epirrei. 
On those stepping into rivers staying the same other and other waters flow. (Cleanthes from 

Arius Didymus from Eusebius)62 

The water fragment is central to Heraclitus’ thesis on flux and the challenge of thinking about 

the process of continuous change as personified by a flowing river, or the paradox of our own 

living and continuing by virtue of constant cellular metabolism. As physical bodies, we are 

growing and dying all the time, consuming light and resources to replicate our structure, while 
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shedding matter continuously. Change and death are inescapable features of the natural world. 

As material beings, we live in a world of flux and moreover, we are flux.  

Most interpretations of Heraclitus’s river are inspired by Plato’s focus on the idea of a 

state of continuous change into which we can never step into the same river twice.63 This 

account is similar to the Buddhist doctrine of impermanence. Interesting, that both Heraclitus 

and Siddhartha lived during the Axis period between the 6th and 4th centuries BCE and each 

shared the analogy of the river in contemplating our own existential flux. For the Buddha, the 

river is a progressive moment, a successive series of different moments, joining together to 

give the impression of one continuous flow. It moves from cause to cause, effect to effect, one 

point to another, one state of existence to another, giving an outward impression that it is one 

continuous and unified movement. Like Plato’s recount of Heraclitus’ river, for Siddhartha, 

the river of yesterday was not the same as the river of today.64 The river of this moment is not 

going to be the same as the river of the next moment. So too is this impermanence reflected in 

the experience of human life. In keeping with the laws of the river, for Siddhartha, human 

beings are not an exception to the rules. He claims it is a fallacy to believe that a person would 

remain the same person during his entire life time. He changes every moment. He actually lives 

and dies but for a moment, or lives and dies moment by moment, as each moment leads to the 

next. 

Inspired by Cratylus’ criticism, the platonic reading that is reflected in the Eastern 

doctrine of impermanence is no longer the sole reading of Heraclitus advocated by scholars. 

Rather, it has been more recently argued that Heraclitus offers a profound insight from an 

everyday occurrence. Heraclitus was dedicated to his belief in flux but not as destructive of 

constancy.65 A river is a river precisely because it flows; if it would cease to flow, the river 

would be a lake or dry streambed. In this sense, a river remains what it is by changing what it 

contains. Some things therefore stay the same only by changing and thus constancy and change 

are not mutually exclusive but inextricably bound.  
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Like the flowing river, the last of the hunters and gatherers re-immerse and es-scape 

with the flow of water to encounter their own paradox of existence – maintaining constancy 

within a world of flux, not to be mistaken for permanence or something more eternal as in the 

Wordsworthian sense. Rather, the ephemeral and fragile nature of their experience is reflected 

within the waterscape that ensures they remain the first of fishers at the edge of the precipice. 

Es-scaping with the water is not without its own enigma, especially for those who are 

consenting elopers. 

4.3.2. The faces of water  

Clear but murky, oceans, rivers and lakes have harboured some of mythology’s greatest 

villains. Megafauna have inspired dramatic tales of overcoming the fear of the great unknown 

and our deep unconscious. To name but a few, there has been Homer’s Charybdis (850 BC), 

Norway’s Kraken (1250), Herman Melville’s Moby Dick (1851), the Caribbean Lusca (1897) 

and of course, most recently Western Australia’s sharks (2014). These aquatic ‘monsters’ 

essentially reveal our human fear of the unknown – the hidden darkness of the water as horrors, 

our uncertainty of our place within this watery realm, and perhaps that within ourselves also. 

Interestingly the feared was the unknown (feminine) and the frightened were men in these 

stories. Also, ever the more beguiling as to why Santiago and the last of the hunters and 

gatherers have persistently been so attracted to and that which Wordsworth’s pastoralists quite 

willingly escape. But then its mermaids and naiades were the sensuous symbols of its alluring 

mystery and through the ongoing interplay between that which is ever emerging and concealing 

– death and the sensuality of life. 

Manifesting the ideal form of unavailability, she is beautiful, cannot serve as his lover 

consort and resides in an unreachable realm. Naiades are fresh water residing nymphs and 

female symbols of the ancient world, playing the part of both seduced and seducer. Zeus in 

particular seems to have enjoyed the pleasures of countless Naiades and other gods do not seem 

to have lagged too far behind. The Naiades fell in love with and actively pursued mortals as 

well. Classical literature abounds with the stories of their love affairs with both gods and men 

and with the tales of their resulting children.66  

Similarly, mermaids have beckoned the adventurous seafarers out in the unknown, all 

over the world. With supreme beauty she seduces just beyond the reach of men with the 

 
66	HANSEN,	W.	2004.	Classical	Mythology:	A	Guide	to	the	Mythical	World	of	the	Greeks	and	Romans,	Oxford,	

New	York,	Oxford	University	Press.	p	240	
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promise of forbidden fruits. Behind the seductive image of the siren lurks the metaphor of 

death, for enticed by his promise and allure, generations have been seduced to their certain 

doom in a thousand different stories that form the basis of powerful and enduring myths and 

legends that continue today.67 The eternal link between Thanatos (death) and Eros (love) was 

made manifest from the sea in the form of the mermaid – the seducer to death through the erotic 

desire for life.  

In the twentieth century, post-Freudian thought had exposed the legendary fish-tailed 

seductress as the personification of the hidden desires of the sexual subconscious, symbolizing 

primitive castration anxieties and the urge to return to the amniotic waters of the womb. Firmly 

characterised as an element of the unconscious, the mermaid now abandoned her marine habitat 

to re-emerge in the irrational dream settings of the Surrealist imagination. In 1924 with ink and 

gouache René Magritte was one of the earliest artists to take such liberties in his rendition of 

the astrological Pisces in Le rêve de l’androgyne and then again ten years later in his 

L’Invention Collective, where he brought to life with oil on canvas a fish merged with a 

woman’s legs, stranded on the shore. Magritte strips bare the enigma surrounding the mermaid. 

Now a fish out of water, it lays beached and exposed – an obverse to the mermaid who in myths 

would lure men into the sea with beauty and mystery. 

 

       
Figure 5: Mermaid Chimeras  
René Magritte 1923, Le rêve de l’androgyne [The androgyne’s dream]. Black ink and white 
gouache, 16 x 27 cm (Source:  
https://www.drouot.com/lot/publicShow/3575621?controller=lot&&action=publicShow&id=357
5621&lang=en) 
 
René Magritte 1934, L’Invention Collective [Collective Invention]. Oil on canvas, 73.5 x 97.5 cm 
(Source: http://pictify.saatchigallery.com/150119/ren-magritte-linvention-collective-1934) 
 

 

 
67	Ibid.	
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It is reasonable to infer that water reveals a human face in Mermaids and Naiades. They 

embody the seductive character of the watery realm – beautiful and mysterious – unveiling yet 

equally concealing – both familiar and exotic, human but oh so sublime! Without these sirens 

from the watery plains, our oceans remain a faceless abomination to a world we insist on 

ordering and dominating with sonars, satellites, data gathering deploys, tags and incomplete 

models. Emmanuel Levinas however, offers an equally seductive exploration of water without 

a face, when he writes about the enveloping character of the elemental in his Totality and 

Infinity.68 

4.3.3. Faceless realm of water  

The human activity of fishing is an intimate engagement with the elemental – with the faceless 

gods – with the world in which we sensuously find ourselves. It is the land we walk on, the sea 

we sail on and the weather that surrounds us. It surrounds us and is the background of the 

experience of life itself – the elemental. Falsely assumed as ethics, Emmanuel Levinas’ 

philosophy is best described as an interpretive, phenomenological description of the face-to-

face encounter. 69  In Totality and Infinity 70  such descriptions of Being are reflected and 

understood mechanistically as nature. Levinas characterises the elemental as the background 

into which enjoyment emerges. It envelopes us. We bathe71 in it. A medium unto which our 

experience of life plays out and so is not used for a purpose but rather taken in sensuously – 

the hardness of the land, the wetness of the sea, the dance of raindrops upon our nose, the 

hotness of the sun: “Every relation or possession is situated within the non-possessable, which 

envelops or contains without being able to be contained or enveloped. We call it the 

elemental”.72 

The elemental defines the primordial level of enjoyment – a sliding scale of our 

experience of pleasure and pain – as well as the existential angst we become lost within. 

Levinas would claim that it is not the sea – the elemental – that makes fishing possible, 

 
68	LEVINAS,	E.	1969.	Totality	and	Infinity	—	an	essay	on	exteriority,	Pittsburgh,	PA,	Duquesne	University	

Press.	
69	BERGO,	B.	2017.	Emmanuel	Levinas.	In:	ZALTA,	E.	N.	(ed.)	Stanford	Encycolpedia	of	Philosophy.	Fall	

2017	ed.	https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2017/entries/levinas/:	Metaphysics	Lab,	Stanford	
University.	

70	LEVINAS,	E.	1969.	Totality	and	Infinity	—	an	essay	on	exteriority,	Pittsburgh,	PA,	Duquesne	University	
Press.	

71	Ibid.	p	132	
72	Ibid.	p	104	
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(although true), but rather the emergence of enjoyment we experience when fishing. The 

elemental does not talk or have a face but is an anonymous force that moves right through us: 

the blue of the sky above my head, the breath of the wind, the undulation of the sea, the 

sparkle of the light do not cling to a substance. They come from nowhere. …from 

“something” that is not, appearing without there being anything that appears – and 

consequently coming always.73 

For Levinas, the elemental is nothing other than the un-thematised living in the element, 

prior to all ethical or moral or practical commitments, prior to thought, prior to egoisms and 

even prior to home.74 We are a sensuous immersion into the anonymous world of gods – 

faceless, the elemental does not put any restrictions on me, and in some way, it is even anterior 

to my own awakening as self: “What the side of the elemental that is turned toward me conceals 

is not a “something” susceptible of being revealed, but an ever-new depth of absence, an 

existence without existent, the impersonal par excellence. …mythical”.75 

With the lure of ‘eternality’ the elemental is sovereign-like and within the realm of 

mythical gods – faceless and ever withdrawing and concealing while revealing itself without 

imposition – a fathomless depth of obscurity to which he eventually gives a nocturnal 

dimension – the dark unknown to which all forms are concealed. The elemental is fascinating 

precisely because it precedes all thought, all morality, and all egoism; it is the first interface of 

something that will become the self with something that will become the world. It is that to 

which the last of the hunters and gatherers encountered at the precipice of Blombos cave when 

they became the first fisher in the cradle of the symbolic mind. Levinas has made 

philosophically accessible the primordial waters of being from which all life springs forth – all 

existents are brought into being. He invokes the godlike nature of the Vikings, as the first 

European fishers to sail beyond the seas and enter the oceans abreast the unknown.   

In Levinas, we are also able to better understand the superstitious character of fishers. 

Luck plays a major role in The Old Man and the Sea, and in our everyday lives, and to a 

 
73	Ibid.p	141	
74	For	Levinas,	the	home	is	an	ontological	category	–	an	egoism	of	the	self-separating	itself	from	the	other	

and	living	in	the	world	as	the	source	of	enjoyment	(as	oppose	to	the	background	of	it).	
75	LEVINAS,	E.	1969.	Totality	and	Infinity	—	an	essay	on	exteriority,	Pittsburgh,	PA,	Duquesne	University	

Press.	p	142	
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superstitious lot like fishermen, poor luck can seem paralysing. In Santiago’s little Cuban 

fishing village his ‘unluckiness’ costs him his trusty partner, the boy Manolin, whose parents 

forbid him from fishing with the old man. While Santiago deals with the suffering of being 

hungry and poor, other boats from his village continue pulling in good fish every day. Santiago 

knows that anyone can have luck, but not everyone one can have determination, skill, and 

perseverance, so he masters his ability rather than realying upon chance. He keeps his fishing 

lines straighter than anyone, and he makes sure that, “at each level…there [will] be a bait 

waiting exactly where he wishes it to be for any fish that swim there.”76 Success is not attained 

by waiting for good things to happen. It is in striving towards a goal that opportunity presents.  

As Santiago muses, “It is better to be lucky. But I would rather be exact. Then when the luck 

comes you are ready.”77 Fishers do not expect predictability whey they go fishing. The allure 

of the activity is in its uncertainty which too often comes off as hope and luck.  Fishing results 

are not random but rather, seasons, species, tides, times, moons and weather are each 

contributing factors to be perceived and calibrated. Ultimately, the superstitions and notions of 

luck are transcended by knowledge, skill and determination; and in his pride of youth. 

Water is alluring, as it constantly reveals and conceals. As we are a part of the same 

structure, its flux and uncertainty give way to the experience of fisher as fragile and vulnerable. 

But unlike the escapist, the fisher as such defined, actively seeks to be situated within and 

reminded of the exceptionality of being mortal. The last of the hunters and gatherers – the 

fisher of the elusive – is perhaps best understood within this privilege of es-scaping with the 

elemental – with that which we cannot know yet are so inextricably bound. The fisher’s 

waterscape thus reflects the possibility of joy in our evanescent nature of being. As best 

surmised by Zachary Simpson on his own reflections of Norman Maclean’s highly acclaimed 

fishing tale, A River Runs Through It, “[t]o fish is to temporarily delight in the fleeting and the 

mysterious”.78 

 
76	HEMINGWAY,	E.	1952.	The	Old	Man	and	The	Sea,	London,	Vintage.	
77	Ibid.	p.	22	
78	SIMPSON,	Z.	2012.	Life	as	Art:	Aesthetics	and	the	Creation	of	Self,	Lanham,	Boulder,	New	York,	Toronto,	

Plymouth,	UL:	Lexington	Books.	p	12	
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5. The fishing bifröst – a conduit of two worlds 

Although Ortega and Malpas each inspire a dynamic and topological way of thinking about 

fishing, both neglect considerations of the waterscape and thus also the fisher. Their respective 

focus on the landscape revealed the human being as a fugitive in the “ordinary and everyday”1 

experience of the world, each seeking a vacation from their human condition, or an escape from 

the grief in our awareness of the human condition. Surprisingly the Spanish existentialist 

defined culture and art created from human imaginings as nothing more than a product of our 

passivism. Whilst for Ortega, our imaginings were a mere distraction from who it is that we 

are, it is here that Ortega fails to also consider our being taxonomically classified by virtue of 

being a symbolic mind bestowed with the capacity for symbolism and all that it entails. More 

concerned with the dynamism of experience itself, Malpas was unable to move beyond the 

intense sorrow of a terrestrial ‘sense of place’ which had of course abandoned the waterscape. 

When we release the Heideggerian thesis unto the flux of the waterscape, the fisher overcomes 

the grief of our pastoral condition to meet the joy of Santiago’s re-immersion ultimately 

reflected and shared in the human condition. In the previous chapter Levinas reminds us of the 

feminine qualities of the abyss before it is effected and effecting – humanised and humanising. 

He tries to capture the dynamism of a moment that distinguishes something that will become 

the self from something that will become the world. His discourse on the elemental may be a 

starting point in thinking about the thesis of releasement as embodied and experienced by the 

fisher as an un-thematised living in the water, prior to all ethical or moral or practical 

commitments, prior to home.2 In some sense, Levinas’ elemental is the es-escape upon which 

the activity of fishing is utterly dependent both in practice and in metaphor. 

At the cradle of the symbolic mind, the last of the hunters and gatherers became the 

first of the fishers to which fishing does more than simply pay homage. The activity of fishing 

is a symbol of the two worlds it binds – the terrestrial shoreline with the aquatic realm; the 

physical plain and the kingdom of transcendental ideas.  

In pursuit of the elusive, the activity of fishing whilst a dynamic relationship with the 

world as described by releasement, may also lend itself to Gleiser’s summation of it in his 

memoirs as “mostly a conduit to the outer world of natural phenomena and the inner world of 

 
1	MALPAS,	J.	2015.	From	Authenticity	to	Releasement.	Horizons	of	Authenticity	in	Phenomenology,	

Existentialism,	and	Moral	Psychology:	Essays	in	Honor	of	Charles	Guignon.	New	York,	London:	Springer.	
p	19	

2	For	Levinas,	the	home	is	an	ontological	category	–	an	egoism	of	the	self-separating	itself	from	the	other	
and	living	in	the	world	as	the	source	of	enjoyment	(as	oppose	to	the	background	of	it).	
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the self”.3 Reflecting similar sentiments explored by the men in Chapter 4 in pursuit of living 

deliberately, Gleiser reflects on his own experience of fishing as one about surrendering to the 

moment, disconnecting from all else and losing yourself in a timeless realm through action and 

intense focus.4 In view of both Ortega and Malpas I would suggest that Gleiser’s losing himself 

was more a disrobing of a cultivated ego, and a recognition of his openness to the world, his 

dependency on the world and his vulnerability to the world. An activity that becomes a conduit 

of two worlds is what has inspired my thinking about the last of the hunters and gatherers in 

this chapter, in two different ways. Diverting my focus toward panpsychism and aesthetics, 

this final consideration of the last of the hunters and gatherers is not a story driven by 

overcoming the gender divide or existential deliberations that are invariably glum, but the way 

in which they may embody the more character of fishing that directly reflects the symbolic 

quality of our being human at all. The more character of fishing, which I suspect drives the 

hunters and gatherers metaphor, is in the magic many fishers like Cranwell talk about or even 

simply smile about and which inspired the title of Gleiser’s memoire, “the simple beauty of the 

unexpected”.5  It is a fisher’s relationship to this magic that keeps them returning to the 

precipice independent from causal meaning and bound only to the  releasement shared between 

themselves and the world in the situated or topological nature of the experience. Similarly too 

for the fisher in pursuit of theoretical physics, there is no causal meaning in coincidence, but 

only the unknowable magic, serendipity of the event and how I, we or you find meaning in it.6  

In late 2018, a fisher headed away from his usual spot and cast a line off Matata Beach, 

when he spotted what he perceived to be a porcelain doll in the water. Curious, Gus Hutt 

dragged the doll in from the sea where it was being swept along by a rip. Reaching out to grab 

the arm of the doll, it let out a little squeak. The porcelain face with wetted down hair was a 

live toddler: “If I hadn’t been there, or I had just been a minute later I wouldn’t have seen him 

…he was bloody lucky, but he wasn’t meant to go. It wasn’t his time”.7 

 
3	GLEISER,	M.	2016.	The	Simple	Beauty	Of	The	Unexpected:	A	Natural	Philosopher’s	Quest	for	Trout	and	the	

Meaning	of	Everything,	Lebanon,	NH,	USA,	University	Press	of	New	England.	p	113	
4	Ibid.	p	28	
5	Ibid.	p	35	
6	Ibid.	
7	ROY,	E.	A.	2018.	’Freakish	miracle’:	New	Zealand	fisherman	pulls	downing	toddler	from	ocean.	The	

Guardian	[Online].	Available:	https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/nov/06/new-zealand-
fisherman-pulls-drowning-toddler-from-ocean	[Accessed	6	November	2018].	
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It is believed the eighteen-month old little boy unzipped the tent while his parents were 

sleeping and walked down to the beach, where his footprints were found entering the ocean 

about fifteen meters from where Hutt spotted him. Headlining the papers that morning, Hutt’s 

fishing out the toddler was a ‘freakish miracle’. Lead by the promise of a catch, Hutt followed 

an unusual part of the beach just after sunrise to be lured by a porcelain doll to land a catch of 

not only his lifetime but of a drowning toddler. Gus Hutt certainly found meaning uniquely 

referenced to the key significance of his own life8 in his unusual fishing place that Tuesday 

morning. Hutt’s fishing experience that day embodied the kind of joy and magic privileged by 

the last of the hunters and gatherers, particularly when landing a catch, or even, bycatch. 

Whilst an embodiment of Ortega’s alert man and example of the thesis of releasement both 

play out buoyantly upon waterscape, the magic as described by Gleiser, and embodied by Hutt, 

is more suitably thought about through the thesis of ontopoetics as conceived by Australian 

philosopher, Freya Mathews, whose work I consider further in the discussion below. The 

beauty of the kind of magic that has a local fisher catch a boy adrift the abyss – a symbolic 

mind finding meaning when thrown into existence – will be later reflected in the aesthetics of 

the activity of fishing as narrated in the acclaimed A River Runs Through It by writer, academic 

and fisher, Norman Maclean. 

5.1. The poetic order of things 

On reflection of her own perfect moment and in an attempt at explaining the logic of 

synchronicities, Freya Mathews develops her theory on a poetic order of the world hidden 

within the world – or what she coins, ontopoetics!9 Mathews’ thesis on ontopoetics advocates 

a sentient or subjective experience as ubiquitous and thus not exclusively a human quality. Her 

most recent contributions to thinking about environmental problems as inspired by Eastern and 

Indigenous philosophies that have never decapitated their thinking from panpsychism, offers a 

thinking about the magic of fishing not so heavily weighted by the demands of Langer’s logic-

bound island. Seeking out a cohesive explanation or causal connection for the seemingly 

unrelated is so often achieved through story, myth, karmic ontologies, the grasping of 

superstitions. These each flounder beyond Langer’s mudflats, and stand in opposition to the 

causal dictation of scientific reason.  

 
8	MATHEWS,	F.	2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	The	

Trumpeter,	23,	21.	p	69	
9	Ibid.	pp	66,	81	
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In part, Mathews and Malpas, and reflected in Ortega and even Thoreau, is a topological 

dialogue that whilst seemingly are distinctly different from each other, also seem to be 

occupying a similar place. Difficult to locate they are each situated and bound to a whereabouts 

that resonates in our very experience as symbolic minds. Whilst the men in chapter 4 (Thoreau, 

Ortega, Malpas and Levinas) focus on a characterisation of our being situated in the world 

governed by the laws of physics, and anchored to the physiological reality of our being, 

Mathews’ focus on a world other than that of physical causation is more reflective of Langer’s 

symbolism and its commitment to that which is not strictly defined by the causal narrative. 

Mathews offers almost an inversion of that human experience in a world by introducing a 

hidden world – an interiority of the world – endorsed by the Eastern and Indigenous 

philosophies, Taoism and le-an10 respectively. It is also not entirely surprising that Mathews’ 

ontopoetics is a discourse made possible by both Indigenous and Eastern paradigms, since 

neither have surrendered their commitment to story and the seemingly illusory, or abandoned 

them as untruth or simply fiction. Both are committed to Langer’s mudflats and beyond, 

fearless of wading out adrift from the grammar-bound island. 

In her introduction to ontopoetics, Mathews recounts the story by Zhungazi relayed by 

a Chinese gentleman, Professor Wong, and colleague of the organiser and animateur: 

 A boat may be hidden in a creek, or in a bog, safe enough. But at midnight a strong man 

may come and carry away the boat on his back. The dull of vision do not perceive that 

however you conceal things, small ones in large ones, there will always be a chance of 

losing them. But if you conceal the whole universe in the whole universe, there will be no 

place left wherein it may be lost.11 

The hidden world is something other than what we superficially perceive the world to 

be. For Mathews, this hidden world has a psychophysical quality and interiority much like our 

own. This interiority is explained by the surrender of one’s subject/object mindset – the 

opening up of a psychic energy essentially imbued with meaning.12  

In its insistence on the scientific method and commitment to logic/reason/analysis, the 

Western mind has only a trace of what is left of this thinking in the fields of psychology. Even 

 
10	Ibid.	
11	GILES,	H	A.	1889.	translation	of	Zhuangzi,	Chapter	6,	paragraph	6	(available	online)	in	ibid.	
12	Ibid.	pp	68-69	
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the philosophy of Mind has for some time taken computer advances as the model for engaging 

in such discourses – equating neural pathways with computer programming. It has been some 

time since computer advancement has taken its lead from how we think our minds work. But 

of course, the West was not always bound by a causal cosmology and mechanistic ontology. 

We once were manifestations of our symbolic minds and created meaning from the stories and 

places from which we experienced life amongst the stars. Whilst not directly addressed by 

Mathews in her discussion of ontopoetics, her reference to le-an inspires this topological 

consideration that situates us beneath a cosmic sky. Fishers of course are not only es-scaping 

upon the water, but also with the tides, beneath the moon and within the seasons that are all too 

often reflected in the changing night sky. Our cosmic place is also neglected by the discourse 

on hunting grounds and pastoral fields in chapter 4 and I argue is worth further consideration 

to gain a more complete story about fishing. 

5.1.1. Placed beneath the sky 

Our ancestors looked to the skies in navigating seasons to determine hunting grounds, abundant 

seas and rivers, migratory species, and so forth. When we think about locatedness, it is quite 

literally never beyond the earth and thus far, I have only set us adrift to the watery realm. But 

astrologia has featured in every Ancient civilisation the world over, including my own in the 

West. I use the Greek astrologia and not astrology or astronomy because I am concerned 

mostly with the “telling of the stars”. The sky spoke to our ancestor fishers of more than the 

material universe beyond the earth’s atmosphere but also predicted human affairs. Of our 

Aboriginal celestial traditions, Rosalyn Haynes an associate professor and author of Explorers 

of the Southern Sky: a history of Australian astronomy, writes: 

While the night sky had a very practical use for Aboriginal people, it was also valuable 

spiritually, as a means of reinforcing culture and community. …[Objects in the sky] had 

stories attached to them to do with the values and morality of the community. So, when 

constellations appeared, the stories were told and those lessons would be ingrained in the 

younger people.13 

 
13	Haynes	in	STEFFENS,	M.	2009.	Australia’s	first	astronomers	[Online].	ABC.net.au.	Available:	

www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2009/07/27/2632463.htm	[Accessed	January	2019	2019].	
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Whilst I consider how this topological way of thinking directly manifests an ethical 

code of living in the final chapter of this thesis, here I am most concerned with the astrologia 

of Ancient traditions as a conduit of two worlds – the world of physical causation and the 

imagined story which is not to be diminished to mere fantasy and folly.  

 Every belief system, including the prevailing science has been built upon astrologia. 

Fishers may live by the moon’s effects on the tides, but a study of the movements and relative 

positions of celestial bodies interpreted as having an influence over the natural world is thus 

far lacking in our discussions in a topological philosophy. It has only been since the mid 1970s 

that geologists have recognised that orbital forcing has caused ice ages or climate oscillations.14 

So when considering fishing, the tides, the moon, migratory patterns, our place beneath the sky 

“is a calendar that indicates when the seasons are shifting and when certain foods are 

available”,15 as Roslynn Haynes points out. For Aboriginal peoples, at different times of the 

year the Emu in the Sky is oriented so it appears to be either running or sitting down. Depending 

upon its position people in the western desert knew it was time to hunt for emus or collect their 

eggs. Likewise, the Otchocut (Murray cod) or “Great Fish” (also translated as “good tucker”)16 

is not so ironically represented in the sky by the Delphinus (the dolphin) constellation. The 

Gamma Delphini shines the same golden and yellow-white colour as the flanks of the Murray 

cod. Its disappearance from the sky after September to October coincides with the end of the 

spawning season for the Murray cod and its fishing season for the Boorong people of Victoria, 

Australia.17 

 

 

 
14	HAYS,	J.	D.	I.,	JOHN;	AND	SACKLETON	N.J	1976.	Variations	in	the	Earth’s	Orbit:	Pacemaker	of	the	Ice	

Ages.	Science,	194,	1121-1132.	
15	http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2009/07/27/2632463.htm	
16	MORIESON,	J.	1996.	The	Night	Sky	of	the	Boorong:	Partial	Reconstruction	of	a	Disappeared	Culture	in	

North-West	Victoria.	Master	of	Arts	in	the	Australian	Centre,	University	of	Melbourne.	
17	The	Sun	and	Moon–	some	Aboriginal	perspectives	and	activities.	A	handout	from	DECS	Aboriginal	

Education	www.aboriginaleducation.sa.edu.au		
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Figure 6: Otchocut 
“The Great Fish” or Otchocut as seen by the Boorong people of Victoria as also depicted as the 
constellation Delphinus in the night sky. (Source: 
www.creativecowboyfilms.com/publications/stars-over-tyrrell; 
https://astrologyking.com/constellation-delphinus/; www.cloudynights.com/topic/131856-
color-survey-gamma-delphini/) 

 

In its most substantial sense, fish movements, habitat use, and reproduction is 

frequently influenced by lunar periodicity. Fishers too are therefore intimately connected to the 

sky and their sense of place is not only within the waterscape but is also situated beneath the 

moon. Located between two realms, even if we have denied ourselves the meaning of the 

stories of our night sky. All cultures that maintained a connection to their environment were 

interested in the holistic view that the night sky gave them of the world, that the heavens were 

as close to them as the surrounding earthly environment and which also gave them meaning 

beneath the night sky. Aboriginal people have been described as 'the world's first 

astronomers'.18 The Yolngu people in Arnhem Land, for example, have dreaming stories that 

explain tides, eclipses, the rising and setting sun and moon and the changing positions of rising 

stars and planets throughout the year which ultimately influenced their seasons for hunting, 

harvesting, and fishing throughout their country.19  

Some of these stories also have proved to transcend cultures and speak of a common 

narrative. Just as with Otchocut and Delphinus, Orion’s Hunter in the Greek sky for example 

feature in the Yolngu story of the three brothers in a canoe in the Djulpan constellation. The 

three stars in Orion's belt are the brothers sitting side by side, with the stars Betelgeuse and 

Rigel marking the front and back of the canoe. The stars in Orion's nebula represent a fish, and 

the stars of Orion's sword mark out a fishing line trailing behind the canoe. Commonwealth 

Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) astrophysicist, Ray Norris, has been 

 
18	STEFFENS,	M.	2009.	Australia’s	first	astronomers	[Online].	ABC.net.au.	Available:	

www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2009/07/27/2632463.htm	[Accessed	January	2019	2019].	
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gathering and listening to Aboriginal stories about the night sky across the country and says, 

“I love [the Djulpan constellation] because it actually looks like a canoe when you see it 

…There are many stories about the Orion constellation right across Australia, and they are 

nearly always about a group of men hunting or fishing”.20 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Djulpan 
Orion the Hunter appears as Djulpan to the Yolgnu people in the Northern Territory. 
(Source: Ray Norris, 2007) 

 

Often they are following a group of young women, represented by the stars in the 

Pleiades cluster in the constellation Taurus. Surprisingly, these stories are very similar to Greek 

mythology, in which Orion pursues the Pleiades sisters across the sky. Orion's nemesis, 

Scorpius, is also depicted as a scorpion in some Aboriginal stories. For example, one Yolgnu 

story tells of Bundungu the scorpion, who is gathered with his people along the banks of the 

Milnguya (Milky Way) with their relatives the Baripari (quoll) and Wahk (crow).21  The 

consistent stories seem to speak of a world hidden within a world, and one that Norris can’t 

quite explain from within the language of astrophysics. But a sense of place was not limited by 

the unassuming orb upon which ancient peoples stood, but the kósmos22 upon which they 

gazed. 

 
20	Norris	in	ibid.	
21	Ibid.	
22	I	specifically	use	the	Ancient	Greek	term	to	reference	our	universe,	for	it	is	upon	this	culture	that	our	

Western	thinking	was	born.	
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Unsurprising for Western astrologists who have maintained a cosmic locatedness with 

their relationship to the world as espoused by the notion of astrologia, the urgency to overcome 

the deceptions which define the past Age are just part of the expected celestial narrative. The 

Age of Pisces – of the fish – is commonly referred to as the Age of deception and illusion 

within these circles. For almost 2160 years the vernal equinox has pointed to the constellation 

of Pisces. Because our planet is not a perfect sphere but bulges at the equator, it has a gravity-

induced, slow and continuous wobble in its rotational axis which reflects a shift in the way we 

orient ourselves to our sky.23 This is a physical phenomenon our ancient ancestors were attuned 

to and also which featured in the stories about humanity. Every two thousand year 

approximation the constellation we see at the vernal equinox passes through a new 

constellation along a relative fixed star sky ecliptic until it returns to the beginning. This 

precession of the equinox, known as the Great Year takes almost 26,000 years to complete and 

was observed by many ancient civilisations on Earth. It is postulated that each age of the Great 

Year has certain characteristics associated with the sign at the vernal equinox.24 

In the current Age of Pisces, the fishy symbol of the unconscious is presented through 

the themes of creativity, spirituality, intuition and dreaminess. We see the characteristics of 

creativity, art and fantasy from the Renaissance through to the glamour of film industries; 

spirituality and the subconscious play out in the rise of many religions (Buddhism, Christianity, 

Islam, Taoism) and the blind faith which galvanised their flourishing. Whilst we see the 

associated qualities of kindness, charity, forgiveness and selflessness amongst many 

monasteries, there also exists the overpowering confusion which reigns over the fish pair. With 

the symbolic development of this Age swimming against its literal analogue, Pisces rules with 

immiscible25 dualism. This division of self – of thought and mindset – as codified by Descartes 

offers an opportunity for the kind of deception and illusion that has plagued these past two 

thousand years which we see in the rise of false institutions – education as programming, 

spiritual egoism, corruption of governments, and the commodification of health. Our focus on 

 
23	GEDDES	&	GROSSET	1999.	Guide	to	the	Occult	&	Mysticism,	New	Lanark,	David	Dale	House.	pp	16-18	
24	The	Age	of	Taurus	from	4000	to	2000	BC	manifested	its	symbolism	of	solidity	and	security	with	beauty	

in	the	Egyptian	dynasties,	in	their	enormous	and	ornate	temples	and	pyramids	and	through	worship	
of	the	bull.		The	Age	of	Aries	followed	from	2000	BCE	to	0AD	with	the	assertive	and	aggressive	
qualities	of	Aries	which	played	out	in	the	drama	of	patriarchal	Greek	Antiquity.	Here	we	saw	the	
physical	fitness	and	supremacy	balanced	by	courage	and	harmony.	The	symbol	of	the	ram	was	the	
symbol	of	the	Roman	army	and	the	sacrificial	lamb	was	offered	to	Abraham’s	God.	

25	Like	the	molecular	polarity	that	prevents	liquids	forming	a	homogenous	mixture	–	oil	and	water	–	the	
spiritual	or	mindful	world	ceases	to	merge	with	the	physical	world	under	the	Piscean	Age.	
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but half of our existence, as a physical narrative defined by causation, is itself the root of 

deception and illusion of the Age neglecting the other member of the pair beyond the grammar 

bound island and hidden in the world. 

Like a social shroud, such scarcity thinking is promoted to fuel the personal agenda of 

the few while playing the lure of mass escapism.26  Cusping at the dawn of a new age, 

astrologists say that while we are becoming more aware of our disconnection from our planet, 

we remain oblivious to the cosmic cycle of time our ancestors were situated in. In some sense, 

it is this knowledge of place within the cosmos and our cosmic relationship which has been 

hidden from us during the Piscean Age. In less conspiring terms, it is our commitment to the 

fish that swims toward the materiality of life and its literal dissection void of any story and 

rather disparate from the fluidity of the imaginary that is the source of deception and illusion. 

In the past, these fish swam in the same pond. Such interconnected knowledges were 

communicated through the symbolic and manifested in the symbols we have deciphered in 

pictographs, monolithic ruins, temple art, cave paintings, yet have never fully understood. Such 

works are assumed rudimentary in a developing species; we simply forgot half the narrative 

which we have assumed primitive, childlike, or even irrational under this dualist campaign. In 

some ways the pseudo-scientists and seers of what is left of the symbolic imaginary in the West 

hold onto the threads of a cosmic net for a little longer while the atomistic patriarchy continues 

to plunder and war within a literal space beneath the stars. But as the fishy sheath is drawn 

back by the water-bearer (Aquarius) we are becoming less ignorant of institutional deceptions 

and the illusion of liberty our slave-wage guarantees. We are no longer burning the witches 

and the sporadic whispers reminding us of the stories are becoming louder and more frequent  

The fisher is seemingly a governor of the material world, pulling in nets of fish from 

the watery realm as though they have a map of what swims beneath the surface. But then 

perhaps they are wizards within the literal story we are narrating, casting their nets over the 

images from their minds unto the deep and dark waters of the great abyss? It very much seems 

that the fishers have es-scaped the effects of the dualist age beneath the fish in the sky and have 

maintained an equilibrium as a conduit between two worlds whose separation itself is illusory. 

These first of the fishers are perhaps the last of the dancers within our current age – dancing 

the lambada into the literal-imaginary.  

The astrological symbol of Pisces is often represented as two fish swimming against 

each other around a centre point – a circle where often times one fish is coloured in and the 

 
26	An	escape	from	our	earthly	domain	through	blind	faith	to	God	and	to	numbness	through	drug	abuse.	
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other is left transparent. It immediately reroutes my thinking toward the black and white Yin-

Yang symbol that sits at the heart of Taoism. All creation begins with the birth of duality. 

According to Chinese myth, chaos reigned in the shape of a golden egg. The huge PanGu 

(creator of all things) separated this egg into Yin and Yang:  

The terms mean literally ‘dark side’ and ‘sunny side’ of a hill. Hence the dark side of 

anything, as opposed to the side that is in the sun. …categories corresponding to male and 

female, weak and strong, dark and light. At the same time, they are quite definitely forces; 

for yin is the vital energy (ch’i, the life-breath of Earth) and yang is the life-breath of 

Heaven.27  

In the West’s introduction to the Tao, Arthur Waley explains just how insignificant this 

dualist philosophy was in China prior to the third century and while not supported, he suggests 

that philosophy and trade were not incompatible during this time. In Western dialogues centred 

on Taoist dualism, Waley assumes the external influence to have come from any one point in 

time spanning contact between the Greek Sophists and Marco Polo. Consistent with Western 

tradition, there could be no perfect happiness until there was balance between Yin and Yang. 

From the interaction between Yin and Yang emanates the soul of man – the binding of heaven 

and earth. And the Tao is the imaginary line which separates the two halves. This creation 

narrative is replicated throughout civilisations through time and the line is characterised by 

many traditions still alive today. In Christianity we call the line, love which is known as the 

“middle way” by Buddhists and the “razor-edge path” in the Upanishads. In either case, the 

Tao is The Way28 and is indefinable and discoverable by all on their own terms: 

It is so very deep 

So tranquil 

It seems to barely exist at all 

Its origin is unknown 

It preceded the Gods themselves.29 

 

 
27	WALEY,	A.	1934.	The	Way	and	Its	Power:	A	Study	of	the	Tao	Te	Ching	and	Its	Place	in	Chinese	Thought,	

Oxfordshire,	Routledge.	p.	110	
28	Ibid.	
29	This	is	part	of	a	common	poem	about	the	Tao	without	a	known	author.		
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Like many of the druids, alchemists and astrologia practitioners of our Western or 

Persian past, much of Taoism too appeared as a world of magic, seeking to manipulate reality 

by means of symbolic instruments.30 If we were to refrain from the dualistic paradigm of the 

current Age, perhaps the magic was not an aim at manipulating the physics, as much as it was 

reacquainting with the poetic order of things which is more elegantly embodied by my fisher’s 

conduit of worlds as reflected in Mathews’ investigation into a world hidden within a world. 

Mathews goes on to detail the conversation lead by a practitioner of Chinese medicine 

and associate of Prof Wong, Sun Dew when she explains that in view of the vast apparatus of 

modern science, Taoism has evolved away from the superstitious imaginary and toward a mode 

of being within the unfolding of the ten thousand things. According to Laozi and Zhuangzi, the 

elements of all things she explains are really patterns in an underlying flow:31  

when the Ten Thousand Things are left to arise spontaneously in [their forming and 

reforming] under the mutual influences of one another, the universe assumes its own proper 

pattern or form – it follows its proper course.32 

Inconsistent with laws of causation, the directedness of their unfolding had external 

indicators or detectable pathways of energy flow like pulses in the human body or “dragon 

veins” in the landscape. 33  Within a Taoist cosmology, Dew explained that reality was 

irreducibly psychophysical in character and “…a forever changing and unfolding pattern of 

movement that was as much psychic as physical. The external appearances could be described 

by physics, but the psychic interiority was the province of the Dao”.34 

There is a timely conversion to the kind of dualism Taoism was said to be non-reliant 

upon in its origins (but ultimately adopted under the probable influence of the West’s Piscean 

sky). The materialism of our scientific method which fails to satisfy so much of our vestigial 

 
30	SUN	DEW	in	MATHEWS,	F.	2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	

The	Trumpeter,	23,	21.	p	67	
31	Ibid.	p.	67	
32	Ibid.	p.	67	
33	STEOHEN,	F.	L.	2001.	In	Search	of	Dragons:	the	Folk	Ecology	of	Fengshui.	In:	GIRADOT,	N.	J.,	MILLER,	J.	

&	XIAOGAN,	L.	(eds.)	Daoism	and	Ecology:	Ways	within	a	Cosmic	Landscape.	Harvard	Divinity	School,	
distributed	by	Cambridge,	MA:	Harvard	University	Press.	

34	MATHEWS,	F.	2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	The	Trumpeter,	
23,	21.	
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symbolic selves also encroaches upon our explanation of the hidden world. The magic is 

therefore not in the division between the physical realm and interiority of things, but in their 

union. Consistent with the encroachment, Mathews goes on to relay Sun Dew’s explanation of 

the character of the path as plotted by meaning, which is to say “…the path opens for me 

amongst the phenomena is a path appointed by meaning, meaning which uniquely apposite for 

me”.35 

It is meaningful in the place in which we find ourselves, in which we are open to its 

interiority and vulnerable in our communion with it so as to invoke our futures. Here we are 

introduced to connection between these two realms – the world governed by the laws of physics 

– the material world – and ontopoetics or the interiority of all things.  

5.1.2. Beyond the ‘global dome of thinking’ 

Mathews draws on the explanation of le-an by Dutch-born lawman, Frans to better extrapolate 

the aboriginal notion of being called to country:  

In order to experience [this feeling], we have to walk the land. At a certain time for 

everybody, the land will take over. The land will take that person. You think you’re 

following something, but the land is actually pulling you. When the land starts pulling you, 

you’re not even aware you’re walking—you’re off, you’re gone. …you start seeing things 

you never seen before.36 

Frans explains that the path you begin to follow, whether it be by way of a bird in a 

flight, a stagnating billabong or distant rock formation, the path brings you back to you. Free 

of all our praxis – industry and technology, our science, economics and education – we 

vulnerably enter into an invocational poetic dimension. The ever-increasing self-realisation has 

you become aware that this path is also coming from you – you and country are connected.37 

 
35	Ibid.	p	69	
36	Ibid.	p	69	
37	This	evokes	the	dreaming	of	the	rainbow	serpent	–	a	creation	story	of	kinship.	In	the	beginning	only	

people	roamed	a	flat	world.	Goorialla	woke	one	day	and	created	the	land	and	water	scapes	in	wake	of	
his	path.	After	dancing	with	his	tribe	and	swallowing	two	of	the	boys,	the	tribe	turned	on	Goorialla.	In	
his	defense,	Goorialla	demolished	the	great	mountain	Bora-bunaru	to	a	small	hill	and	slithered	back	
to	the	sea.	In	fear,	many	of	the	tribe	were	killed	by	catapulting	rocks	and	others	turned	themselves	
into	the	animals	we	know	today	which	the	remaining	men	and	women	pledged	to	look	after. 	
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This kind of sensitivity to country, to the interiority of the world is only possible by way of 

feeling, sensitivity, an enlivening of the senses that is not dependent solely on sight. We are no 

longer saturated by the manifold of objects around us, but rather drawn along a path of 

communicative meaning.38 Perhaps this is the situatedness that Malpas aims at in releasement 

but Michael never seems to embody. 

From Cape Barren Island, Jim Everett who also goes by his Aboriginal name, puralia 

meenamatta, is a poetry, play, political, academic paper and short story writer. On recently 

meeting with him, he agreed to share with me, a poem he wrote on country, which resonates 

with the dreaming and the kind of “all life” thinking that awaits us when we free ourselves 

from what he calls “the global dome of thinking”.39 

some call me water 

nearly all need me 

I touch everything 

connecting the inanimate  

with living things 

that without me would not be 

for in all the arteries 

and all of the veins 

I am the flow of life  

 

For others there are myths and stories and for the Aboriginal peoples, there is dreaming. 

Some identify dreaming as a time when spirits walked on Country. For example: In the 

dreamtime, in the land we call Australia, the Aboriginal ancestors moved across the land 

hunting and camping, fighting and loving. The ancestors dreamed, and from their dreams, they 

created everything there is in their world. In the dreamtime, every creation could transform into 

another, so that a wattle tree could become a water lily, the emu could become an egret, a desert 

could become a man or a woman. Everything came from the same source. As the world took 

 
38	MATHEWS,	F.	2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	The	

Trumpeter,	23,	21.	p	70.	
39	EVERETT,	J.	2018.	Meeting	with	Elder	Jim	Everett	on	Aboriginal	Philosophy	(Indigenous	Elder).	In:	

BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	
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shape, the ancestors retired into the earth, into the sky, into the clouds and into the creatures, 

and planted in the earth the jiva (seed power). Every creature and every mountain and every 

stream and waterhole and rock and river is implanted with jiva, which gives off a vibration, 

and this is the Earth's inner dreaming – its psycho-physicality – and it is sacred.40 This is but 

one way of understanding dreaming. 

These creation stories are shared in art, dance and singing, and many of them are tales 

of transformation. The fish became the moon is a story about sisters catching a fish and seeing 

it climb into a tree and float into the sky where it continued to swell until it became round and 

slowly disappeared behind the horizon. Each night it was smaller than the night before until it 

disappeared into the cold black ink of sky. And then, to their astonishment, the fish appeared 

once again several nights later. Again it rose large and round, and again the next night it was 

slightly flatter, and ever since then the fish moon makes this journey, and every month it 

disappears for just a while. 41  

Not only does the transformative narrative hint at the kinship of all things connected by 

jiva or the interiority of things, it also speaks to the very physical connection the activity of 

fishing shares with the moon phases – humanised and humanising. Stories ask us to imagine 

an infinite world of countless possibilities where endings are also beginnings in uncertainty, 

promise, discovery and transformation. A story asks us to openly explore our perceptions and 

emotions. The challenge is in keeping the story within its own realm and to refrain from 

solidifying the dreaming. It is in this way that a universe ordered by the poetic logic of story, 

says Mathews, is not defined by evolutionary causation, but by an invocation:  

If physics is the study of causal order perhaps we can say ontopoetics is the study of the 

poetic order, the poetic meanings that structure the core of things and that will, if we choose 

to engage with those meanings, structure the successive incarnations that make up our own 

passage into the future!42 

 
40	FRIEDMAN,	A.	2003.	The	Fish	Became	The	Moon.	South	Florida	Sun	Sentinel	[Online].	Available:	

https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/fl-xpm-2003-12-09-0312080336-story.html	[Accessed	14	
March	2019].	

41	Ibid.	
42	MATHEWS,	F.	2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	The	

Trumpeter,	23,	21.	p	81.	
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5.1.3. A unification through invocation 

Ultimately Mathews unifies the seemingly distinct two worlds talked about by the the Taoists 

in her introduction to ontopoetics. In so doing, and in recognizing the poetic order, Mathews 

offers a new way of moving through our psychophysical mode of existence within a world in 

which we share in this mode of being. The future she says, “has to be invoked, not caused”.43 

Mathews’ paper is a brilliant example of the Western agnostic turn away from the mystical, 

and the eloquent striving to grasp the esoteric rhythm of life. At best, her philosophy can point 

to the druidical story pregnant with meaning in our lives while itself can never embody it – it 

simply is out of reach. Even so, her demonstratively analytic approach to the seemingly 

nonsensical had me thinking about the activity of fishing and the fishers es-cape within the 

watery realm as the hinge by which invocation is at all possible. Moreover, how her recognition 

of ontopoetics within our sense of place as inspired by Aboriginal calls to country may inspire 

an ethic of fishing which I will consider further in Chapter 7. 

The Austronesian sea nomads of South east Asia which originated from the Philippines, 

may be an example of the communication between worlds that Mathews’ invocation suggests 

is driven by ontopoetics. The Sama-Bajau are self-determined sea-fisher-people who are 

explicitly causing a biological shift in their phenotypic and possibly even genetic expression. 

Staring out at the storehouse of food, there is only one fishing community that has somewhat 

colonised the ocean and displayed the kind of self-determination we have postulated of fishers 

– so much so, they are self-determining their very own biology, offering some insight into 

answering what made our ancestors consider the sea to be the source of our bounty? And does 

the human activity of fishing really define our species and bring us into being? 

The Bajau are among the most accomplished divers in the world. They are masters of 

breath-hold diving and genetically suggest that we are born to dive – like deep diving seals, we 

are born fishers. “When a Bajau baby is born, its plunged into the sea before it takes its first 

breath”.44 The Bajau have lived at sea for over 1,000 years on small houseboats that float in 

the waters off Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines. Traditionally, they come ashore to trade 

for supplies or to shelter from storms. They have proved more orthodox than Ama-san of Japan 

and Korea and have no wetsuits or flippers but use only wooden goggles and spearguns of their 

own making. Sometimes, they rupture their own eardrums at an early age to make diving easier, 

 
43	Ibid.	p	80.	
44	The	Great	Human	Odyssey,	2015.	Film.	Directed	by	THOMPSON,	N.	Canada.	
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although not all of them dive – some avoiding it entirely. But those who do, spend more than 

five hours a day underwater, with each dive lasting up to three minutes.  

Melissa Ilardo found evidence that the Bajau have genetically adapted to life in the sea. 

The Bajau have unusually large spleens – 50 per cent bigger than those of their terrestrial 

neighbours. The spleen acts as a warehouse for oxygen-carrying red blood cells. When 

mammals hold their breath, the spleen contracts, expelling those cells and boosting the oxygen 

level by up to ten percent.45 Erika Schagatay from MID Sweden University found that after 

one year of diving, Swedish divers also demonstrated similar adaptations.46 Of the further 

genetic and hormonal tests conducted on the Bajau, Schagatay says that there may in fact be a 

genetic background to the spleen response in humans demonstrated by the breath hold divers. 

But similarly, this is also found in Tibetans and Ethiopians who live at high altitudes and other 

peoples who live in extreme environments and are dependent on oxygen conservation. We 

seem to be a species – a modern mind – that is self-determining by the willingness our bodies 

adapt to not only our environments but the ways we choose to define our ecologies, in other 

words, freer than evolutionary chance grants of us.  

There is also a less explicit way of considering the kind of invocation the topological 

thesis of ontopoetics inspires, and this is reflected in my own field trip taken during my PhD 

research to the satellite town of Muggia, on the most south eastern tip of the Italian coastline. 

I went in search of a famous local fisher Fabio Russignan, who so happened to also be placed 

upon my own family tree. Unlike the grandeur of the Austrian architecture of Trieste, Muggia 

has still maintained the romance of its Venetian past and its port was understated but as 

romantic as any one of Venice’s canals. Lined with fishing nets, lines, buoys, fishermen,47 

fishing boats, fishing lamps, and so forth, I walked past the first of the boats onboard which a 

skinny bushy-brown-haired fisher was sorting through his nets. It was the most dishevelled of 

the boats, panelled with flapping camo-green shade cloths and the smooth salty polish of a 

wooden boat that was conditioned by a lifetime at sea. He had kind, deep set dark eyes and 

didn’t seem too much older than me, although he had the flavour of someone who had been 

 
45	SCHAGATAY,	E.,	JOHANSSON,	O.	&	ABRAHAMSSON,	E.	2017.	Diving	Response	and	Lung	Capacity	of	

Philippine	Sama-Bajau	Professional	Breath-Hold	Divers.	Scandinavian	Physiological	Society	Meeting	in	
Oslo,	Norway,	26-28	August	2016,	219.	

46	The	Great	Human	Odyssey,	2015.	Film.	Directed	by	THOMPSON,	N.	Canada.	and	
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/04/bajau-sea-nomads-diving-evolution-
spleen/558359/	

47	Fisher	is	specifically	gendered	as	there	are	only	men	whom	currently	fish	out	of	Muggia.	In	the	past,	
Fabio’s	mother	fished	with	her	husband,	as	many	wives	from	fishing	families	do	in	Europe.		
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sculpted by the sea. He smiled. But without recognising any part of myself in him I walked on 

by in search of my distant cousin Fabio. Further along were other boats with fishers repairing 

nets and sorting lamps, walking in and out of the boat sheds and then to and from their boats. 

Most of them were fairer headed and all of them were friendly — laughing with each other and 

helping each other out with their nets, first aid kits, and other things. Recognising familiarity 

in characteristics from my kin I approached two of the fishermen, enquiring in my broken 

Italian but they sent me back to the first boat – to the skinny fisher with kind eyes.  

“Larelle?” he asked with a heavy accent on the ‘r’ as I poked my head in through the 

green shade cloth. 

He had absolutely no resemblance to me, nor my maternal grandmother — whose 

Russignan name was the last on my family bough. But as he spoke and continued to work on 

his nets, I began to realise that he was an image of my aunt’s son, whom I had always assumed 

took after his father’s side. He was just packing up after a relatively successful morning’s catch. 

Some of his regular clients boarded the boat to purchase some of the delicacies and staples he 

had pulled out from the sea earlier that morning. He introduced me to each of them, and I was 

quickly informed of the historical significance of the local fisherman, his membership to the 

community, his increasing celebrity/fame, and of Fabio’s fishing bloodline — my fishing 

family. Only since commencing my research did I become aware of the dynasty of fishers that 

I was born in to. Since our great-grandfather’s were brothers in a family of ten, Fabio and I 

share the same generation of a rather bountiful tree. His, was the eldest of the family and so 

was bestowed with the family fishing boat and license to catch and supply. Mine, on the other 

hand, enjoyed the catch.  

Ours was not a two hundred or even five hundred year dynasty limited by our thirty 

generations of documented lineage, but one that has been said to exist for over a thousand 

years. In the Istrian cliffs further along the coast of the former Friuli Venezia Giulia, our 

ancestors resided in the caves where they fished for their kin and community. The peninsula is 

located at the head of the Adriatic between the Gulf of Trieste and the Kvarner Gulf and is 

today shared by three countries: Italy, Slovenia and Croatia. While I was not able to visit the 

Istrian peninsula with Fabio on this trip, he still continues to fish these waters as our ancestors 

had done for a millennium or so. After a successful morning’s catch, Fabio began to clean some 

of the sgombro (mackerel) we (he) caught and then I joined him at his sister’s (and brother-in-

law’s) Osteria (restaurant) on Muggia’s waterfront where we ate them freshly grilled with a 

side of local “primo taglio” radicchio.  
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Figure 8: A Dynasty of Fishers 
An encounter with Fabio Russignan and my one-thousand-year ‘fishing dynasty’. (Source: Larelle 
Bossi, 2017 Muggia, TS Italia.) 

 

I remember dining at this Osteria almost a decade ago and ordering the best spaghetti 

vongole (clams) I have ever eaten. Then, I didn't know that it was my cousin’s kitchen but only 

that my great-grandfather Angelo use to enjoy a beer with his brother on this corner when he 

came in from the sea. I wondered also if this may have been the same bar. In that moment, it 

felt like it had been. 

My grandmother, battling with early onset Alzheimer’s has since confirmed this fishing 

heritage — as though it was just a part of her existence — nothing special, nothing unique. 

And I guess to her, it wouldn’t be. To Fabio also, it was just the reason he got up in the morning 

— the salt on his dry skin, the open sea, the heat of the sun rays or the crispness of the north 

Italian winter – nothing special, nothing unique. Much like Malpas’ explication on releasement 

as our ordinary experience as situated beings. Fishing was what Fabio had done with his mother 

and father when he wasn’t at school, what his grandfather, my grandfather’s brother had done 
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before him, and now, what he continues to do. Fishing was his expertise and fisher was the 

way he was identified within his community, in the place he occupies, and with himself. He 

knows the seas he fishes from experience but remarkably, I argue that it is not fair to interpret 

this as it plays out within the world of causal events. He knows where to throw his net, when 

to throw it and for how long in order to catch the species he targets. It is an interplay of 

experience, whether patterns, microclimates, tides, seasons, moon phases and his innate 

responses and gut feelings. All of this cannot and is not algorithmically computed and 

analytically equated, or cerebrally deduced out in an instant or a mere summation by trial and 

error. Rather, it is from an immersion into the place he wakes up to, a releasement into the 

waterscape, a walk onto water-country, that Fabio invokes the story revealed to him by the 

water dragon. As also reflected earlier in Gus Hutt’s porcelain-boy rescue, the last of the 

hunters and gatherers may just well be the last of the fishers as conduits of two worlds and 

ultimately as living symbols of our humanity.  

5.2. Fishing as a lived symbol 

Inspired further by his analogy of fishing to a soliton, originating from the “solitary wave” 

which also nuanced Gleiser’s experience with his expertise in theoretical physics, the activity 

of fishing itself can be considered a symbol of humanity.  He explains that in physics, a soliton 

is a bundle of particles interacting with each other so as to behave in a single, non-changing 

entity. Also reflecting on Taoism, he continues that “a soliton is the embodiment of permanence 

from change, of being from becoming”.48  This notion of a “bundle of being” suspended 

between two realms is best explored through an aesthetic consideration of fishing taken up by 

fisher, academic and writer, Norman Maclean.  

Norman Maclean is best known for his 1977 Pulitzer prize nomination A River Runs 

Through It.49 It is the semi-autobiographical account of his relationship with his brother and 

their growing up in an early twentieth century Montana family in which “there was no clear 

line between religion and fly fishing”.50 An apt correlation given the relationship between the 

use of symbolic significance of the activity of fishing in religion, myth and legends.  In a 1981 

profile of Maclean, Esquire magazine described his book as: “a story about Maclean and his 

 
48	GLEISER,	M.	2016.	The	Simple	Beauty	Of	The	Unexpected:	A	Natural	Philosopher’s	Quest	for	Trout	and	the	

Meaning	of	Everything,	Lebanon,	NH,	USA,	University	Press	of	New	England.	p	28.	
49	MACLEAN,	N.	1976.	A	River	Runs	Through	It,	Chicago,	The	University	of	Chicago	Press.	
50	Ibid.	p	1	
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brother, Paul, who was beaten to death with a gun butt in 1938. It is about not understanding 

what you love, about not being able to help. It is the truest story I ever read; it might be the 

best written. And to this day it won’t leave me alone.”51 

Maclean has an almost poetic quality in his prose which reflects the ambiguity of our 

existence within the world and the utter uncertainty of the place which we occupy. I say poetic 

because I don’t think that we can ever be literal about the ephemeral and fragile nature of being 

human, but at best can only reflect what it feels like – in artistic expression. Poetry, is the art 

of language, and so while Maclean unmistakably writes in prose, his eloquence, clarity, and 

honesty resonates not with the computation of my brain as much as it does with my heart, my 

stomach and, my being.  What makes it all the more beguiling is that it is not a story about 

Übermenschen or cataclysmic events, but mostly, it is a story about fishing in the most serene 

sense.   

Paul was not an innocent boy, nor was he pious, but he was a man. We are introduced 

to Paul as a stubborn yet self-assured wee boy refusing to eat his oatmeal, much to his Father’s 

rage.52 This image of paternal defiance and strength reflects the brother we all have like Paul, 

and if we don’t, we are each bound to know someone like him. Buzzing with life’s energy and 

brilliant at all he puts his mind to. He walks to the beat of his own drum, much to the frustration 

of his Editor, Paul is that guy who seems to have it all. All of course being the courage to be 

free – free from the expectations, the time constraints, commitments, free from the moral high 

ground, the family ties and otherness with which we too often adorn ourselves. He was “tough 

by thinking he was tougher than the establishment”.53 And at the age of thirty-two that strength 

of character, or uncompromising self-assurance becomes all the more grievous – but only of 

course to one that was bound to the criticisms of social decrees. Failing to consider the futility 

of consequence to a man like Paul, the sergeant who had called Maclean to the station warned 

“we’re picking him up too much lately. …Besides he’s behind in the big stud poker game at 

Hot Springs. … At Hot Springs it’s the big stud poker game and all that goes with it.”54 

 
51	DEXTER,	P.	1981.	The	Old	Man	and	the	River.	Esquire	[Online].	Available:	
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Antithesis of Maclean’s diffidence, Paul is the wild flower to which all bees buzz, and 

is seemingly the writer of his own fate. Only he wasn’t. Like us all, Paul was an enigma and 

for Maclean, he was also an angel – not in view of his virtues but in his death:     

Then [Paul] steadied himself and began to cast and the whole world turned to water …The 

mini molecules of water left in the wake of his line made momentary loops of gossamer, 

disappearing so rapidly in the rising big-grained vapour that they had to be retained in 

memory to be visualised as loops. The spray emanating from him was finer-grained still 

and enclosed him in a halo of himself. The halo of himself was always there and always 

disappearing, as if he were candlelight flickering about three inches from himself. The 

images of himself and his line kept disappearing into the rising vapours of the river, which 

continually circled to the tops of the cliffs where, after becoming a wreath in the wind, they 

became rays of the sun.55 

This is a painting of the beauty found underneath the pain, narrated by a man that was 

left vulnerable and broken-hearted by a brother he both admired but was too afraid to know. 

Afraid because that would have entailed Maclean to share in the characteristics of his brother 

which he feared most – the ones that defined him a beautiful fisher – free in encountering the 

joy of his mortality. Norman was the grief-stricken pastoralist, whilst his brother was the fisher, 

released unto the waterscape thus invoking his destiny.  

Maclean uses detailed descriptions of fishing and nature to engage with a number of 

profound metaphysical questions. Within the secular art of fishing, many literary works, diaries 

published, journals printed and on internet forums, fly fishers around the world frequently use 

terms such as religious, spiritual, sacred, divine, ritual, meditation and conversion to describe 

their personal angling experience.56 They refer to their rivers as church and to nature as sacred. 

Maclean’s memories of fishing and family on the Blackfoot River in Missoula, Montana 

actually begin “[i]n our family, there was no clear line between religion and fly fishing”.57 In 

his inquiry into fly fishing as a new stream of religion, Snyder reflects on Mark Browning’s 

insistence that the pursuit of the elusive is to “reach into the unseen and draw out life” and in 

 
55	Ibid.p	20	
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turn, fishers perceive “angling as a means toward the divine”.58 But whilst religion has not ever 

shied away from the testing of metaphysical questions, Maclean places the divine within the 

magic of fishing which is itself a conduit of two worlds – agnostic and experienced on earth. 

The children of a minster, even though they received almost equal instruction in spiritual 

concerns and in fly fishing, it was clear that unlike himself, Paul was a born fisher. When 

fishing, the brothers enter the world from two very different wombs and the transcendental 

quality of the tale is there from the beginning: “My father was very sure about certain matters 

pertaining to the universe. To him, all good things – trout as well as eternal salvation – come 

by grace and grace comes by art and art does not come easy”.59 

The relationship between art and life is allegorical at best and here Maclean’s father 

has the aesthetic quality of a cast in mind like that of the beauty found in craftsmanship or 

artisanal fishing, when labour is done with grace. Like a ballerina, she is an unveiling 

performance, or a classical crafted sculpture in motion, so too is the artisanal fisher, or fly 

caster graceful – beautiful. Upon watching his prodigal brother catch and reel-in a trophy trout, 

Norman summarises: 

At that moment I knew, surely and clearly, that I was witnessing perfection …My brother 

stood before us, not on a bank of the big Blackfoot River, but suspended, above the earth, 

free from all its laws, like a work of art …And I knew just as surely just as clearly, that life 

is not a work of art, and that the moment could not last.60 

Life does not obey the same laws of art; it is neither perfect nor beautiful in that Platonic 

sense. Like the rivers in which Norman and his brother fish, life is ephemeral and beyond any 

moral persuasion. As best surmised by Zachary Simpson on his own reflections of Maclean’s 

fishing tale, “[t]o fish is to temporarily delight in the fleeting and the mysterious”.61  

Paul’s fishing was supernatural insofar as it was the expression of the human condition 

as impermanent and enigmatic. He was the solitary wave, and bundle of becoming.  Thus, he 
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was a fisher, which is also to say that he was the artist but not the art. Everything about Paul’s 

character in life and in death was that fisher that not only sought his mortal existence – fragile 

and ephemeral – but found joy in it. Fearless of his nature, Paul did not seek to escape to the 

seemingly safe and eternal nor in his father’s religion or beneath the law of society. Instead 

Paul was invariably swimming in the river with a rod in hand and fish at the end of his line. It 

is precisely in this way, that Paul can be perceived as the embodiment of the last of the hunters 

and gatherers or fisher qua fisher. Perhaps it is in further pursuit of the aesthetic nature of 

fishing that fisheries managers can better respect the characters of the fishers they aim to 

regulate. 

On reflection of his brother’s life, Maclean says: 

" ...If you push me far enough, all I really know is that he was a fine fisherman." 

"You know more than that," my father said. "He was beautiful." 

"Yes," I said, "he was beautiful. He should have been – you taught him."62 

 

Paul was beautiful, and not because he was brought to life on screen by one of Hollywood’s 

heart-throbs but because his entire being revelled in the place in which he was bound.  Paul 

was not alienated from nature, nor was he in search of a connection with nature for he was 

always bound to it whether the nature was green, watery or stagnant. Fishing however is not a 

monologue or story about a man in place but a relational story whereby the other, the fish, the 

waterscape and all the challenges that concealment and uncertainty brings in meeting you there. 

The fisher arrives in place bound to another within the waterscape through the activity of 

fishing. Paul is the personification of this place when fishing is done well. Paul was not a 

hunter-gatherer, but a fisher. The last of the last of the hunters and gatherers stood out at the 

precipice of Blombos cave about one hundred thousand years ago. On choosing to enter the 

waterscape, our ancestors became the first of the fishers and it is these fishers which Paul 

embodies. He stands at the end of an evolutionary path – a symbolic mind, who dared to arrive 

in the waterscape in pursuit of the elusive and wild other. Whether he arrived as woman or man 

is inconsequential, however the attitude in arriving defines the fisher – proud and ultimately 

defeated, or beautiful and living deliberately and released within the world. Paul was a fly 

fisher, but could have been a commercial harvester, cultural hunter or artisanal netter. The 
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beauty and integrity of these first of the fishers is a point upon a sliding scale which ultimately 

reflects the quality of their dance with the fish within the waterscape.  
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Conclusion to Part II 

In Part II: Thinking about the last of the hunters and gatherers, I explored both the 

misconceptions and relevance of this essentially primitivist account of those that engage with 

the activity of fishing. As an adjunct to hunting I first considered the misconceptions of the 

masculinisation of fishing when I reflected upon the woman’s narrative within this historically 

feminine practice. The equally masculine psychological characterisations of fishers within 

fisheries discourse reverberated the metaphor within the existential question posed in 

Thoreau’s idiomatic living deliberately. Inspired by the hunting discourse in academic 

publications to which fishing is almost always integrated, I examined the relevance of 

primitivist and topological philosophies as they pertain to fishing within the waterscape and 

also the limitations of its adaptability. I lastly considered the way in which the metaphor within 

the femininely enriched and topological narrative may be eminently suggestive of something 

much more reflective of our humanness as defined by a symbolic mind. As a conduit of two 

worlds, I hinted at a spiritualisation of the metaphor whereby the activity of fishing could be 

considered symbolic of the paradox of being human – fishing as an lived symbol of H.sapiens 

sapiens, and embodiment of our humanity. 

In pursuit of the elusive, the fisher may be defined as living deliberately, embodying 

the alert man and an explicit personification of the ordinary relationship we share with our 

world as up for debate within the thesis of releasement. In overcoming the grief and vacation 

from the cultural distraction of our urbanised selves, the fisher finds joy in the magic of nature 

as a conduit of two worlds. The Bifröst is not the place from which the fisher casts, but is the 

fisher! This connecting of two worlds – the terrestrial with the aquatic, and the physical realm 

with the world of ideas – signifies the activity of fishing itself as the symbol of humanity – of 

who and what it is that we are. Fishing is the lived paradox that Fields encounters as the fisher-

mother – gentle but also strong, exhausted but still alert, and responsibly attached but 

independent – free. The lived symbol which embodies the calm chaos of feminine qualities is 

far from Acheson’s assumed masculinities and farther from a cannery island. In this sense, the 

activity is not bound to the procurement of an aquatic protein, but extends itself to all human 

activity which is in pursuit of the elusive.  

Barnard says our post-Neolithic selves are letting go of our humanity insofar as our 

symbolic aptitude is being cultivated by the grammar-bound island, and so perhaps fishers as 

personified by Hutt and Fabio remain truer to our symbolic revolutionary ancestors at the 

precipice of the South African coast. At the nascence of the twenty-first century, our plundered 
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ocean does not offer the kind of positive picture of our fishers that this thesis is suggestive of. 

Far from pariah but kind, and cheerful, the fishers embodied by Santiago, Hutt, Fabio and the 

beautiful Paul, when we place an economic symbol above and beyond the ocean’s cornucopia, 

the fisher becomes like the rest of us – transformed into an economic entrepreneur. No longer 

guided by the moon and in search of the elusive, but following the sonars and market trends. 

Whilst this is only the beginning of thinking about the waterscape and existential relationship 

within it, to which much more research is required, Part III moves onto an ethical consideration 

of fishing. Motivated foremost by the dinnerplate, it is not possible to cast out at a philosophy 

of fishing without our consideration of the other – the fish or for some, the deity which will 

respond to our offering.63 
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Part III: Dance of the fishers – an ethical consideration 

Introduction to Part III 

In Part II: Thinking about the last of the hunters and gatherers the activity of fishing was 

ultimately defined as distinct from the activity of hunting. Whilst fishing entails both hunting 

and gathering practices, it being an undertaking located within the waterscape offers a very 

different account of the predatory of the traditional hunting discourse (established within 

philosophy). Not only is it more an activity synonymous with gathering and thus traditionally 

with women, it also extends our thinking about living deliberately beyond Langer’s grammar-

bound island and the pastoralist grieving of topological philosophy. The flux of life itself is 

embraced by the fisher with a sense of cheerfulness and dynamism that one can only participate 

in when re-immersing into the fervour of the elemental. Poised between the terrestrial and 

aquatic realms the fisher stands also as a conduit of the physical world and the transcendental 

sphere which defines us symbolic minds.  Re-immersed, and es-scaping with the waterscape, 

the activity of fishing becomes the Bifröst and symbol of our becoming on the southern coast 

of Africa one hundred thousand years ago. 

A float bounces upon the water at the end of a little boy’s line that he cast out from his 

recline on the crescent moon. Imagined by Stephen Spielberg and hand-drawn by Robert Hunt, 

the fishing boy was originally a homage to the golden age of cinema, whilst the modernised 

cloud cover adds to the illusion of depth.1 The company behind the fishing boy is inspired to 

tell great stories that encourage audiences to dream and laugh together by pushing the 

boundaries of both creativity and technology – both the imaginary and the physical apparatus 

of cinema and as storytelling, also our thinking. Not a stagnant image, but the dreamlike 

sequence of a moving image. Attempting to reconcile the seemingly incompatible, the prelude 

to the opening sequence of their films, the DreamWorks logo invokes the more character of 

fishing living within the Huck Finn of every fisher-man.  

 
1	KIM,	W.	2012.	Mountain	to	Moon:	10	Movie	Studio	Logos	and	the	Stories	Behind	Them.	Time	Magazine	

[Online].	Available:	http://entertainment.time.com/2012/09/24/mountain-to-moon-10-movie-
studio-logos-and-the-stories-behind-them/slide/dreamworks/	[Accessed	12	January	2019].	
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Figure 9: Fishing from the moon 
Before the first Dreamwork’s picture (The Peacemaker, 1997) “the camera panned up from an 
innocuous blue fishing hole to reveal a magical twilight boy, nestled snug in the crook of a crescent 
moon”. 2  ãSKG (Source: Brian Firenzi. Available at: https://medium.com/@mrbrianfirenzi/7-
times-the-dreamworks-logo-boy-said-my-name-before-the-movie-began-f6150f227e5c) 

 

Distinguished Professor in literature with a keen eye on Mark Twain, 3  Gary 

Scharnhorst claims that The Adventures of Tom Sawyer was more to do with the fun and leisure 

of fishing than any transcendental experience.4 When the boys run away to Jacksons Island for 

a few days they enjoy fishing as a form of immediate gratification. For Twain, fishing was for 

fun or food.  Fishing held no interest for Joe as a mere leisure activity, for unlike Huck, he had 

a home with a mother who cooks for him, to whom he could return. But the return to the free 

fun and leisure of fishing experienced as a boy oftentimes becomes an existential experience – 

even something of a spiritual nature for the adult.  

Thus far, my own philosophy of fishing is the utopic activity of a DreamWorks logo. 

But even like Huck, entertained by the fun and leisure of the activity, even when motivated by 

the more character so easily seduced in our youth, fishing particularly within the commercial, 

and subsistent motif is about landing fish. A topological philosophy of fishing is still only part 

of the story. Rooted within the embodiment of a placed experience, the last of the hunters and 
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gatherers are what is left of our human relationship with a wild caught food source. They are 

also at the heart of a global enviro-socio-economic crisis.5 

In 2016, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization reported over 170 

million tonnes of world capture fisheries production from both inland and marine 

environments, with a first sale value estimated at $US362 billion. It employs over sixty million 

people around the world and provides about 3.2 billion people with almost twenty percent of 

their average intake of animal protein (and more in poor countries).6 In this sense, fishing is 

almost always subsistent within the global context, unlike the seasonally regulated leisure 

activity of hunting outside of the few remaining hunter-gatherer communities to which Ortega 

seeks the alert-man and Thoreau tastes in his pursuit of deliberate living.  

Marine fisheries support global food security,7 human livelihood, employment,8 as well 

as global trade.9 The sustainable use of fisheries resources is increasingly challenged by the 

technological advances of the developing world and its impact is vastly underestimated in the 

poorest parts of the world.10 Whilst it makes sense that the health of our global fisheries is 
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estimated by modellers running algorithms which correlate engine power with catch sizes, in 

their data recalibration of our global maritime fishing fleets, Rousseau et al report that the focus 

in academic discourse has been biased toward industrialised vessels in the developed world.11 

The global fishing fleet doubled between 1950 and 2015 (from 1.7 to 3.7 million vessels) but 

with so much focus on the industrialised vessels of the developed world, the artisanal impact 

of newly motorised fleets has had the greatest impact on the depletion of our global fisheries.12 

Given a vast portion of global fishing still occurs at artisanal levels, his focus on the small scale 

and subsistent, which is also too often assumed inconsequential or more ethical sector, is 

significantly altering the way we estimate global fishing effort and the health of our fisheries 

and the communities that depend upon it. When the perceived “good guys” of the industry – 

the small scale artisanal and community based fishers – are increasingly to blame for the 

depletion of our wild stocks within quantitative marine science discourse, my philosophy of 

fishing dwells more within the realm of Ortega’s distracted world of imaginings than a real 

contribution to the shortcomings of fisheries management taking their cues from scientific 

models, policy and law. In order to better place my existential thinking about the activity, which 

I have proposed is symbolic of the very nature of our being, ethical considerations are necessary 

regarding this privileged relationship between fishers and the wild other. How does my Bifröst 

fisher recognise that some ways of fishing are ethically better than others? 

Fish are seldom afforded the same level of compassion or welfare as warm-blooded 

vertebrates. Culum Brown from Macquarie University is a well-known champion13 in the area 

of fish cognition and explains that “part of the problem is the large gap between people’s 

perception of fish intelligence and the scientific reality”.14 In his work on fish intelligence, 

sentience and ethics, Brown demonstrates that the biological complexity of a fish suggests that 

its perception and cognitive abilities often match or exceed other vertebrates. He says there is 

now unequivocal evidence from laboratory and field studies that a variety of different species 

are capable of social learning, including learning how to find food, which food to eat, to 

recognize predators and assessing mate and rival quality.15  This is inclusive of recognizing 

fish hooks, tied flies and traps. Such capacity for social learning (I would have assumed) is 
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reflective in the precision of the ocean floor crop-like circles created by the Japanese Puffer 

Fish in pursuit of love,16 or the synchronicity displayed by a school of fish suspended mid-

ocean.  

 

   
Figure 10: Symbolic displays for love 
Inspired to gain the attention of a female, before the current destroys his masterpiece, the 
Japanese Puffer Fish works twenty-four hours a day for a week to transcribe the mathematical 
plan in his mind with just his fins. (Source: Screenshots from the documentary snippet found on 
the National Geographic website at:  
www.nationalgeographic.com.au/videos/david-attenboroughs-life-story/a-stunning-artwork-by-
the-japanese-puffer-fish-4061.aspx) 
 
 

 

 
Figure 11: Synchronicity 
“Swirl of Fish Barracuda with sun light” Stock image. Credit: armiblue (Source: istockphoto.com) 

 

Brown also defends fish sentience, not too dissimilar to our own, when he writes “the evidence 

for pain perception strongly suggests that fish experience pain in a manner similar to the rest 

of the vertebrates”.17 Although scientists cannot provide a definitive answer on the level of 

consciousness for any non-human vertebrate, the extensive evidence of fish behavioural and 

cognitive sophistication and pain perception, says Brown, suggests that best practice would be 

 
16	A	Stunning	Artwork	By	The	Japanese	Puffer	Fish,	2014.	Directed	by	BBC.		
17	BROWN,	C.	2014.	Fish	intelligence,	sentience	and	ethics.	Animal	Cognition,	18,	18.	
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to lend fish the same level of protection as any other vertebrate.18 His work directly calls into 

question what passes as animal ethics in various fish tagging methods prescribed by scientific 

and academic communities, as well as the catch and release methods defended by many 

conservation-based-fishers and big-game-sport-fishers or perhaps rather more appropriately 

redefined, fish-hunters. Brown’s ethics almost go as far as to reflect the Jungian representation 

of the fish as self through his reviews on fish sentience. He establishes scientific evidence for 

the psychphysical symbolism that has been central to the story of the Bifröst fisher. Brown’s 

intelligent fish is an inspiration to persist with a topologically informed thinking about our 

ethical relationship with the fish, even if my treatment of fishing thus far seems utopic in the 

face of fisheries models. Part III: Dance of the fishers is an exploration into a way of thinking 

about a place-based ethics, inspired by the activity of fishing, (which ultimately becomes a 

discourse on love) and its location in the waterscape. 

As soon as we encounter the other, we enter into an ethical relationship. Our situated 

experience of the activity of fishing thus entails an ethic which is equally placed. A philosophy 

bound in place offers a new way of thinking about our experience in and of the world, which 

is at once also ethical. Ethical discourse has traditionally reflected aspirations of moral 

principles, often supported by a divine metaphysics, articulated and refined by the cerebral 

computation of logical reason. The possibility for the inverse to the traditional method is 

reflected in the situated invocation inspired by the poetic order of things and embodied from 

one’s re-immersion into the world. It is not an ethic inspired by a god that has long since left 

Eden, but one that emerges from the place we find ourselves. It remembers the songlines from 

country and embodies the symbolic significance of our fisher ancestors. Mathews’ invocation 

explicitly calls for a place-based ethic, as does Malpas’ topological thinking, yet each have 

refrained thus far from any further published discourse entailing one. This final chapter of the 

thesis therefore takes inspiration from these exponents of a sense of place. 

The activity of fishing and our thinking about it does not occur in a vacuum but the 

worldview in which we find ourselves – the culture in which we are also placed and ethically 

swayed. In Chapter 6 I propose that fishing offers a very different experience of the world. A 

world which is more akin to a seductive dance resistant of attempts to a cultural ambush out at 

sea. It is mostly concerned in addressing the utopic character of my fishing story which 

seemingly fails to accurately reflect the state of our global fisheries. I demonstrate how our 

economic model has not been conducive to our humanity, that has since the symbolic 

 
18	Ibid.	
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revolution, perceived the ocean as a cornucopia with an ever-replenishing bounty providing us 

with its fertilities of the sea. I also offer a feminist account of the will to violence and 

domination that has defined our reign over the world since the scientific revolution of which 

our economic model is but a reflection. In spite of these formidable cultural backdrops, fishers 

continue to be called to a life in the waterscape.  

Chapter 7 more explicitly delves into a way of thinking about a place-based ethic. Even 

though neither Ortega, Malpas nor Mathews explicitly pursue a topological ethic, their 

topologies reflect qualities which indigenous philosophies, stories and dreaming use to 

establish laws of the land. I consider an account that reflects indigenous world views that the 

scientific world has both betrayed in its technological advance as it has also supported in its 

more recent gathering of evidence in its crisis weaved net. As a metaphysics of Aboriginal 

dreaming I return to Mathews’ thesis on ontopoetics and more precisely, her account of 

invocation which precariously balances on the Taoist notion of the hinge which is itself a thesis 

on love. Like a discourse on ontopoetics itself, this fishing ethic concludes with the general 

mood and themes of this thesis. My beginnings of thinking about a fishing ethic is consistent 

of the symbolic significance of sex and the unknown, personified by the feminine deities whom 

were themselves worshiped for fertility and bounty and love.  
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6. Paradigmatic lens through which a fisher fishes  

The morality of a conduct involves the systemisation, defence and recommendation of cultural 

norms. Whether it be motivated by the will of God, the role of reason or appeals to universal 

truths, each ethical controversy plays out within the biases of cultural beliefs and is difficult if 

not impossible to defend from beyond those colours and prejudices. This chapter thus dedicates 

some thinking about the background noise of the culture from which the activity of fishing has 

evolved since the symbolic revolution. What follows is a critique of the misogynistic tale of 

violence and domination as narrated by some ecofeminists with my own appeal to a more 

seductive rhythm of a fisher’s cast. I also consider the reigning power of Mammon and its 

influences over these last of the hunters and gatherers. This is ultimately reflected in the 

feminist’s premonitions coupled with the symbolic significance of our ancestral past. 

6.1. The blue Mammon 

Hemingway embodied the kind of masculinity he penned on the page.1 He was a returned WWI 

veteran with an enthusiasm for bullfighting and hunting safaris. For over twenty years he often 

launched his fishing boat, the Pilar, in Cojimar, on the Southeast edge of Havana.2 It is difficult 

not to imagine that this ‘man’s man’ fished as a hunter. Rescued from decades of Cuba’s baking 

heat and high humidity, the collection of log books, photography, and journals of the “earliest 

and most prolific sport fisherman in the Florida Straits”3 has created an unparalleled scientific 

resource by having prowled some of the world’s richest fisheries.  Hemingway’s obsessive 

record-keeping, combined with the thousands of hours he spent on the water, have researchers 

hopeful of a scientific story about deep-sea fish populations over the last 75 years in the Straits.4 

His own biography was reflected in the successes of his minimalist writing technique (which 

he coined “the iceberg theory”) precisely because he effortlessly captured the tips of 

philosophical insights.  

 
1	Ernest	Hemingway:	Wrestling	With	Life,	1998.	Directed	by	CRISMAN,	S.:	A&E	Network.;	CROUCH,	I.	2014.	

Hemingway’s	Hidden	Metafictions.	The	New	Yorker.	New	York	City,	New	York:	Condé	Nast.	
2	AP.	2014.	Ernest	Hemingway’s	game	fishing	logs	a	hidden	conservation	treasure.	The	Australian	

[Online].	Available:	https://www.theaustralian.com.au/nation/world/ernest-hemingways-game-
fishing-logs-a-hidden-conservation-treasure/news-story/5bde022a937e116a2a3fda7dc671c5c8	
[Accessed	9	September	2014].	

3	Ibid.	
4	WESSENSETEIN,	M.	2014.	Scientists	seek	treasure	in	Hemingway's	fish	log.	The	Age,	Wednesday,	

September	10,	2014,	p.World	15.	
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Hemingway is profoundly perceptive to have included the gendered depiction of water 

in his characterisation of Santiago. It is in response to this that I frame my own exploration into 

our relationship with water and our representation of her or him within the cultural imaginary 

over time and how this explicitly implicates the activity of fishing within our neoliberal 

framework. The fisher as an embodied symbol of humanity is interwoven within the waterscape 

which Hemingway anthropomorphizes through Santiago’s commitment to her femininity:  

He always thought of the sea as la mar which is what people call her in Spanish if they love 

her. Sometimes those who love her say bad things about her but they are always said as 

though she were a woman. Some of the younger fishermen, those who used buoys as floats 

for their lines and had motor-boats…spoke of her as el mar which is masculine. They spoke 

of her as a contestant or a place or even an enemy. But the old man always thought of her 

as feminine and as something that gave or withheld great favours, and if she did wild or 

wicked things it was because she could not help them.5 

Water has been used as a symbol of wisdom, power, purity, grace, music, the emotions, 

the unconscious and the undifferentiated chaos that gave rise to the material world. Throughout 

history, the character of water, much like Santiago’s reference to her femininity, has been 

feminised. This is not unusual to water since Mother Earth, as her name implies was historically 

female – all of nature was. Her bounty and abundance, fertility and nourishment cradled, 

nurtured and fed all of her children – man, beast and vegetation. In many ancient cultures 

however, water was also the ultimate maternal figure insofar as she was symbolic of the 

amniotic fluid of life. Everything in existence was birthed from, and ultimately returns to, the 

metaphoric “waters of chaos” through the substance of water.6 The womb of life – we were 

born of the water and for hundreds of millions of years lived within its realm – until we didn’t. 

When returning to the womb, we are weightless, unbound by the gravitational forces of our 

terrestrial bodies, reminiscent of our vestigial selves, floating, we are free.  Cradled by her 

completely she welcomes us back, but lunged, our bodied-selves are cognizant of the limitation 

of our aquatic life. Water is thus equally a giver of life as much as she is a taker of it. 

Omnipotent.  

 
5	HEMINGWAY,	E.	1952.	The	Old	Man	and	The	Sea,	London,	Vintage.	pp.	19-20	
6	MARRIN,	D.	L.	2005.	Water	Symbolism.	In:	KEELEY,	J.	H.	L.	A.	J.	(ed.)	Water	Encyclopedia.	Hoboken,	N.J:	

John	Wiley	&	Sons.	
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Water is so familiar yet also so foreign. Humans are sixty percent water7 yet our oceans 

remain ninety-five percent unknown to us.8 Blood can also be thought of as a private ocean, a 

recapitulation of what life was like for all the years we spent drifting as microscopic, single-

celled organisms, “taking up nutrients from sea water and then eliminating waste products back 

into sea water” 9 says Andrew Schafer, (a Professor at Weill Cornell Medical College and the 

outgoing president of the American Society of Haematology). Not only is blood mostly water, 

but the watery portion of blood, the plasma, has a concentration of salt and other ions that is 

remarkably similar to sea water. 

With our shift in world views, the post‐Renaissance view of water differed in many 

respects from ancient views, but water and its recognizable flow forms remained symbols of 

power, beauty, wisdom, and the essence of the natural world.10 In our postmodern world, water 

most commonly symbolizes an economic commodity, which is bought, sold, collected, and 

distributed according to various market forces. In English she was neutered and her reverence 

as the source of life was reduced to but one of a mere resource – a drawn stock, asset, material 

or supply of money bartered, traded, abused and plundered in order to maintain efficiency.  

Even with the more recent contemporary acknowledgement of the ecosystem services that the 

oceans provide, including that of amenity to humans (through surfing, walking along a beach, 

and so forth)11 the neo-liberal paradigm to which we are pledged entails a thriving and growth 

economy before happiness and wellbeing.  

This was made explicit in Hemingway’s point of water’s gender divide, which 

correlated a fisher’s relationship with the sea with one that was defined by the employment of 

categorical technologies. The genderisation of the water ultimately defined the way in which 

the activity of fishing was carried out. For Santiago armed with his lines, harpoons and oars, 

even having gone months without a fish, the water was still his cornucopia, his source of 

nourishment to be thankful of and from which he was united with his aquatic brethren. But his 

nourishment was also not confined to a protein source, but was located in his very being upon 

 
7	HANSEN,	J.	T.,	KOEPPEN,	B.	M.	&	NETTER,	F.	H.	2002.	Netter's	atlas	of	human	physiology,	Icon	Learning	

Systems.	
8	ROBERTS,	C.	2007.	The	Unnatural	History	of	the	Sea:	The	past	and	future	of	humanity	and	fishing,	Great	

Britain,	Octopus	Books.	
9	ANGIER,	N.	2008.	The	Wonders	of	Blood.	The	New	York	Times,	20	October,	2008.	
10	MARRIN,	D.	L.	2005.	Water	Symbolism.	In:	KEELEY,	J.	H.	L.	A.	J.	(ed.)	Water	Encyclopedia.	Hoboken,	N.J:	

John	Wiley	&	Sons.	
11	NICHOLS,	W.	J.	2014.	Blue	Mind:	how	water	makes	you	happier,	more	connected	and	better	at	what	you	

do,	London,	Abacus.	
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the waterscape – welcomed by la mar. For “some of the younger fishermen” who updated their 

fishing practice with better technology, “bought when the shark livers had brought much 

money”, el mar was a male opponent to be rivalled.12  

The technological correlation to the genderisation of the sea was not coincidental, nor 

inconsequential, in the processing of meaning within the symbolic mind. This shift in 

perception has resulted in many unforeseen effects on the earth and the biosphere.13 No matter 

how forcefully the atheists commodify this elemental realm, our utter dependency on it for life, 

captures a glimpse of its foregone pagan divinity.  Water is formless and in perpetual ebb and 

flow, its tides and currents ever in breath with the moon. An absence becoming, water both 

unveils and conceals14 – washing away the stains, spills and run offs; swallowing up wrecks, 

treasures, fishing lines, discarded nets, unsecured containers, bodies and lost cities, monsters 

and sirens, while sometimes returning them to us at her lapping shores. Sometimes also offering 

them back with the bloating bellies, biological disfigurations and plastic infested flesh of her 

aquatic vertebrates.  

Over the past two decades, there has been an increased quantity of academic literature 

concerned about the global state of fisheries. Whilst the focus has increasingly become about 

the way in which climate change may effect the biophysics and economics of world fisheries,15 

since Kevern Cochrane’s paper in 2000,16 publications consistently report on how by and large, 

fisheries management is failing in pursuit of all three of its goals: sustainable utilisation, 

economic efficiency, and equity in access to resources.  

Living marine resources are particularly threatened by overfishing, leading to many of 

the world’s fish stocks being heavily, fully or over exploited. 17  Similarly, the economic 

diagnosis is that costs of fishing exceeded the value of the world’s catch by almost US $40 

 
12	HEMINGWAY,	E.	1952.	The	Old	Man	and	The	Sea,	London,	Vintage.	p.	65	
13	MARRIN,	D.	L.	2005.	Water	Symbolism.	In:	KEELEY,	J.	H.	L.	A.	J.	(ed.)	Water	Encyclopedia.	Hoboken,	N.J:	

John	Wiley	&	Sons.	
14	Inspired	by	Levinas’	discussion	of	the	elemental	in	his	Infinity	and	Totality.	
15	SUMAILA,	U.	R.,	CHEUNG,	W.	W.	L.,	LAM,	V.	W.	Y.,	PAULY,	D.	&	HERRICK,	S.	2011.	Climate	change	

impacts	on	the	biophysics	and	economics	of	world	fisheries.	Nature	Climate	Change,	1,	449.	
16	COCHRANE,	K.	L.	2000.	Reconciling	sustainability,	economic	efficiency	and	equity	in	fisheries:	the	one	

that	got	away?	Great	Britain:	Blackwell	Science.	
17	FULTON,	E.	A.,	PLAGANYI,	E.,	CHEUNG,	W.,	BLANCHARD,	J.	&	WATSON,	R.	2018.	Marine	Systems,	Food	

Security,	and	Future	Earth,	Cambridge	University	Press.	pp.	296-297	
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billion at the beginning of this millennium.18 After almost twenty years, statistics on equity are 

less available,19 but the necessary spread of limited access to fisheries frequently has the 

greatest impact on the small scale, traditional fisher, who also are increasingly impacting wild 

fish stocks.20 The discourse that has emerged over the complexity of fisheries management has 

essentially become a polemical promotion of three traditionally incompatible agendas: i) to 

exploit fisheries resources in order to address the needs of a growing global population; ii) to 

contribute to global GDP growth; and iii) to ensure environmental and social sustainability.  

Two decades ago, Cochrane identified the root problem of fisheries management 

(which has since persevered) to be a complexity which can be abused by all interest groups to 

avoid responsibility and to suit their own objectives. He goes onto claim that “responsible 

management will, however, only be effective if there is a genuine desire to achieve the 

objectives”.21  The ecological, economic and social crises out on the waterscape is argued to be 

caused by a failing global agenda which are aiming at a sustainable use of resources and 

ecosystems, providing social benefits, and achieving economic efficiency. However, the 

integration of these traditionally incompatible objectives is compounded by more than 

Cochrane’s claim about genuine desire and wrought with uncertainties that do not so easily 

translate into quantifiable plugins. 

Firstly, there is significant biological uncertainty which extends to the dynamics of 

ecosystems. While the growth and productivity of any fish population is a function of its 

biological characteristics and of its magnitude and age structure at a given time, populations 

frequently demonstrate high variability driven by the environment. 22  Exploitation of fish 

 
18	COCHRANE,	K.	L.	2000.	Reconciling	sustainability,	economic	efficiency	and	equity	in	fisheries:	the	one	

that	got	away?	Great	Britain:	Blackwell	Science.	
19	Ibid.	
20	ROUSSEAU,	Y.	W.,	REG	A.,	BLANCHARD,	JULIA.,	FULTON,	ELIZABETH	2019.	Evolution	of	global	marine	

fishing	fleets	and	the	response	of	fished	resources.	PNAS,	TBA,	6.	
21	COCHRANE,	K.	L.	2000.	Reconciling	sustainability,	economic	efficiency	and	equity	in	fisheries:	the	one	

that	got	away?	Great	Britain:	Blackwell	Science.	p.	3	
22	BORME,	D.	2017.	Fish	biology	with	Dr	Diego	Borme	(Modeler).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Trieste,	Italy:	National	

Institute	of	Oceanography	and	Experimental	Geophysics	(OGS),	ibid.;	ZIEGLER,	P.	How	Much	Fish?		
Seminar	Series,	28	July	2016	2016	Australian	Antarctic	Division.	
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stocks, ecosystem interactions which are even less understood, and the added variability of 

climate change23 makes fisheries modelling a calculable explosion of uncertainty.24  

Secondly, there have not been expected measurable economic gains, but rather in losses 

through “the question of buybacks, or decommissioning subsidies”25. In 2002, Munro and 

Sumaila estimated that approximately one-third of the total fisheries subsidies of US $2.5 

billion per annum paid by governments for North Atlantic fisheries were accounted for by 

buyback subsidies.26 In 2005, the European Union proposed an additional €272 million be 

spent on vessel decommissioning27. In 2004 the US government spent US $100 million to buy 

out the licenses of twenty-eight of the approximately two hundred and sixty vessels in the 

Alaskan snow crab fishery.28 Clark, Sumaila and Munro go on to demonstrate that “buyback 

subsidies, if they come to be anticipated by fishermen, will generally have a negative effect on 

economic performance and resource conservation”.29  

 Lastly, the social crisis within fisheries is ultimately founded in a transition of 

power and thus also control. The increasing industrialisation and urbanisation of fisheries has 

resulted in a shift of power and influence away from the fishers and to the retailers.30 This 

picture essentially reducers the fisher to puppets enacted by the economic and technocratic 

puppeteers and confined to the islands of the waterscape. The enviro-socio-economic factors 

contributing to the complexity and failings of fisheries management can be summarised by the 

neoliberal overtones of the contemporary system.  

In summary, one of the recognised problems in fisheries management is the precedence 

given to powerful economic interests which are frequently given priority over social 

 
23	ZIEGLER,	P.	How	Much	Fish?		Seminar	Series,	28	July	2016	2016	Australian	Antarctic	Division,	

SUMAILA,	U.	R.,	CHEUNG,	W.	W.	L.,	LAM,	V.	W.	Y.,	PAULY,	D.	&	HERRICK,	S.	2011.	Climate	change	
impacts	on	the	biophysics	and	economics	of	world	fisheries.	Nature	Climate	Change,	1,	449.	

24	SAINSBURY,	K.	2016.	The	Uncertainty	in	Fisheries	Models	(Professor	—	Marine	System	Management).	
In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Institute	for	Marine	and	Antarctic	Studies,	Taroona.;		

25	CLARK,	C.	W.,	MUNRO,	G.	R.	&	SUMAILA,	U.	R.	2005.	Subsidies,	buybacks,	and	sustainable	fisheries.	
Journal	of	Environmental	Economics	and	Management,	50,	47-58.	

26	MUNRO,	G.	&	SUMAILA,	U.	R.	2002.	The	impact	of	subsidies	upon	fisheries	management	and	
sustainability:	The	case	of	the	North	Atlantic.	Fish	and	Fisheries,	3,	233-250.	

27	CLARK,	C.	W.,	MUNRO,	G.	R.	&	SUMAILA,	U.	R.	2005.	Subsidies,	buybacks,	and	sustainable	fisheries.	
Journal	of	Environmental	Economics	and	Management,	50,	47-58.	p.	47	

28	Ibid.	
29	Ibid.	
30	FRIIS,	P.	1996.	The	european	fishing	industry:	deregulation	and	the	market.	In:	CREAN,	K.	D.	S.	(ed.)	

Fisheries	managment	in	crisis.	Fishing	New	Books,	Blackwell	SCience.	
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considerations. Even though there has been a push to consider the social benefits of our 

relationship to our oceans 31  and the importance of protecting small scale fisheries and 

communities32, the comparative significance of biological and ecological factors upon which 

the socio-economic factors depend, are almost always secondary within fisheries management 

considerations. The economic drive is not just bound to the market but defended by the 

scientific, political and governing sectors and stakeholders relying upon the certainty of 

fisheries models. I remain unconvinced of its accuracy or any level of certainty that aims to 

measure the effects on an ocean that remains 95% unknown to us, its migrating inhabitants, 

within an unprecedented changing climate, and our relationship to it.  

A discourse lead by the pursuit of industrialisation, exploitation and persisting growth 

economies reeks of the kind of control, domination and will to violence that ecofeminists 

Andrée Collard and Joyce Contrucci have been committed to and the kind of misogynistic and 

necrophilous motivations that Mary Daly makes explicit. 

6.2. The misogynistic myth of violence of domination 

The fisher, and the hunter to which she is scholastically wed, was not created within a vacuum 

but perceived and sustained within a particular set of cultural conditions. In post-World-War-

II France, phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty was committed to developing a 

philosophical account for the historical and embodied character of the human experience. His 

philosophy of nature does not feature in this thesis but is perhaps a consideration worth taking 

up beyond its limits. His reformation of the phenomenological method as a self-referential 

myth concerned with the historicity of the human experience and summed up by “man is a 

historical idea and not a natural species”33. It identifies humanity by what frustrates Ortega by 

our urban condition but also offers a glimpse into thinking about Mathews’ thesis of invocation.  

From a feminist lens, these ten words may translate the activity of hunting and its parenthetical 

fishing as historically rationalised and narrated by reasonable men, where reasonable is self-

justifying and equally sustained by the same paradigm to which it serves. Moreover, indifferent 

to the demarcation I am continuing to propose between the activities of hunting and fishing, 

 
31	NICHOLS,	W.	J.	2014.	Blue	Mind:	how	water	makes	you	happier,	more	connected	and	better	at	what	you	

do,	London,	Abacus.	
32	MCGOODWIN,	J.	R.	2001.	Understanding	the	cultures	of	fishing	communities:	a	key	to	fisheries	

managment	and	food	security,	Rome,	Food	and	Agriculture	Organisation	of	the	United	Nations.	
33	MERLEAU-PONTY,	M.	2002.	Phenomenology	of	perception,	Routledge.	p	199		
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feminists – and in particular eco-feminists – have blamed hunters and by association fishers, 

in the historicity of violence and domination inflicted by H.sapiens upon the environment. I 

am thus committed to deciphering how complicit an author our fishers are within their 

tyrannical tale, and how it may inspire our thinking about global fisheries. 

In their Rape of the Wild: Man’s Violence against Animals and the Earth, Collard and 

Contrucci hold hunting – man’s oldest profession – accountable for the cultural development 

of our species and thus our world.34 In accordance with their contemporary anthropological 

theorists, Collard and Contrucci claim hunting is “the crucible in which natural selection 

pounded at the grist for the human spirit as well as the human body”.35 

It is difficult to miss the frustration, utter despair and oftentimes derisive tone in their 

complete redrafting of the hunter protagonist in the cultural development of our species. 

Collard and Contrucci force us to reconsider the patriarchal fiction we have been narrated that 

has invariably sided with the hunter on a “noble” pursuit and whose hunting activities account 

for the achievements of civilization. In fact, Collard and Contrucci argue that the selection 

pressure for hunting was much more deliberate than the tale of randomised chance proposed 

by the Darwinian account of natural selection. Rather, it was fostered, they say, by a very 

specific kind of culture within the already patriarchal hegemony.  

The hunters of the Pleistocene did not hunt every day and barely every week.36 Their 

survival relied more on the skills necessary for the gathering and consumption of plant-based 

food than on the killing of animals and the eating of their flesh,37 and thus upon the women of 

their communities (oftentimes also aided by men). I have already established the significance 

of gathering fish at the cradle of the symbolic mind and the way in which hunting is really only 

half of our fisher narrative. Since the literature, including the feminist works, have overlooked 

this fact, and precisely due to the feminine character that has emerged overwhelmingly from 

my own research, I return to the hunter narrative in order to place the last of the hunters and 

gatherers into our culturally derived world. What is relevant to my fisher story within this 

 
34	COLLARD,	A.	&	CONTRUCCI,	J.	1989.	Rape	of	the	Wild:	Man’s	Violence	against	Animnals	and	teh	Earth,	

Indiana,	Indiana	University	Press.	p	33	
35	Ibid.	p	33	
36	The	Great	Human	Odyssey,	2015.	Film.	Directed	by	THOMPSON,	N.	Canada.;	GURVEN	,	M.	&	HILL,	K.	

2009.	Why	Do	Men	Hunt?	:	A	Reevaluation	of	“Man	the	Hunter”	and	the	Sexual	Division	of	Labor.	
Current	Anthropology,	50,	51.;	MARLOWE,	F.	W.	2007.	Hunting	and	gathering:	The	human	sexual	
division	of	foraging	labor.	Cross-Cultural	Research,	41,	170-195.	

37	COLLARD,	A.	&	CONTRUCCI,	J.	1989.	Rape	of	the	Wild:	Man’s	Violence	against	Animnals	and	teh	Earth,	
Indiana,	Indiana	University	Press.	p	34	
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patriarchal hunt is a further understanding of the culture in which the hunter was nurtured and 

triumphed. While Collard and Contrucci are adamant in their resistance against the central 

position hunting has assumed in the formation of our cultured-selves, they acknowledge that 

the hunter has been both the victim and scapegoat for the less than acceptable behaviours we 

have assumed “natural” and cardinal expression of the “Paleolith”: 

For it is not hunting that formed our intellect, emotions, etc., but rather those hunters who, 

finding pleasure in the hunt, abandoned the ancient rituals of atonement that had 

accompanied the killing of animals for food. Thus some hunters in some parts of the world 

developed a form of power based on the model of hunting. These hunter-kings spread their 

value systems through the violence of wars, destroying nature, killing animals, raping 

women, [pillaging villages] and in general abusing those they enslave. It is in this context 

that human intellect, interests, emotions, and basic social life evolved in patriarchy.38 

The human activity of hunting quickly becomes a tightrope upon which the hunter 

stalks its prey between the monoliths of sacrificial atonement and mere barbarous brutality. 

The governing patriarchy in other words is not a reflection of all descendants, which is to say, 

all men, but rather the authors of a culture we were all dominated to live by. Within the hunter-

kings narrative, Collard and Contrucci and others39 have explored the violence laid bare and 

undeniably bound by a patriarchal ontology. 

In the 1960s we witnessed the birth of ecofeminism – the rising up of feminists and 

environmentalists united to demand their voice be heard by the patriarchal exploiters of the 

‘progressive’ West. The movement argued that since Plato’s40 division of the world into spirit 

and matter, patriarchal Western philosophy and religions have used language and science to 

bolster their power over both nature and women. It is argued that this kind of dualist thinking 

pervades Western thought in such familiar distinctions between culture and nature; reason and 

 
38	Ibid.	p	34	
39	LUKE,	B.	1998.	Violent	Love:	hunting,	heterosexuality,	and	the	erotics	of	men's	predation.	Feminist	

Studies,	24,	29.;	FABER,	A.	2004.	Eros	and	Violence.	Feminist	Theology,	12,	319-342.;	MORETON-
ROBINSON,	A.	2011.	The	white	man's	burden:	Patriarchal	White	Epistemic	Violence	and	Aboriginal	
Women's	Knowledges	within	the	Academy.	Australian	Feminist	Studies,	26,	413-431.;	GOLDHILL,	S.	
2004.	Love,	sex	&	tragedy	:	how	the	ancient	world	shapes	our	lives,	University	of	Chicago	Press.	

40	The	importance	of	these	distinctions	in	Ancient	Greek	philosophy	can	be	found	in	both	Plato’s	Phaedo	
and	Aristotle’s	Politics.		
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the emotions; god and devil which are each traditionally (albeit more recently neutered) 

corresponding to the divisions of men and women. I would however argue that such 

distinctions are not limited to the west, since the Hindu Shiva and Shakti principles upon which 

the Tantric practices are based and the Yin and Yang duality in Taoism through which we find 

unity, are both examples that are consistent with the male and female divisions to which they 

have historically been paralleled. But then, it is a privileged debate that thus focuses upon its 

own cultural imaginary. Traditionally, men have been associated with culture, mind, reason, 

lightness, God, and life taking or death, while it was to women that nature, the body, the 

emotions, darkness, the devil and life giving or fertility characters were linked. In the West, 

and it is unique to the West, there seems little further requirement needed in establishing the 

relationship between Nature and Women beyond Mother Earth. From within this dualism, 

hunting and fishing obviously sit in opposing conceptions of gender, respectively. 

In a cornerstone of ecofeminist literature, Woman and Nature: the roaring inside her, 

Susan Griffin’s embedding of language and culture within the natural world gives a voice to 

the voiceless while poetically exploring the victims of man’s violence. Like no other academic 

work I have studied, Griffin’s book shoots beyond the dualism propagated by the reigning 

patriarchy and transcends prose into the realm of the poetic, blurring the customary divisions 

of reason and the emotions; culture and nature; mind and the body; lightness and darkness; 

death and life; by unifying them. Her depiction of the Hunt is most relevant to our discussion 

by emotionally capturing the experience of the hunt and further revealing the sadomasochistic 

dualities of fatality and domination; of vulnerability and power; of freedom and capture; of her 

wild and his violence: 

She has captured his heart. She has overcome him. He cannot tear his eyes away. He is 

burning with passion. He cannot live without her. He pursues her. She makes him pursue 

her. The faster she runs, the stronger his desire. He will overtake her. He will make her his 

own. He will have her. (The boy chases the doe and her yearling for nearly two hours. She 

keeps running despite her wounds. He pursues her through pastures, over fences, groves of 

trees, crossing the road, up hills, volleys of rifle shots sounding, until perhaps twenty bullets 

are embedded in her body.) She has no mercy. She has dressed to excite his desire. She has 

no scruples. She has painted herself for him. She makes supple movements to entice him. 
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She is without a soul. Beneath her painted face is flesh, are bones. She reveals only a part 

of herself to him. She is wild. She flees whenever he approaches. She is teasing him.41  

In His Power: he tames what is wild Griffin explores the gendered experiences of the 

Hunt – the patriarchal activity whereby he is hunter and she is hunted — he has intentions and 

she has reactions — he is impassioned and she is consumed — he is not lost in her and she 

becomes him.42 Her rape analogy of the hunt is both deliberate and intoxicating. It is difficult 

to remove yourself from the journey she forces you along this downward spiral that commences 

at the sight of her – from the look – and ends in her denying any wilderness left within herself 

at her capture. Griffin’s sadomasochistic waltz between his narrative and her surrender to 

extinction is the poetic chronicle of this patriarchal defence beneath which we humans, animals 

and environment have been invariably annihilated. As though killing [her] softly with his 

song,43 Griffin suspends the human experience of the hunt like a mirror ball to which our 

personal, cultural and institutional relationships are captured, flickered and reflected to the 

receptive glance. Griffin’s hunt steps out onto the precipice of life as defined by an inherent 

dependency upon that which is wild – that which is free. This reflects Jean Paul Sartre’s notion 

of the look as the moment our freedom is caught by the Other and thus his infamous line: Hell 

is just – other people.44 This is a look to which we fight or from which we fly, a look that steers 

the course of violence insofar as violence is imbedded in the seat of his intention. It is also 

worth noting that it is a look a fisher almost always does not share with her prey which swims 

beneath the sheath of the watery realm.  

6.2.1. The will to violence 

Poles apart from Griffin’s phenomenological poetic of the hunt, James Carmine, from Carlow 

University unapologetically presents the token classical liberal position on hunting when in his 

focus on the Rise of the Eco-Gentry he writes: “It may be disturbing, but that is the truth of it: 

 
41	GRIFFIN,	S.	1978.	Woman	and	Nature:	The	Roaring	Inside	Her,	New	York,	Harper	&	Row.	p	105	
42	Ibid.	pp	106-7.	
43	This	is	a	direct	refence	to	the	single.	FOX,	C.	&	GIMBEL,	N.	1971.	Killing	Me	Softly	With	His	Song.	First	

performed	by	Lori	Lieberman	the	single	became	a	number-one	hit	in	the	US	for	Roberta	Flack.	It	was	
covered	by	many	artists	including	the	version	I	am	most	familiar	with,	by	the	Fuges,	which	won	the	
1997	Grammy	for	best	R&B	performance	by	a	Duo	or	Group	with	Vocal.	In	the	latter	version,	Lauren	
Hill	gives	voice	to	the	violence	Griffin’s	language	embodies.		

44	SARTRE,	J.-P.	1958.	No	Exit,	New	York,	Samuel	French	Inc.	p	52	
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we enjoy hunting when we have possessed the game we pursue by killing it”.45 The violence 

here is in the enjoyment of possessing and not in the killing itself. It is what makes Santiago’s 

kill a sacrifice and Carmine’s enjoyment an act of violence. When we remove the primitivist 

proclamations of the hunt, as a human activity that reveals a particular “essence” of Man that 

is still worthwhile unveiling, hunters (as distinct from all men) profess the bare nature of their 

attraction which echoes Ortega’s own confession: “Hunting is what an animal does to take 

possession, dead or alive, of some other being that belongs to a species basically inferior to its 

own”.46  

Here Ortega fails to critique the violence of the hunt but rather it can be argued that he 

has romanticized it. But violence calls for a moral account and an ethical critique of the kind 

Ortega explicitly avoided yet also admits necessary to further consider. His justification of its 

omission is bound to Ortega’s preoccupation in developing an ontological meditation of the 

hunt in celebration of the patriarchal narrative in favour of a complete hunting almanac.47 

It is difficult to ignore Friedrich Nietzsche’s highly contentious thesis in his Beyond 

Good and Evil from which I have taken inspiration for the subtitle of this section. Many 

interpret Nietzsche as a Naturalist-Realist bound by the dominant patriarchal culture within 

which he formulates his thinking. For Nietzsche then, “our entire instinctive life [a]s the 

development and ramification of the one basic form of will – as will to power, as is my theory”. 

48 Beyond Good and Evil aims to challenge the view that there is an inherent will to truth.  

Rather, for Nietzsche, nature (and by extension, humans) is a world of passions and desires in 

which we engage not through human valuation or ethical negotiations, but through something 

much more primal – power. Human reason is equally motivated by our will to power, feigned 

to truth, because truth is an expression of power. This is what motivates my subtitle – The will 

to violence – because like that established and pursued by Nietzsche, the patriarchal account 

of the hunt as manufactured and disseminated by way of the hunter-kings is as much a display 

of the will to power as it is a will to violence, insofar as violence moralizes such power, at least 

within our current discussions of the hunt, and above all, shuts one’s eyes to the inferior other. 

For the hunter-kings, the violence is the power of possessing. The act of taking 

possession as an expression of domination, says Collard and Contrucci. It is bound by the 

 
45	CARMINE	2010.	Off	the	Grid:	Rights,	Religion,	and	the	Rise	of	the	Eco-Gentry.	In:	ALLHOFF,	F.	(ed.)	

Hunting	Philosophy	For	Everyone.	West	Sussex:	Wiley-Blackwell.	p	243	
46	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	57	
47	Ibid.	
48	NIETZSCHE,	F.	1973.	Beyond	Good	and	Evil,	London,	Penguin	Books.	Aphorism	36,	p	67	
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hunt’s procession of objectification.  In response to Ortega’s insistence that “one does not hunt 

in order to kill; on the contrary, one kills in order to have hunted”,49 some have claimed that 

hunters must desensitize their emotional sympathies toward the pain of the animal. They 

objectify the animal as prey – as game. In his Case for Hunting,50 Roger King is inspired by 

Collard and Contrucci’s objectification of the prey when he further identifies the relational 

cortège of the sport of kings – the hunt. The animal, he says, is abstracted from the web of its 

relationships by the hunter and from the familial ties which link parent and offspring. The 

hunter abstracts the animal from its social pack or herd relations and also from the predator-

prey relations that sustain a healthy wild community. The hunter must learn not to care what 

happens to the young animals deprived of the experience, guidance, or protection of older 

animals; he must ignore the effects on the survivor of a mating pair. In addition, he must ignore 

the effects of his own hunting on the wild predators who are either deprived of prey or are 

themselves hunted because they compete for the object of the hunter’s sport.51  The current 

state of our fisheries and the level of inaction they face are almost legitimised when such 

abstractions are placed upon essentially concealed target species – concealed by the oceans 

themselves, let alone the hunter-kings that have been called to manage them. Seen in this way, 

King says of Collard and Contrucci’s feminist critique of hunting in his final negation of 

Ortega’s hunter:   

…far from being “alert” [the hunter] must in fact be blind to much that is present in the 

lives of animals, regarding the animal as a social atom, an object, living in no essential 

relations to other individuals. Predation, for Ortega, is not just the primary animal relation; 

it is the only one which [he] notice[s].52 

The hunter as blind man, omniscient in the hunt but so vacuous to the violence of his 

objectification is bound to the patriarchal domination of our hunter-kings. In some sense, the 

‘monarchical-hunt’ has normalised the violent act of taking possession of life without 

atonement which has influenced our cultural development through a politics of domination. 

 
49	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	pp	110-111	
50	KING,	R.	J.	H.	1991.	Environmental	Ethics	and	the	Case	for	Hunting.	Environmental	Ethics,	13,	59-85.	
51	Ibid.	
52	Ibid.	
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Collard and Contrucci explain that the hunter theory of human evolution was first 

conceived in the 1900s when Raymond Dart suggested that violence was the factor 

differentiating man from other primates. By violence he meant the calculated killing of 

animals, as food source or otherwise. Collard and Contrucci go on to claim that additional 

elaborate qualifiers made by theorists since, have contributed to that “through the co-operation 

and increased intellectual activity demanded of the successful hunter, the groundwork for the 

emergence of Homo sapiens was laid”.53 However, more recently in The Goodness Paradox, 

Richard Wrangham claims that much earlier in our development, protohumans became 

domesticated by virtue of killing off violent males.54 Perhaps the hunter-kings were what was 

left from the goodness paradox and who ultimately shaped our culture. This is not too 

inconsistent with our current neoliberal culture of the powerful wealthy few atop the poorer 

many, nor the feudal systems that predated it. 

The eco-feminists thus maintain that we culturally embodied the patriarchal narrative 

of man’s violence and his domination of the wild animal, of nature and by extension of women, 

as inevitable and pivotal in the achievements of civilisation. This cultural account of the hunter-

kings seems to be further reflected in Ken Wilber’s contentious appeal to the instrumentally 

biological when he unashamedly writes: “I don’t mean to be crude, but it appears that 

testosterone basically has two, and only two major drives: fuck it or kill it”.55 

For this integral theorist from Colorado the hormone has influenced man’s behaviour 

from caveman to Brahman and has in some sense atomised the hunt, a mere cultural expression 

of the man-hormone. Many a medical researcher and professional would scream caution from 

their equally patriarchal corridors, but it does expose just how man’s violence, as free from 

atonement, has guided the story of the dominant culture.  More than that, from Griffin to 

Carmine, Ortega to King and from Wilber to Collard and Contrucci, at the very undertow of 

violence, the hunt unearths another hunter – the hunter erotica. 

6.2.2. The Necrophilous hunter 

The force marking life from death is forever entwined with the power of sex. The very push 

and pull of the universe – the very duality in which we find ourselves seems to invoke a 

 
53	COLLARD,	A.	&	CONTRUCCI,	J.	1989.	Rape	of	the	Wild:	Man’s	Violence	against	Animnals	and	teh	Earth,	
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Human	Evolution,	New	York,	Pantheon	Books.	
55	WILBER,	K.	2000.	A	Brief	History	of	Everything,	Boston,	Sahmbahala	Publications.	pp	3-4	
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relationship between life and sex or death and sex, which finds itself being revisited throughout 

the course of this thesis. Unsurprising the sexual rituals practiced within the traditions of Hieros 

Gamos, Gnosticism, Kabbalah, Tantra and others, are also so deeply bound to ethics and moral 

theory within this atheistic culture our patriarchy dwells within today. Life and sex or death (as 

symbolic of the unknown life which remains to us forever a mystery) and sex are again at the 

very core of our understanding of fishers and the activity of fishing. While at first sex and the 

unconscious was explored by way of the symbolic fish, it again reappears at the very core of 

the human activity of hunting (and fishing), but like in all things, manifests a little differently. 

Here within the Pleistocene landscape, the symbolic takes form in the violence of the hunt – 

the enjoyment of the kill – (equally reflected in sport or big game fish hunting) which 

challenges Ortega’s account of the moral blood stain beyond and into the realm of eroticism.  

In the Meditations, we can identify Ortega’s erotic connection with death when he 

writes about the blood stain which marks the prey and immediately invokes a moral response. 

First, Ortega confronts the utter disgust we experience from the sight of blood. The absent 

sympathetic response, the frightening mystery of blood56 says Ortega, is revealed by the way 

the stain transcends our physical repugnance and becomes moral.57 Life is the “radical reality” 

or mystery par excellence which Ortega claims to have a true “intus” – inside or intimacy. 

Symbolic of life, blood is the occult-like liquid interior which without, we exist as cadaver 

drained of our intus life. Our disgust and terror are reactions to the radical absurdity of blood 

being spilled precisely because the essential “within” comes outside.58 But then, 

…suddenly the orgiastic element shoots forth, the Dionysiac, which flows and boils in the 

depths of all hunting. …There is a universal vibration. That that before were inert and 

flaccid have suddenly grown nerves, and they gesticulate, announce, foretell.59 

This reference to the erotic hunt moves beyond language and becomes explicit in 

Ortega’s orgiastic response to the blood stain as a rather honest phenomenological account of 

the hunt that suffered from the very premature ejaculation it promised to render. It suffers 

insofar as it never reaches the kind of climax that we are about to achieve here. It is also difficult 

 
56	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	105	
57	Ibid.	p	104	
58	Ibid.	p	104	
59	Ibid.	p	89	
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to consider a similar response in women, for I know not of one account of a comparable 

Dionysiac celebration of the menstrual stain. But of course, while women’s smear is the sign 

of fertility, of life, Ortega’s moral stain is the mark of death – a mystery with which we cannot 

ever really contend. This debauched reaction to death makes Ortega’s affections for the kill all 

the more perplexing. It is difficult not to turn to Daly’s 1979 Gyn/Ecology here as the matriarch 

of calling out this patriarchal desire for killing.  

Men suffer from “womb envy,” Daly argues not as the “object” of male envy – as 

glorified procreative organs or of male fixation and fetishism – but precisely as the house which 

is female creative energy in all of its dimensions.60 She continues, “this envy is not necessarily 

a desire to be creative, but rather to draw – like foetuses – upon another’s (the mother’s) energy 

as a source”.61 Unlike Griffin, but consistent with other feminists, Daly goes on to draw 

analogies between woman and mother earth and the subsequent exploitation of resources. She 

further goes onto to demonstrate the fertility syndromes man suffers through the creation of 

womb-like homes, hospitals, corporate offices, submarines and factory trawlers through the 

manifestation of his profoundly necrophilic tendencies of technocracy. 62  In her view, 

patriarchal culture is necrophilic63 because it displays an obsession with death and killing, 

giving value and status to those who are skilled in these, rather than in life-affirming, practices. 

Daly goes on to define the management and dependent systems set up by the patriarchal culture 

as necrophilous precisely because they are life-denying of the wild and free ecosystem, to 

which we are intimately a part of. It is easy to see just how fishing practices manipulated and 

governed by men would become necrophilic if they inhibit the expression of the wild. Tuna 

harvesting, big game fishing, factory trawling, some recreational fishing, most commercial 

fishing and almost all human engagements with the wild fish would be necrophilous for Daly, 

not to mention the domestication of the wild species as manipulated and controlled through 

aquaculture. I argue that this is not because fishing entails killing fish, but rather because we 

kill to feed an economy first64 over nourishing human lives. In view of Daly’s patriarchal 

 
60	DALY,	M.	1979.	Gyn/Ecology:	The	Metaethics	of	Radical	Feminism,	London,	The	Women’s	Press	Ltd.	p	60	
61	Ibid.	p	60	
62	Ibid.	p	61	
63	Daly	footnotes	the	Merrian-Webster	definition	of	Necrophilia	as	understood	and	taken	up	by	her:	as	

“obsession	with	and	usually	erotic	attraction	toward	and	stimulation	by	corpses,	typically	evidenced	
by	overt	acts	(as	copulation	with	a	corpse).”			

64	This	can	by	further	reflected	in	the	use	of	wild	fisheries	to	feed	aquaculture	as	opposed	to	sustaining	
communities	with	wild	caught	nourishment.		
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culture, fisheries management is necrophilous precisely because autonomous living processes 

are replaced by the control and manipulation of human beings. 

Even with their appeal to the Paleolith and despite the emphasis on the ontological, 

sport hunting as defended by Ortega, Swan, Carmine and many others, as a selective attention 

focused on killing and the prerequisites of killing. According to Daly, this deadly alertness, 

this fixation on the mystery of death and killing to have hunted, characterizes necrophilous 

culture. King further generalises the patriarchal culture on the hunting ground when he includes 

the power play outside of the gendered dichotomy that Ortega specified as the humbling 

encounter between two unequal species: 

Men pursue game as they pursue women who evade them, as vigilantes pursue the escaping 

slave.65 

In his publications on ethics and the question of masculinities and hunting,66 Brian Luke 

argues that violence and eroticism are intimately connected to notions of manhood. He 

explicitly claims that “recognizing the common structure of hunting and heterosexuality as 

eroticized power difference can give us a deeper understanding of men’s violence”.67 I suspect 

that Daly, and Collard and Contrucci, would be more inclusive of the sexual orientation of men 

and would draw analogies with hunting and the eroticism of men – heterosexual and 

homosexual alike. After all, the hunting of a buck and not a doe is what often inspires the 

orgiastic response.68 Inspired by the systemic account of hunting which the feminists lay bare 

in their exposure of the patriarchy King concludes his defence: 

 
65	KING,	R.	J.	H.	1991.	Environmental	Ethics	and	the	Case	for	Hunting.	Environmental	Ethics,	13,	59-85.	
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Hunting is not a simple biologically necessary relationship between human beings and wild 

animals. It is a practice that gives priority to particular potentialities while neglecting and 

marginalising others.69 

Drawing on such ecofeminist theories, King concludes that hunting for sport is bad and 

ethically unsound, as opposed to hunting for subsistence or culture as practiced by Santiago or 

the Aboriginal cultural fishers, remaining a sacrosanct union between humans and nature. 

While I am sympathetic to his position and to the feminists’ insistence of the patriarchal 

narrative, I simultaneously also have reservations, particularly as I reflect on the last of the 

hunters and gatherers as fishers qua fishers.  

I am immediately taken back to the first three days of my life as a mother, balancing 

my little water baby upon my chest and the hopes I had for him as a little boy going out fishing 

with my father – his grandfather. It would not be for the accepted notion of subsistence or any 

conceptual connection to the land. Of course, subsistence could be argued to include the 

sustaining of one’s soul or connection to the vestigial remnants of a symbolic mind that has 

come to define us. It was however, undoubtedly cultural – perhaps even an instinctive 

extrapolation of what constitutes masculinity – but there was something less violent and even 

less so erotic about the image I had in my mind.   

6.3. A fisher’s dance of seduction 

Unlike the deliberate eyeing down of an inferior game upon the hunting grounds of 

open season, Taylor makes explicit the tangled web a fisher weaves when trying to seduce 

something as simple as a fish.70 Reminiscing over the genealogy of a Cowichan Lake fly he 

details: 

Doctor Spratley was a dentist from Washington state who was one of the first Americans 

to fish in British Columbia. The fly named after him lived on around Cowichan Lake. The 

original pattern was tied on a number six hook, usually a sproat. It had a Guinea fowl tail 

and hackle and the head was a few turns of peacock herl. Sometimes it had a small wing of 

brown pheasant feather but the most important thing was the black wool torpedo-shaped 
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body wrapped with silver tinsel. In fact if you left out the unnecessary wing it was almost 

identical to my fly, a copy of the stone fly tied by the Abbess of Saint Albans six hundred 

years ago.71 

The tinsel and feathers may as well be the false lashes and sequins on the models at 

next year’s New York Fashion Week. I particularly recall, down the longest runway across the 

Maracanna Olympic Stadium in Rio, 2016, the local singer Daniel Jobim performed his grand-

father’s The Girl from Impanema72 supporting the leggy Gisele Bündchen in a dazzling deep-

cut metallic gold sequin gown that fanned out behind her. Lashes on, white teeth aglow and 

thighs that seemed to go on forever exposed by the slit in her fish tailed dress. Like a lure 

fashioned to catch the light and imagination of hungry fish, Gisele hooked the desires of men 

and women all over the world in a few more steps that Cleopatra’s seductive three. At least 

angling involves the cast, the reel in, the letting out of slack, a little more of the reeling in and 

letting go, in addition to the use of a make fly, bait or sparkling lure each in the name of 

seducing the fish upon your hook. The fisher it seems, does not hunt its prey as a hunter but 

lures the slippery and elusive fish unto its hook, trap, hands or net. Whether luring or eyeing 

down, seducing or hunting, both seem to suggest the same kind of domination over an inferior 

species that Daly deemed necrophilous and King, Collard and Contrucci criticize as abusive 

action sustained by the patriarchal perversions of hunter-kings. 

Since the scientific revolution as espoused by Merchant in Chapter 1, nature – wild and 

ungovernable – has been blamed for being either seductive and dangerous or indifferent to 

men. Siren-like, she beckons and invites hooks and guns in the same way women are said to 

lure men and ask for rape. Or, like the cold, uncaring ‘bitch’, nature does not respond to man’s 

plight and must therefore be punished. Under the patriarchal eye, Collard and Contrucci 

conclude that seduction and indifference are in the mind of the beholder who projects them in 

order to rationalise his acts and the rationalisation works because the culture approves it. They 

know that women want to be raped as much as deer and lions want to be shot73 and the earth, 

sea and skies are asking to be exploited, polluted and probed. 

 
71	Ibid.	p	188	
72	JOBIM,	A.	C.	B.	D.	A.	1962.	The	Girl	from	Ipanema.	Portuguese	lyrics	by	Vinicius	de	Moraes	and	English	

lyrics	by	Norman	Gimbel.	Verve:	Creed	Taylor.	
73	COLLARD,	A.	&	CONTRUCCI,	J.	1989.	Rape	of	the	Wild:	Man’s	Violence	against	Animnals	and	teh	Earth,	

Indiana,	Indiana	University	Press.p	46	
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While I am sympathetic to Collard and Contrucci’s poetic detangling of the 

contradiction and delusion of what they denote to be our romantic cultural tradition – a tradition 

that urbanely conveys sadomasochism into the realm of “normal” human feelings and 

relationships by masking the brutality of ‘love’ grounded in the objectification of the “love 

object” 74 – I think it is still only part of a story. A story that realised the forgotten and quiet 

gatherer and was utterly oblivious to the fisher. 

6.3.1. Led by the ebb and flow 

The seduction I have in mind is not one that so neatly fits within the patriarchal narrative that 

aims only to possess in a sadomasochistic war of objectified conquests. Rather, I think there is 

a lot about the activity of fishing that indicates the fish, the world which the fish inhabits, and 

the active participation with all of that encompassing Other and thus also all that which I 

become in the activity of fishing, is less about seducing the fish and more about the seduction 

experienced by the fisher as released unto the world. If releasement is understood as a giving 

ourselves over to something greater than ourselves and that greater is the world, then that world 

can be seen to be leading us, and even luring us to it. Fishing, as the pursuit of the elusive, is 

not so much about the domination of an inferior species as it is the fisher’s attempt at 

communing with that which is always es-scaping – the fish, the waterscape in which she finds 

herself, and her own reactive nuances within that story. I am inclined to consider the activity 

of fishing as an expression of the last of hunters and gatherers which precedes the patriarchal 

framework under which seduction has otherwise been discussed. In considering the last of the 

hunters and gatherers, I am also called to question what motivated the first of the fishers, our 

ancestors at Blombos cave to dive into the ocean and fish. 

 I think that seduction needs not be limited to or bound by the foolish or conniving but 

rather a very different kind of dance of attraction. Less guided by the fear of objectification 

and possession, the seduction I have in mind is motivated more by a way of being in the world 

which is dynamic and speaks to the very characteristics of the waterscape to which the fishers 

are inextricably bound. Having come from the dry and expansive savannahs stricken by 

drought, our ancestors stood at the precipice of this watery domain from the coastal shallows, 

littered with shell encased canapés. Once so scarce and oftentimes ground out of root stock and 

stored in ostrich eggs, this life-giving substance was now a new plain – toing and froing its 

 
74	Ibid.	p	47	
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way out to the horizon and lapping the shore, ever unveiling salty delights with which to entice 

them further in. The lure was not met with fear, but rather Christopher Henshilwood looks to a 

scenario that people were in fact not afraid of the ocean. It would start off with the near 

shore, but over time we can see they were also going for deep-water species like abalone.75 

This ever-venturing instinct, this wonderlust for the unknown, was not curbed by the 

shark infested waters off South Africa. Even today, our Ocean of Life76 continue to lure the last 

of the hunters and gatherers to deeper waters in the face of danger. Oftentimes our call to fish 

is more than the seasonal pay-packet, family traditions77 and matters of life and death.78 The 

spirit of fishing is bound to the pull of the tides beneath the light of the moon – the environment 

in which we fish – to lure the swimmers within the mystery of a realm so familiar yet 

mysterious to us still. 

This interplay of concealing and revealing, the darkness and primordial nature of being 

to which I am most concerned is taken up by Susan Griffin when she explores the turbulence 

of our life-giving oceans. To the nocturnal nature of the elemental or the unknown forces of a 

sovereign kind, she compares the ancient rage of what’s left in woman – untamed by 

convention and culture: 

We heard of this woman who was out of control. We heard that she was led by her feelings. 

That her emotions were violent. That she was impetuous. That she violated tradition and 

overrode convention. That certainly her life should not be an example of us. (The life of the 

plankton, she read in this book on the life of the earth, depends on the turbulence of the 

sea.) We were told she moved hastily. Placed her life in the stream of ideas just born.79 

 
75	The	Great	Human	Odyssey,	2015.	Film.	Directed	by	THOMPSON,	N.	Canada.	
76	A	direct	reference	to	the	book	title	by	ROBERTS,	C.	2012.	Ocean	Of	Life,	London,	Penguin	Books.	
77	FIELDS,	L.	L.	1997.	The	Entangling	Net:	Alaska's	Commercial	Fishing	Women	Tell	Their	Lives,	Urbana	and	

Chicago,	University	of	Illinois	Press.	
78	TOR	HUNDLOE	in	MCPHEE,	D.	2008.	Fisheries	Management	in	Australia,	Sydney,	The	Federation	Press.	
79	GRIFFIN,	S.	1978.	Woman	and	Nature:	The	Roaring	Inside	Her,	New	York,	Harper	&	Row.	P	184	
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As the woman continued to sink darker into the depths of taboo and balk at family 

traditions, so too did the plankton sink deeper away from the light in search of new sources of 

nourishment:  

But we say to her passion, she brought lucidity (…and it is only the turbulence of the sea, 

she read) and to her vision, she gave the substance of her life (which throws the plankton 

back to the light). For the way her words illuminated her life we say we have great regard. 

…(And she understood that without light, the plankton cannot live and from the pages of 

this book she also read that the animal life of the oceans, and hence our life, depends on the 

plankton and thus the turbulence of the sea for survival.) 80 

 Griffin again offers a poetic extraction of the balance of life – the precarity of what 

Levinas distinguishes between the self and their experience of themselves. Griffin manifests 

the turbulence as the necessary drama of life itself. There is a bathing in the ebb and flow of 

existence which she refrains from controlling but invites us to actively participate in – a 

turbulent union that while seemingly chaotic, is not without its own equilibrium. 81  The 

dualisms of light and dark, concealing and revealing – the turbulence of the elemental within 

which and unto which the last of the hunters and gatherers – the fisher of the elusive and 

embodiment of the symbolic mind – does not become but continues to bring into being. Like 

the movement of a story, so too is the fisher in a perpetual becoming. This is ultimately the re-

immersion of the es-scaping nature of water, to which fish and fisher are bound. The human 

activity of fishing reveals an opportunity for the fisher to be lured by the elemental and void of 

thought, morality and egoisms, humbled and engaged within the turbulence from which life is 

sustained. Essentially, Malpas’ releasement is a dynamic relationship we share with the world 

to which I have characterised as seductive. It is ultimately a dance from which we take nature’s 

lead, but not unlike a tango whose music essentially invokes the steps, so too do fisher and fish 

move to the rhythm of the waterscape – the moon phases, the tides and the swell cycles that 

inspire meaning against the beat of a cosmic metronome.  

This does not reflect the overfishing tragedy that is the very reality of our global 

fisheries. Whilst I am almost persuaded to confine my philosophical account to the cultural 

fisher in what remains of our hunter-gatherer societies, and the fly-fisher elitists in pursuit of 

 
80	Ibid.	p	185	
81	In	the	Tao	sense	of	the	term	that	I	have	previously	discussed	in	Chapter	3.	
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their deities, I maintain that my philosophy of fishing speaks to a non-denominational practice 

that is symbolic of our humanity. It has become increasingly apparent that much of the kind of 

domination and control that the eco-feminists have raised plays out within the environmental 

conscious science, policy making and governance discourse that is published and discussed 

amongst environmentally concerned academics. It does so in the most subtle biases and 

acceptance of jargon which prompts their thinking about ideas, and scientific hypotheses, 

subsequent funding applications and then aims to corporate partnerships.  

The economic interest within fisheries management has filtered its way out of the 

market and into academic institutions to research and develop food security with a sustainable 

future in mind. As thus far conceived, such robed economic discourse is still incompatible with 

the imagery of the waterscape, the preconceptions of the elemental, the seductive quality of 

our dynamic releasement of our locatedness with the Other, and invocation inspired by a poetic 

order of things. It is necessary to thus consider the blue Mammon and the way in which our 

economic paradigm has perhaps superseded the scientific revolution in our thinking about our 

place in the world, and how it explicitly influences the activity of fishing thus explicated.  

6.3.2. The entrepreneurial paradox 

Far from the es-scape with the elemental and the seductive duet with la mar, the feminist’s 

hunter-kings are adorned with new robes and the same domination and control is perpetuated, 

only now we have the technological confidence to colonise the last frontier – the watery realm. 

This is the waterscape in which fishing transpires. Near Morro Bay, on California’s Central 

Coast, Megan Molteni redefines the fisher an entrepreneur, “no longer a lone hunter braced at 

the helm” she says, “but rather a businessman, an educator and a steward of the sea”.82 For this 

artisanal fleet forced almost into early retirement, tying economic incentives to environmental 

sustainability, all anchored in a community that has been empowered to care for a shared 

resource is a successful experiment that has ultimately ensured the health of their fishery, 

reinjected the local economy, equilibrated their work-life balance, and offered a future for the 

next generation of fishers. This is the ultimate example of an existential shift away from 

business as usual and toward the embodiment of the spirit of an integrated fisheries 

management not defined or stimulated by economic interests but in its most integrated sense. 

 
82	MOLTENI,	M.	2013.	The	Good	Catch:	hope	for	the	world's	devastated	oceans	rests	on	a	change	in	the	

hearts	of	the	fishermen	that	know	them	best.	Aeon	[Online].	Available:	
http://aeon.co/magazine/science/a-radical-model-for-saving-californias-ocean-fisheries/	[Accessed	
March	2015].	
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Some attention needs to be given to the notion of economics disrobed from its 

neoliberal perversion if the fisher is to cut her strings from cultural influence and regain her 

status within waterscape. It cannot be simply the money that motivates the fisher. From page 

1 of my thesis, I have been explicit in defining fishing as more than just catching fish. 

Motivated by a fisher’s wonderlust for the unknown, the activity of fishing necessarily is a 

pursuit that has an asymmetric pay-off. Fishing is rich with philosophical possibilities because 

the exact same catch is not guaranteed equal on every occasion. If it were, fishers would be 

guaranteed a livelihood and not require the kind of government subsidies that are necessary to 

compensate the uncertainty, risk, and mortality rates which stifle fisheries the wold over. 

Fishing is not necessarily the most financially profitable occupation but it does speak to 

economics in less monetary terms.  

The word economy comes from the Greek oikonomia meaning “household 

management” where manager was defined as a steward and the home as a dwelling.83 As 

reflected in the discourse about dominion in chapter 1, a steward’s supervision is coupled with 

responsibility and in this case, responsibility of the home or dwelling place. Other than the sea 

nomads littering the coastal islands in South east Asia, the blue is not our home. We are a 

terrestrial species whose becoming and persistent existence is utterly dependent upon the ocean 

but it is not our home, albeit sometimes for those of us longing for ‘relational dynamism’ and 

courageous enough to remember la mar it can momentarily be our dwelling place. When 

thinking about a dwelling place within the topological context which inspires this thesis, it is 

not a home of bricks and mortar but rather the situatedness of our very experience. The fisheries 

economy in this sense can be akin to the dynamic experience of a fisher released unto the 

waterscape. It is all that which Santiago or Fabio embodies – a pariah fisher, weathered by the 

sea, wed to his skiff, but still cheerful. It equally resonates within the Ama-san and Alaskan 

commercial fisher women, the recreational fishers, fly-fisher elitists and the cultural fishers of 

indigenous communities the world over. It is also not necessarily exclusory of the industrial 

fishers but then it all depends upon the relationship one shares with the waterscape, the fish 

and the dance one dances with la mar. 

 
83	Online	Etymology	Dictionary.	etymonline.com:	The	basic	sources	of	this	work	are	Weekley's	"An	

Etymological	Dictionary	of	Modern	English,"	Klein's	"A	Comprehensive	Etymological	Dictionary	of	the	
English	Language,"	"Oxford	English	Dictionary"	(second	edition),	"Barnhart	Dictionary	of	Etymology,"	
Holthausen's	"Etymologisches	Wörterbuch	der	Englischen	Sprache,"	and	Kipfer	and	Chapman's	
"Dictionary	of	American	Slang.	
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This is obviously not the intended definition of economic influence within fisheries 

management discourse, but one that invites a relationship with our oceans invoked by a poetic 

order of things. Rather, the current discourse has reduced the notion of economy to the free 

market within our neoliberal thinking. This means, that no matter how committed they are to 

conservation and social wellbeing, fisheries management is bound to the form of liberalism 

which tends to favour free market capitalism with a policy model which bridges politics, 

sociology and economics in seeking to transfer control of economic factors from the public 

sector to the private sector. I am not concerned here with the roles of governments, 

multinationals or the citizens which will invariably get in the way, but am curious about the 

way in which our economy has both exploited fishers but also how fishers have overcome the 

hunter-kings. 

Fundamentally, markets are systems without any innate sense of ethics or morals. This 

means that it is the people within the systems on whom moral duty or values depend. It is 

impossible to extract markets from a wider social or political system – the market is of our 

making and thus inherently dependent upon the people. Author, prize winning journalist and 

playwright Eirk Sherman is highly published in business and technology. In his response to the 

moral-immoral-amoral status of the market, he believes that businesses have repeatedly proven 

that, left to their own devices, executives too frequently are unwilling to engage in open or free 

competition without deception and fraud.84 Of course there are counter examples but much 

fewer in number. The business juggernaut is challenged by the Kantian respect for persons and 

either literally or effectively enslaves others as a means to their ends. The artisanal fishers in 

the developing world who outnumber their industrial counterparts are such slaves, and 

sometimes quite literally. Michael Field is a reporter that details how fishing companies have 

quite blatantly reinvented slavery as they shamelessly plunder the oceans.85 Governments are 

also increasingly in poor health since executives have their companies contribute funds to re-

election campaigns and so the status quo is upheld.86  

This is also not an entirely new narrative. Depleted stocks in rivers, seas and oceans 

have been reported since 10th century Europe.87 Driven by advances in technology and the 

 
84	SHERMAN,	E.	2014.	The	Need	For	Moral	People	In	Amoral	Markets.	Forbes	Now.	US	Edition.	
85	FIELD,	M.	2014.	The	Catch:	how	fishing	companies	reinvented	slavery	and	plunder	the	oceans,	Wellington,	

New	Zealand,	Awa	Press.	
86	SHERMAN,	E.	2014.	The	Need	For	Moral	People	In	Amoral	Markets.	Forbes	Now.	US	Edition.	
87	ROBERTS,	C.	2007.	The	Unnatural	History	of	the	Sea:	The	past	and	future	of	humanity	and	fishing,	Great	
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profitability it prophesised, in 1376 a fisher complained to King Edward III requesting that he 

ban new and destructive type of fishing gear:  

that the great and long iron of the wondyrechaun runs so heavily and hardly over the ground 

when fishing that it destroys that flowers of the land below water there, and also the spat of 

oysters, mussels and other fish upon which the great fish are accustomed to be fed and 

nourished. … the fisherman take such quantity of small fish that they do not know what to 

do with them; to the great damage of the commons of the realm and the destruction of the 

fisheries, and they pray for a remedy.88 

The five hundred year cod wars of Europe which followed these observations were sustained 

by the migrating markets across the Atlantic. The whaling economy in the New World also 

almost hunted these great majestic deities to extinction, and with increased effort we witness a 

depletion in our fisheries the world over – never worse than 199689. When we couple economic 

incentives with our historic relationship with the ocean as our cornucopia and the abundant 

fertilities of the sea, fishers have entered into the race to the last fish! This is what happens to 

a symbolic mind, once in a tango with the ocean, now blinded in his reduction to the numerical 

algorithms contained within a physical world of causation. Perhaps it is the case within the 

current neoliberal paradigm that the fisher and not the fish are endangered and even at the dawn 

of extinction. This is what Barnard meant when he said post-Neoliths have forgotten part of 

their humanity. When we neglect the world hidden within the world and are deaf to ontopoetics 

and imprisoned by the grammar-bound island, the fisher ceases to be a conduit of two worlds 

or bundle of being. Reigned by the hunter-kings if he is not yet a slave, becomes a hunter led 

by the chirps of sonar technologies, or an ‘entrepreneur’ synthesising data just like the rest of 

us.  

The fishers get much of the blame for the state of our global fisheries but they did not 

build this system on their own. Rather, this is an example of how the hunter-kings have continued 

to exploit the activity of fishing throughout human history. The notion of fecundity in the recesses 

of our symbolic mind, this idea that we could take and take from the seemingly limitless bounty of 

 
88	ALWAARD,	GL.	1932.	The	Sea	Fisheries	of	Great	Britain	and	Island.	Albert	Gait,	Grimsby	In	ibid.	pp	131-
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the sea without consequences has permeated everything from governmental policy to management 

efforts, and to fishing culture for decades. It inspires the government-subsidised expansion of the 

fishing fleets all over the world despite falling catch rates;90 in modern management strategies that 

enable fishermen to catch as much as possible in a given time frame; in a supply chain that 

encourages opacity and deceit at every stage.  Molteni similarly blankets the state of our global 

fisheries when she says “we have mismanaged economic incentives, consumer markets, scientific 

data, environmental policy and, above all, individual accountability”.91 And whilst I agree with her 

summation, I argue that it is not in the algorithmic synthesis of these sectors that made a success 

story of her fishers on California’s Central Coast, nor was it their aptitude for entrepreneurial 

ventures. These are each just an expression of the same hunter-king narrative introduced by 

Collard and Contrucci. Rather, it was their existential nature as last of the hunters and gatherers 

qua fishers that motivated an invocation of a new way of living in Morro Bay. Fishing does not 

make you a fisher. A fisher is not defined by casting a net or plunking a worm, no more than it 

may be defined as an algorithmic activity of quantitative expectations. A fisher has more to do 

with the deportment one has to the place she finds herself as a conduit of two worlds. Perhaps 

it was the conservancy that motivated Captain Rob Seitz’ conversion from Alaskan salmon 

hunter to fisher on his South Bay Wild family-owned commercial trawler. Different coast, 

different species, different Captain. Morro Bay was a place Seitz could re-immerse with 

himself as a conduit of two worlds – and as a symbolic mind – a fisher qua fisher.  

Sometimes we find a dwelling place away from the home of bricks and mortar and 

become aware of our releasement unto the waterscape, es-scaping yet situated, becoming in 

the absence, called by the poetic order of things which is ultimately bound to the world of cause 

and effect. Despite some very comprehensive international and national laws on everything to 

do with fishing (gear type, seasons places, species,, catch data, flag state jurisdiction, flag state 

responsibility, reporting responsibilities, licenses, scientific input, catch documentation 

schemes, bar-coding of fish genetics, satellite surveillance and monitoring, seizure of vessels 

and gear, conviction of deck officers, loss of life in hazardous working conditions, scuttling of 

vessels to evade capture, and so forth) fishers persistently are lured out back to sea precisely 
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because of their relationship with the water and who it is they become there. Fishers have 

overcome the laws and regulations applied to the waterscape by terrestrial bound hunter-kings 

in virtue of their releasement in the elemental as a Bifröst fisher and symbol of humanity. As a 

conduit of two worlds the fisher qua fisher encourages an opportunity for thinking about a 

place-based ethics that is far less complex than the algorithmic synthesis of multi-sectoral parts, 

and invoked by the activity of fishing itself.  
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7. Place-based ethics 

In considering this chapter, I am reminded of conversations I had early on in my research with 

a number of retired recreational fishers (spear and angling). Ortega makes explicit that “the 

hunter does not hunt to kill; on the contrary, he kills in order to have hunted”.1 Likewise, these 

once were fishers were retired precisely because they each reached a point where they could 

no longer kill and so thus no longer fished. That point was a shared rotation around the sun. 

They were each sixty-three years of age. I entertained a connection between decreasing 

testosterone levels in aging men and the relationship with an urge to kill, which is to equally 

say an urge to fish. This is not an evolutionary story written within theories of biological 

determinism and so beyond the confines of my research since this thesis is more interested in 

the lure of ontological significance. These once were fishers, 2  grieved their not fishing. 

Meaning was found in the grief these men shared of no longer pursuing an activity they each 

loved. A grief they did not know when fishing was so integrated into their lives. A grief of the 

joy they once embodied when fishing, for what they each missed most was actively engaging 

with their knowledge of nature – in their natural stomping grounds dictated by the seasons and 

shared with the other earthlings cradled at the bosom of Gaia. 3 As Bifröst fishers, they missed 

the evanescence of es-scaping and the joy in their arriving. Whilst they each grieved the 

serendipity of their re-immersion in the waterscape almost always guaranteed, they could no 

longer kill nor catch a fish. They no longer desired to enter into an ethical relationship with the 

Other, where that other was a fish.  

Canoeing down the same inlet or walking along its banks or shores, or diving into the 

rocky reef, observing the sand marks, water ripples, the fly-lavae and kingfishers (as 

photographers do) was not the same. It lacked the kind of deliberate living, alertness, letting be 

and invocation of the serendipitous nature, the activity of fishing released. These retired fishers 

preferred to no longer return to the reefs and rivers at all and found another human activity to 

 
1	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	21	
2	A	play	on	the	title	of	the	film	about	New	Zealand	indigenous	peoples	no	longer	called	to	a	warrior	

lifestyle	Once	Were	Warriors,	1994.	Directed	by	TAMAHORI,	L.	New	Zealand:	Fine	Line	Features.	
3	SCHNEIRER,	S.	2016.	Interview	with	Dr	S.	Schneirer	on	his	Indigenous	fisher	heritage	(Professor	in	

Indigenous	Fisheries	and	Member	of	the	Ministerial	Fisheries	Advisory	Council	-	Aboriginal	Cultural	
Fishing).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Wategos,	Arakwal	Country.	
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cling to – surfing, giving talks to wildlife enthusiasts, and making art inspired by their 

experience, but none of these were fishing.4  

Many sailors have spoken of the zone and surfers of the perfect ride which seems to 

each imply a particular connection or what may be described as a sense of place and example 

of the relational account of re-immersion I have defined as the comportment we may acquire  

in the world. Whilst true, and reflective of my interpretation of Malpas’ releasement in the 

waterscape, which I denote as re-immersion, it does not yet account for the perfect moment 

when magic happens that Cranwell experienced in Harrington or the simple beauty of the 

unexpected Gleiser’s memoirs recognise in the jumping trout within the river into which he 

cast. The serendipity experienced when fishing is made meaningful in our connection to and 

in the existence of the wild other. I suspect that arriving in the waterscape attached to a wild 

other, is that which photography and surfing can never capture nor ride. I specifgy attached 

here because the very premise of the thesis is bound to the activity of fishing being more than 

landing a fish and therefore attachment can simply be in a fishers pursuit of the elusive other. 

It is precisely the fish part of this story which continues to inspire fishers, even if they 

don’t actually land one. Therefore, it is the “food” footnote in this fishing story that ultimately 

gives meaning to Hundloe’s last of the hunters and gatherers and reflects the kind of living 

deliberately motif that the chapter 4 philosophers each enrich. It is that which brings us back 

to the beginning of our story as H.sapiens, only it begins with fishers and with a capacity for 

symbolic thought – so as to connect within the flux of our mortal existence. The present or 

prize is being bound5 to this fish within the waterscape. It is the gift that confirms our journey 

along the poetic order of things within the world of physical causation, and in maintaining our 

humanity as a symbolic mind qua fisher.  

Swing’s 1880 paragraph on a philosophy of fishing was motivated by a consideration 

of the kitchen and dining table. Similarly, James Carmine is explicit in remarking the joy of 

catching one’s meal: 

Despite the secular religiosity of hunting, there can be no honesty discussing hunting by 

hoping to explain away what it is. Invoking contemporary romanticism, neo-animist 

mysticism, or any other misguided return to paganism is a degradation of what it is to hunt. 

 
4	Ibid.	
5	This	is	a	direct	reference	to	the	astrological	sign	of	pisces,where	the	two	fish	are	bound	at	the	tale.	

Similarly,	within	psychoanalysis,	we	may	conceive	of	fisher	and	fish,	equally	bound.	
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Intrinsic to the joy of hunting – and it is thoroughly a joy – is the killing of a wild animal 

one hopes to eat.6 

This too is reflected in our understanding of these last of the hunters and gatherers as the last 

of our kind – our species – which by and large have continued to maintain a relationship with 

the last of our wild food source – fish. All fishers – recreational, commercial, cultural, artisanal 

– are what is left of our relationship to a wild species as a source of our nourishment. 

Nourishment here is provocatively more than just protein, but the nourishment of all that we 

lack which inspires the engagement in the very activity as a symbolic mind. It is also in this 

way that our relationship to the wild fish is almost always subsistent. Even at its most 

substantial, fish is what is left of our last wild food source and this is itself a privilege 

maintained by these last of the hunters and gatherers. A privilege in so far as they are afforded 

a life at sea. Filled with integrity, they are reminded of their becoming in the welcoming re-

immersion into la mar, and of being sustained by her bounty – physically and transcendentally. 

The joy which Carmine refers to, I would argue, is misplaced within hunting as I suspect it is 

bound by the kind of self-conceit that defeated Santiago in the end. But why within hunting 

and not fishing? 

Whenever we encounter the other, we enter into an ethical relationship. Upon receiving 

the evanescent nature of their being within the waterscape to which they are part of the same 

structure, a fisher also enters into a relationship with the wild other. In virtue of this wild other, 

the activity of fishing becomes an ethical relationship in need of at least some attention. 

Malpas’ sense of place describes how we arrive in or welcome our experience as necessarily 

situated in a certain familiar place. Whilst the dynamic relationship between self and place 

demands an ethical discourse, Malpas has not yet published one. Similarly, whilst Mathews’ 

ontopoetics introduces the possibility for an ethics through her doctrine of invocation, she has 

not published an explicit account of one either. The relationship we share with place invokes 

an ethical dialogue quite unlike the Kantian respect for persons, or Singer’s utilitarianism, or 

Rawlsian justice that has inspired so much of our thinking in applied ethics. Unlike the 

traditional discourse in ethics, a topological ethics is not a vertical dissemination from a top-

down hierarchy commencing from god or I or other. Rather, it is one that comes from the place 

itself, in which I am becoming.  

 
6	CARMINE	2010.	Off	the	Grid:	Rights,	Religion,	and	the	Rise	of	the	Eco-Gentry.	In:	ALLHOFF,	F.	(ed.)	

Hunting	Philosophy	For	Everyone.	West	Sussex:	Wiley-Blackwell.	p	243	
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In this final chapter I am explicitly influenced by the topological thinkers I have 

considered throughout my thesis, Mathews, Malpas, and Ortega. In his Meditations, Ortega 

does not aim at an ethical discourse, but does offer some explicit thoughts about our 

relationship with prey that is consistent with his I am I and my surroundings philosophy. 

Similarly, Mathews’ ontopoetics supports her theory of invocation that I consider in view of 

Aboriginal dreaming and its intrinsic role in making laws on country. The dynamic relationship 

Malpas describes between the self and the world in his account of releasement explicitly calls 

for a place-based ethics which inspires my own account of a love-based ethics. Each of these 

applications take as their starting points two opposing fishing scenarios that Gus retells in his 

own existential crisis – during his re-becoming a fisher.7 

7.1. Applying topological ontologies to ethics 

The fishing prodigy from a plunker-fundamentalist-mother (Ma) and famous tweed-wearing 

fly-fisher-puritist-father (H2O), Gus Orviston narrates his coming of age, in David James 

Duncan’s The River Why.8  The book explores the relationship between men and women; 

people and the environment; and our religious nature. Gus was reminded of a time as a boy 

sitting on the basalt Cliffs of Celilo with his Ma, when their mood was interrupted by two 

young men, muscular and loud, strutting out on a platform. She told Gus that spears were 

illegal, that the pair were drunk and that she didn’t blame them for their behaviour. His six-

year old self was accustomed to the display of the obnoxious fishermen. However, his undone 

reflective self, grew more uncomfortable with the memory of that day: 

As the pair thrust barbed spears at them they cursed at each miss and whooped at each hit. 

The salmon they took they ripped from their spears and stuffed, still writhing, into 

gunnysacks. The ones they missed were “smart fuckers,” the ones they hit “dumb fuckers.” 

They missed twenty for every one they hit, and maimed many for every one caught.9 

The water beneath them was churning with chinooks when earlier that day his Ma passed him 

a pair of binoculars to watch an Indian in the distance in white-people’s clothing: 

 
7	DUNCAN,	D.	J.	1983.	The	River	Why,	New	York,	Black	Bay	Books.	
8	Ibid.	
9	Ibid.	p	184	
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Thomas was in his seventies, and he was obese, but he ranged along the rickety platform 

jutting over the froth with light, sure feet; and when he lunged to take a salmon he was sure-

handed, fish-quick, strong. Once he’d captured a chinook he would hoist it up, then kneel 

over it: as it struggled in the net he would put his face to its face, rub it, speak to it…it 

would cease to thrash. He would look at the sky, at the falls, toward the sea to the west, 

then turn back to the salmon. …When it was done he killed the fish with the ancient club, 

and as he did so his face was solemn – none of the pride or giddy jubilation I’d come to 

think was inevitable on a successful fisherman’s visage.10 

Thomas was not a loin-clothed spearman, nor was he the resurrected or forgotten Paleolith on 

Ortega’s hunting ground. With a totem club passed down from his ancestors and a handmade 

net, Thomas was at once the embodiment of the stories of his ancestors as much as he was a 

killer. He was “the greatest fisherman in his tribe”.11 Fishing cannot avoid the killing part of 

the story, especially since Brown has scientifically reviewed their sentience. 

Whilst his parents consistently bickered over their methods of fishing – plunker versus 

fly – Gus was experiencing an internal quarrel over his human relationship with the wild other. 

He himself always approached the river like a “wanded magician, out to work deception”12 and 

even if presented as much less obnoxious than the unlikable pair, he was called to question his 

own assumption about the world and its creatures owing him everything he could catch, shoot, 

tear out, alter, plunder, devour, and his returning nothing to the world. 13  The ethical 

relationship in this sense is not just between Gus and the fish, but Gus and the world, or the 

place he finds himself in, or even more specifically, his situated existence in the world and 

comportment with it. It is precisely this kind of thinking about our ethical place in the world, 

which motivates my analysis of the two contrasting fishing scenarios and informs an 

unconventional approach to thinking about a place-based ethics in fishing discourse. 

7.1.1. Ortega’s humble fisher 

Chapter 4 explained Ortega’s I am I and my surroundings as a liberation from the internal 

prison of subjectivism and a remembering of our experience in the world that is at once 

 
10	Ibid.	pp	183-4	
11	Ibid.	p	185	
12	Ibid.	p	379	
13	Ibid.	p	18	
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influencing me and influenced by me. For Ortega, the hunter is the optimal version of ourselves 

and the ‘I’ in nature is better than the urban dweller. Culture and the imaginary stands at odds 

to the hibernating Paleolith within us – at odds to the alert man. Our alienation from nature is 

not limited to our urbanisation and in our being surrounded by a city of our making, but 

continues to cloak us even when we find ourselves in and surrounded by nature. The obnoxious 

fishermen are such examples, unable to disrobe from the contemporary mindset and behaviours 

that alienates us from nature even when they are fishing within it. Alienated from nature, his 

alert man therefore does not return to dominate nature. The hunter says Ortega is called to 

avoid more and more the excess of his superiority.14 Rather, within nature, he says only that 

the hunter is called to remember his otherwise dormant self and that Paleolith is not a 

controlling hunter-king. The ontological significance of Ortega’s hunting story is ultimately 

personified by the Indian fisher. This is reflected in Thomas’ own kinship ontology, and his 

belief in a human-animal-environment continuum.  

Unlike the “civilised world”, Jacob Wawatie and Stephanie Pyne unlock some secrets 

to their world beliefs when trying to convey their Indigenous connection to Earth Mother.15 

Born from spirit, like Thomas’s people and many tribal communities all over the world, 

Wawatie’s indigenous community from Algonquin, share their incarnate life with a far-

reaching extended family. Their broad view of community involves reciprocal relationships of 

care between family members inclusive of human beings, animals, birds, elements, mountains, 

weather, sea, and earth. There is a human–animal–environment continuum that they spend their 

lives exploring through life experience. Fishing and hunting inspire the awareness of the 

intricate web of interconnected relationships shared within this human to non-human 

continuum. This is much like Ortega’s optimal human being embodied by the alert man and 

Santiago’s connection beyond his line to his fish.   

Santiago’s ethical relationship with his nemesis began in the midst of his physical 

enduring. And while it may have been interpreted as the signs of an old man suffering from 

heat stroke and the effects of having had not enough food to eat or water to drink, Santiago was 

finding meaning within his own existential story and upon his watery realm. 

 
14	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	111	
15	WAWATIE,	J.	P.,	STEPHANIE	2010.	Tracking	in	Pursuit	of	Knowledge:	Teachings	of	an	Algonquin	

Anishinabe	Bush	Hunter.	In:	ALLHOFF,	F.	(ed.)	Hunting	Philosophy	For	Everyone.	West	Sussex:	Wiley-
Blackwell.	
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I do not understand these things, he thought. But it is good that we do not have to try to kill 

the sun or the moon or the stars. It is enough to live on the sea and kill our true brothers.16 

Santiago caught and killed his brother at sea and ultimately sacrificed his youthful pride. The 

kinship Santiago finally found at sea, and which Thomas and his Indian kin share with the 

animals, plants, elements and environment, calls for humility of a religious nature. 

Hunting, says Ortega, is “much more spiritual: a conscious and almost religious 

humbling of man which limits his superiority and lowers him toward the animal”.17 I don’t 

agree with Ortega’s insistence on an “inexorable hierarchy among living things”18 and think 

the hunter, in his finest version of himself, is called to humbly move toward the animal not 

higher or lower than himself but to commune in some sense with the animal. Kinship was most 

likely a foreign concept to Ortega, but I suspect he may have been sympathetic in its sharing a 

likeness to his I am I and my surroundings ontology. Ortega’s ethical hunt as a call to humility 

thus demarcates the rogue hunter from the pious hunter,19 defending only the practices of the 

latter. Ortega thus extends his support to a very limited hunting tradition.  

The hunt for Ortega, as personified by Thomas, is not an annihilation or a genocide; it 

is also not the industrial fishing factory reeling in its green nets filled with schools of fish. In 

some respects, I think the call to humility is dependent upon the technology employed. For 

instance, sonars and satellites remove the obscurity of the watery realm in a way that a line at 

the end of the jetty does not and so equally commands for humility in rather different ways. 

When called to avoid more and more the excess of his superiority, the two obnoxious fishermen 

and Thomas approached the waters churning with chinook with very different intentions and 

technologies. Similarly, when approaching fish with aquatic eyes or sound waves, Ortega’s 

hunting ethic so applied expects a display of humility to avoid the excess of civilised and 

cultivated man’s technological superiority. 

Most Ama are at retirement age with some surpassing eighty and even ninety years of 

age, who have practiced the art for many decades, spending much of their life at sea.20 The 

 
16	HEMINGWAY,	E.	1952.	The	Old	Man	and	The	Sea,	London,	Vintage.	p	57	
17	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	111	
18	Ibid.	p	112	
19	Ibid.	p	102	
20	2018a.	Age	is	no	obstacle	to	Japan's	ama	free-diving	fisherwomen.	The	Japan	Times	[Online].	Available:	

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2018/12/02/lifestyle/age-no-obstacle-japans-ama-free-diving-
fisherwomen/#.XRmt4i1L0W8	[Accessed	01	July	2019].	
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sporadic Ama communities along Japan’s coast today consciously decided to maintain their 

tradition by denying the contemporary fishing methods that would enable greater hauls, reduce 

work, increase the risk of overfishing and damage the delicate ecosystem that supported life 

for these coastal towns. Techno-pragmatism simply did not reflect the integrity of the 

community situated along the Japanese coastline.  

Visual acuity, lung capacity and hunter instinct are the defining elements of Ama divers. 

Technological innovations can potentially alter natural abilities, and it was this that the 

Ama-san questioned. To what degree do you enhance natural abilities in securing marine 

resources? Will this potentially lead to exhaustion of the very resources that sustain you?21 

These were the questions that arose at the turn of the twentieth century when diving goggles 

were introduced; and they were raised again during the next innovative debate which focussed 

on wetsuits, followed by fins, which are both in use today. The oxygen tank however failed to 

be accepted as part of the identity of these Japanese mermaids and their daily interaction in the 

marine web of life.22 Due to the stringent regulations governing these Ama communities, the 

decline of abalone numbers and other shellfish in these ecosystems were attributed to the rising 

sea temperatures which explicitly effect the growth of seaweed the shellfish eat. The integrity 

of the Ama and their commitment to tradition and to sustainable and ethical practice meant that 

these communities were some of the first to detect the effects of climate change. 

When Ortega’s hunter is a specific kind of man and the activity of hunting is enacted 

within an equally precise ethical boundary which reveals something specific about the human 

condition – his place within the enigma of nature itself: 

Hunting submerges man deliberately in that formidable mystery and therefore contains 

something of religious rite and emotion in which homage is paid to what is divine, 

transcendent, in the laws of nature.23 

 
21	MCDONALD,	A.	&	BRAND,	K.	2010.	Japan’s	‘Ama’	Free	Divers	Keep	Their	Traditions.	Our	World:	Brough	

to	you	by	the	United	Nations	[Online].	Available:	https://ourworld.unu.edu/en/japans-ama-free-
divers-keep-their-traditions	[Accessed	06	May,	2017].	

22	Ibid.	
23	ORTEGA	Y	GASSET,	J.	1972.	Meditations	on	Hunting,	New	York,	Charles	Scribner's	Sons.	p	112	
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Ortega’s human activity of hunting does not expose a primitive beast lain dormant 

within the sarcophagus of contemporary man. Rather, when done well, offers the opportunity 

for him to re-encounter nature – alert and ethical, which is to say, in communion with the 

mystery of life itself and humble in its causal efficacy/impact/influence. I am I and my 

surroundings equates that this re-encounter with nature is equally with the nature of ‘myself’. 

This is the basis of Ortega’s union of religiosity through humble action reflected in Thomas’ 

kill by the Cliffs of Celilo.  

7.1.2. Mathews’ dreaming invocation 

Ortega’s hunting ethic is bound to an ontology in the experience of life itself with no place for 

human imagination. On the other hand, ontopoetics reminds us of life’s journey through story 

and the meaning we find in its subjectivism. As it quietly cuts through the air hardly flapping 

its wings, I argue that a bald eagle does not know Boyle’s law of gases, but rather reminds 

Gleiser to not confine knowledge to scientific physical laws of causation, nor limit them to 

human beings. 24 In finding order in the random succession of events, he says “arrogance 

wounds others and corrupts the self”25 yet in assuming the eagle’s knowledge of Boyle’s law 

of gases, he equally succumbs to the same arrogance his grandfather warned him of.  Arrogance 

too sums up the obnoxious fishermen lacking any story to tell. Like the destruction of so much 

of the environment since the scientific revolution, when myths were replaced by mathematical 

equations and people were seduced by symbols which were themselves equally devoid of 

stories.  

Ontopoetics is fundamentally a theory inspired by the complex Aboriginal spiritual 

concept that the English language failed to identify an equivalent, yet called dreaming. For 

Mathews, dreaming is the interiority of the world, “its subjectival dimension”.26 Subjectivity 

here is not understood as an impressionistic prejudice or ad hoc bias, but like space, is field-

like, holistic indivisible and unbounded.27 Story is the structure of this interiority which for 

Mathews also extends to the self-realising system of the world itself. Reflective of the famous 

biblical reference, In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word 

 
24	GLEISER,	M.	2016.	The	Simple	Beauty	Of	The	Unexpected:	A	Natural	Philosopher’s	Quest	for	Trout	and	the	

Meaning	of	Everything,	Lebanon,	NH,	USA,	University	Press	of	New	England.	p	10	
25	Ibid.	p	10	
26	MATHEWS,	F.	2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	The	

Trumpeter,	23,	21.	p	75	
27	Ibid.	p	74	
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was God,28 Mathews paints a picture of a self-determining or self-narrating world. Like a 

hieroglyph of that world, we are equally self-narrating. If the world does indeed story itself, 

then that world, says Mathews, is the original field of dreaming29 from which Aboriginal 

Australians have never left. The Aboriginal peoples of Australia are also the oldest surviving 

cultures in the world, dating back sixty thousand years and argued to be up to one hundred 

thousand years old.30 Considering the symbolic revolution is argued to have occurred up to one 

hundred and twenty thousand years ago, dreaming is perhaps the closest narrative we have to 

our ancestral fisher past. Dreaming is the story of our being as symbolic minds.  

It is the self-inscribing dimension of being that has nothing to do with future existence 

but with immortality through the dreaming itself. In this way Mathews argues that the future 

is not caused but invoked. Whilst invocation prompts an explanation for an ethical code, it 

refrains from any such discourse, and ends content with a metaphysical account of dreaming. 

I have already introduced the ‘white fella’ account of dreaming as an ancient time. Yet 

dreaming as conceived of by Aboriginal Australians is the very source of laws of the land or, 

an ethical code of being on country. Another way of thinking about dreaming is as a story of 

wellbeing which is placed and told in connection to country. 

Aboriginal Elder Jackie McDonald and her fisher husband Geoffrey Togo from 

Ngalingah Jagun country,31 reflect on the significance of their own ancestral connection to 

country from which they are born and within the very ecosystem into which they are a part and 

not as observers, external to it. Their story is not an alienation from nature, but rather as rooted 

firmly within it. In the face of the elitist green and even blue32 aspirations of privileged 

economies, Jackie and Geoffrey’s commitment to country and topological ontology inspires 

notions of conservation upon which they are ultimately dependent and reflected in the health 

 
28	John	1:1	
29	MATHEWS,	F.	2007.	The	World	Hidden	Within	the	World:	A	Conversation	on	Ontopoetics.	The	

Trumpeter,	23,	21.	p	75	
30	CLARKSON,	C.,	MARWICK,	B.,	WALLIS,	L.	A.,	FULLAGAR,	R.	&	JACOBS,	Z.	2017.	Buried	tools	and	

pigments	tell	a	new	history	of	humans	in	Australia	for	65,000	years.	The	Conversation	[Online].	
Available:	https://theconversation.com/buried-tools-and-pigments-tell-a-new-history-of-humans-in-
australia-for-65-000-years-81021	[Accessed	6	August	2017].	DAVIDSON,	H.	2017.	Australian	dig	finds	
evidence	of	Aboriginal	habitation	up	to	80,000	years	ago.	The	Guardian	[Online].	Available:	
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jul/19/dig-finds-evidence-of-aboriginal-
habitation-up-to-80000-years-ago	[Accessed	6	August	2017].	

31	Known	also	as	the	Tweed	and	Gold	Coast	of	Central	Coast	East	Australia	
32	This	is	a	reference	to	the	human	free	national	and	marine	parks	aimed	at	further	restricting	human	

interactions	with	nature	and	in	fact	alienating	the	human	being	further	from	it.	
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and wellbeing of both their community and their environment. The couple continue to fish 

mainly for [their] good health and wellbeing to which their connection to country is intimately 

dependent:33  

“Place” is important to me when fishing because I get more pleasure out of knowing that 

our Country, that has looked after the nine recorded generations of my family in the Tweed 

and Gold Coast (and many more before them) is healthy. When our resources that have 

sustained us for thousands of years, are still here, our country is healthy and therefore we 

are healthy. When something is depleted, we have to ask questions as to why, because there 

is something wrong. We have recently asked the hard questions to Fisheries about the health 

of our yugari (yabby) habitat in the Tweed estuary. We believe we know why, but now 

there is a study being undertaken to establish why. We have to do this. …Aboriginal people 

were the first conservationists and I believe we still are. Whilst we harvest for our well-

being, we also keep a keen eye on the resources and their habitat.34 

This belief in a community’s wellbeing reflected within the environment that they are placed 

is defended by a New South Wales research team lead by Cameron Muir who argue for a 

dialogue between the two competing world views of Indigenous knowledge and Western 

science. They commence with the Indigenous belief that a river is like a mirror. In contrast to 

the Greek myth about Narcissus centred around egotism, a river,  

…reflects the care given by people whose lives depend upon it. A scald on red ground or 

the slow death of a river reveals more than troubled ecological relationships – they are signs 

of broken social relationships. How people take care of social relationships and how they 

take care of ecological relationships are the same question. 35  

 
33	MCDONALD,	J.	&	TOGO,	G.	2016.	Intrview	on	Cultural	fishing	with	Elder	Jackie	and	her	husband	

Geoffrey	(Indigenous	Elder/	Cultural	fisher).	In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Q4.	
34	Ibid.	DQ.	1	
35	MUIR,	C.	R.,	DEBORAH;	SULLIVAN,	PHILLIP	2010.	From	the	other	side	of	the	knoweldge	frontier:	

Indigenous	knoweldge,	social-ecological	relationships	and	new	perspectives.	The	Rangeland	Journal,	
32,	7.	
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Not adhering to the dualisms of the Piscean Age or the determinisms, divisions, specialisations, 

and compartmentalisations of Western scientific thinking, Indigenous cultures also do not 

strictly align with a poetic order of things as separate from the world of physics. Their 

topological wellbeing is sustained by a particular metaphysics based on a relational unity, 

understood and expressed through story. This story is the dreaming and the basis for a thinking 

about ontopoetics, even if the notion of ontopoetics as defended by Mathews, and as opposite 

to the world of physics is dualistic in nature. 

 The obnoxious fishermen are belligerent not because of their cursing or drinking, not 

even because of their European-ness, but precisely because they have no story. In reference to 

the pair upon the platform, Thomas reminds Gus and his Ma “it is not white against Indian that 

causes suffering. It is the Spirit Father who sends down suffering when the old ways are 

forgotten”.36 He goes on to “sing the story of the young men of the Nass River People”. The 

young men of the Wolf Clan grew foolish on the hunting ground and after being warned by the 

elders, they also insulted their salmon kin. For amusement, 

they caught salmon, slit their backs, placed burning torches in the slits, let the salmon go in 

closed-off shallows. …When the torches burned out they then left them to die and returned 

to their lodges.37 

Warnings by the elders were mocked by the young men and in time, the Spirit Father 

poured rivers of fire from the mountain. Streaming down each canyon the village and its people 

were devoured. The hazel leaned into the fire and the forest called on to the wind to kill all but 

one of the young men that fled their children and wives in the village. Adopted by another clan, 

“Nothing-but-scars” sang his story each winter as a warning to other clans. It is in this sense, 

that the dreaming is the story of our being and how Thomas walks upon the earth, his obese 

body barely leaving footprints. His (proficient albeit) archaic and ritualistic fishing methods 

embodies the invocation of Mathews’ ontopoetics. He is a Bifröst fisher invoking the story by 

connecting with the interiority of the world. Thomas’ re-immersion into the waterscape is also 

a re-immersion into the world hidden in the world. The notion of re-immersion I am developing 

therefore speaks to the interior character of ontopoetics. Therefore, it is through re-immersion 

into the waterscape that Thomas as a Bifröst fisher is a conduit of two worlds.    

 
36	DUNCAN,	D.	J.	1983.	The	River	Why,	New	York,	Black	Bay	Books.	p	187	
37	Ibid.	p	189	
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Fishers are a story rich people. Even within the secular contemporary world, fishers 

remain a highly superstitious people. Some include: the lucky fishing hat, bananas are bad luck 

when fishing, never rename your boat, never whistle while fishing, never leave port on a Friday, 

women are bad luck on boats but dolphins are a sign of good luck. The fishing stories and 

myths from all over the world, coupled with the activity of fishing itself as a conduit of two 

worlds offers an opportunity to engage with this psycho-physicality of life itself and invoke 

the stories told from the world hidden within the world. 

7.1.3. Malpas’ gratitude to nature 

Like Mathews, Malpas was also inspired by the Australian Aboriginal place-based ontologies 

in his development of a topological philosophy. For Malpas, our human experience is 

necessarily situated in place. Both the obnoxious fishermen and Thomas are equally also 

necessarily experiencing their humanness in place. There is also no way of ethically 

distinguishing that experience in Malpas’ topological thesis which aims only at a metaphysics 

of experience.  

Perhaps placelessness or displacedness are important counter-notions to consider when 

attempting at arriving to a place-based ethic, particularly for communities that are not 

accustomed to thinking about the right or wrongness of their behaviour as guided by their 

relationship with place. This notion of locatedness as both humanised and humanising – 

effected and effecting – as a dynamic relationship between the self and the place in which that 

self is experienced was at one time also foreign to me.  

First generation Australian, like many others in the new world, my parents fled an 

economically devastated Europe post World War II as children, with their parents carrying one 

very large suitcase. Never feeling like Melbourne was ‘home’ to me, as soon as I could, I fled 

in search of myself, everywhere else. I ‘gypsied’ around for a good part of my adult life locating 

emotions and knowledges in different cities and places around the world. Love, 

disappointment, depression, grief, elation, serenity, compassion, commitment, forgiveness, are 

each anchored at a different GPS coordinate in time and also to a slightly different version of 

me.  

One cold morning in late autumn I travelled along rail up from Rome, past Bologna and 

then through Venice a few more hours. I had grown up with some sixty-year-old black and 

white photos of the city sustained by seafarers and fishers. I had entertained in the stories and 

was familiar with the local dialect much like a native two-year-old – understanding most 
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conversational speech and speaking a few disjunct sentences here and there. Most of the 

journey past Venice was through corn fields which were then overtaken by thick green forest 

foliage. Through the tunnel at Sistiana I was greeted by a deep blue-green sea (Pantone 3145), 

flat and unmoving it reflected a mirror image of the green pines that grew out from the white 

limestone karst which bordered it, beneath me. Struck with the most unsuspecting sense of 

familiarity I knew I had returned to the clan when I pulled up to dock in Trieste. For a year I 

lived amongst the genetic clan my parents left behind as children, let go of the shame of my 

“wog”38—European heritage. I savoured in the comfort of being cradled by a place I could just 

as easily have called Nonna (grandmother) or Nonno (grandfather) – its smell, language, 

humour, aesthetic, taste, memories, ethical backbone and dreams of a future. And for the first 

time, whilst I looked just like everyone else, even laughed and joked like them, shared in their 

aesthetic and taste, I was not like them. It was the first time I realised that I was from a southern 

island whose shores were kissed by the Pacific and that shore was me. I heard the beat of my 

country. I moved to the rhythm of her breath and saw her face leading me home. Some of us 

take longer to recognise who it is that we are and equally, where it is that we are from. Fabio 

has never left the gulf of Trieste and has never had to fish other waters. He comes from a long 

ancestral line of how he identifies, but he too has the potential of equally being as displaced as 

I once found myself. In Australia it is easy to recognise that we are mostly made up of a 

displaced collective. Even some of our indigenous peoples, the stolen generation, are displaced. 

When we forget the stories and fail to speak a country’s language, we fail to also recognise the 

dynamic relationship of the human experience as situated, and thus at once we are displaced.  

When thinking about the environment and our place within it, we often think about the 

way we and our relationship with it effects the environment. Overfishing, pollution, mass 

species extinctions, ocean acidification, deforestation, bleaching of coral reefs, and oil spills. 

Antarctic and marine places are also perfect examples of just how we have extended our effect 

upon these environments with our chemical and agricultural runoffs, carbon footprints, plastic 

invasion, rogue fishing nets and oil drills without us even having to be physically situated 

within them. This is a picture of a displaced people, colonising, controlling and effecting an 

environment to which they have to be disconnected ontologically and thus also ethically. This 

is further highlighted in the way we manufacture notions of pristineness or human-less 

environments even when we have temporary tennants in permanent lodgings conducting 

experiments upon the white continent and we consistently overfish its surrounding oceans and 

 
38	A	derogatory	term	used	in	Australia	that	directly	translates	as	‘Western	Oriental	Gentleman’.	
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beyond, travel the traverse upon liners and sail rusted oil cans just waiting to spill. Yes, we are 

indeed bound to this world and the structure of our experience is necessarily situated both 

“humanised and humanising”39 but mostly, since we have abandoned our place-based myths 

and laws of the land such stories deliver, we are but a displaced peoples, disengaged from the 

place and thus ourselves and consequently effecting the world, immorally.  

However, the kind of relationship I came to recognise I shared with the east coast of 

Australia is not as a displaced person, but one that Malpas would argue is tied intimately with 

Heidegger’s topological notion of releasement. It is inmy comportment with the world when 

the Pacific Ocean welcomes me into the world and I re-immerse within it, and myself. This 

notion equally offers a place for all displaced peoples albeit dependent upon our recognition of 

it. There is a welcoming and receiving in nature that Malpas does not explicitly consider but 

which Thomas personifies in his gratitude.  

The act of killing is made reasonable in his solemn face that was void of the pride or 

giddy jubilation that Gus had come to think was inevitable on a successful fisherman’s visage.40 

He prayed for each of the salmon’s spirit he caught instead of catching more, although it was 

enough to feed five big families. Such sustaining practices are replicated through many tribal 

communities all over the world, and again, each are connected to the story. Uncle’s Magic 

Thrownet is such a story from Hawaii, that in its publication into a picture book becomes a new 

story about sustainable fishing to a new generation, once displaced. The holes in Uncle’s net 

is the magic: “The fish we can’t eat belong back in the sea where they’ll stay, and they’ll play, 

until we have need”.41  

This is not sustainability defined by number, nor by subsistent need. The need here is a 

complex yet also instinctual question about what sustains humanity? It is not just in weight of 

fish, but in the sustaining of what it means to be a symbolic mind. It is not limited to the 

nourishment of the body, but equally the nourishment of the mind, which sustains us. It is as 

much in our connection to the place, the dance with the fishes and the story which gives us 

meaning that defines sustainable fishing. 

Even if the obnoxious fishermen were indeed being led or welcomed by nature into the 

place they found themselves, they were offending by their domination. They missed twenty for 

 
39	MALPAS,	J.	1999.	Place	and	Experience:	a	philosohical	topography,	Cambridge,	Cambridge	University	of	

Press.	
40	DUNCAN,	D.	J.	1983.	The	River	Why,	New	York,	Black	Bay	Books.	p	184	
41	YAMASHITA,	T.	2014.	Uncle's	Magic	Thrownet,	Kane'ohe,	Hawaii,	BeachHouse	Publishing,	LLC.	(pages	

are	unmarked)	
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every salmon they didn’t give thanks for, and maimed many for every one they caught. It was 

not the killing that was offensive but “the smug ingratitude”,42 and the attitude that assumes 

the utter entitlement of a dominating relationship. In a dynamic relationship we are required to 

recognise that we are just one part of nature. Brown’s review of the intelligent and sentient fish 

certainly forces us to reconsider the place of the fish within our predatory story. Moreover, he 

challenges us to consider the fish in place. The river is home to the chinook in a way that it can 

never be for H.sapiens. Within the waterscape, the chinook most certainly re-immerses into the 

river all the while swimming upstream. A topological ethic together with Brown’s sentient fish 

and a kinship ontology could definitely argue that the salmon have more rights to the 

waterscape than the ignorant intruders. I certainly take this position.  

In the ethical discourse that usually guides an ethicist’s responses to fishing, some of 

the themes that may be debated include (but are by no means limited to): the rights of the fish; 

the moral acceptability of killing methods on each of the fish, the species, the ecosystem and 

environment; and the complexity and even the antagonism between killing and our 

commitment to stewardship or care. Thus far, a topological ethic reveals a very limited scope 

for the continuation of fishing for wild caught species. In virtue of the fisher such defined by. 

Thomas, Fabio or Paul Maclean, fishing is an activity that does not exploit nor destroy its 

resources but rather re-immerses the human back into the source of our very existing, and in 

pursuit of the bounty which nourishes. Much like Ortega’s hunter, when applied to our 

commercial practices, very few ought to be classified fishers.  

7.2. A fisher’s love ethic  

It is not difficult to consider the seductive quality of re-immersion as a dynamic relationship 

we share with the world as one of effected and effecting and the way this immediately 

represents the activity of fishing with all of its feminine overlays. Finally lured back to the river 

Why by his own Naiade, Gus is spellbound by her fishy dance of the seven veils: 

Eddy stood on tiptoe, her body taut as a drawn bow, her eyes alight with water-shattered 

sun. … I no longer recognised my old lifelong pastime: Eddy transformed it into an 

irresistible dance that pulled the entire world and sky down to dance with her, and it was 

 
42	DUNCAN,	D.	J.	1983.	The	River	Why,	New	York,	Black	Bay	Books.	p	182	
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inconceivable to me that there could be a fish within range of her hook – be it baited or bare 

– that would refuse to become part of that dance.43 

Eddy is the quintessential embodiment of the fisher that I have aimed to capture in this thesis. 

Possibly a little less rugged than the commercial fishers Hundloe had in mind, but absolutely 

embodying all the celebration of our mortal existence which is directly reflected by the 

waterscape itself. Like an over-rehearsed ballerina, Eddy danced with as much fearlessness but 

possibly a touch more grace than her fisher male counterparts, and she was also a woman – 

which most aptly reflects the feminine character of this philosophy of fishing thus far. She also 

remained undefeated. But mostly, for Eddy fishing was not paleolithic. Fishing was not 

dominating or controlling, and she was not even in pursuit of the elusive. Eddy was not in 

pursuit of the elusive because she already had the chinook at the end of Gus’ three pound leader 

(line). The chinook was not a challenge to catch because for Eddy, they were es-scaping up the 

same river. For Eddy, the chinook was in some sense within the same narrative as Eddy herself 

– situated exactly where they were and eloping. 

On passing the rod to Gus, Eddy instructed: “If the fish wants line, give it. Don’t let it 

go slack, but don’t fight the fish: just keep track of it. It’s working! …Here …take the pole! 

…Play the chinook!”.44 

With such a light line, it was impossible for Gus to ever land the fish. But by “playing 

it” Eddy offers Gus the opportunity to be released into nature. Beneath a rising moon, Gus 

waited for the fish and while he waded to stay clear of overhanging crush and tip-toed over 

stones, the chinook seemed also to be waiting for him. With increasingly bolder steps, and 

splashing, the fish swam at its unaltering pace along a close, parallel path.45 As Gus and the 

chinook journeyed through the night, the pair grew ever curious of each other as they forged 

an equilibrium which hung at the ends of the three-pound thread. Here we are reminded of 

Santiago’s own impossible catch – his dance with the eighteen-foot fish, also below the light 

of the moon. Only while Santiago was led by the pride of youth embodied by the lions of a 

distant memory, Gus remembered to watch the water and self-release: 

 
43	Ibid.	pp	372-373	
44	Ibid.	p	374	
45	Ibid.	p	377	
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I came as a blindman led by a seeing-eye salmon – and it showed me a world I’d believed 

was destroyed, a world where a man could still walk unfeared among the animals and birds 

he calls “wild”.46  

Incompatible with the fish pair in perpendicular pursuit up in the night sky, Gus and 

the chinook were both exploring the possibility for an equilibrium – within the chaos of flux 

itself – escaping the conventional notations of place bound my space and time, static and 

unwavering. They were no longer fisher and fish. Given the right conditions and a push in the 

right direction, Gus and the chinook edged a little closer to a new horizon beneath a risen moon: 

Moved and shamed by the animal’s trust…I felt the fisherman in me being unmade. The 

angler/fish, hunter/quarry paradigm began melting away like blood in water. There could 

be no question, with so light a line, of ever bringing this great fish to bay. There could be 

no betrayal, no treachery, no struggle and death. There was only a chinook on its primordial 

journey, and an undone fisherman following, being led deeper into the night.47 

Like a dance, he is seduced by nature which becomes a kind of relational dynamism 

that I can only correlate with love.  In Mathews’ essay on ontopoetics Sun Dew continues her 

reflection on the role self-consciousness plays within the ethical encounter of the other. “We 

call self-consciousness the hinge” she says, because it can “shut us in, her hands, still held 

upright, closing, or it can open us up to reality, her palms parting, lotus-like, again”. 48 Like a 

“hinge closes the door but at the same time creates the possibility of opening it” 49  self-

consciousness locates the point at which there is the marriage of the psycho-physicality of 

things or alternatively the point at which it is divided. 

Represented by the two characters Jiao lian, says Sun Dew, “Jiao means connect, 

intercourse and also metal; and lian, which means connect, metal and joining, as in love. 

Together: hinge!”50 As though coming full circle in my fishing-centred discussions, on love, 
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sex and the fish, the Taoist hinge ultimately references the physical practices of love that we 

find in the Ancient texts in Egypt, India, and even in the West. The alchemical marriage which 

offers an opportunity to liberation and wisdom through the unification of assumed dualism but 

also the risk of mortal enslavement of being caught by the coarseness of emotional and physical 

rapture.  

This kind of love tends to reek of the kind of eco-eroticism that has replaced mother 

earth with lover earth and has inspired a bunch of marriage ceremonies across California 

between humans and nature. This is a misguided notion of eroticism. Whilst I will argue for a 

notion of eroticism within my fishing ethic, it is not a sexual one of domination and control. 

Whilst Plato inspired a thinking about eros that was characterised by permanent aspiration and 

desire, releasement or re-immersion in the waterscape suggests a rather opposing 

phenomenology: Not to possess but release, not to aspire but to be. When thinking about 

fishing, an erotic love ethic seems to border on the perverse. A fisher is released unto the 

waterscape not as a feelingless robot, but in fact hyper-sensitised. For Freud, the concept of 

erotogenicity is extended to virtually all areas of the body that can provide physical pleasure.51 

The human body in action, amidst the elemental, alert to a wild other and led by nature can 

indeed be physically pleasing. The human body is a sensual body. It hears the wind’s whispers, 

feels the response of a line, tastes the salty air, sees a blue horizon, smells sweet mortality as 

much as it hears the moon, feels the world of ideas, smells the rain to come and sees the fish 

yet to be hooked, and it vibrates to the rhythm of the waterscape.  

Ortega, Mathews and Malpas each develop a place-based philosophy which relies upon 

a notion of what I will refer to as relational dynamism. Ortega’s I am I and my surroundings 

explicitly defines life as a dynamic interchange between the individual and his surroundings. 

His alert man is our best version of ourselves precisely because he has a relationship to nature 

that is connected beyond the focal point upon the horizon. Mathews’ thesis on invocation also 

reflects a relational dynamism whereby the world of interiority invokes the world of physical 

causation and is held together by the hinge – by love. Malpas’ presentation of releasement is 

equally a discourse on a dynamic relationship between myself and the place I find myself, 

effecting and effected. When I am released, the world welcomes me and in place I engage with 

the world and myself.  The Bifröst fisher too is ultimately a unified version of our Cartesian 

selves. Similarly, as a portal between the world of ideas and the physical realm she enters, is 

the relational dynamism re-immersing with the waterscape and dancing with the fishes. 
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As it is necessarily a relationship with the elemental, this relational dynamism is 

perhaps better reflected in the love between mother and child. Seduced by what the mother 

represents, the relationship is erotic in so far as it is embodied and this necessarily sensual. The 

fleshy fisher re-immerses into the water and returns in some sense to the womb – to mother. 

Our return to mother in spite of the patriarchy, is reflective of the boy child’s reclaiming of 

mother, from his father. For Freud, Oedipus does not want to “sleep with his mother” but finds 

pleasure in Her which sustains him.52 Still perceiving her as the life-preservative individual 

that she was when he was born, Mother remains an object of desire for him but I would suggest 

not in possessing as much as in communing. Similarly, when fishing, she too returns a Bifröst 

fisher, conduit of two realms, the prodigal daughter lead by love and humbly receiving from 

Her bounty in gratitude. Playing the salmon through the night Gus wondered: 

Why shouldn’t love be my equilibrium? Why shouldn’t love be the forceless force running 

from heart to hand down the line to the hook, from the hook through the wound and into 

the fish?…wouldn’t love dissolve all stress?…love could sustain the frailest of lines! As 

long as I loved I would not lose this salmon.53 

Between the head and the hand of the Bifröst fisher Gus is quite right in identifying the 

heart. Gus continued to fish through all the distractions a night journey along the river could 

bring. And with each of the encounters, the loved deepened and his certainty grew. In this way 

the activity of fishing itself can be conceived as a hinge in the way it demands the unification 

of poetic order within the physical causation of things – a psychophysical conduit. The 

invocation of the poetic order is in the unknown reason Hutt fished a different spot along his 

coast that morning he pulled in a toddler and the reason Gus “could still walk unfeared among 

the animals and birds he calls ‘wild’”.54 It is in the gratitude of an Indian paleolith as it is in the 

commercial fisher-mothers in Alaska. As they finished for the night and headed for the tender, 

Fields reflects on how none of her crew can reconcile the price for their fish: 

I looked again at the fish stacked in the boat like so much wood. I tried to feel compassion 

from them, but couldn't. I loved their beauty, the firmness of their bodies, the fit of their 
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scales each to each, the lines and the iridescent coloring. They are as familiar to me as my 

children, and yet I have no thought of killing them, or depriving them of life. They seem 

born to this. I cannot humanize them or value them beyond what is already something good 

– to feed so many of us, to provide us with income to live, to keep us warm, to send us to 

school. If justifications is needed, this seems enough to me.55 

In the ethical discourse that usually guides an ethicist’s responses to fishing, some of 

the themes that may be debated include (but are by no means limited to): the rights of the fish; 

the moral acceptability of killing methods on each of the fish, the species, the ecosystem and 

environment; and the complexity and even the antagonism between killing and our 

commitment to stewardship or care. Thus far, my topological ethic reveals a very limited scope 

for the continuation of fishing for wild caught species. Much like Ortega’s hunter, when applied 

to our commercial practices, very few ought to be classified fishers.  In virtue of the fisher such 

defined by Eddy, Thomas, Fabio or Paul Maclean, fishing is an activity that does not exploit 

nor destroy its resources but rather re-immerses the human back into the source of our very 

existence, and in pursuit of the bounty which nourishes. It is in this sense that Fields has no 

thought of killing her salmon. They are the source of nourishment for her and her family. The 

gratitude she feels and fishers feel for their catch, their prize, their privilege to commune and 

to kill is because of love. 

Love is the ethical code by which we fish. It does not specify quotas, or time allocations, 

it does not quantify effort and it does not define boundaries. It does however redefine what we 

can classify a fisher from a hunter and/or harvester. And that classification it seems is highly 

qualified. In the activity of entering the unconscious waters of the great abyss, the fisher is 

called to a re-immersion, to es-cape with the waterscape, to the rhythm of the universe, beneath 

the time of the cosmic clock. Yet fishers are equally called to “incarnate their own passage into 

the future”.56 This is necessarily bound to place and the flux of mortal life itself. This does not 

make for a simplified ethic that can be easily transposed to governance and policy of a largely 

displaced peoples within the quantifiable economy built upon an agrarian infrastructure. It is 
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but a way of thinking about the ethical relationship shared between fisher and fish; re-

immersed, and es-scaping with the waterscape beneath the phases of the moon.   
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Conclusion to Part III 

Stories ask us to imagine an infinite world of countless possibilities where endings are also 

beginnings in uncertainty, promise, discovery and transformation. A story asks us to openly 

explore our perceptions and emotions. The challenge is in keeping the story within its own 

realm and refrain from solidifying the dreaming. It is from this connection to place, lucid and 

ever-changing that I have dared to consider an ethical discourse of my topologically inspired 

philosophy of fishing. More precisely, Part III: dance of the fishers aimed at exploring a place-

based ethics inspired by the activity of fishing. This is rather distinct from the usual ethics 

application to human activities. 

When considering the state of global fisheries, both oceanic and inland, it is difficult to 

locate any particular ethical narrative. It is ultimately a story based upon exploitation and greed. 

The Bifröst fisher symbolic of our very humanity stands poised in stark contrast to the real 

place we force ourselves upon the shorelines of our civilized islands. These islands have been 

constructed by hunter-kings with the will to dominate and control and have been motivated by 

womb envy. This is the feminist story of our becoming to which I claim the activity of fishing, 

when done well, is immune. Fishing is seductive in character, lured by nature, eloping upon 

the waterscape and dancing within the cosmos. Chapter 6 is framed around the economic 

narrative which essentially exposes the gulf between my Bifröst fisher and the reality of our 

global fisheries. I concluded that the neoliberal notion of the fisheries economy in virtue of the 

feminist theory has exploited the fisher but that she has also overcome the controlling efforts 

of the hunter-kings by embodying the etymological spirit of the oikonomia.   

The final chapter of the thesis aimed at revealing an ethical dialogue inspired by the 

topological ontologies of Ortega, Mathews and Malpas. It demonstrated the way these place-

based philosophies resonated with the Indigenous notions of kinship and dreaming and the 

centrality these stories have in establishing ethical conduct within tribal communities. Not 

predicted or planned, but a fisher’s love ethic is inspired by the seductive nature of the activity 

and the feminine quality that my research has consistently brought to the surface. It draws to a 

close with the general mood and themes of this thesis reflective of the symbolic significance 

of sex and the unknown, personified by the feminine deities of love and maternity. It does not 

conclude with the kind of ethical codes of conduct that fisheries managers would aspire to, but 

rather an ethics inspired by fishing which allows for the kind of swift amendments in 

governance and policy making that presently stifle and slow down progressive thinking and 

practice
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Conclusion  
Motivated by the more character of fishing, this thesis is a philosophical inquiry into an activity 

which transcends merely landing an aquatic protein source. Even though an academic thesis, 

the activity thus conceived was not limited to that practiced by the fly-fisher elite, but rather is 

agnostic in its inclusion of all fishing methods. The research took as its starting point, the 

question concerning the management of fishers. Whilst fisheries management is a 

transdisciplinary modus operandi of enviro-socio-economic factors, it is first and foremost 

concerned with the management of people. The administrative challenge is not because they 

are people, nor because of the aquatic location, but precisely because these people are fishers. 

Despite some very comprehensive international and national laws on everything to do with 

fishing, fishers are consistently lured back to sea. The last of the hunters and gatherers, which 

they are so affectionately referred, are not just out to land a catch, because they intimately know 

that there is more to fishing than just catching fish. Fishing is a symbol of our humanity which 

came into being high up in a cave near Pinnacle Point in Southern Africa, one hundred thousand 

years ago.1 

Since the paleolithic age, H.sapiens have fished. We harvested shell fish and perhaps 

even tickled unassuming and docile fish species along the rivers, billabongs or lakes for as long 

as we have hunted and gathered – some even think for fifteen million years,2 dating back to 

when we looked like other great apes along Huxley’s tree. Over time our methods grew in 

sophistication, and as did our daring to dive into another realm entirely. Our evolving brain, 

our thoughts and our perception of time and preoccupation with storytelling came into being 

along the shores which supplied us our diet of proteins and omegas from the sea.  

At a coastal cornucopia, in South Africa our ancestors entered the symbolic revolution, 

when symbolism blossomed and when language became something more than a simple system 

of communication. At the edge of the world, the symbolic mind stood at the precipice of the 

oceanic realm and dared to dream. These were the first fishers who in some sense, continue to 

fish our waters today. 
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In casting my net back to the first fishers my research unfolded a genealogy of fishing 

which connected our symbolic revolution to the more character of the activity. Its bycatch was 

a possible explanation for the absence of any real academic discourse on fishing within 

philosophy or the hard humanities. I have argued that fishing as an activity, (fisher as a conduit 

of two worlds, and the elusive fish we pursue) is a primordial symbol which underpins our 

connection with the knowledge we have of our relationship with the world – our being thrown 

in the world.3 Fishing is intimately woven into the language that we use and the stories that we 

tell. If telling stories is one of the principal ways in which we seek to understand ourselves, 

and connect with that understanding, then fishing is equally bound to that same human 

narrative. Our understanding of ourselves, and our connection with the enigma of our being a 

symbolic mind is thus synonymous with fishing. So much so, that we have failed to distinguish 

our own humanity from fishing.  

The activity of fishing can thus also be considered the physical manifestation of our 

interiority. Equipped with a symbolic mind, we are poised between the two worlds of physical 

forms and conceptual transcendence; certainty and the unknown; land and water. The 

waterscape was not only the necessary condition of our becoming, but continues to be the place 

which requires a re-immersion into ourselves. Just as we immerse ourselves within the 

waterscape, fishing is an activity in which a fisher deeply involves herself. As a conduit of two 

worlds, the re-immersed fisher invokes her future from within the waterscape, bound to the 

fish and led by the dynamic relationship she integrates. 

Theoretical and methodological issues 

With no ‘philosophy of fishing’ to provide a starting point for this thesis or that might provide 

a useful precedent for the inquiries it aims to undertake, I aimed to etch the first markings on a 

very clean slate. Whilst there is an existing body of theory that directly addresses the questions 

at issue, none of them adequately captured the philosophical depth nor reflected the 

anthropological historicity that my research has integrated. Oftentimes, we are unable to move 

beyond the limitations of our thinking because we are blinded by convention. I chose to reflect 

on five existing theorists and their work, none of whom talk about fishing as such, because 
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they each address issues that connect with the issues that fishing, and a philosophy of fishing, 

ought to consider. 

As a first cast at a philosophy of fishing as distinct from a complete philosophy of 

fishing, I did not aim at landing a fish, but rather endeavoured only to acquire the first lessons 

in aiming at landing one. If I were to land a fish, it would be but beginner’s luck and not 

reflective of the activity in question or the kind of skill or mastery required to embody. This 

also means that the thesis has oftentimes sacrificed depth for breadth in its aiming to ascertain 

the most appropriate ways in thinking about the more character of fishing.  

Key themes arising from the research 

Fishing as explored throughout this thesis has uncovered a number of key themes that are not 

limited to fishing but reflective of the human narrative it is symbolic of. Discursive symbolism 

and objectivism are called to attention throughout the thesis, as only part of our human story. 

Our humanity as thus defined by our capacity for symbolism therefore requires a non-

discursive symbolism and subjectivist counterpart. Feminists have historically brought these 

ideas to the masculinised canons of academic inquiry. The feminine overtones in my 

philosophy of fishing support these kinds of discussions, particularly within the current 

academic climate.  

Locating our place within the world in spite of our domination of it is another key theme 

arising from my research. Our displacement and desire for a sense of place are topical themes 

within the hard humanities and deserving of attention beyond the Indigenous and refugee 

discourse. Wellbeing is intimately connected to our sense of place, and none more so than in 

the waterscape.4 The lack of published philosophical works (even independent of fishing) on 

the waterscape therefore demonstrates a largely incomplete notion of a sense of place within 

its current topological discourse.  

Future research 

This thesis has considered the more character of fishing from an existential and subjective 

experience of the world. It has considered ontologies from both Western and Eastern traditions, 
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as well as Indigenous cultures from each hemisphere. Each of these have been bound to the 

place we find ourselves and with which we identify, and has ultimately initiated a new 

discourse on a topological ethic. Whilst I have thought about this in terms of eco-love, there is 

a real need to pursue a discourse further developing our thinking on a human code of 

behaviours which is motivated by our re-immersion into the place we are necessarily bound. It 

is from this ethic that we may transition to a more adaptive system that inspires swift 

amendments in governance and policy making that presently stifle progressive thinking and 

practice. This is reflected in the slow-moving responses to climate change. 

My research was conducted from within an institution that encourages trans-

disciplinary dialogue. As the sole philosopher at the institution, I have necessarily been 

required to attach a sense of purpose to my work beyond commitments to my own discipline. 

Barnard’s work on our symbolic revolution offered not only a uniquely human story, but also 

brought into question the non-discursive symbolism from within trans-disciplinary discourse. 

More work needs to be done not in uniting fundamentally disparate methods of inquiry, but in 

facilitating a change in our vision of the world. Our capacity for computation is not bound to 

that which we can observe, nor translate into binary code. If we are to maintain integrity in our 

capacity for symbolic thought, then our development of trans-disciplinary discourse is 

ultimately bound to re-immersing ourselves into the place we are necessarily bound and in 

opening up to that place through all of our senses. This further brings into question academic 

integrity, insofar as so much of academia is insistent on the analytical and objective pursuit of 

discursive symbolism. If ours is a love of wisdom, then more work needs to be done in offering 

more opportunity and validation for all that defines us as symbolic minds. 

I have already mentioned the lack of philosophical discourse on the waterscape and a 

real need to further develop thinking about our human connection with it. Psychology, physical 

sciences and fields of medicine have already begun to develop studies in the significance of 

the waterscape on our wellbeing. Indigenous communities the world over have maintained their 

commitment to the water as a source of life and as a reflection and source of their wellbeing. 

Philosophy and the hard humanities definitely need to further consider their own connection to 

this understanding and also enter into discourse within the already mentioned disciplines. My 

own thesis which was inspired by indigenous knowledges and which extends our current 

topological discourse, proposes the waterscape as humanity’s ‘black mirror’. Narcissus found 

only despair from the beauty he encountered in the pool. My fishers saw beauty in the happiness 

they found in the freedom of the waterscape – a possible starting point for a future project 

within philosophy. 
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A significant part of our connection to the waterscape is in its aesthetic quality. Directly 

related to fishing and introduced within my discourse on Paul Maclean, was the aesthetic 

character of the activity and its centrality in becoming the Bifföst fisher. It would be interesting 

and beneficial to consider the aesthetic quality of the artisanal fisher. The ambiguity in defining 

artisanal fisheries across countries is explicitly bound to its quantifiable data. It is difficult to 

remove the ‘art’ from ‘artisanal’ and it would make for an interesting and possibly even useful 

research project to further develop a thinking and perhaps also qualitative analysis on the 

aesthetic character of artisanal fisheries. 

Maintaining our thinking about fishing and also applying my philosophy beyond it, 

dwells the future vision of what the United Nations has coined the Blue Economy5. With so 

much of the research economy, private enterprise and global attention to it, it would be useful 

and undoubtedly necessary to consider alternative paradigms from the ‘business as usual’. 

While there is validity in dedicating so much research to it, as defined by current enviro-socio-

economic values, there is no guarantee that they will prevail. We need only look at the change 

in societal values in the decade preceding the International Whaling Commission’s (IWC) 

commercial whaling moratorium. While the scientists were improving their models for 

international quota distribution during that time, the 1970s saw the beginning of the global anti-

whaling movement.6 Winning a three-quarter member-majority vote, the IWC implemented a 

commercial whaling moratorium by 1982, which has not been lifted since.  Our sense of place 

in the world reflects the values we hold onto and choose to act upon. Whilst science provides 

us with data of the world in which we find ourselves, the value we attach to the data is 

configured by the meaning it occupies in our story. My chapter on the fisheries economy guided 

by eco-feminism and reflected in my return to the spirit of oikonomia, may offer an interesting 

starting point within this current and very topical discourse. 

My research indicates that fishing is symbolic of our humanity. The connection we 

share to the last of our wild food source is thus an existential one. It would be worthwhile to 

consider how applicable this theory is when we turn our attention to the domestic fish. 

Aquaculture poses a whole other set of questions about our relationship with the fish, the 

waterscape and our place in the world. Given our enviro-socio-economic commitments to food 

 
5	2012.	Blue	Economy	Concept	Paper.	United	Nations	Conference	on	Sustainable	Development.	United	

Nations:	http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/ditcted2014d5_en.pdf,	ibid.	
6	SAINSBURY,	K.	2016.	The	Uncertainty	in	Fisheries	Models	(Professor	—	Marine	System	Management).	

In:	BOSSI,	L.	(ed.).	Institute	for	Marine	and	Antarctic	Studies,	Taroona.	
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security, the development of this philosophical research is essential in thinking about our 

colonisation of the waterscape. 

There is a need to re-evaluate our attitude to the waterscape and our academic 

endeavours if we are to hold onto to what is left of our integrity as symbolic minds. My research 

has shown that considerable potential lies in a refocus on our re-immersion within the 

waterscape, in both fisheries and the broader academic discourse, over the opportunity and 

expectation of profiting from it.  
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